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The organizing principle of this dissertation is that Las Casas’s most famous
work, the Brevísima relación, is primarily an intricately reasoned legal argument against
the excesses of early Spanish colonialism rather than a fiery polemical diatribe by the
“first human rights activist.” Contrary to such anachronistic (though enduringly popular)
characterization, this study employs a historical perspective to view this influential text as
belonging to the genres of the early modern juridical tradition.
Accordingly, this investigation begins by examining the historical matrix of
fifteenth-century and early sixteenth-century Spain to properly contextualize Las Casas’s
early life and certain initial colonial institutions of the Spanish Indies. Similarly, his
juridical expertise is firmly rooted in an explication of his contemporaneous formation in
canon law and theology. From these foundational strands of his life and work, his
maturing juridical voice spoke most decisively in certain of the major debates among
Spanish jurists, theologians, and politicians—as well as in the Brevísima relación—in the
wake of the Iberian “discovery” of what was for all concerned a physical as well as
philosophical “New World.”
iv

The combined focus of subsequent chapters elucidates the fundamentally juridical
dimensions of the text, beginning with the specific context accompanying its genesis in
1542 until its publication a decade later. The treatise’s legal character as an official
publication based on various evidentiary sources is further revealed by the text’s triple
function—to inform, to denounce, and to petition, which in turn corresponds to the genres
of relaciones, denuncias, and peticiones of the civil juridical tradition. The Brevísima
relación’s content unveils far more than this; the epistemological rationale and analytic
framework are intimately linked to canonistic, Thomistic, and biblical genres of the
ecclesial juridical tradition.
Continuing this historical investigation, the concluding chapter demonstrates
anew the fundamental grounding of Las Casas’s approach in the vibrant first generations
of juristic discourse of the so-called Spanish colonial era. His multifaceted juridical voice
was distinctively encoded in a powerful melding of civil and ecclesial legal traditions.
This dissertation intends to communicate this voice intelligibly with the proper accents of
the past.
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CHAPTER I
ARGUMENTO
Many voices in history can be heard through the pens and speeches of prominent
individuals. Few voices of history have generated as much scorn and praise as that of
Bartolomé de Las Casas (1484–1566).1 Of his countless writings, the most infamous and
famous was the Brevísima relación de la destruición de la Indias, in which Las Casas
narrated events, condemned atrocities, and sought to halt the devastation and
depopulation of the Indies. This controversial Very Brief Account of the Destruction of
the Indies has been read and commented on by countless generations.2 Since its
publication in 1552, this short work has been either derided as a polemical tract of burden
or extolled as an exemplary text of liberation. Most readers have heard his voice either as
a “promoter” of the Black Legend of exceptional Spanish colonial cruelty or as a “writer”

1

For a brief summary of Las Casas’s critics see Fray Bartolomé de las Casas, Brevísima relación de la
destruícion de las Indias, ed. Isacio Pérez Fernández, Estudios Monográficos (Madrid: Punto Print, S. L.,
1999), 3:917–38 (hereafter cited as Pérez Fernández, Brevísima). Scholars who praised Las Casas include
the following: Manuel Giménez Fernández, Lewis Hanke, Manuel M. Martínez, Vicente D. Carro, Marcel
Bataillon, André Saint-Lu, Helen Rand Parish, Isacio Pérez Fernández, Gustavo Gutiérrez, among others.
Perhaps the most famous derision of Las Casas was written by Ramón Menéndez Pidal in his El Padre Las
Casas: Su doble personalidad (Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1963); his scorn was echoed by Julián Marías in his
Understanding Spain, trans. Frances M. López-Morilla (Ann Arbor: Univ. of Michigan Press, 1990), 211–
12.
2

Juan Comas succinctly synthesized the scholarly debates about Las Casas’s writings in his “Historical
Reality and the Detractors of Father Las Casas,” in Bartolomé de Las Casas in History: Toward an
Understanding of the Man and His Work, eds. Juan Friede and Benjamin Keen (DeKalb: Northern Illinois
Univ. Press, 1971), 487–537 (hereafter cited as Las Casas in History). Benjamin Keen traced the main
currents of international opinion about Las Casas’ writings in his “Introduction: Approaches to Las Casas,
1537–1970,” in Las Casas in History, 3–63. André Saint-Lu stated, “All too often Las Casas is identified
solely with the Brevísima–or the focus is on libel … [thus treating] this work in isolation from his other
efforts and writings.” “Introducción,” in Bartolomé de Las Casas, Brevísima relación de la destruición de
las Indias, ed. André Saint-Lu (Cátedra: Quinta Ediciónes, 1991), 11.

1

of Golden Age literature.3 Through these portrayals, the Brevísima relación has been
alternately condemned and ignored for its supposed exaggerations, or published and
defended for its purported veracity.4 These types of polemical examinations of and
approaches to the Brevísima relación have dominated Lascasian historiography about this
Very Brief Account.
These rhetorical and literary interpretations are important to understand in order
to comprehend how Las Casas’s tract has been interpreted and used in the study of
history. For example, the Brevísima relación has played a pivotal role in the debates over
the centuries about Spanish colonization and, by extension, any colonial enterprise.
Indeed, this tract has been linked even with contemporary struggles of the oppressed
against neo-colonialism.5 Yet such examinations and uses of this famous work may have

3

In André Saint-Lu’s critical examination of how the Brevísima was used, he elucidated its function
both by sixteenth-century anti-Spanish propagandists and by nineteenth-century Latin American
revolutionaries to foment independence movements. “Introducción,” 46–50. After its publication in Seville
in 1552, this famous text was translated over time into a number of other modern languages—many in the
tongues of Spain’s enemies. These translated editions generated anti-Spanish propaganda. The translations
of the Brevísima relación were read publicly (and visualized with woodcuts) especially for the benefit of
the illiterate; as such, Las Casas’s text was turned again into an oral report—a report that took on legendary
proportions in the Black Legend. Fernando Domínguez Reboiras, “ ‘Y hasta agora no es poderoso el rey’.
Sobre monarquía y elites de poder en los orígenes de la Brevíssima,” in Talleres de la memoria—
Reivindicaciones y autoridad en la historigrafía de los siglos XVI y XVII, eds. Robert Folger and Wulf
Oesterreicher (Münster: LIT, Druck, 2005), 47–54. For an analysis of the Black Legend, see the HankeKeen debate in Lewis Hanke, “A Modest Proposal for a Moratorium on Grand Generalizations: Some
Thoughts on the Black Legend,” Hispanic American Historical Review 51, no. 1 (1971): 112–27. Also see
Benjamin Keen, “The Black Legend Revisited: Assumptions and Realities,” Hispanic American Historical
Review 49, no. 4 (1969), 703–19. For an assessment of the literary heritage of Las Casas, see Afanasiev,
“The Literary Heritage,” 539–78; and Raymond Marcus, “Las Casas in Literature,” in Las Casas in
History, 581–600.
4

Decades after Las Casas wrote his Brevísima relación, Bernal Díaz questioned the veracity of the
Dominican friar’s version of the events at Cholula. See his The Conquest of New Spain, trans. and intro. by
J. M. Cohen (London: Penguin Books, 1963), 203. In 1596, Fray Agustín Dávila Padilla ardently defended
the veracity of Las Casas’s Very Brief Account in his Historia de la fundación y discurso de la provincial
de Santiago de México, de la Orden de Predicadores (México, 1955), 303–30, 341. For a contemporary
defense of Las Casas’s Brevísima relación, see, among others, Manuel María Martínez, Fray Bartolomé de
las Casas: El gran calumniado (Madrid: La Rafa, 1955), and Saint-Lu, “Introducción,” 46–57.
5

Benjamin Keen, “Introduction: Approaches to Las Casas,” in Las Casas in History, 55. The University
of Oregon Las Casas Lecture Series exemplify this modern application of Las Casas’s thought.

2

tended to discourage further probing for an alternative understanding of the Brevísima
relación. Since this text has been—and will continue to be—widely discussed, studied,
and debated, new interpretations of this frequently quoted work are important.6 As
historian John Fiske stated concerning Las Casas,
[f]or the thoughts, words, and deeds of such a man, there is
no death. The sphere of their influence goes on widening
forever. They bud, they blossom, they bear fruit, from age
to age. 7

Thesis Statement and Rationale
This dissertation listens again to Las Casas’s voice and offers a new interpretation
that elucidates the juridical approach taken by Las Casas in the Very Brief Account. This
dissertation argues that the Brevísima relación de la destruición de las Indias belongs
predominantly to genres of inquiry in the juridical tradition, both civil and ecclesial.
Direct support for this thesis derives from an examination of the character and content of
the published treatise. From an assessment of its legal character, this study will
demonstrate that the discernible triple function of the Brevísima relación—to inform, to
denounce, and to petition—corresponds most appropriately to the genres of relaciones
(official reports), denuncias (accusatory condemnations), and peticiones (remedial
requests) that are found in the civil juridical tradition. This study will also demonstrate

6

The Brevísima relación’s broad use in academia is demonstrated using an internet search. The results
show how frequently this tract is included in course syllabi. Study of the Brevísima relación has also
increasingly extended into the fields of the Humanities. Examples of literary examinations of the tract
include Camacho’s analysis of the Brevísima relación as a discourse of resistance as well as Benitez-Rojo’s
delineation of the role of the tract in delaying the publication of Las Casas’s Historia. See Jorge Luis
Camacho, “Meta-Historia y ficción en la Brevísima relación de la destrucción de las Indias de Fray
Bartolomé de las Casas,” Hispanófila 134 (2002): 37–47; and Antonio Benítez-Rojo, “Bartolomé de Las
Casas: Entre el infierno y la ficción,” Modern Language Notes 103, no. 2 Hispanic Issue (1988): 259–88.
7

John Fiske, The Discovery of America with Some Account of Ancient America and the Spanish
Conquest (Boston: Houghton and Mifflin, 1892), 2:440–41, 476, 482.

3

that the content of the treatise employs forms of discourse from the ecclesial juridical
tradition, viz., the genres of canon law, of the scholastic tripartite scheme of law, and of
biblical juridical scripture.
Indirect support for this thesis derives from Las Casas’s exposures to, training in,
and proclivity for the juridical. First, Las Casas had direct exposure to the juridical
because he lived in an era of titanic Atlantic world transition as Spain encountered,
conquered, and colonized a “New World,” and as legal thinking and structures adapted to
the reality of an emerging and expanding Spanish empire. Second, he received formal
education in Latin, canon law (and the corresponding sphere of civil law), as well as in
philosophical-theological-canonistic Thomistic scholasticism, which he enhanced by
lifelong autodidactic study. Third, he persistently utilized a juridical approach in his
responses to the anthropo-status, religious, economic, and political debates about the
Indies and its inhabitants.8 Fourth, the specific context of the genesis, writing, and
eventual publication of the Brevísima relación, (which spanned the decade from 1542 to
1552), possesses a discernible juridical character.

Historical Significance
This dissertation places the Brevísima relación in its proper genre as a piece of
legal writing in the canon of Colonial Latin American texts, and, as such, moves
scholarship away from the polemical and atemporal to the juridical and historical.
Moreover, this study contributes to the small but growing body of Lascasian scholarship
by systematically demonstrating that, since 1515, Las Casas was primarily a jurist in his

8
The neologism, anthropo-status, uses the hyphenated Greek-Latin word “anthropo-status” meaning
“human-status” to avoid anachronistic confusion with the focus of the modern discipline of anthropology as
the study of human culture. The rationale for this neologism will be further explicated in Chapter IV.

4

training and perspectives rather than predominantly a controversial polemicist, a
pragmatic activist, and/or a Thomistic theologian, and that he functioned as a jurist in his
labors, writings, and responses to the issues and debates of his time.9 This effort corrects
some of the, perhaps, overly encomiastic or anachronistic descriptions of Las Casas as,
for example, “a virtuous figure,” “the father of Liberation Theology,” “one of the Fathers
of the Latin American Church,” “an Early Modern historian,” “a proto-anthropologist,”
and “a Renaissance man.” At the same time, this specific focus on Las Casas’s lifelong
juridical approach links the context and content of the Brevísima relación more
appropriately to the events of the time, to contemporaneous intellectual history as well as
to juridical dimensions of other writings by Las Casas. By addressing these kinds of
issues and topics, this dissertation adds to historical knowledge by demythologizing the
treatise, which has grown over time into a “larger-than-life” text—far beyond the original
intention of Las Casas.
This study counteracts this aggrandizement by re-establishing the text within its
own contemporaneous context and seeking to understand the treatise on its own terms,
such that the modern reader might approximate the perspective of the original intended
reader. One of the ways to accomplish this is to indicate what is and is not included in the
text. The Brevísima relación is about the actions and agency of certain Spaniards (and
Germans), viz., of tyrannical conquistadores, captains, encomenderos, and royal officials.
The treatise is for the most part “silent” about the particular actions and differentiating
characteristics of Indigenous peoples, including about the dissimilarities in their specific
9

Kenneth Pennington, Popes, Canonists and Texts, 1150–1550 (Aldershot, Hampshire: Ashgate
Publishing, 1993), XIII, 3. A jurist is a legal expert, practicioner, or writer. Enrique Alcaraz Varó y Brian
Hughes, Diccionario de Términos Jurídicos (Inglés-Español;Spanish-English), 7th edición (Madrid: Areil,
2003), 307.

5

pre-contact political, economic, and social organization. This is another of the challenges
for twenty-first-century readers of this purposively one-sided Very Brief Account.

Methodology
In general, the methodology utilized in this dissertation is both textual and
contextual. Exegetical analysis of the text is employed to elucidate the presence of
juridical genres, which—for heuristic purposes—are categorized as two analytically
distinguishable branches of the juridical tradition: civil and ecclesial. By explication of
the character of the text and its corresponding function(s) (a social feature of genres), and
by analysis of its narrative content (a structural feature of genres), the presence of genres
of the civil juridical tradition (relaciones, denuncias, and peticiones) as well as of the
ecclesial juridical tradition (Thomistic, canonistic, and scriptural) are discernible.10
To situate these identified genres of the text in their contemporaneous contexts,
several kinds of lateral contextualization will be employed. The first type compares the
Brevísima relación with texts of similar genres. This type of contextual analysis
addresses questions such as how typical or atypical are the civil juridical genres of the
Brevísima relación in comparison to other contemporaneous juridical treatises? With
respect to genres of the ecclesial tradition, how typical or atypical is the use of these
genres in contemporaneous writing?

10
Structural features of genres include: 1) channel (how the text is transmitted: spoken, written, signed),
2) content (what the text is about: its meanings and concepts), 3) macro-structure (its parts and how they
are arranged), 4) micro-structure (particular configurations within). Social features of genres include: 1)
name (culturally recognized or individually agreed-upon), 2) transmission (explicitly conforms to a
template), 3) function (the purpose of text, and what social role(s) it plays), 4) participants (who produces
it, who reads it, and the relationship of their roles). University of California, Santa Barbara, class notes,
Linguistics 124, January 17, 2001, “Narrative and Genre.” [online]; available from http://www.linguistics
.ucsb.edu/ (accessed October 1, 2010).

6

A second kind of lateral contextualization will be employed to situate the
Brevísima relación in relevant institutional matrices of the Indies, Spain, and the Church.
This method aids in binding this thesis more closely to institutional contexts, for
example, to broader contexts such as the papal donation, Hispano-Indiano law (from
Burgos to the New Laws) and its institutions such as the encomienda, the Requerimiento,
the Protectorate, and the Consejo de las Indias. This method will also help to understand
better the specific juridical circumstances attendant to the original writing of the
Brevísima relación in 1542 until its publication in 1552.
A third kind of lateral contextualization will be utilized to elucidate the
trajectories of development in the anthropo-status, religious, economic, and political
debates that began with the encounter with the Indies and that continued throughout the
conquest and early Colonial period. By contextualizing the discourses about the different
issues within their historical and contemporary scenarios, distinctive factors shaping the
discourse as well as those ideas reflected in the Brevísima relación may be uncovered.
An important textual approach of this dissertation will be the employment of the
traditional genetic mode of historiography. For example, where appropriate in the
analysis of the content of the treatise, the criteria of Las Casas’s condemnatory judgments
of the Spaniards’ behavior as violations of divine, natural, and human law will be traced
backward in time to their respective points of origin in Thomistic thought. Similarly, Las
Casas’s references to canonistic principles will be traced back to their original
articulation. Because this traditional genetic approach implies a temporal dimension—
that of a return to the source as well as an inclusion of any thematic progression of this
thought over time, this method is appropriate to understand both the origins and

7

developments of concepts such as tyranny, blasphemy, and heresy that Las Casas brought
into his discourse.

Literature Review
To focus on Las Casas’s juridical approach is consistent with Lascasian
scholarship that, since the earlier 1900s, has emphasized his juridical abilities. For
example, Abigail Mejía de Fernández (1934) and Pedro Henríquez Ureña (1949), Spanish
historians, identified Las Casas as an abogado for the Indigenous peoples; John Leddy
Phelan (1956), colonial Latin Americanist historian, specifically described Las Casas’s
approach as generally that of a canon lawyer, and particularly so in the Brevísima
relación.11
Manuel María Martínez (1958), Dominican scholar from the juridical-theological
tradition of Salamanca, contended that it was “in the juridical terrain that Las Casas
excel[led] in an extraordinary manner among all sixteenth-century authors.”12 Manuel
Giménez Fernández (1966), Spanish canonist and Lascasian historian, recognized Las
Casas as an adroit fiscal (prosecuting attorney) whose juridical insights were “incisive,”
and whose canonical censures of the evils and harm done in the Indies “struck like
lightning.”13 Manuel Ballesteros Gaibrios (1977), Spanish historian and anthropologist,

11

Abigail Mejía de Fernández, Historia de la literatura castellana: estudio histórico crítico que
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contended that Las Casas’s role as “abogado de la causa de los indios” (a lawyer for the
Indians’ cause) was the basis for all “his diverse activities that varied according to the
needs of the time.”14 André Saint-Lu (1977), French Lascasian scholar, pointed out that
Las Casas’s “mode of seeing” was “fundamentally juridical.”15
In recent decades, Kenneth Pennington (1993), scholar of medieval ecclesiastical
and legal history, also identified Las Casas as “essentially a jurist” and demonstrated that
the content and sources of several significant Lascasian ideas “were based on medieval
juridical theory … [that] he developed … in original and interesting ways.”16 Recently,
Harvard legal scholar, Paolo Carozzo (2003) pointed out that Las Casas’s “arguments
were strewn with juridical sources and language,” and that such juridical aspects were
present “in a manner more overt and persistent” than his contemporaries.17 J. Scott
Davidson (1994), New Zealand Law professor, who also called Las Casas a jurist,
contended that the Dominican’s underlying juridical approach was present even in
writings that were highly polemical and characterized by moral outrage, and that these
features often overshadowed detection of Las Casas’s legal orientation, which seems to

as Las Casas: delegado) ; Manuel Giménez Fernández, Bartolomé de las Casas: capellán de S.M. Carlos I,
poblador de Cumaná 1517–1523 (Madrid: Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas, 1984), 2:1224
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Bartolomé de las Casas, Brevísima relación de la Destrucción de Indias, intro. Manuel Ballesteros
Gaibrios (Madrid: Alcalá, 1977), viii.
15
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L’Hammanttan, 1982), 56.
16
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be the case with the Brevísima relación.18 In accord with scholars’ persistent portrayal of
Las Casas as a legal advocate, Rolena Adorno (2008), perhaps the foremost expert in
colonial Latin American literature, authoritatively and forcefully contended that “Las
Casas followed juridical tradition and augmented it with theological sources, [although]
theology was not his primary expertise,” and specifically stated that “Las Casas’s
juridical perspective is essential to understanding … his Brevísima relación.”19 As such,
this dissertation’s reassessment of the Brevísima relación builds on and adds to these
scholars’ common identification of Las Casas as a jurist and of the predominance of a
juridical perspective in his lifelong defense of Indigenous people by revisiting the text
and demonstrating its legal character and juridical content.
Introductions to nine recent editions of the Brevísima relación (five Spanish, three
English, and one French) show that this type of juridical re-casting of Las Casas’s life is
the exception rather than the rule. Most of the scholarly introductions to the treatise
include a broad chronological or a partial episodic biography that offer valuable insights
about different aspects of Las Casas’s life. However, only Dominican historianphilosopher-theologian, Isacio Pérez Fernández (1992), and political-scientist-historian,
Anthony Pagden (1992), as well as Saint-Lu (1991) present Las Casas’s biography in
terms of the developing legal climate that unfolded on both sides of the Atlantic, the
ensuing debates, and the Crown’s various juridical initiatives. Most simply indicate

18

J. S. Davidson, “The Rights of Indigenous Peoples in Early International Law,” The Canterbury Law
Review 5 (1994): 393, 411.
19
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without elaboration, as did historian Franklin Knight (2003), that Las Casas “helped
shape the jurisprudential nature of the Spanish American colonial world.”20
No study has systematically addressed how Las Casas functioned as a fiscal
(attorney) throughout his life, nor how the character and content of the Brevísima
relación might belong to genres of the juridical traditions. Surprisingly, even Pérez
Fernández in his monumental critical edition of the Brevísima relación in 2000 did not
assess the legal character of the treatise; he simply stated that Las Casas’s ethicaljuridical judgments were one of its major components.21
There has been little consensus among scholars about the genre(s) of the
Brevísima relación, although all the editors of the modern editions, except Bill Donovan
(1992), have addressed this dimension in one way or another. Some, such as Consuelo
Varela (1999), Spanish historian of Colonial Latin America, position Las Casas’s widelyknown and frequently-read tract as both an example of Golden Age literature and as a
source of the Black Legend, but do not offer any juridical interpretation. Roberto
Fernández Retamar (1980), Cuban essayist and literary critic, discusses the treatise
predominantly for its contribution to the Black Legend. In his discussion of the formal
literary genres of the treatise, José Miguel Martínez Torrejón (2006), Professor of
Medieval and Renaissance Spanish and Portuguese Literature, argues that the treatise is
“a powerful rhetorical machine” in keeping with the parameters of the classical tradition

20
Bartolomé de las Casas, An Account, Much Abbreviated, of the Destruction of the Indies, ed. and
trans. Nigel Griffin; intro. Anthony Pagden (London: Penguin Books, 1992); Pérez Fernández, Brevísima;
Saint-Lu, Brevísima relación; Bartolomé de las Casas, An Account, Much Abbreviated, of the Destruction
of the Indies, trans. Andrew Hurley, intro. and ed. Franklin W. Knight (Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing,
2003), xiii (hereafter cited as Knight, An Account).
21
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and thus may be characterized as judicial or forensic discourse in the tratadística (the
corpus of treatise writing). For Torrejón, this mixture of rhetorical genres—both judicial
and persuasive—lends a clear depositional and narrative quality to the text.22
Some editors and other scholars point to the presence of both literary and juridical
genres in the Brevísima relación. For example, Pagden (1992) acknowledges that the
treatise employed literary and rhetorical strategies, but insists that it was principally a
legal tract, and specifically both a relación and a petición.23 Luís Veres (1998), linguist
and communication theorist, regards the Brevísima relación as a historical chronicle that
informs and narrates, but does not consider whether these functions might be
characteristic of a relación; he does, however, contend that the “superior functionality” of
the treatise is that of a denuncia.24 Pérez Fernández (1992) also recognizes a denunciatory
quality in the text and sees this as a genre of legal writing. He contends that Las Casas
employs “shocking language” to speak directly in an expository manner to the problem of
the conquest, rather than employing words as “a professional literary writer would.”25
These scholars contend that the juridical predominated over the literary, a position also
taken in this dissertation.
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Other scholars have focused solely on one or another genre of the civil juridical
tradition. For example, Saint-Lu (1998) argues that “the only theme that occupies all of
[Las Casas’s] texts” is denunciation, and that Las Casas’s writings are essentially
“memoriales de agravios” (memoranda of grievances) thus inferring that the Brevísima
relación is at best a denuncia.26 Alberto Moreiras (2000), Professor of Hispanic Studies
and Cultural Theory, classifies the Brevísima relación as a request (petición) to Philip II
“to end the savage extraction of capital from the Indies” and “to preserve the integrity of
the imperial dominium.”27 Manuel Ballesteros Gaibrios (1977), Spanish anthropologist
and historian, does not regard the Brevísima relación as “a public denunciation, but what
would be called today a report to a superior,” but did not explicitly denominate the
treatise as a relación.28 However, Torrejón argues against designating the treatise as a
relación in his “Introduction” to his 2006 critical edition of the text. He believes that
historically the genre of relación functioned as an official and testimonial document
about events that happened in time and space. Texts of this type tended to be written by
someone who had the obligation to inform the emperor of what he had seen. Because Las
Casas’s treatise includes information that was compiled from sources other than his own
eyewitness testimony, Torrejón concludes that the treatise lacked what constituted legal
evidence and therefore could not belong to legal genre of a relación.29 This position is
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refuted by scholarship on what constitutes legal evidence.30 Most relaciones from this
time period were not based solely on eyewitness observations by the author, but by works
and accounts of others as well.
In addition to this scholarship about genres of the civil juridical tradition, some of
the “Introductions” and other scholarship also have pinpointed the ecclesial juridical
tradition found in the Brevísima relación: the Thomistic genre of the tripartite scheme of
divine, natural, and human law. For example, Saint-Lu (1991) holds that the treatise
constitutes a “very clearly formulated juridical refutation” of the Spaniards’ violation of
natural and divine law.31 José María Reyes Cano (1994), scholar of Spanish Literature,
maintains that the way in which divine law was understood by Thomists is the core of the
treatise’s legal reflection; however, he does not identify the Thomistic tripartite scheme
of law as a juridical genre. Indeed, Reyes Cano’s only reference to any legal genre is in
the context of the 1542 New Laws, asserting that the Brevísima relación is “no more than
an alegato informativo (informative accusation) of a quasi-juridical character.”32 In
contrast, Marta Inés Waldegaray, Argentinian Professor of Spanish Literature,
characterized the treatise as both a “petition” for justice and as a “dénonciation”
(accusatory condemnation) of the violations of divine, natural, and human law.33 She did
not, however, develop this. In this dissertation, an analysis of the analytic framework
30

Walter D. Mignolo, “Cartas, crónicas y relaciones del descubrimiento y la conquista,” in Historia de
la literatura hispanoamericana, epoca colonial, coord., Luis Iñigo Madrigal (Madrid: Catedra, 1982), 71.
31
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37.
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underlying the content of the Brevísima relación will explicate this Thomistic genre of
the ecclesial juridical tradition.
While no other genres of the ecclesial juridical tradition, viz., canonistic and
scriptural, were addressed by these scholars, other recent studies do. For example, in his
study of the tratados published by Las Casas in 1552, José Cárdenas Bunsen, Professor
of Spanish Literature, demonstrates the canonistic approach in the Dominican’s use of
two juridical concepts—tyranny and fraud—in the Brevísima relación.34 With respect to
the presence of biblical juridical genres in the Brevísima relación, Francisco Rodríguez’
1995 doctoral dissertation drew on the Books of the Pentateuch (the first five books of
the Old Testament) to structure Las Casas’s assessment of the Spaniards’ deeds in terms
of selected normative dimensions of Exodus and Deuteronomy, for example, in terms of
the rules pertaining to the Israelites’ encounter with an alien people. 35
Given this recent scholarship as well as the fact that scholars have not understood
nor systematically explicated the nature of the Brevísima relación as belonging to genres
of the two branches (civil and ecclesial) of the juridical tradition, this dissertation
endeavors to break needed new ground in the understanding of this text as one replete
with genres of legal discourse.

Sources
All these works have been consulted in some way in the preparation of the present
dissertation project. In addition to secondary scholarship, editions of the Brevísima

34
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Casas” (Ph.D. diss., Yale University, 2008), 122–40.
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relación are both “primary” and “secondary” in nature. Additional valuable primary and
secondary sources were acquired from archival research at the Library of Congress, Yale
University Beinecke Library, and the University of Florida as well as from the Archivo
General de las Indias in Seville, Spain, and the Archivos Generales de los Dominicos de
la Provincia de Santiago de México, Querétaro, Mexico.36 Secondary textual sources,
such as those discussed above, were complemented by interviews and discussions with
leading Lascasian and other scholars at the International Quincentenary Congress, “De
Ávila a La Española: Una mirada desde la otra orilla” in Avila, Spain; at the Encuentro
internacional: Presencia de fray Bartolomé de las Casas in Havana, Cuba; at the Fiftythird International Congress of Americanists, “The People of the Americas: Continuity
and Change” in Mexico City, Mexico; and at the Ninth International Congress of
Dominican Historians, in Oaxaca, Mexico.37
However, with respect to primary sources available for this study, there remain
some significant limitations. In general, these sources are constricted by time, language,
culture, and methodology. Temporally, these texts were produced nearly five hundred
years ago. Linguistically, sixteenth-century Spanish sources tend to be archaic in style,
limited in availability, and one-sided in perspective. Culturally, these texts represent an
only-partially-known Hispano-Indiano worldview long past. Methodologically, the texts
were generated at the beginning of the early modern period, prior to the development of

36
Part of these research activities were funded by a Kislak Short Term Fellowship, as well as by two
Summer Research Grants and the Maxwell Angus Award from University of Oregon Department of
History. Other investigative research was facilitated by the University of Oregon Knight Library holdings
as well as Interlibrary Loan collections.
37
Remote preparation for this dissertation consisted of research-related travel to eleven Latin American
countries to investigate broad thematic issues about Latin America in general and Las Casas in particular.
Additionally, this study benefited from writing two Master’s theses, one in Theology and one in History,
which focused on Las Casas’s Confesionario and Brevísima relación, respectively.
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modern historiographic conventions. As such, these primary texts must be considered on
their own terms as well as examined carefully. Furthermore, with respect to the
Brevísima relación, Las Casas’s “working papers” are not available. As such, the various
editions of the text cannot be compared to boradores (draft copies) such as the
Larguísima relación from which the shorter summary was distilled. Nevertheless, the
bibliography of this dissertation represents a solid quarry of primary and secondary
sources related to the particular focus of this study.

Organization
This dissertation consists of three major parts. The first will address the formation
of Las Casas’s juridical voice by contextualizing his life within the broader milieu of his
native land that shaped his Weltanschauung, facilitated his early education and
subsequent academic studies, as well as immersed him in the affairs of the Indies.
Accordingly, Chapter II will first offer a general historical overview beginning with
intellectual and cultural developments attendant to the ascendancy of the Renaissance,
and extending to Iberia’s social history with its letrados and litigations, its politics and
religion, that eventually culminated in the encounter of Castilian and Indigenous people,
as well as generated the Brevísima relación fifty years later. Chapter III will present the
specific development of academic disciplines within Castile’s distinctive matrix from
which Las Casas benefited—first in canon law, later in theology. These two disciplines
along with reforms in the Dominican Order converged in Las Casas’s life when he
became a friar and resulted in the distinctive canonistic-Thomistic accent of his juridical
voice.
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The second part will address the articulation of Las Casas’s juridical voice by
examining his participation in and contributions to four kinds of major debates that took
place during the first half of the sixteenth century. Accordingly, chapter IV will consider
the debates about the level of humanity of Indigenous peoples, and about their
evangelization and eternal salvation. Chapter V will focus on issues related to the
institutions of encomienda and slavery, as well as to the legitimacy of dominium
(dominion) and its exercise by wars of conquest. These chapters will demonstrate that
Las Casas applied his doctrine of natural rights as well as his knowledge of divine,
natural, and human (including canon and civil) law to these debates.
The third part will delineate the focus of Las Casas’s juridical voice in the
Brevísima relación by addressing the specific context, character, and content of the Very
Brief Account. Chapter VI will present the particular juridical circumstances that
accompanied the genesis, revision, and publication of the text, and will then examine the
legal character of the treatise as a piece of juristic writing belonging to the civil juridical
genres of relaciones, denuncias, and peticiones. Chapter VII will examine the content of
the treatise to elucidate its juridical structural components, epistemological rationale, and
analytic framework to demonstrate that Las Casas also employed genres from the
ecclesial juridical tradition, and that justice was the basis of his ethical-juridical
judgments. The final chapter will summarize the argument of this dissertation, and offer
additional interpretations related to the Brevísima relación that await future scholarship,
followed by a brief discussion of the voices of conscience, including the multifaceted
tenor of Las Casas’s juridical voice, that were raised on behalf of the Indigenous people.
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CHAPTER II
THE FORMATION OF LAS CASAS’S JURIDICAL VOICE:
HISTORICAL MATRIX
“Fourteen-hundred-and-ninety-two, Columbus sailed the ocean blue.”
So the voices of generations of school children have chanted the year that
Christopher Columbus (1451–1506) ventured out into the Atlantic.38 However, the
historiographic utility of this facile mnemonic device about the Genoese mariner’s
westward departure ends there, because the statement fails miserably to point to the
deeper complexities of the contact that Columbus initiated “between two worlds, both
already old,” of the consequent mutual encounters of Europeans and a different people on
a different land, and of the subsequent Spanish invasions, conquests, and colonization of
this so-called “New World.”39 Fifty years after Columbus’s initial encounter with and
identification of these people as “Indians,” the voice of Bartolomé de Las Casas (1484–
1566) thundered forth in his Brevísima relación de la destruición de las Indias—first
written in 1542 and subsequently published in 1552—to condemn the initial forty-nine
years of devastation and depopulation of the Indies.
Eight years before Columbus’s first contact with the Indigenous inhabitants and
their lands, Las Casas was born on November 11 in the Andalusían city of Seville in a
Castilian “Spain” ripe for expansion and eager to support the personal ambition of the

38

Thomas Benjamin, The Atlantic World: Europeans, Africans, Indians, and Their Shared History,
1490–1900 (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 2009), 3.
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Genoese mariner to sail westward into the mar Océano.40 Las Casas was raised in a Spain
characterized by certain Renaissance intellectual and cultural developments as well as
marked during the 1400s and early 1500s by distinctive socio-economic and politicoreligious patterns.41
In broad historiographical strokes, this chapter presents the general historical
matrix of Spain in order to elucidate the particular character of Las Casas’s native land
and, where appropriate, to contextualize his early life experiences, and some of the initial
future developments of the Spanish colonial system in the Indies. The first section
contextualizes the general historical matrix of Spain by a brief overview of the
developments in Renaissance intellectual and cultural history. This broader intellectual
milieu of the European Renaissance—its philosophical, legal, and theological
developments—as well as its artistic and linguistic aspects is important because this
development greatly influenced the ideational and instantiational framework of fifteenthcentury Spain. Consequently, the second section addresses the intellectual and cultural
continuity and change that characterized Renaissance Spain, and that influenced Las
Casas’s early formation. Then, the third section presents a survey of Spain’s social

40
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history, viz., two particular demographic characteristics of Spain, the economic
development of the Crowns of Castile and Aragon, as well as their relevance to certain
aspects of Las Casas’s life and of the future colonization in the Indies. The fourth section
focuses on the political power and ideology of Isabel and Ferdinand as they unified and
consolidated the Crowns of Castile and Aragon, and shows how their centralized
hierarchical system of governance was replicated in the Indies.42 The fifth section
considers the Catholic Monarchs’ strategies for reforming the national ecclesia (church),
their methods for converting the patria (country), and their vision for Christianizing the
orbis (world). The last section offers a contrast between Columbus’s juridical possession
of Indigenous lands and peoples, and Las Casas’s juridical condemnation in the
Brevísima relación of the destruction of the Indies.

Ascendancy of the Renaissance
The broader European Renaissance was a complex period of intellectual and
cultural developments generally bridging three centuries (1300/1350–1550/1600).43
While this movement of rebirth varied regionally and socially, its general features
significantly contoured the historical matrix of fifteenth-century Spain. These common
features included the return to ancient classical literature, the enrichment of medieval
thought through innovative scholarship, and the emergence of new and diverging
intellectual traditions, as well as the development of various artistic and linguistic
expressions.
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The renewed interest of the Renaissance in classical literature constituted a return
ad fontes (to the sources) to authoritative texts—to that font of powerful knowledge that
educated persons pursued in the writings of antiquity: the Bible, the Church Fathers, as
well as the philosophical, legal, theological, historical, literary, and oratorical works of
the Greeks and Romans.44 Renaissance thinkers and writers especially celebrated the
Romans and extolled the Greeks of the ancient world. Indeed, with the thirteenth-century
rediscovery of Aristotle (384–322 BCE), scholars of various disciplines “neither read
commentaries nor paraphrases but the works of Aristotle themselves in order to drink his
thought ‘directly from the springs’.”45 The fall of Constantinople in 1453 further elevated
the importance of ancient writings by bringing intellectuals from the Greek East to the
Latin West who, in turn, disseminated new translations of and circulated additional
commentaries on texts of the Greco-Roman intellectual tradition. About this same time,
some intellectual elites searched for an even more remote past than that of Rome and
Greece—for the very ancient cultures of “deep time” and of esoteric knowledge as found,
for example, in Egyptian and Chaldean antiquity. Implicit in this revolutionary sense of
time and the pursuit of “the pristine source of truth and original source of knowledge”
was belief in “a golden past” and in the subsequent gradual degeneration of humankind.46
Knowledge gleaned from the Renaissance return to Greco-Roman as well as to more
44
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remote pasts would influence the intellectual exploration of the encountered “New
World.” The ancient texts and the differing interpretations—one deductive, another
inductive—would later serve both as tools and obstacles for understanding the
Indigenous peoples, their cultures, and their lands.47
In the Renaissance philosophical refocus on the past, three dominant strains—
classical, scholastic, and humanist—permeated the thought of the period.48 In classical
thought, the revival of Aristotelianism, Platonism, Epicureanism, and Stoicism generated
ancient models for humans’ ethical formation as well as for the polity.49 In scholastic
philosophy, the various medieval schools—Averroism, Albertism, Thomism, Scotism,
Ockhamism—focused on resolving textual contradictions in their study of the ancient
sources.50 Although fueled by new ideas from the East, scholastics continued their
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adherence to the speculative pursuit of “the true” in their utilization of the method of
logical dialectical reasoning and metaphysical abstraction—whether focusing on
theoretical disciplines such as theology and philosophy, or on practical disciplines such
as law and medicine. In humanist discourse, an emerging intellectual movement
traditionally thought to have been initiated by Francisco Petrarch (1304–1374), who
discovered historical discontinuities in copies of the ancient texts, scholars increasingly
utilized the philological and historical method of Lorenzo Valla (ca. 1406–1454) to study
classical literature and languages as quarries of valuable knowledge and civilized
standards; they placed their focus on the practical application of learning in social and
political life, which method and application challenged the abstract academic approach of
the scholastic method.51 As such, in the quattrocento (1400s), humanist scholarship,
which was first intended for a select cultured social stratum and particularly for those
who ruled society and Church, addressed itself to the lay public—to all literate citizens—
in an effort to shape their education, culture, and lives according to the models of the
ancient texts. In contrast to the scholastic emphasis on metaphysical philosophy and the
primacy of the intellect in the speculative pursuit of “the true,” humanists championed
moral philosophy because of its usefulness in daily human life, and the need to persuade
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the will in the practical pursuit of “the good.” Because of humanism’s goal of changing
the heart, Petrarch argued that humanist philosophy was superior to scholasticism.52
In law, the return ad fontes began with twelfth-century codifications of both
Roman and canon law. The recovery and recomposition of the texts of the Justinian Code
(529–565 CE)—also called the Corpus Iuris Civilis (Body of Civil Law)—took place at
the newly-established studium generale or “university” of Bologna (1088), principally
through the efforts of Irnerius (ca. 1050–1125) who founded the school of glossators,
taught Roman law, and initiated the study of Roman jurisprudence as a science.53 Shortly
thereafter, the scientific integrity of canon law was established by the work of Gratian, a
learned Bolognese jurist who, in about 1140, evaluated and compiled the entire tradition,
methods, and underlying philosophy of ecclesiastical law in his encyclopedic Concordia
Discordantum Canonum (Concordance of Discordant Canons). This work—generally
referred to as the Decretum—became the first component of what would become the
Corpus Iuris Canonici (Body of Canon Law) four centuries later.54
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In their study of the universal law of venerable antiquity, jurists at Bologna
initially embarked upon a thorough glossing of the Justinian texts using scholastic
reasoning and strictly dialectical methods, and culminating in time with a compendium of
all extant interpretations of the Justinian texts in the Glossa Ordinaria (The Ordinary
Gloss) compiled by Franciscus Accurius (1182–1260) about 1230.55 Unable to proceed
further in abstract glossing, and as conflicts arose between local and customary laws as
well as in inter-city commerce, jurists at universities other than Bologna shifted their
attention to writing commentaria that reworked a particular aspect of the law and
reconciled the differences of interpretation. Similarly, in their study of classical canon
law (1140–1378), legal scholars, aided by the rediscovery of Aristotle in the West,
developed and utilized the analytical approach to authoritative texts that was associated
with scholasticism and its dialectical method of organizing texts and resolving
inconsistencies.56 The methods of both the civil and ecclesial disciplines of law did not
include the philological and historical kinds of analysis proffered by humanists.57 Even
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during the post-classical period (1378 onwards), the scholastic method (and Aristotelian
logic) continued to under-gird the extensive commentaries on canon law.58
Roman law sought two systems of universal law—one, a system of legal thought
elucidating principles, concepts, and modes of argument; the other, a system of positive
law as a standard for ius proprium (particular law—whether royal, city, or local) about
what is rational and just. Significantly, the Justinian Code of Roman law received
inspiration from “a Christian spirit” based on equity and humanitas, as well as included
directives about the clergy and the Church.59 Canon law, whose Decretum Gratiani
coincided with the rise of the papacy as the main form of governance in the Church, was
greatly influenced by Roman law during the early middle ages and by civil laws that
worked their way into canonical collections, such that “much of Roman law was
‘canonized’.”60 Both Roman and canon law study sought to generate principles of
universal jurisprudence that were applicable to contemporary life.61 Because many jurists
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were trained in both civil and ecclesiastical law, common jurisprudential principles were
more readily identified and merged.62
Together Roman law and canon law formed the so-called ius commune (common
law) of the Christian world.63 The most influential of the commentators on ius commune
as well as on ius proprium was Bartolus de Saxoferrato (1314–1354), an eminent
professor, scholar, and legal advocate in public life. His commentarium (commentary) on
the whole of Roman law rather than on solely particular aspects of the Justinian Code
was regarded as “a work of authority” and an exemplar of how to apply the wisdom of
ancient jurisprudence directly to contemporaneous legal situations. Extraordinary
originality characterized Bartolus’s work, especially in his understanding of the unity of
the law, and in his explication of the centrality of the authority of ius commune in all
interpretations of ius proprium.64 This theoretical position, referred to as mos italicus and
adopted by most jurists and legal practitioners throughout Western Europe, had
consequences for the historical method of teaching and applying Roman law. First,
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universal principles exemplified in the law were clarified and applied to
contemporaneous situations; second, efforts were made to incorporate the histories and
legal systems of polities of the same time into one universal history. Students of Bartolus,
such as the famous “Spanish Bartolus,” Baldus de Ubaldis (ca. 1319–1400), continued
the Bartolian theoretical and methodological approach, which remained dominant in the
quattrocento and beyond.65 In Spain and Portugal, Bartolus’s professional stature was
such that the Catholic monarchs decreed that, in cases where there were divergent
opinions, the opino Bartolo should receive priority.66
Many quattrocento humanists, such as Valla, denounced the Bartolian traditional
scholastic approach to law although, during the early growth of humanism, there was
fundamental affinity in the value both jurists and humanists placed on public service.67
Valla and other fifteenth-century humanists (and later in the sixteenth century those who
espoused the mos gallicus method of teaching Roman law) insisted that the proper object
of legal study was the history and development of “the laws and customs of one’s own
country,” and not the ancient Roman Code, which was “an artifact of an alien culture.” 68
That is, for them, law was specific to a given society, changed over time, and was not
universal. Other disparagers of quattrocento jurisprudence included the famous humanist
grammarian, Antonio de Nebrija, (1441–1522), who omitted the legal connotations of the
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word letrados in his Castilian-Latin dictionary, and defined the term simply as “learned
men”!69
In theology, the return to the past also broke new ground in the West. In addition
to the taken-for-granted authority of scripture and tradition, scholastic theology went
beyond the patristic theology of the Roman Empire to draw on Aristotelianism and
Platonism from the legacy of antiquity. As such, Augustinian pessimism about the “City
of Man” eroded with the recognition of the value of nature and of the world as
components in the “City of God.” Additionally, given the Christian tenet that “faith seeks
understanding” (fides quaerens intellectum), rational knowledge received deliberate
emphasis as theologians sought to develop the “science of theology,” and as
accompanying conceptual syntheses during this “Age of the Summae” explicated
doctrine, soteriology, eschatology, and ecclesiology, which latter area constituted canon
law.
For example, the theological writings of Thomas Aquinas (1225–1274),
philosopher and theologian in the scholastic tradition, constituted a dialogical exegesis of
the whole of theology much more comprehensive than the pre-scholastic compilation of
biblical texts and patristic passages in the Libro de Sentencias of Peter Lombard (1095–
1160).70 Aquinas’s most extensive works, the Summa Theologiae, the Summa contra
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Gentiles, and the Scriptum super Sententias, synthesized the known Christian tradition
(scripture, patristics, and canon law) with ancient sacred and secular thinkers (including
Aristotle, and the famous Jewish and Muslim commentators, Moses Maimonides and Ibn
Rushd Averroës). Written at a critical juncture of Western thought with the rediscovery
of Aristotle reopening the question of the relationship between faith and reason,
Aquinas’s Summa Theologica was gradually used because of its comprehensive doctrinal
basis, its usefulness for preaching to Jews and Muslims, and its applicability in
confronting new societal issues, including in the Indies.71
While during the Middle Ages, the hegemony of orthodox theology was
challenged by groups such as the Albigensians who questioned the theological sources of
certain propositions that Christendom regarded as axiomatic, humanism did not threaten
the foundation of the theological edifice. Indeed, theologian Paul Cortese (1475–1520)
encouraged the use of humanist learning in philosophical and theological work.72
Petrarch appreciated how the Church Fathers had reconciled classical and Christian
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philosophies about human life and morals.73 Humanists—and especially Valla—also
aided biblical scholarship by contributing the philological method for assessing the
reliability of the translations of the Vulgate Bible when compared with earlier Greek and
Hebrew texts; the philological method was also used in the compilation of the Polyglot
Bible at Spain’s University of Alcalá.74
Other new intellectual endeavors were pursued during the Renaissance that also
implicitly challenged the hegemony of the scholastic method and of certain medieval
theological tenets. Natural philosophy emerged as a heterogeneous area of study on
various aspects of nature and on how nature could be usefully transformed in the interests
of humankind.75 Fifteenth-century scholarship ranged from studies of the heavens—such
as the cosmology of Marsilio Ficino (1433–1499) to studies of the earth—such as
agriculture, navigation, botany, biology, and mining, as well as to studies of the human
body—such as physiology and medicine. Scientific ideas, garnered from new empirical
methods, cast doubt on traditional models.76 For example, the heliocentric discoveries of
Nicolaus Copernicus (1473–1543) challenged the Ptolemaic theory of a terracentric solar
system.77 Dissident religious beliefs, such as those of John Wyclif (ca.1320–1384) and
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John Hus (1372–1415) questioned certain interpretations of traditional Christendom, and
contributed to the eventual emergence of the reformers and their emphasis on a return to
the Bible and the Church Fathers.
Finally, in the spheres of learning, the studia humanitatis of quattrocento
humanism became both “the middle ground” between—and a preparation for—the
theoretical disciplines (e.g., philosophy, theology) and practical disciplines (e.g., law,
medicine) of learning.78

In this educational program, which consisted of grammar,

rhetoric, poetry, history, and moral philosophy, rhetoric was central. For humanists, the
ability to use language—both spoken and written—and to use it well resulted in
eloquence, which when paired with wisdom both developed the human person and
maintained civilization.79 Rhetoric was also closely related to other subjects of study. For
example, grammar taught how to create meaningful speech and to use appropriate
language—including how to learn proper Latin through imitation of the style of classical
authors. There were three principal ancient sources for studia humanitatis and
particularly for the cultivation of rhetoric. Marcus Tullius Cicero (106–43 BCE),
allegedly the greatest orator and politician in ancient Rome, exemplified that the “ideal
orator” must also master both philosophy and jurisprudence. Marcus Fabius Quintilianus
(ca. 35–100 CE), rhetorician and literary critic of ancient Hispania, embodied Cicero’s
ideal of the broadly educated, literary, and philosophical orator, as well s developed a
78
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model curriculum for a classical educational program. Aristotle, the Greek philosopher
and student of Plato, developed the foundational concept of rhetoric, viz., that “evidence
and proof are the definitive ingredients in all rhetorical discourse,” and that “purely
persuasive or politically expedient discourses” were “only tenuously connected to the
notion of truth.”80
As teachers in general schools and universities, or as writers of letters and official
documents as well as of poems and historical works, humanists produced a vast array of
literary works in their study, interpretation, and imitation of writers from ancient
antiquity. For example, their return to classical writings recovered the literary genres of
ancient epic poems such as Virgil’s Aeneid from Rome, and Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey
from Greece, as well as ancient templates of letters and prose compositions, of orations
and dialogues such as those of Aristotle whose literary style Cicero described as “a river
of gold.” These kinds of literary and rhetorical accomplishments heralded the coming
dawn of the golden age of literature.81
The dissemination of philosophical, legal, theological, historical, literary, and
oratorical developments catapulted around 1440 with the invention of moveable type in
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the West—the single greatest technological achievement of the period.82 However, the
widespread use of printing had consequences for the humanists’ lofty goal of returning to
the ancient form of discourse: classical Latin. Although medieval Latin was commonly
used in intellectual discourse as well as spoken in the universities, humanists decried this
medieval barbarization of the classical language of the ancient texts. Further impeding
their efforts to resurrect classical Latin as the tongue of the citizenry was the spread of the
vernacular.83 The proliferation of printed materials in the vernacular fed an increasingly
literate population, and prompted an ever increasing “democratization” of knowledge.84
Given that scholastic literature since the Middle Ages was directed toward specialists,
and that Renaissance humanist literature demanded some level of cultural sophistication,
vernacular literature served both to meet the needs of the common populace, and to
satiate the appetites of the intellectually curious who might not have had specialized
scholastic and humanistic training.85 For example, the very important early account in
1501 of the so-called De orbe novo by the Milanese humanist and tutor at the Castilian
court, Peter Martyr (1457–1526), was written in Latin and consequently less accessible to
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a wide audience; whereas Las Casas’s Brevísima relación was written in vernacular—
albeit forty-one years later, and became, as Bartosik-Vélez concluded, “a page-turning
international bestseller.”86
The Renaissance promotion of glorious ancient models for personal and societal
formation in its pursuit of the good also spawned diverse artistic developments, for
example, in painting, sculpture, and architecture. One of the distinguishing features of
Renaissance artistic expression was the development of the linear perspective. In painting
and sculpture, this perspective achieved the effect of realistic space and life-like
dimensions; in architecture, the perspective gave depth to flat surfaces through, for
example, the vaulted windows, ornate façades, arches, and domes of its constructions.
With the return to classical styles, ancient media, and material culture of Greco-Roman
civilizations, the period produced—for example, in Italy—great painters such as Raphael
(1483–1520) and Michelangelo (1483–1546), great sculptors such as Niccolò Donatello
(c. 1386–1466) and Andrea del Verrocchio (1436–1488), as well as great architects such
as Leon Battista Alberti (1404–1472) and Filippo Brunelleschi (1377–1446). In their
creations, Renaissance artists and builders also sought to improve upon the artistic
expressions of classical antiquity.87

Continuity and Change in Fifteenth-Century Spain
During this era of rebirth, Spain experienced little rupture with its medieval
intellectual and cultural past—perhaps because of its situation “in many senses on the
86
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periphery of the continent of Europe.”88 In continuity with its intellectual past (due in
part to the contrails of the long history of Christendom), Spain retained scholasticism—
albeit weakly.89 Eventually, under the influence of Pierre Crockaert (ca. 1450–1514), the
Thomistic variant of scholasticism was revived, which would contribute substantially to
philosophical-juridical-theological debates about the “discovered” Indigenous peoples
and their lands.90
In jurisprudence, the Iberian peninsula—beginning with Castilla y León—had a
history of seeking to establish its own ius commune, first with the Visigoth-law-based
Fuero Juzgo (1241) of Fernando III, then the Siete Partidas (1251–1265) of Alfonso X
(1221–1284), followed by the Ordenamiento de Alcalá (1348, 1351) of Alfonso XI, and
the Ordenanzas Real de Castilla (1485) of Isabel and Ferdinand.91 The general legislative
text of the Siete Partidas included passages from ancient philosophy and medieval
theology as well as extracts from Roman and canon law. The Ordenamiento established
the order of precedence for applying existing legislation: first, the Ordenamiento or royal
law, and then proven customary or municipal law, with the Siete Partidas as a last
88
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resort.92 However, revisionist historiography shows that this hierarchy of ius proprium
did not replace the ius commune.

During the quattrocento as Spain became an

increasingly litigious society, copies of the Corpus Iuris Civilis and of the canon law
collections increased “by the tens of thousands”; student bodies expanded in the
universities’ faculties of law; academicians proliferated commentaria and other
discourses on ius commune, and graduates in jurisprudence used ius commune as an
indispensible tool in their legal practices.93 Research on consilia—for example, the
records of courtroom procedures—give evidence of a “massive and constant use” of ius
commune because “only in the ius commune must one, and therefore could one, find the
arguments … needed for trials.”94 In the last quarter of the quattrocento, these reflections
on “ancient sources” (as humanists did) also became the bases of interpretations that were
sought by the Catholic monarchs from the letrados—from the civil jurists, canonists, and
theologians alike. However, in the sixteenth century, the validity and role of the ius
commune would be reappraised with the critiques of juridical humanism, of the Spanish
School, and of the natural law theories of philosophy, theology, and jurisprudence.95
In the realm of rhetoric, Spain developed “a tolerably fair herd of humanist
rhetoricians,” beginning at the end of the quattrocento with Nebrija and flourishing in the
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sixteenth century.96 Spain’s intellectual and cultural concern for the eloquence of speech
and writing as well as the pursuit of “the true” and “the good” was also present in the
fields of politics and law, as well as in the activities of preaching and converting.
For the most part, humanism in Spain by the beginning of the 1400s relied heavily
on foreign influences and expertise, as well as on Spanish ambassadors, prelates,
scholars, public officials, and merchants who brought back and disseminated Renaissance
ideas.97 Yet humanism had its own adherents and innovators in the Iberian peninsula.98
For example, just as intellectually-inclined scholar-writers were regulars in the Castilian
court of Alfonso X, El Sabio, so too Juan II of Castile (1406–1454) surrounded himself
with a proto-Renaissance literary court, which included Jews and Jewish converts, in his
attempt to embrace the movement through a profound interest in literature.99 His
daughter, Isabel of Castile, who became the only sovereign queen with her own authority
in all of fifteenth-century Europe, was also both a beneficiary and a patron of
Renaissance erudition. Perhaps influenced by important humanist-trained women writers,
she insisted that her court be a place of learning.100 Isabel also insisted on educating her
96
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four daughters—Isabel, Juana, María, and Catalina—in languages, poetry, music, dance,
literature, Latin, Greek, philosophy, canon law, and the sciences.101
Las Casas also received a solid early education in Seville from 1490 or 1492 until
1498 at the cathedral school of San Miguel, which had been established during the reign
of Alfonso X.102 During these years of study at San Miguel, Bartolomé benefited from the
vigilant tutoring of a distant relative, cathedral Prebendary Luis de Peñalosa.103 San
Miguel’s curriculum followed the medieval tradition of the trivium (grammar, rhetoric,
and logic) and the quadrivium (arithmetic, astronomy, geometry, and music), as well as
taught logic and philosophy.104 These liberal arts areas of study were considered
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foundational for any future specialization in theology or law, as well as for future
employment in crown and/or ecclesial administration. In addition, the curriculum of
cathedral schools included nonprofessional study of both canon law and theology because
so many of their students were preparing to become curas (priests).105 San Miguel, as one
of the most accomplished cathedral schools in Spain, would have offered such studies in
canon law and theology, and these would have been part of Las Casas’s program of
learning.106
The imprint of Renaissance humanism at San Miguel was also evident. First,
Spain’s most famous humanist, Nebrija, lectured at San Miguel from 1488 to 1491.107
Las Casas would have been influenced by humanism because, as José Alcina Franch
contended, Nebrija taught Las Casas.108 Second, research on library holdings of cathedral
schools from the eleventh to the fifteenth century demonstrate that the humanist ethical
dimension of studia humanitatis learning was an integral part of trivium studies in the
quattrocento. 109 In the first trivium subject, gramática, students not only learned to write,
speak, memorize, and copy examples of good Renaissance Latin, but also studied what
the Latin texts and their commentaries taught about moral behavior and civic virtue. Data
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also show that Latin grammar textbooks used in Castilian cathedral schools by the late
fifteenth century included those of humanist Guarino da Verona (1374–1460) who
showed the continuity of humanist Latin with elementary Latin, and of Nebrija whose
1481 Introductione latinae was followed by his 1492 Latin-Spanish dictionary and his
1494 Spanish-Latin dictionary.110 In the second trivium subject, retórica, studies
extended beyond the techniques of writing and speaking in the arts of letter-writing (ars
dictaminis and epistolar), of poetic compositions (ars poetriae), and of forensic speech
and preaching (ars arengandi and praedicandi) to learning how to evaluate works from
the perspective of moral philosophy. Toward this end and in addition to the basic texts—
Cicero’s De inventione and De oratore, Aristotle’s Rhetoricorum, and Quintilian’s
Instituto oratoria—as well as other works by Catón, Seneca, Virgil, and the ancient
classic historian Josephus—students studied Petrarch’s rhetoric and other treatises on the
education of princes, as well as the exemplary lives of the saints. In the third trivium
subject, lógica, which focused on Aristotle and the commentaries by Boethius, study
shifted emphasis away from the medieval effort of building syllogistic edifices of logic to
the Renaissance project of applying reason to historical experience, and also away from
the separation of trivium subjects to the integration of gramática and retórica with ars
histórica and its innovative philological and incipient empirical method.111 That Las
Casas was exposed to and seemingly learned well in the program of studies, especially in
the trivium, is suggested in the extensive bibliographies accompanying his writings
110
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wherein he refers, among many others, to Aristotle, Cicero, Quintilian, Catón, Virgil,
Boethius, Isidore of Seville, and Petrarch.112
The Brevisíma relación also reflected Las Casas’s early studies. In this Very Brief
Account, Las Casas used Aristotle’s poetic form of writing when narrating the conquests
insofar as he described general principles or universal aspects rather than the particular
events of that history and, in accord with ancient historiography, his narrative included
fictitious speeches.113 In this treatise, he also subscribed to Josephus’s reasons for writing
history; this first-century Jew recorded the fall of Jerusalem in 70 CE (which he had
witnessed) in order to articulate the truth about the misunderstood Jewish nation, just as
Las Casas would articulate the truth about the derided and devastated Indigenous peoples
and lands.114 In this, Las Casas went beyond humanists’ predominant emphasis on “the
good,” to which he was exposed during his cathedral school days, to emphasize what he
regarded as “the true,” which intellectual approach was surely honed by his later
Thomistic scholastic studies.
Spain’s continuity with the past was also evident in the retention of certain artistic
traditions.115 The medieval Spanish ballad survived predominantly through oral tradition,
and its courtly aspects served as a forerunner to the romances of chivalry—a literary
genre from medieval times that was disseminated by printing in the 1470s; and that
112
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would inspire Hernando Cortés’ men at Tenochtitlan in the 1520s.116 Spanish sculpture,
which was predominantly the work of foreigners or of Spanish sculptors trained in
foreign lands such as Castilian Sebastián de Almonacid (1460–1526), developed an
opulent decorative Isabeline style in the richness of composition and abundance of detail
in their masterpieces. In addition, artistic expression in Renaissance Spain, and especially
in the south, reflected the centuries of Moorish influence.117 Gothic architecture, which
was asymmetrical and complex as compared to highly symmetrical and carefully
proportioned Renaissance architecture, dominated structural designs, for example, of the
cathedrals in Toledo, Burgos, León, and Seville, and continued as an art form in Spain
until the reign of Ferdinand of Aragon and Isabel of Castile.118
Las Casas’s youth was steeped in the Gothic architectural tradition, expressed
particularly in the grand edifices of the exceptionally enormous Cathedral—the location
of his early education in his natal Seville, as well as of the highly venerated University of
Salamanca—the place where in 1498 he most likely began and subsequently completed
his studies for the secular priesthood. Under construction for most of the fifteenth-century
and also during Las Casas’s youth, Seville’s Catedral de Santa María de la Sede with its
five spectacular gothic naves would supplant the Hagia Sophia to become the largest
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cathedral in the world.119 The University of Salamanca was also famous for its unique
plateresque architectural style and, during the renovations in the early 1400s, for its
mixture of this flamboyant Gothic style with Renaissance and Mudéjar elements.120
These two edifices would stand as monumental structural symbols of the young Las
Casas’s future spiritual and intellectual growth. Significantly, Las Casas’s apparent alma
mater rose to academic prominence during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries as a result
of the encounter with the Indies and the growth of the Spanish empire. Cortés could also
claim this most prestigious university as his alma mater insofar as he pursued studies for
two years seemingly in Latin at Salamanca in preparation for a career in law before
dropping out; in contrast, Las Casas apparently completed his program of studies at
Salamanca and, throughout his life, maintained dialogue with Salamancan theologians
and jurists.121
The culture of Castile was also distinctive by its promotion of the vernacular. In
the thirteenth century, Alfonso X first gave primacy to the vernacular by his decree that
Castilian was the official language of his realm, rather than any of the regional dialects
of, for example, Catalonia, Aragon, Galicia, Navarra, and Andalusía.122 By the end of the
fifteenth century, Castilian had progressed from simply being a Latin-derived dialect to
119
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becoming the legal and administrative language of the most powerful kingdom of Iberia.
In 1492, Nebrija published his Gramática de la lengua Castellana in the same “Old
Castile” variant of the Castilian language. With this, the grammarian helped catalyze
cultural change by reducing the multiplicity of oral traditions of Castile into a
standardized mother-tongue taught in schools.123 Las Casas, who as an Andalusian spoke
the regional Castilian variant with its distinctive accent, was both fluent and proficient in
the dominant peninsular language of Castellano—a language that he had heard and
spoken from birth as well as formally studied in his early years.124
Nebrija’s Spanish grammar also served a political function: the text, which was
published in the same year as Spain’s reconquest of the last of Muslim-controlled Iberian
lands, was based on the grammarian’s conviction that “language is the instrument of
empire.”125 For Nebrija, the codification of a kingdom’s language constituted a necessary
step in the development of any great power because, in addition to teaching vocabulary
and syntax, a grammar imposed a culture upon the kingdom’s peoples.126 This first
grammar of Castellano (that was also the first grammar of any modern European
language) gave Spaniards linguistic tools to better serve as civil and ecclesial
functionaries. Indeed, at the close of the quattrocento, Nebrija’s philological achievement
helped to propel Spain to the forefront of Western European culture and, in the territory
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of Spain, to solidify the hegemony as well as the transfer of Castilian culture—the
translatio studii—that accompanied the fifteenth-century transfer of political power—the
translatio imperii—of the Catholic monarchs.127 That is, in addition to its cultural
achievements, Spain attained renown under Isabel and Ferdinand because of the
significant social, economic, political, and religious accomplishments that were realized
by the 1474 union of the Crowns of Castile and Aragon—of the kingdoms of Castilla,
Toledo, León, Sevilla, Córdoba, Jaén, Murcia, and Galicia, the principality of Asturias
and the lordship of Vizcaya, with the Levantine kingdoms of Aragón, Catalonia, and
Valencia.128

Demographic and Economic Developments in Spain
Spain’s diverse intellectual and cultural contours as well as its patterns of socioeconomic and politico-religious developments during the reign of the Catholic Monarchs
were shaped in part by its initial population pluralism and its on-going population
fluctuations. The Iberian demography in the fifteenth century was distinctive in the
historical character of its population and in its sparse population density.
The historical character of Spain’s population was altered over time by multiple
invasions. Spain’s most significant early autochthonous population, the Celtic-Iberian
populace, endured a series of demographic influxes: first, the sparse and episodic
entrances of the Phoenicians and Greeks between 500 BCE and 300 BCE; then, in 218
BCE the substantive and sustained presence of the Romans lasted for over six hundred
years—during which time Jews came to Iberia, and then, in 409 CE, the brief and
127
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transitory influx of the Germanic Suevi and Vandals, together with the Sarmatian Alans,
who were quickly displaced by the Visigoths in 410. While these remote waves of
invaders and colonizers shaped the initial demographic character of the peninsular
population, the initiation in 711 CE of the decisive Muslim conquest of three-quarters of
the Iberian peninsula radically changed the population in ways previously unseen.129 The
Moors’ incursion into and occupation of the Iberian Peninsula was the most
consequential for the continuing tripartite social pluralism of the Spanish population, as
well as the most proximate to the eve of the encounter.
Throughout the nearly eight hundred years of oscillation between conflict and
peace as well as of territorial expansion and contraction from 711 to 1492, Spain’s
Christians gradually re-conquered its former territory from the Moors. During this period,
Jews,

Muslims

and

Christians—all

proto-Spaniards—developed

a

complex

convivencia—albeit with the eventual erection of separate quarters in urban centers for
these distinctive population cohorts.130 Their coexistence and interaction created a
distinctive hybridization of culture, a unique mixture of ethnicities, and a calibrated
toleration of religious minorities that reached its apogee under Alfonso X in the thirteenth
century. However, rather than being a solid blissful marriage, this convivencia
increasingly became a fluid arrangement of co-existence punctuated by periodic bouts of
intolerance and persecution.131 A fifteenth-century notorious nadir of prejudice occurred
with the anti-Semitic Toledo riots of 1449 and provoked the first decree of limpieza de
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sangre, which prohibited conversos of Jewish ancestry from holding municipal offices in
Toledo.132 While the Catholic monarchs were initially tolerant of religious minorities,
relations deteriorated among Old Christians, New Christians (viz., Marranos or converted
Jews, and Moriscos, or converted Muslims/Moors) and the unconverted Jews and
Muslims. Ironically, many prominent Spaniards were of Jewish ancestry, such as
Ferdinand of Aragon, Hernando de Talavera, and, presumably, Las Casas.133 The
Castilian Inquisition, established in 1478, would contribute to the draconian expulsion of
non-Christians—of Jews in 1492 and of Moors in 1502. These events initially reduced
Spain’s population and then changed its character as foreign immigrants—Flemings,
Germans, Genoese—many from regions influenced by Spanish political interests,
subsequently arrived from diverse parts of the Hapsburg realms to assume many of the
positions vacated with the expulsions.134
Spain’s sparse population density initially improved as Christian settlers, such as
the Asturian and Cantabrian mountaineers of old Hispanic ancestry, repopulated
territories that were gradually recaptured from the Moors.135 Yet demographic recovery
was selective.136 For example, most of this population gravitated to Castile where servile
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labor had been abolished in the twelfth century—unlike in Valencia where Muslims
remained on the land as servile laborers.137 According to revisionist historiography,
universal population recovery did not take place even after the Black Death (1347–1350)
and the War of the Two Pedros (1356–1375)—which is generally regarded as part of the
Hundred Years War (1337–1453).138 Data from 1300 and 1480 show that, within this
almost two-century period, the population in Aragon and Valencia increased modestly, in
Castile-León not at all, and in Catalonia, the population decreased by almost fifty
percent.139 Even so, by the late fifteenth century, eighty percent of the population and
two-thirds of the territory of the Iberian peninsula belonged to the Crown of Castile.140
Within Castile, the demographic density varied in accord with different population
movements. For example, many villages were abandoned as peasants moved from the
countryside to urban areas—just as later many from the metropolitan areas would migrate
to the Spanish colonies developed in the Indies.141
Such population movements and the resultant variegated population density were
consequential for the kinds of economic development and underdevelopment that were
occurring in Spain on the eve of the discovery. Spain’s generally attenuated population—
as in other parts of Europe—had more resources to exploit for economic benefit.
Different population cohorts generated different kinds of development.
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Peasant farmers had greater access to fertile lands for cultivating crops, and
consequently more opportunity for frequent fallowing after ever-increasing harvests, as
well as for raising livestock—sheep, pigs, and cattle.142 In Castile’s predominantly
pastoral economy, many peasants migrated cyclically with their flocks and herds, while
others lived mainly a sedentary life, such as the unassuming Mudéjar peasants who tilled
and irrigated the soil on Andalusían estates of Castilian noblemen.143 Others, such as
those in the north, owned or rented land.144 Still others migrated to urban centers as
seasonal or day workers, or toiled in rural areas from sun-up to sun-down on collective
agrarian enterprises, made possible in part by the gradual demise of the semi-feudal
seigniorial regimes of “protección y pan” in exchange for “labor and loyalty.”145 Changes
in these medieval systems of communal agrarian ownership included public and village
ownership of ejidos, the expedient revival of hermandades (brotherhoods), and the steady
adaptation of military orders to new conditions and to secular economic attitudes.146 For
example, Castile’s three major military orders—Santiago, Calatrava, and Alcántara—
changed “from [military] conquest to [territorial] defense, from a monastic [spirituality]
to a secular ethos, from a predatory war economy to one based on the encomienda
system.”
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Cuba, Las Casas would oversee a “New World” adaptation of the Spanish encomienda
and the pre-contact tribute systems; in New Spain, the ejido would combine with precontact forms of economic organization.148
The economic basis of the few large urban centers in late fifteenth-century Castile
as well as of towns and villages reflected the surrounding countryside and the consequent
diversity of occupations. For example, Castile’s largest city, Seville, had a growing
population of thirty-one thousand—not counting foreigners, slaves, criminals, and the
destitute, and was situated on the banks of the river Guadalquivir, which was navigable
for oceangoing ships as far as Seville. Urban population cohorts of this important
mercantile center, which would acquire monopoly of Atlantic trade after 1492, ranged
from well-to-do merchants, bankers, and navigators to working-class seafarers and
builders, metal and leather tradesmen, weavers and other artisans, local shop-keepers and
pub-tenders, domestic servants and royal or municipal employees, as well as agricultural
and livestock laborers.149 In this thriving quattrocento urban landscape, Las Casas’s
merchant-father and baker-mother earned a livelihood. The young Las Casas worked in
both trades, learning mercantile and artisan skills firsthand as well as about nautical life
from his experiences in this bustling seaport.150
Economic strength in the Crown of Aragon coalesced during the early
quattrocento in its coastal cities, and particularly in the dominant urban centers of
148
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Barcelona—the capital of Catalonia, and Valencia—an urban jewel. However,
Barcelona’s population decreased as its laborers and professionals moved south, and its
economic power declined because hoped-for Mediterranean markets of cloth and spice
did not materialize. Valencia remained a vibrant mercantile center in active relationship
with its agricultural hinterland. Typical of port conurbations, its occupations included
mariners and builders, tradesmen and artisans, as well as domestic and public
employees.151
Of particular note in the urban populations of Spain were the growing
entrepreneurial classes who benefited from technological and commercial skills
originating during the high Middle Ages. By the mid-quattrocento, new techniques for
mining and metallurgy had been developed; later, these skills would also be utilized in
and combined with existing silver mining techniques in the Indies.152 Such technological
and commercial skills contributed to manufacturing and trade in Castile and Aragon.
Castile’s manufacturing industries were silk production in the south, cloth
weaving in the center, and iron extraction in the north. However, capital and skilled-labor
shortages, geographic distances, and inadequate communication infrastructures,
diminished these industries’ competitive edge and militated against their economic
progress.153 Nevertheless, Isabel encouraged textile industries and artisanships for local
markets and for the production of luxury goods. She significantly expanded the medieval
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merino wool trade of Castile by promoting sheep-raising as the most important sector of
Castile’s rural economy.154 In addition, by Castile’s promotion of shipbuilding, its lively
internal trade extended externally to Africa and Central Europe.
Aragon’s manufacturing industries included glass, leather, and metal wares as
well as silk, wool, and other textile production. The region’s mercantile economy was
intermeshed through networks of “settlement cores” or villages and, particularly in
Catalonia, of merchant colonies.
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In this manner, the Crown of Aragon focused on

promoting the merchant class—albeit unsuccessfully—rather than the peasantry as in
Castile. Additionally, Ferdinand inaugurated agrarian development in Catalonia after the
pirating of Catalan ships further impaired Aragon’s maritime-based economy, whereas
Castile considered agriculture too labor-intensive as compared with herding. In general,
the economies of the principal kingdoms of Aragon concentrated on fleet expansion,
textile export, and trade development with the Mediterranean rather than with Africa and
Central Europe. In the Crowns of both Castile and Aragon, navigation and trade were
regulated by a Consulado, which consisted of a merchant guild and a mercantile court.156
This “House of Trade,” along with adaptations from the Portuguese Casa de Guiné, Mina
e Índia, would provide the blueprint for the future Casa de la Contratación de las Indias,
which would govern all commercial, scientific, and legal aspects of trade with the Indies,
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and with which Las Casas would have many dealings in his ten crossings of the mar
Océano during the course of his periods of residence in the Indies from 1502 to 1547.157
For all intents and purposes, the Crowns of Castile and of Aragon had different
economic systems. The only hint of similarity in their economic systems was in two
monetary aspects. First, the principal coins of Valencia, Catalonia, and Castile were of
equal worth; the Spanish colonial system in the Indies would also adopt the Castilian
maravedí as its principal coin.158 Second, the payment of the tribute—of a head tax
usually paid in cash by wealthy Jews, or in labor by poorer Muslims—was economically
significant in both Castile and Aragon; this system of tributes in fungible commodities
and in obligatory labor was also adapted in Spain’s colonial system by Columbus and
other early governors.159

Political Power of Isabel and Ferdinand
While there was little economic unification between Aragon and Castile, much
consolidation did take place in Spain’s political and religious spheres under the reign of
Isabel and Ferdinand. The political unification of the Crowns of Castile and Aragon
began with the marriage of Isabel, heiress of Castile, and Ferdinand, King of Sicily and
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heir to the throne of Aragon, on October 19, 1469.160 The public sacred ceremony, at
which Padre Pedro López de Alcalá gave the nuptial blessings, united the future Catholic
monarchs in a religious bond as well as in political ambition.161 Both approval and
disapproval surrounded this marital union of two branches of the Trastámaran dynasty.
Ferdinand’s father, John II of Aragon (1458–1479) approved, as did Castile’s papal
legate, the Aragonese at the Castilian court headed by the Archbishop of Toledo, and
Jewish letrados. Isabel’s half-brother, Henry IV of Castile (1454–1474) disapproved, as
did nobles of high rank, including grandees, and Louis XI of France.162 The source of
approval was the anticipated strengthening of the Castilian throne by this union with the
heir of Aragon throne. The source of the disapproval centered on concerns about potential
loss of power by Castilian nobles and about a threat of the union to French power.
Although ten years of struggle ensued after Isabel’s and Ferdinand’s marriage
over whether Juana la Beltraneja, the presumed daughter of Henry IV, or Isabel, his half
sister, was the rightful heir to the Castilian throne, Isabel became Queen of Castile when
Henry died in 1474. Apparently—and interestingly, Isabel’s ascension to throne even
troubled Ferdinand, perhaps because a fifth-century Salic law in effect in his father’s
kingdom prohibited women from wielding direct rule, although according to Castilian
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law, a woman had the right to become the ruling monarch.163 However, not only did
Isabel—a Renaissance woman—make her own decision in January of 1469 to marry
Ferdinand rather than one of the other two proposed candidates, she also refused to
renegotiate the pre-nuptial agreement, which her future husband signed on March 5,
1469, and which Ferdinand and his advisors later sought unsuccessfully to change.164 The
strength and clarity of resolve, which typified Isabel’s decisions, would be recognized by
Las Casas in his repeated recourse to her firm and clear instructions about the treatment
and conversion of the inhabitants of the Indies.165
In time, the intrepid Isabel and her supporters—with the help of Ferdinand’s
resources—did win the civil war of Castilian Succession that broke out in 1475 and
ended with the 1479 defeat of the Portuguese military invasion that had supported the
succession of Henry’s “daughter.” However, Isabel’s initial victories over her rivals did
not insure the consolidation of the Crown of Castile or the solidification of its union with
Aragon.166 The continuing divisiveness reflected the earlier factors and the deeper
factions that characterized the first seventy-five years of fifteenth-century Spain,
163
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especially under the largely ineffectual rule of Henry IV, during which time political
infighting and corruption had weakened the Castilian monarchy.167 Moreover, shifting
political alliances, conspiracies, and betrayals had generated waves of rebellion and
warfare in the constituent (and often petty) kingdoms of Castile and of Aragon.
Additionally, the strong mutual antipathy of Castilians and Aragonese had deep roots; for
example, Aragon invaded Castile in 1429, and Castile forcefully removed the Aragonese
branch of the Trastáraman dynasty in 1432.168 These complex historical realities required
rectification to congeal and strengthen the precarious realities of the political
landscape.169 Isabel’s and Ferdinand’s neutralization and control of these factors and
factions during their reign would contribute significantly to the birth of modern Spain.170
Isabel and Ferdinand faced the challenge of redressing their heritage of weakened
monarchical rule, which included the degree of their royal power in relation to the
different ruling classes. According to a medieval principle—that Las Casas also espoused
in his assessment of the sovereign rule of the Spanish monarch over Indigenous peoples,
the rule of a monarch required the consent of the governed—although in effect the
resultant “representative assemblies were not very representative.”171 During the early
quattrocento, this medieval tradition was “forcefully reasserted” within the Crown of
Aragon—albeit to the monarch’s detriment, while in the Crown of Castile, resolving the
167
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issue of royal power and crafting new monarchical rule was still in process.172 In the
Crown of Aragon, the monarchy was checked by the power of the representative Cortes
in each of its component kingdoms, as well as by the muscle of its ruling classes: the high
nobility, the strong merchant—and town—guilds.

In the Crown of Castile, unlike

Aragon, the Cortes did not have legislating power nor did the members meet regularly;
however, Castile’s independent aristocracy and its mosaic of competing jurisdictions did
challenge monarchical power.173
Consequently, in the 1480 Cortes de Toledo, Isabel and Ferdinand increased royal
power by a series of reforms that created a centralized collegiate hierarchy of political
power for administrative and judicial functions. To this end—and to base royal
prerogatives on ancient Justinian law rather than on local and feudal jurisdictional
traditions, the new Consejo Real y Supremo de Castile consisted primarily of universitytrained letrados.174 Nobles and clergy had representation on this Council, but other strata
of the ruling classes did not. For example, those excluded were grandees—whose titles of
upper nobility conferred aristocratic dignity and royal privilege, as well as the lesser (and
often impoverished) nobility or hidalgos—whose aspirations to upward mobility were
also the ambitions of many of the future conquistadores of the Indies. Others excluded
were the military orders—whose masterships in the three great orders would be taken
over by the monarch, and the mesta—whose powerful sheep-farming guild controlled the
large north-south migrations to grazing lands.175 The interests of these strata were
172
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addressed at the provincial level. Here, in adherence to the Castilian-Aragonese political
system of regional self-governance, Isabel and Ferdinand created new legal tribunals to
represent and safeguard royal interests; similarly, in local governments, they gave royal
authority to corregidores who were mostly letrados.176
Other administrative strategies to balance power included the resolution of mixed
jurisdictional conflicts between the crown and the church by lay judges.177 In like
manner, because the Council of Castile included the archbishops of Toledo and Santiago,
this Consejo Real served as the crown’s nexus in matters of secular and ecclesiastical
jurisdictions.178 In addition, the continuous travel of their court throughout their realms
enabled Isabel and Ferdinand to quell incipient revolts, to protect the rights of the
common people, and to undercut any resistance from the nobility by judiciously and
personally bestowing rewards and titles on them.179 Indeed, according to Pérez
Fernández, the presence of the peripatetic court in Seville in 1490 afforded the six-yearold Las Casas his first distant encounter with the Spanish monarchy—an initial glance
that would be followed by a lifetime of face-to-face encounters and ongoing relationships
with Spanish royalty.180
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The Catholic monarchs’ centralized system of government would also be adapted
gradually in what was called the Indies. The initial colonial system consisted of
administrative and judicial governorship over the encountered islands. The first governor,
Francisco de Bobadilla, was appointed in 1499 to replace the beleaguered Columbus; in
1500 and in accord with Isabel’s mandate, Bobadilla also brought back to the Indies those
surviving Indigenous persons whom the Admiral had taken to Spain in 1493, 1496, 1498,
and 1499. The second governor, Fray Nicolás de Ovando, a Knight Commander of
Alcántara, arrived in Hispaniola in 1502—on the same ship on which Las Casas sailed
when he went to spend his first five years in the Indies, and on which Pedro de Las Casas,
Bartolomé’s father, returned to Hispaniola to spend the rest of his life there.181 The third
governor, Diego Colón, son of the Admiral, arrived in 1510—and would become a
confidant of the young secular priest Padre Las Casas, who had returned to the Antilles in
1508 for a second five-year term.
The next institution for colonial administration was the Casa de Contratación,
which House of Trade was erected in 1503, followed by the 1511 establishment of the
Audiencia de Santo Domingo to oversee and adjudicate issues of colonial governance. In
accord with Castilian law, these three institutions of royal authority in the Indies also
came under the jurisdiction of the Council of Castile and were the specific charge of one
of its members—Bishop Juan Rodríquez de Fonseca. In 1524, the crown established a
parallel institution in the Indies—the Consejo Real y Supremo de las Indias—to address
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all colonial administrative, judicial, and legislative matters, and with Fonseca in its
membership.182
In the political philosophy underlying their administrative hierarchy, the Catholic
monarchs reflected the dominant Renaissance ideology of the era: “princely
humanism.”183 Proliferated through quattrocento writings in the “mirror for princes”
genre, this political thought continued Petrarch’s 1373 recourse to ancient Roman
discourses such as Cicero’s about the art of princely rule.184 In humanist advice books
and other works of political thinkers that taught the prince how to govern virtuously and
successfully, one of the tenets of princely humanism stipulated that the monarch, who
was chosen by and responsible to God—and as steward of his people, ruled by the grace
of God, was expected to take advice from the wisest and most honest people of the
realm.185 In Castile, this was done through the Consejo Real of Castile and, in Aragon,
through the Cortes system—which institutions also helped mitigate tensions and
contradictions between republican ideals of representative government and classical
absolutist principles of centralized bureaucracy.186 This Consejo and Cortes type of rule
182
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was also coupled with the medieval understanding of law-giving and justice-rendering as
the primary function of the monarchy.187 Later, in the Brevísima relación, Las Casas
would also remind the monarch that he, as “the lover and cultivator of justice,” made the
1542 New Laws “after many gatherings of persons of great authority, letters, and
conscience … and also [after] debates and conferences … and finally with the agreement
and consent of all others.”188
The establishment of a well-ordered, peaceful, and “godly” government so desired
by the Catholic monarchs was also motivated by the developing national myth of
translatio imperii (transfer of empire), which regarded Spain as “the legitimate heir to the
Western empire.”189 The long-sought-after goal of a re-unified Hispania—the Hispania of
the Roman Empire—was made more possible by the consolidation of the medieval
Christian kingdoms of Castile and Aragon that was initiated by the 1469 marriage of
Isabel and Ferdinand.190 The Catholic monarch’s yearning to return to the glorious
Roman past of a re-unified Hispania was poignantly epitomized in the symbolic
religious-political architecture of the façade of the church of the Dominican Priory of
Santo Tomas in Ávila.191 The monarchs ordered that the structural design of the main
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exterior portal of the central chapel be conspicuously shaped as an “H” symbolizing
“Hispania,” and that the cloister’s interior arches be opulently decorated with carvings of
pomegranates (granadas). This architectural propaganda in the bold letter and the subtle
fruit both heralded and celebrated the on-going reconquest as well as the future reestablishment of a Christian enclave—both constituent components of the re-unified
Hispania of old. The full recovery and reestablishment of this historical vision of greater
unity would be accomplished on the cusp of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries: Spain’s
geo-political reunification was definitively accomplished by the 1492 re-conquest of
Granada and, with the expulsions in 1492 and 1502 of the last non-Christians, Spain
would be homogenously (at least nominally) Catholic.192 However, prior to that, Isabel
and Ferdinand had a lot of housekeeping to do in the Church.

Religious Purview of the Catholic Monarchs
To transform Spain into a truly and solely Christian country as well as into a
faithful and militant instrument of God’s Will in the world, the Catholic monarchs’
religious zeal and political ambitions extended to three religion-related levels of
purposive endeavor: the ecclesia, the patria, and the orbis. First, the powerful Spanish
national Church needed to be brought under royal control by judicious reforms; second,
extensive and effective methods of conversion needed to be utilized to fulfill Spain’s
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historic obligation to make Spain Catholic and, third, Spain’s messianic vision of
Christianizing the world needed to be encouraged and pursued.
From 1475 onwards, Isabel dedicated herself to Church reform. At issue was the
credibility and moral leadership of the Church. Systemic corruption in the hierarchy
resulted from the “Babylonian Captivity” of the Papacy in France (1305–1378), the
consequent Great Schism (1378–1417), and the periodic reigns of anti-popes until 1450.
Church leaders failed to provide adequate moral guidance in the face of warfare, disease,
and religious divisiveness, which prompted many Renaissance humanists to seek desired
ethical inspiration from the “better” times of the classical age. At the level of the
episcopate and secular clergy, Isabel first enforced ecclesiastical discipline and improved
clerical education; she tightened crown control of the Church and strengthened the
national Church at the expense of regional episcopal and papal power as well as at the
expense of the power of the nobility.193 For example, she promoted pious priests of
humble origins rather than those of noble ancestry.194
In 1480 with the authorization of Pope Sixtus IV (1414–1484), Isabel established
the Spanish Inquisition, which disciplinary measure against heretics and crypto-Jewish
conversos (called marranos) purged Church membership as well as generated fratricidal
conflicts, jealousy, and rivalry within the Jewish population.195 Thirty-six years later, in
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his 1516 Memorial de remedios, the young cleric, Padre Las Casas would “implore” the
crown to send the Santa Inquisición to the Indies because “heretics” (morisco and
marrano emigrants) had gone there and might be contaminating the new Indigenous
converts. Accordingly, the first tribunal was held in 1519 in Puerto Rico. These earlier
informal tribunals were replaced in 1569 by a more formal bureaucratic inquisitorial
office.196
Isabel also initiated the reform of religious orders at the urging and with the
guidance of Hernando de Talavera (1428–1507), her Hieronymite confessor. Although
long-standing internal “schisms” were already being addressed in some religious
orders—such as the Dominicans, Augustinians, Mercedarians, and Franciscans, Isabel’s
promotion of the reform of religious orders as a specific royal policy extended to both
monks and nuns, to contemplative as well as apostolic orders, to ordained and lay
religious alike.197 She focused on raising the moral and intellectual standards of the
Orders as well as “regularizing” their lifestyles, which included the prohibition of
concubinage. Some religious resisted reform: for example, some religious women
successfully defended their historic rights to their communal estates and family
patrimony (and resented the male agents of reform); some four hundred Andalusian friars
fled to Africa with their wives and converted to Islam.198 With the authorization of
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Alexander VI (1431–1503) in 1491, she focused more on monastic reform, and, later,
under the direction of the austere Francisco (later Cardinal) Jiménez de Cisneros OFM
(1436–1517), she reformed and reorganized the Franciscans. As part of her reform
efforts, Isabel also promoted humanist learning and new opportunities for preaching and
evangelizing.199
In addition to these widespread reform measures, conversion efforts continued as,
for example, in defeated Granada where the recently-appointed converso archbishop,
Talavera, utilized the same method of evangelization as Las Casas would advocate—that
of convincing the intellect through cogent explanation and persuading the will through
good example. Because this rational and peaceful method was not considered very
successful by Cisneros for convincing and attracting the Moors to embrace the Christian
faith, he convinced the crown to abandon Talavera’s conversion policy and, beginning in
1499 with militant fervor, used force and bribes in Granada to conduct baptisms en masse
and without adequate instruction.200 According to canonical norms shaped by centuries of
compulsory conversions of the Moors and Jews, these forced or induced baptisms were
considered valid as long as the proper liturgical actions and words were used. Baptism in
this manner was simply a perfunctory ritual, which was also later utilized by Cisneros’
Franciscan millenarian-motivated confreres in the Indies, and had little to do with the
intention of the baptized or with their understanding of the reality of the sacrament.201 In
effect, in these circumstances, baptism constituted a politicized religious action in Spain
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that symbolized the acceptance of Castilian political hegemony and served to promote the
goal of Hispania as a solidly Christian country.202
As storm clouds of Protestantism gathered on the horizon of Catholicism at the
end of the fifteenth century, a powerful messianic atmosphere continued to permeate the
Spanish Church.203 A strong sense of mission pervaded the thought world of Hispania:
“God favored their cause …”204 Continuing the tradition about messianic Spanish kings,
Isidore of Seville (c. 560–636 CE), the last of the ancient Christian philosophers and of
the Latin Church Fathers, had supposedly predicted that at the end of time a “hidden”
Spanish monarch would defeat the Muslims, conquer Jerusalem, and give the world and
its kingdoms back to God. Gripped with a “messianic fervor,” Ferdinand, the court, and
Spanish Christians, believed that they would indeed capture Jerusalem, convert the
remaining Jews, and thereby bring Christianity to the whole world during these last days
of humankind.205 Drawing on ancient texts—including the extra-canonical Book of 4Esdras—and the Church Fathers, Columbus mirrored this official messianic vision of
conquering Jerusalem, as well as cherished the dream of finding a shorter westward route
to the Indies.206 His desire to recover the santa casa of Jerusalem as part of his
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“glimmering project of planetary struggle against Islam” found partial realization in the
1492 acquisition of one of the crown jewels of Islam: the great city of Granada.207 His
dream to reach Cathay by a westward route was for the purpose of converting the Great
Khan, the “King of Kings” and Emperor of China, to Christianity and then of securing
this ruler’s support in the “planetary struggle” to defeat Islam.208 So intense was
Columbus’s desire to convert the known world to Christianity that he elicited a promise
from Queen Isabel that she would allocate any wealth garnered from discovered lands to
the worldwide crusade against Islam.209

Possession and Destruction of the Indies
Columbus’s 1492 journey led to the “discovery” of a world that was not part of
the then-known orbis terrarum—Europe, Asia, and Africa—although the Admiral
thought he had encountered the gateway to what was generically referred to as “the
Indies”—that is, to all lands east of the Indus River, those of the Himalayas and presentday Kashmir and Pakistan, and down to the Arabian Sea. As Fernando, the Admiral’s
son, later explained, his father believed he had encountered “the eastern part of India,
beyond the Ganges, to which no geographer had set bounds on the east.”210 Accordingly,
in the letter to the Catholic monarchs in which Columbus announced his “discovery” and
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which he posted after anchoring near the Portuguese town of Cascais, the Admiral wrote
“I have come from the Indies,” and the western hemisphere henceforth became known as
“Las Indias.”211
Columbus took juridical “possession” of the Indies in accord with instructions
from the Catholic monarchs to “acquire” any discovered lands—a directive based on
medieval Castilian law and, in turn, on Justinian Roman and Visigoth law, establishing
that the fact of discovering new lands bestowed the right to possess them.212 The
procedure for such acquisition in the Roman legal tradition involved both physical
presence on the land, as well as declaration through ceremony and words of the intent to
remain on the land.213 Employing this civil juridical procedure, Columbus disembarked at
an island-landing, and unfurled the royal banner, while two captains held the two flags of
the Green Cross—one with the letter “F” above a crown, the other with the letter “I”
above the monarchical symbol.214 Although having no official formula or text, he “took
possession in Your Royal Highnesses’ name … by a royal crier” and in Spanish
vernacular speech.215 He further contended that he did not have to perform this ritual of
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possession at every island, because given his “will … not to pass any island without
taking possession … [by] taking one, one is able to say all [were taken].”216
The Admiral also planted the cross of Christianity in the “most appropriate” island
sites, which action, as historian Patricia Seed maintains, constituted a political message
rather than a religious proclamation to other Europeans as well as followed the medieval
legal tradition of having recourse to Christianity for authority to expand.217 Columbus
then proceeded to “name” (in effect, to re-name) “the very many islands” that were
inhabited by “innumerable people” whom he proclaimed would be vassals of the Crown
and called them “Indians.”218 In effect, Columbus’s juridical possession of the Indies was
the moment that Castilian law began to function in the Indies.219 In early 1493, after
visiting and expropriating various islands, and because the Santa María (his flag ship) had
run aground, Columbus left thirty-nine men on Hispaniola seemingly “in possession of
the village of Navidad” who would “suffice to subjugate the entire island,” and sailed to
Spain with a group of Taínos—whom he wished to school in “our speech.”220 Seven
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survived the voyage that lasted from January 2 to March 15.221 In Spain—and again in
accord with orders from the Catholic monarchs as well as with ecclesial juridical
procedure, the seven Taínos were allegedly instructed in the Faith and baptized.222
Because Columbus displayed the Taínos in Spain’s major urban centers, Las
Casas first glimpsed the “Indians” at the age of nine when he, with “wonder and awe,”
watched the seven Indigenous persons being paraded through the streets of Seville during
Holy Week.223 Five years later, he had a face-to-face experience of Indigenous people
when his father brought Juanico, a Taíno teenager, back to Spain to be his son’s
companion for apparently two years.224
Meanwhile in the Indies—and beginning in 1493 with Columbus’s seizing of
Indigenous persons to take to Spain—bellicose actions toward and hostile encounters
with the Indigenous inhabitants became the norm. During Las Casas’s first sojourn in the
Indies (1502–1506), when he worked as a doctrinero (catechist) and assisted his father in
provisioning the Spaniards, Bartolomé was blind to the atrocities taking place. During his
second stay in Hispaniola and Cuba (1508–1515), Las Casas, now a secular cleric,
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underwent a change of heart and perspective, and set about “searching for the total
remedy” for the Indigenous peoples who were “doomed to destruction.”225
For his subsequent lifelong struggle for justice for Indigenous people, Las Casas
arguably benefitted from the Renaissance intellectual and cultural developments that
distinctively shaped opportunity in his native land. His narrations drew ad fontes from
Roman, Greek, and Judeo-Christian sources. His arguments applied universal legal
principles from canon and civil jurisprudence, and reflected the Bartolian juridical
approach. His assessments combined ancient philosophy with medieval scholastic
methods and teachings of Thomistic theology. His writings in Latin and in the vernacular
were as florid and fluid as Salamantine plateresque architecture, and as sound and
summoning as Sevillian gothic cathedral art. His exposure to population pluralism in
Spain’s demographic history seemingly sensitized him to cultural diversity in the Indies.
His awareness of Spain’s economic emergence and expansion apparently shaped his
initial commercial undertakings. His experience of the greater union of church and
crown—of the ecclesial and the civil—likely contoured his intercessory role as cleric,
friar, and bishop. In any case—whether narrating or writing, arguing or assessing, or
whether by exposure, experience, or awareness, Las Casas employed a preeminently
juridical approach in his battle for justice. For example, he denounced the destruición de
las Indias by encomenderos, conquistadores, and corrupt crown officials on the basis of
law.226 He even reproached Columbus for what he considered the Admiral’s illegal
225
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expropriation of Indigenous lands and his enslavement of its peoples. He charged that the
Admiral had sown the seeds of the destruction of the Indies—the seeds of the consequent
incremental conquests of the Indies and its peoples.227
In the Brevísima relación, Las Casas presented a textual mapping of the trajectory
of the conquests that had taken place during the forty-nine years of the Spaniards’
misdeeds. Territory by territory, the Brevísima relación chronicled the Spaniards’
entradas: first, the Antilles Islands (Hispaniola, San Juan, Jamaica, Cuba, and the
Lucayos), then the Central Continental Region (Tierra Firme i.e., Castila del Oro, and
Nicaragua), then the Northern Continental Region (New Spain, Naco, Honduras,
Guatemala, Pánuco, Michoacán, Jalisco and Yucatán), then the Southern Continental
Region (Santa Marta, Cartagena, Costa de las Perlas, Paria, Trinidad, Río Yuyaparí and
Venezuela), then the Extreme Continental Region (Florida in the north and Río de la
Plata in the south), and lastly the regions of Perú and Nueva Granada.
In this official account, Las Casas stridently condemned the conquests and
consequent enslavement of Indigenous people on the basis of both civil and ecclesial
juridical traditions—of “divine, natural, and human law.” Las Casas was qualified to
make these allegations in the Brevísima relación because his formation on both sides of
the Atlantic in canon law, philosophy, and theology equipped him well to utilize a
juridical approach.
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CHAPTER III
THE FORMATION OF LAS CASAS’S JURIDICAL VOICE:
DISCIPLINES OF AND STUDIES IN
CANON LAW AND THEOLOGY
In 1517, friar Pedro de Córdoba (ca. 1460–1525), along with other reform Dominicans
and Picard Franciscans, attested to Las Casas’s “zeal for God’s Law.”228
In 1544, cronista (chronicler) Pedro Gutiérrez de Santa Clara (1521–1603) stated that,
when Pedro de Las Casas took his eighteen-year-old son to Hispaniola in 1502,
Bartolomé “was already a man well-formed and very studious.”229
In 1552, humanist Juan Ginés de Sepúlveda (1489–1573) described Las Casas’s erudition
as “most subtle, most vigilant, and most fluent, compared with whom Homer’s Ulysses
was inert and stammering.”230
These three contemporaries of Las Casas—the first, an ardent supporter; the
second, an ambivalent observer; the third, a strident detractor—offer some indication of
the resources that Las Casas brought to his battle for justice. This battle was initiated by
his spiritual conversion, strengthened by his innate intellectual aptitude and diverse
acquired skills, which he developed during his early education in liberal arts at the
cathedral school of San Miguel. This chapter will demonstrate that Las Casas’s adroit
228
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ability to take a juridical approach was due to his studies in the higher disciplines of
canon law and theology as well as to other formative experiences as a secular cleric and
Dominican friar. Accordingly, to contextualize the young Las Casas’s choice to study
canon law, the following section will present the origins of the discipline of canon law,
its development and programs in two prestigious universities (that Las Casas allegedly
attended) and their relationship to the Catholic monarchs’ employment of letrados
(learned men) in governance.231

Discipline of Canon Law
Since the thirteenth-century founding of studia generalia, Castilian Christian
education in the higher disciplines was generally organized in the Faculties of Arts,
Theology, and Medicine, and Law—with separate Faculties, as recognized in the Siete
Partidas, for the study of canon law and of civil (Roman) law.232 In the evolving
university system, canon law became the largest and most popular discipline—first, as
another avenue of clerical formation in addition to studies and training offered by
convent, monastic, and cathedral schools (including San Miguel in Seville where Las
231
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Casas studied), and then, as a springboard for churchmen to secure positions in papal,
royal, diocesan, or cathedral chapter enclaves.233 Subsequently, in the course of the
fifteenth (and sixteenth) century, because legal practice was based on ius commune and
thus relied greatly on Christendom’s canonical jurisprudence as its model, lay would-be
civil servants also pursued canonistic training to equip themselves for royal, regional,
municipal, or local administrative-judicial service.234 Indeed, canon law became the
highest paid academic discipline (along with civil law), the most sought-after profession,
and the subject most in demand within the student body.235
In Spain, the development of canon law as a distinctive academic discipline, and
its dominance over other fields of higher education, began and continued in its oldest
universities: Salamanca (in the old kingdom of León), and Valladolid (in the old kingdom
of Castile). As will be shown, Las Casas most likely studied at Salamanca and at
Valladolid. Salamanca was erected in 1218 by Alfonso IX and was endowed since this
foundation with more cátedras (chairs or professorships) in canon law than in civil
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law.236 Valladolid was established about 1264 as a studium particulare by Alfonso X el
Sabio, and as a studium generale in 1293 by Sancho IV el Bravo.237 Like Salamanca,
cátedras in canon law at Valladolid outnumbered those in civil law.238
Programs of study in canon law were text-based, rigorous, long, and costly.
Students studied Gratian’s Decretum and Gregory’s Decretales to which gradually were
added subsequent papal decrees.239 The academic year traversed twelve months, with at
least six to eight months of coursework required each year. A bachiller in canon law
usually required five to six years of study.240 The six daily classes—always in Latin—
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began with very early morning lecciones (lectures), one before breakfast or at 9 a.m.
taught by prima cátedras (morning professors), followed by repeticiones (review
sessions) and disputaciones (debates about and application of the laws learned and
memorized for ready recall). Classes taught by the visperas cátedras (afternoon
professors) proceeded in the same manner.241 To cope with the expenses of higher
education, two avenues were available to students. Some had recourse to residential
colleges that were established around or near the university with the initial purpose of
providing scholarships and other assistance to poor students.242 Other students reportedly

Salamanca, 2:31–39; Áqueda Rodríquez Cruz, “Régimen docente,” in La Universidad de Salamanca,
2:470; García y García, “Consolidaciones del Siglo XV,” in Historia de la Universidad de Salamanca,
1:59.
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worked as copyists, servants, and tutors to help pay for food, lodging, books, copy
materials, class fees, and the costly graduation ceremony.243 Las Casas’s merchant father
had earned sufficient money in the Indies to send his son seemingly to Salamanca in
1498.244
In addition to these considerations, the advancement of canon law study at
Salamanca and Valladolid benefited greatly during the last half of the quattrocento when
the Catholic monarchs wrestled control of the universities from the hands of the papacy
with the aim of raising educational standards in general, and of producing a more
cultivated clergy.245 Because Isabel and Ferdinand endeavored to rule with “the counsel
of the learned” and less with the aid of “the noble,” their royal ordinances sought to
promote quality education in order to ensure that ecclesial and civil functionaries were
highly-trained.246 For example, at the 1478 National Council of Clergy, and with the
encouragement of the assembled Spanish church leaders, the Catholic monarchs
announced their resolve to appoint university-degreed letrados to the bishoprics and other
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senior clergy positions.247 This implicit move toward Patronato Real, which in the Indies
became a reality in 1508, was quickly followed by proclamations from the Cortes of
Toledo, most of whose members were letrados. In 1480, the Cortes announced that only
degrees granted by Salamanca and Valladolid would be recognized, and that anyone who
graduated from other universities or escuelas generales after 1464 must “certify the
legitimacy of their academic titles.”248 This policy may also have been the reason why
Las Casas was sent to study canon law and to do so, it seems, at Salamanca. In any case,
the universities of Salamanca and Valladolid became virtual quarries of letrados.249
Las Casas understood and identified with this professional cohort. In the twelfth
remedy of his 1516 Memorial de remedios, he asked the Regents not to send any clergy
to the Indies to be a cura for the Spanish Christians unless he be a letrado. In reference to
his conversation with a member of the Royal Council in 1517, Las Casas wrote in his
Historia that he had “responded como letrado.”250 Additionally, when writing about Las
Casas’s 1514 conversion experience, Gutiérrez de Santa Clara spoke of the young cleric
as a “gran letrado.”251
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Las Casas’s Canon Law Studies
That Las Casas studied canon law is confirmed in sixteenth-century and early
seventeenth-century documents. Although he did not specify having studied canon law,
Las Casas himself referred to his having studied law both in his 1552 publication on
Trienta proposiciones muy jurídicas and in his 1564 Letter to his Dominican confreres.252
Later, in his 1596 history of the Dominican Province of Mexico, Fray Agustín Dávila
Padilla (1562–1604), a supportive confrere of Las Casas, also added that Las Casas
studied law “with great care” and benefit.253 In 1629, Juan de Solórzano y Pereira (1575–
1655), jurist and member of the Council of Castile as well as a severe critic of Las
Casas’s reasons for the destruction of the Indies, alleged that before Las Casas was
ordained, he dedicated himself to “sacrorum canonum studium” (the study of sacred
canons).254 While current historiography does not question that Las Casas studied canon
law and that he did so in preparation for the priesthood, questions remain in current
Lascasian scholarship about his juridical formation: Where did he study? How did he
earn degrees in cánones?
For the most part, there is consensus among Lascasian scholars today as well as
indications in colonial chronicles that Las Casas studied in Salamanca from 1498 to 1502.
Dominican friar Antonio de Remesal (1570–1639) wrote in 1619 that when Las Casas’s
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father returned to Hispaniola in 1498, Las Casas estudiaba derechos en Salamanca.255 In
1595, Gutiérrez de Santa Clara, Creole chronicler of the conquest of Peru, wrote that Las
Casas was “taken from his studies in Salamanca” when in 1502 he accompanied his
father to Hispaniola.256 While these chronicles state that Las Casas studied in Salamanca,
the source of this information is unknown.
That Las Casas also earned the degree of bachillerato is attested in two royal
documents. In 1516, a royal cédula, dated September 16 in Madrid, from the Regents of
Castile ordered the officials of the Casa de Contratación in Seville to pay the
“Procurador de los Indios, Bachiller Bartolomé de las Casas” the cost of his journey to
the Indies.257 In 1517, a Certificate of Payment, dated April 6 in Seville, from the
treasurer of the House of Trade, Doctor Sancho de Matienzo, stated that Juan Fernández
was paid 10,000 maravedis for the passage and cargo of “Bachiller Bartolomé de las
Casas.”258 However, neither of these sources specifically mention Salamanca. In 1953,
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Giménez Fernández questioned the validity of the title of bachiller and suggested that it
was merely honorific or, as some suggest, that it was simply used to designate secular
clergy.259 However, writing in 1994, James Lockhart asserted that such “degree titles had
great significance as marks of social prestige,” and that, as such, they were not used
capriciously, especially by well-known persons and in highly public ways.260
If Las Casas earned the degree of bachillerato, when would he have completed
the required five or six years for the bachillerato in canon law at Salamanca?261 Four of
the required years of law study could have been completed during his reported residence
at Salamaca from 1498 to 1502 before he left for the Indies. After that, Las Casas was
back in Europe only from November or December of 1506 until September or November
of 1507—during which time he was ordained a deacon in Seville in December 1506—
and he was in Rome from January 1507 to April 1507 where he was ordained a secular
priest on March 3, 1507.262 That is, the length of time that he would have had to complete
his studies in residence at Salamanca at this time was at best this “window” of six
months, since he left for the Indies in late 1507. He returned to Spain in 1515, and, in
September of 1516, he was first addressed as bachiller.263 Given these data, it seems that
Las Casas could not have met the requirements for graduation as a bachiller. However,
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scholarship about the University of Salamanca draws attention to the University’s
Constitutions promulgated by Benedict XIII in 1381, and reiterated by Martin V in 1413
and 1422, in which authorization was given to reduce the required years of study by
taking courses during the summer. That is, after completing the required months of
coursework in residence, students could advance their standing by taking courses during
the remaining months of the twelve-month academic year, which courses accrued to the
following year’s work. In this manner, five, and possibly six, years of study could be
reduced to three and a half, or to four, years.264 Moreover, the 1422 Constitutions that
Martin V promulgated for the University of Salamanca (and of Valladolid) were modified
in 1497, and the dispensations, given particularly for clerics, were in effect when (and if)
Las Casas was at Salamanca; indeed, clergy could petition a reduction of one year in the
total number of years required.265 These relaxations of requirements during the
quattrocento were seemingly due to the rapidly growing student enrollment in programs
of civil and canon law, and to the significantly increasing complexity in the assignment
of cátedras and student-teachers, as well as to the fact that Spain needed practitioners of
jurisprudence to attend to the increasing litigations.266
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Assuming that Las Casas took advantage of the academic alternatives, his period
of study at Salamanca—beginning in May or September 1498 and ending in January
1502—could have constituted reducing five years of coursework to three and a half or
four years—depending on precisely when he began his studies in 1498. Moreover, since
“with dispensations,” the number of years for the study of canon (and civil) law could
have been reduced from, for example, six to five, Las Casas could have expeditiously
finished all of the requirements for a five-year program for the bachillerato by February
1502 when he left for Hispaniola. Additionally, Las Casas’s studies may have been
accelerated if the accomplished cathedral school of San Miguel included preliminary
canon law studies. Credence is lent to this suggestion by the astounding trajectory of
studies undertaken by Diego de Covarrubias (1510–1577). Covarrubias completed the
study of humanities by the age of ten, classical literature and “all kinds of juridical
works” including the Latin and Greek Fathers (of whose works he had seventy-five) by
the age of sixteen, and then became a student in the Faculty of Canon Law. He obtained
his Bachillerato in civil and canon law at the age of twenty-two, then completed his
juridical and humanist formation with theological study, graduated with a Licenciatura in
canon law at age twenty-six, and a doctorate at age twenty-seven.267
Supporting my conjectures about Las Casas is the long-held contention of Helen
Rand Parish, reiterated in an interview with Paul Vickery, that “by 1502, Las Casas had
completed his canonical studies, but was unable to afford the fee traditionally presented
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to the faculty to actually receive his final [bachillerato] degree.”268 Moreover, Parish’s
assertion would help to explain why Las Casas committed himself to work five years in
the Indies. As one fluent in Latin, ordained in minor orders, and schooled in canon law—
degree in hand or not, he could secure salaried employment in the Indies as a
doctrinero—which he did, as well as helped his father in the provisioner business that
was “doing poorly.” When Las Casas returned to Spain in 1506, he was probably
financially able to “pay for” the fees associated with the bachillerato degree and the
graduation ceremonies.
That Las Casas also earned the degree of licenciatura (licentiate) is indicated by
three royal documents.269 The first is a record of a discourse in December of 1519 by
“Licenciado Bartolomé de Las Casas” to Emperor Charles V at Molíns de Rey in reply to
the position of Fray Juan de Cabedo, bishop of Darién, that Indigenous people were
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slaves by nature.270 The second is a pregón (proclamation), dated November 19, 1520,
about the privileges given by the King to those who were accompanying “Licenciado
Bartolomé de Las Casas” to Tierra Firme.271 The third is a relación by Miguel de
Castellanos narrating the trip he took in 1521 with “Licenciado Bartolomé de Las Casas”
to the coast of Paría.272 Other writings of the colonial period also referred to Las Casas as
a licenciado. Historian and chronicler Gonzalo Fernández de Oviedo y Valdés (1478–
1557), who knew Las Casas at court in 1519, referred to him as licenciado.273 Gutiérrez
de Santa Clara, whose father was in Cuba at the same time as Las Casas, and whose
portrayal of selected aspects of Las Casas’s life was accurately sequenced, referred
repeatedly to Las Casas as licenciado in his narration of the reform project that Las Casas
initiated in 1521 in Cumaná.274 Writing in the third person, Las Casas also retrospectively
referred to himself as “licenciado Las Casas” when he wrote in his Historia about being
assigned to Narvaez’ expeditions in Cuba.275 In 1571, Licenciado Juan Polo de
Ondegardo, a major opponent of Las Casas’s position on Inca sovereignty, had
commented—albeit derisively—that before Las Casas joined the Dominicans, he “was a
270
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cleric licensed in law.”276 Finally, Remesal, who lived at Salamanca, wrote in 1619 that
Las Casas graduó de licenciado from Salamanca, which raises the question of where Las
Casas might have earned the licentiate.277
The answer to this question is perhaps related to opportunity. First, after Las
Casas spent from December 1515 until August 1517 in Spain and in Hispaniola seeking
and promoting “a total remedy” for the evils and harm done to the Indigenous people, he
stayed at the Dominican convent of San Pablo in Valladolid. While there—from
September 11, 1517 to March 22, 1518, he frequented the nearby College of San
Gregorio, which was affiliated with the University of Valladolid, consulted with the
theologians, philosophers, and jurists of the college, who were part of the discussions
leading up to the 1512–1513 legislation of the Laws of Burgos in the Indies, used the
College library, and also assisted in the lecciones that were given.278 Seemingly this was
the period—indeed, the important milestone in his study of jurisprudence—to which Las
Casas referred when in 1552 he stated at the end of his Treinta proposiciones muy
jurídicas that it had been “thirty four years since he [I] studied law.”279 Second, he would
have been aware of the differences in the degree programs of the Universities of
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Valladolid and of Salamanca. Valladolid required four years of study for the bachillerato
in canon law, and passing an examination to earn the licentiate. Salamanca, which
complained about the brevity of Valladolid’s programs, required six years for the
bachillerato, and five years of teaching as a bachiller formado plus an examination to
graduate as licenciado.280 Third, since Las Casas had the bachillerato, all that he would
need to do to earn a licentiate from the University of Valladolid would be to prepare for
and take an examination, which he could have done during his seven months at San
Gregorio and/or by his study and consultation from March 1518 onwards with the royal
preachers as he and they accompanied the peripatetic court of the monarch.281 That he
may have earned this advanced degree is indicated by the transition in denomination of
his title from bachiller to licenciado: in the April 1517 certificate of payment, he was
addressed as bachiller; in the court record of December 1519, he was addressed as
licenciado.
Finally, further support that Las Casas obtained a licentiate from the University of
Valladolid comes from the significant decades-long scholarship of Helen Rand Parish.282
In addition to having ascertained Las Casas’s correct birth date as well as the date and
location of his ordination by meticulous archival research at the Vatican Library and the
Archivo General de las Indias (among others), she repeatedly asserted in print and oral
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interviews that Las Casas had earned the bachillerato in canon law at Salamanca as well
as the licenciatura in canon law at Valladolid.
In addition to his studies in canon law, Las Casas’s second area expertise was
theology. To contextualize his formation in this sacred science and in the Dominican life,
the next section will present the development of the discipline of theology, of the
Dominican reform movement, and of the revival of Thomism, which coalesced in Las
Casas’s time with the prominence of two Dominican schools—San Esteban and San
Gregorio, and of the Escuela Española. These developments and institutions both shaped
the tenor of Las Casas’s life as a Dominican friar and anchored the range of his resources
as a Thomist.

Discipline of Theology and Dominican Reforms
The study of the higher discipline of theology was initially not an official part of
the twelfth-century studia generalia of Spain’s oldest institutions of higher learning.
Instead, Salamanca and Valladolid relied on nearby mendicant convents of the
Dominican Order of Preachers and of the Franciscan Friars Minor for the teaching of
theology.283 In the Jewish city of Salamanca, the Spanish Province of the Dominican
friars established the convent of San Esteban in 1222—one year after the death of
Dominic of Guzmán (1170–1221) who founded the Order of Preachers to reform
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Christian life, evangelize the Jews and Muslims, and refute heresy.284 In time, San
Esteban became famous within the Order of Preachers for its high-quality instruction and
theological formation of its friars.285 Indeed, by 1270, San Esteban’s resources for study
included an extensive library acquired through bequests and donations, as well as through
benefices and privileges for the purchase and/or copying of written works from Alfonso
X, and later from Sancho IV.286 In 1289, the Spanish Dominican Province assigned more
students and professors to San Esteban and, in 1299, elevated San Esteban to the rank of
studium generale. As such, San Esteban could receive student friars from the entire Order
as well as grant them teaching certificates.287 In 1305, the Dominican General Chapter
initiated uniformity in the theology program of its studia generalia, which by 1328
consisted of preparatory studies in Latin and the humanidades, followed by three
sequential levels of specialization in logic, philosophy, and theology.288
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Later, in 1416, Benedict XIII (1394–1417) took advantage of the Dominican (and
Franciscan) programs in theology to form the basis for an eventual Faculty of Theology
at Salamanca, and endowed the studium generale of Salamanca with three chairs (prima,
vísperas, and biblical) in theology.289 In 1416, Benedict XIII also endowed the Colegio
de San Esteban (as an escuela menor of Salamanca) with five chairs of theology
including a minor chair in Thomism. 290 In 1418, Pope Martin V (1417–1431) established
a Faculty of Theology at both the University of Salamanca and the College of San
Esteban. The University’s two chairs of theology were occupied by Dominicans—indeed,
with few exceptions, an almost uninterrupted chain of Dominicans in one or both of these
two cátedras would continue until 1606.291
At that same time, Martin V also established a Faculty of Theology at the
University of Valladolid and at its escuela menor, San Pablo, with fray Luis de
Valladolid, an alumnus of San Pablo, as the Dean of the Valladolid Faculty.292 The
institutional relationship between San Pablo and Valladolid with respect to the teaching
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of theology subsequently developed in the same collaborative way as did San Esteban
and Salamanca.293
Martin V also structured theological formation at Salamanca, San Esteban,
Valladolid, and San Pablo in accord with the twelfth-century model of lectio (lectures),
disputatio (discussions), and praedicatio (preaching).294 Specialization in the science of
theology required five years of study at Salamanca, and four years at Valladolid; San
Esteban and San Pablo required preparatory study of grammar and humanidades (often
taught by humanists), three years of Aristotelian logic along with natural and moral
philosophy, and then five more years of text-based study of scripture and the
Sentencias.295
These four early quattrocento centers of higher learning and their constitutional
parameters for the study of theology constituted the principal avenues for theological
formation until the construction and subsequent 1499 inauguration of the Colegio de San
Gregorio at Valladolid by the Dominican bishop of Palencia, Alonso de Burgos. Like
San Esteban and San Pablo, this escuela mayor closely collaborated with the University’s
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Faculty of Theology.296 Moreover, like older schools, San Esteban also offered studies in
arts, languages, sciences, and mathematics, which probably explains why Columbus
spent time there. However, San Gregorio constituted the first Spanish Dominican school
dedicated principally to the study of theology.297
This steady development of the academic study of theology in Dominican centers
of learning was accompanied by a centuries-long struggle within the Order of Preachers
about education as an integral component of their mendicant vocation. Dominic insisted
on study and, for that reason, located his friars’ convents near principal university
centers. He exemplified the absolute necessity of study in the search for doctrinal truth,
and especially in preparation for preaching the Christian message with knowledge and
accuracy, by his ten years at Palencia, where he himself pursued education in liberal arts,
philosophy, and theology. However, already in the thirteenth century, some friars, known
as claustra (cloister), argued that academic study and teaching were detrimental to
religious life and sacerdotal ministry, and consequently rejected this dimension of
Dominican mendicant life. Other friars insisted on the indispensability of study for
effective preaching and of university teaching for ensuring doctrinal orthodoxy. These
study-oriented friars, known as observants, called for radical reform in the sense of a
296
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return to the roots (radix) or origins of their Order, and so to Dominic’s commitment to
the four fundamental elements of Dominican mendicant life: assiduous study, doctrinal
preaching, contemplative prayer, and communal life.298
The changing Iberian world also influenced the Dominican friars’ internal affairs:
scholasticism gradually declined with the ascendancy of Renaissance philosophies;
population numbers decreased with wars, famine, and natural disasters such as the Black
Plague (1348–49). Vocations were fewer, and many who entered the Order were less than
desirable candidates; strict mendicant poverty became more difficult to live; some friars
began living outside of their convents; others lived a more relaxed way of life within, and
many were generally negligent about study. To stem this tide of deterioration, the Order
mandated in 1390 that every province must have at least one convent of observants.299
During the Western schism, the mounting decadence within the Order with respect to
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doctrinal study further fueled the struggle between the growing group of claustra friars
and the diminishing minority of radical reformers.300
During the quattrocento, many prominent Dominicans, in particular, those who
taught or studied at San Esteban, Salamanca, San Pablo, or Valladolid, contributed to the
eventual triumph of the reform movement in the next century. For example, through the
efforts of jurist, theologian, writer, and future cardinal, Juan de Torquemada (1388–
1468), the priory of San Pablo accepted reform in 1460.301 The presence of Fray Diego de
Deza (1433–1523) at Salamanca and San Esteban, as well as the certitude that study
would remain an essential component of Dominican life, contributed to San Esteban also
becoming part of the Congregation of priories of radical reform in 1486.302 Deza also
accomplished the observant reform of San Gregorio in 1499 and, in keeping with the
emphasis on study, augmented the number of students at this center of theological studies
from sixteen to thirty student friars, and extended the length of study from seven to eight
years. A key figure in fostering radical reform at the beginning of the sixteenth century
was friar Juan Hurtado de Mendoza (1456?–1525) who greatly elevated the atmosphere
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of study and observance in the Order, during his tenure at San Esteban.303 His consistent
and zealous commitment to reform would bear fruit particularly in the Dominicans who
were assigned to the Indies.
In addition to the reform movement and its revival of study as an arm of the
Dominican apostolate, another discernible change was taking place: Thomism began to
be added to and/or replaced the Sentencias in the study of theology at Dominican centers
of learning.304 Instead of writing commentaries on the Sentencias using Aquinas’s Summa
Theologiae, friars wrote commentaries directly on the Summa. Eventually the Summa
became the basic text in theology in Dominican Houses of Study.305
In Spain, the progressive advance of the Thomist philosophical-theological
perspective in academia, and the consequent revitalization of scholasticism, began in the
mid-quattrocento. Torquemada, who held the prima cátedra of theology at Valladolid
and who was known as one of the most erudite and illustrious of Spanish Dominican
Thomists, used Aquinas in his 1453 Summa de Ecclesia. Friar Alonso Fernández de
Madrigal (ca. 1410–1455), alumnus of the escuela mayor of San Bartolomé, who taught
at Salamanca in the prima cátedra of moral philosophy, the biblia chair (using three
languages), and the vísperas cátedra of theology, published biblical commentaries based
on Aquinas. Madrigal’s disciple, theologian Pedro Martinez de Osma, (1420–1480), who
303
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was regarded by his pupil, Nebrija, as “the wisest Spaniard since [Madrigal],” and who
first taught philosophy and then theology in the prima cátedra at Salamanca from 1444 to
1478, introduced thomistic Aristotelianism in all of his courses at Salamanca in 1475.306
Friar Diego de Deza—Osma’s student who occupied the chair vacated by Osma’s
dismissal and death—taught Aquinas’s theology in that prima cátedra of theology at
Salamanca from 1480 to 1486, and is credited with influencing San Esteban to accept
Thomism. Indeed, as Andrés commented, the friars at the reformed San Esteban “hizo
gala” (gloried in) Thomism.307 Outside of this quattrocento Spanish Dominican enclave
of the adoption of Thomism, the Catholic monarchs, who had much association with
Deza and who generally “favored” the Dominican mendicant friars, welcomed Thomism
as a vehicle for the defense and expansion of the Catholic faith, which they regarded as
one of the new functions of higher education in the formation of church and crown
officials. Outside of Spain, Friar Girolamo Savonarola (1452–1498), notorious for his
zeal for religious, ecclesial, and political reforms, his condemnatory apocalyptic sermons,
and his austere religious lifestyle, also drew on Aquinas and Aristotle.308
At the turn of the century, Thomism was promoted even more widely in academia
as well as in Dominican formation and scholarship. Deza’s 1499 reform of San Gregorio
included the study of Aquinas’s philosophical-theological scholarship in its theology
curriculum. The 1505 General Chapter of the Order of Preachers mandated that the
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doctrine of Aquinas must be studied in all Dominican convents as an important aspect of
the friars’ initial and ongoing formation.309 Cardinal Tomás de Vio Cajetan (1469–1536),
Master General of the Order of Preachers from 1508 to 1512, became one of the foremost
sixteenth-century defenders and exponents of Thomism; Las Casas would study and
employ Cajetan’s Commentaries on Aquinas’ writings in his defense of Indigenous
peoples.
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Equally influential and productive through his many commentaries on the

Summa was the Dominican Spanish theologian, Matías de Paz (ca. 1468–1519), who
taught Thomistic theology at San Gregorio from 1497 to 1511 and Biblia at Salamanca
from 1513 to 1519, and who, as noted by Las Casas, also expeditiously wrote a Latin
treatise in defense of Indigenous people within the span of a fortnight.311
These curricular, scholarly, and reform components of Dominican life coalesced
in the Spanish Province’s two great centers of learning: San Esteban and San Gregorio.
While both institutions were models of observant life and communal prayer, of the
apostolate of study and preaching, as well as strongholds of Thomism, they differed. San
Esteban was a first-rate academic center of medieval Thomism for the Spanish
Dominican province, and applied this variant of scholasticism to issues related to the
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Indies. San Gregorio was the center and wellspring of theological innovations, and was
open to European scholastic trends such as nominalism, cultural trends such as Christian
humanism and traditional asceticism, as well as mystical spiritual currents such as those
of Savonarola and the illuminati.312
Upon this Thomistic foundation of speculative and applied theology, a new
approach to scholastics’ pursuit of truth and a new school or movement—the Escuela
Española—gradually took shape during the first half of the sixteenth century.313
Spearheaded in the work of the Dominican theologian, Francisco de Vitoria, this more or
less loose association of scholars—from San Esteban and Salamanca, from San Gregorio
and Valladolid, from Dominican as well as other religious orders, from regular as well as
secular clergy, and even some from Portugal, represented a new type of theology that,
while solidly Thomistic, was more flexible and less rigid, more open to multiple
Maestros (teachings) and sources, and more independent in thinking than the traditional
medieval approach to Thomistic thought. While Aquinas remained the best theologian
and the best guide for the theological task of the pursuit of truth, scholars in the Escuela
Española felt free to adapt, change, or even dissent from Aquinas’s position as they
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sought to integrate theological, philosophical, economic, and political knowledge in their
responses to the issues of their era.314
Such was the sea of historical context surrounding the archipelago of informal and
formal opportunities for Las Casas’s theological and Dominican formation. These
opportunities included the influence of the early Hispaniola Dominicans on Las Casas’s
life, the young cleric’s subsequent two conversions, followed by his theological and
Dominican training in the novitiate and studentate of the studia generalia in Santo
Domingo on the island of Hispaniola.

Las Casas’s Dominican Formation
In September of 1510, the arrival of the first Friars Preachers to Hispaniola
initiated Las Casas’s informal introduction to his future life as a Dominican friar. The
first community of Dominicans, composed of three priests (Pedro de Córdoba, Antón de
Montesinos, and Bernardo de Santo Domingo) as well as one lay brother (Domingo de
Villamayor), quickly made their presence felt in the Indies. In December of 1511, during
the Mass of the First Sunday of Advent, friar Antón Montesinos delivered a communityformulated denunciatory homily directed at the Spaniards’ injustices committed against
the Taínos on the island.315 Although Las Casas was not present to listen to this fiery
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Sunday homily or to the following Sunday’s accusatory reiteration, he heard, as did
others not present, and recorded in his Historia information about the newly-created
controversy initiated by these reform Dominicans: the Spaniards were horrendously
unjust to the Indigenous people.316 The friars’ public presence and their prophetic
message were both a witness and a challenge to all—including to the young cleric,
Bartolomé de Las Casas.
These first Dominicans in the Indies—followed by many others—were
Salamanca-trained and religiously-observant. For example, Córdoba took the habit at the
reformed Colegio de San Esteban in Salamanca where, as Las Casas commented, he
studied “to great benefit the arts and philosophy and theology.”317 Indeed, all of the friars
assigned to Hispaniola had studied and lived at San Esteban. Their academic training in
the philosophical and theological tradition of Thomism at this prestigious Colegio was
part of the first collective expression of the scholastic revival that eventually became
known as the School of Salamanca, and that would later greatly influence Las Casas’s
legislative efforts as well.318
In addition to the first Dominican mendicants’ dedication to preaching and study,
their religious life was marked by austerity and strict observance. Before coming to
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Hispaniola, all of the friars had also lived at the convent of Santo Tomás de Ávila. Life in
this most austere of all the priories in Spain was guided by the priorship of Juan de
Hurtado de Mendoza, as well as propelled by the climate of Isabelline reforms of
religious Orders and by the atmosphere of Savanarola’s criticisms of Church decadence
in Italy.319 In Hispaniola, these friars, with Córdoba as their vicar, espoused an austere
lifestyle of absolute poverty as noted by Las Casas in his Historia—one even more
austere than that advocated by Girolamo Savanarola.320 Through their life of strict
observance, coupled with communal prayer and the apostolate of study and preaching,
the friars desired to be a Christian model for societal transformation. Accordingly, they
and other contemporaneous reformed religious sought to live like the early Christian
apostolic community as idealized in the ecclesial narrative with its unanimity in faith,
simplicity of lifestyle, communality of living, and unity of apostolate.321
Furthermore, in their zeal for the proclamation of the gospel and the salvation of
souls, they identified, challenged, and condemned the injustices committed by the
Spanish conquest and colonization of the Indies. In addition to their incendiary pulpit
denunciations, intellectual penchant, and radical lifestyle, the friars utilized the sacrament
of confession as another instrument in their fight against the injustices: they denied
absolution to those holding Indigenous people in encomienda. Although Las Casas
considered himself a “good” encomendero and a man of peace, in the eyes of these
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Dominican friars, he was just like the rest.322 As such, sometime between the end of 1511
and the beginning of 1512, when Las Casas went to confession to one of the Dominicans
(probably Córdoba), he too was refused absolution because he held an encomienda.323
The Dominicans’ bold use of the sacrament of confession, prophetic preaching, austere
lifestyle, and learned approach to justice issues, as well as Las Casas’s witnessing of the
tragic Caonao (Cuba) massacre of Arawaks in October of 1513, as recorded in his
Historia, seems to have both shaped and provoked Las Casas’s conscience—so much so
that in 1514 he experienced what scholars refer to as his “first conversion.”324
Las Casas’s conversion from a secular cleric and gentleman-encomendero to a
strident reformer and adroit fiscal was not an instantaneous episode, nor without
preparation, proximate and remote, but rather the fruit of a long process culminating in
1514 when his life took a radical turn: he gave up material pursuits, freed the Indigenous
persons he had in repartimiento, and began to seek “a total remedy” for the evils and
harm done by the Spaniards to the Indigenous peoples.325 Consequently, in 1515 on the
recommendation of Córdoba, Las Casas returned to Spain with Montesinos to enlist the
backing of crown and church officials for three successive reform projects that he
proposed over the next seven years. Throughout this period, Las Casas received ongoing
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fraternal support from Dominicans on both sides of the Atlantic. In the Indies, Córdoba
was his “spiritual godfather”; the Dominicans as well as Picard Franciscan friars
supported him. In Spain, Juan Quevedo OFM, bishop of Darien, corroborated Las
Casas’s narration about the mistreatment of Indigenous people at a royal audience. Diego
de Deza OP, then archbishop of Seville, wrote letters recommending Las Casas to the
King and the court. Tomás de Matienzo OP, a royal confessor, advised Las Casas to
consult with Bishop Fonseca and Secretary Conchillos of the Council of Castile.
Reginaldo Montesinos OP, Antón’s brother in Valladolid, informed Juan Hurtado OP, the
prior of San Esteban, who in turn solicited advice from thirteen university professors at
Salamanca. Hierónimo Peñafiel, prior of San Pablo, notified the Dominican Master
General, Cardinal Cajetan, about the oppression of the Indigenous people.326 The
Dominicans’ own Memoriales to the crown, as well as the 1517 Memorial written jointly
by the Hispaniola Dominicans and the Picard Franciscans, lauded Las Casas’s tenacious
endeavors, which included denuncias, peticiones, and other genres of the civil-juridical
tradition, as well as corroborated the urgent need for reform.327 So similar were their
descriptions and assessments that the 1519 Memorial written by the Dominicans to
Monsieur de Xévres, the chief chamberlain of Charles V, could have been a template for
the content of Las Casas’s Brevisima relación that he produced twenty-three years
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later.328 During the period of project proposals, Las Casas also received support and
advice from jurist-theologians at Salamanca and at Valladolid for his “great providential
mission.”329 That is, in this mission of understanding and addressing the consequences of
the conquest and colonization that impeded the rational and peaceful proclamation of the
gospel, Las Casas was not alone, nor was he “an isolated figure.” Rather, he was part of
the tradition of prayer, study, and apostolic action that a bold active minority used in the
battle for what they saw as justice; in time, Las Casas would become the center of this
tradition.330
Las Casas’s immersion into this tradition resulted from a “second conversion.”
The trajectory that brought him to this change encompassed a number of years. Initially,
he was discouraged by the failure of his 1516 utopian plans for a “total remedy” in
Hispaniola, Cuba, and Jamaica. Subsequently, his 1518 “Peasant Plan,” which proposed
bringing farmers to the Indies as peaceful settlers, was sabotaged. The project was
stonewalled by corrupt royal officials—particularly of Bishop Fonseca, opposed by large
Spanish landowners, and refused the financial support of the Council of Castile.331
Finally, his ambitious 1521–22 Cumaná project (Venezuela), which was his first
experiment in peaceful evangelization solely by friars accompanied by would-be farmers,
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disastrously ended when, due to slave raids, the enraged Indigenous people massacred the
handful of friars and other Spaniards at the settlement. Having avoided this brush with
death, Las Casas abandoned the life of an active diocesan cleric and embraced the life of
a mendicant friar in the studious Order of Preachers in Santo Domingo.332 All that had
gone before this radical decision was “a prelude to a new stage of his life, [which would
develop into a] very distinctive … [and] long career.”333
Las Casas’s initial formal training as a Dominican friar at the Santo Domingo
studium generale consisted of a one-year novitiate from 1522 to 1523 and a three-year
studentate from 1523 to 1526.334 Las Casas began this period of formation at the age of
thirty-eight and was, as is said in Spanish, un hombre hecho (a mature man); for him,
there was no wasting of time or opportunity for distractions—especially since he had
entered a community where the tension and the intensity of the reforming spirit brought
from Spain by Córdoba and the other friars was in full force.335
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At the beginning of his novitiate, Las Casas apparently received the habit from
Tomás de Berlanga, the Prior of Santo Domingo.336 His novice master was most likely
Domingo Betanzos.337 Ironically, the 1506 Provincial Chapter of the Dominicans of
Spain had issued a statute ordering that no one of Jewish descent was to receive the
habit.338 Las Casas, presumably of Jewish ancestry, was however in good company—he,
Talavera, Vitoria, and other prominent Spaniards shared this sanguinal “impurity.”339
During his novitiate, Las Casas became schooled in the fundamentals of
Dominican life: observant community life, prayer, and the apostolate of study, preaching,
teaching, and sacerdotal ministries. Under guidance of Betanzos, Berlanga and other
friars, Las Casas was systematically immersed into the rhythm and rigor of communal
life, with its regularly scheduled communal prayer, community meetings, and penitential
practices—which asceticism he continued throughout his life.340 According to Pérez
Fernández’ erudite knowledge of the historical development of Dominican life, Las Casas
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adhered “from the first day to all the rules and regulations of the community in order to
learn what he needed to do” as a Dominican friar.341
With respect to liturgical prayer, Las Casas needed to familiarize himself with the
Dominican variance of this worship. Although already a priest, he needed to learn to
celebrate Mass according to the Dominican Rite.342 As a neophyte friar, he also needed to
learn the Dominican variant of the Divine Office—of the Liturgy of the Hours. Since the
Order’s foundation in 1216, all Dominicans were required to pray the full Divine
Office—Matins, Lauds, Prime, Terce, Sext, None, Vespers, and Compline (ending with
the singing of the Salve).343 Las Casas would have been exposed to liturgical prayer at the
cathedral school in Seville as well as prayed the canonical Hours as a diocesan priest.344
That Las Casas was faithful to liturgical prayer and its daily rhythm is implied by his
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comments in the Apologética historia sumaria about his recourse to the light of fireflies
when praying early-morning Matins. He wrote how “the fireflies are so large that, with
one alive in the hand—and better with two, Matins can be prayed from a small print
breviary, and so I have prayed them as though [I had] two small candles.”345
With respect to the apostolic dimension of the Dominican life, the focus in the
novitiate was primarily on study related to the Order, the Bible, church history, patristics,
and spirituality. Accordingly, as Pérez Fernández pointed out, Las Casas studied the
history and the Constitutions of the Order as well as memorized the Rule of St. Augustine
and the Epistles of St. Paul. Furthermore, the novitiate was a time to deepen one’s
knowledge of sacred scripture, to study more ecclesial tradition and ecclesiastical history
as well as the Church Fathers and biographies of the saints, to read various spiritual
writers and, in particular, to learn Dominican spirituality.346
Although, as all novices, Las Casas most likely did not engage in any public
preaching, he did spend time periodically after meals teaching Christian doctrine to local
Taínos. In this interaction with the first peoples of Hispaniola, he also developed
additional understanding of their three principal languages, but his level of linguistic skill
is not known.347 Finally, in preparation for his future labors, Las Casas also devoted at
least part of his free time to drafting his first book—a missionary tract on the method of
rational and peaceful evangelization, which would be commonly known as De unico
345
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vocationis modo omnium gentium ad veram religionem (The Only Way to Call all People
to a Living Faith).348
After finishing his novitiate year and passing the vote of the community, Las
Casas professed the solemn vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience to Berlanga, as
prior of the community.349 These vows would have canonically sealed his total
commitment, without reservation, to the Order. From this moment, he began his life as a
student friar.350
Las Casas then spent three years in the studentate at the priory of Santo Domingo.
Previously, in 1518, Santo Domingo had become part of the new Spanish Province of
Andalusia (or Bética), and was designated the studium generale of the Order in the
Indies.351 The designation of this convent of thirty-six friars as a studium generale meant
that a contingent of friar-professors was among those assigned to Santo Domingo. These
friars alternated in teaching the required courses and, according to their Franciscan
students, excelled in lecturing.352 The ideal for the full course of studies consisted of
Latin and three consecutive levels of learning: arts—grammar, rhetoric, logic;
348
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Aristotelian philosophy—natural and moral, as well as physics, metaphysics, and ethics;
theology—beginning with scripture study, followed by systematic, dogmatic, moral, and
practical theology.353 However, Las Casas had studied Latin and liberal arts at the
cathedral school of San Miguel; it is also possible that he had earned a bachillerato in
canon law at Salamanca, as well as had exposure to at least some introductory theological
and moral study in his preparation for the secular priesthood—not to mention the
licentiate in canon law that he may have earned at Valladolid. The range of studies at the
theological level that Las Casas might have taken may be partially inferred from
Córdoba’s formation (1501–1509) at San Esteban, which in accord with the mandated
Dominican ratio studiorum included courses in systematic theology (Lombard’s
Sentencias and Aquinas’s Summa theologiae), in dogmatic and moral theology, as well as
in scripture and the Psalter.354 Pérez Fernández contended that Las Casas’s training at
Santo Domingo was theological, philosophical, and canonistic; he and others also
maintain that his theological studies extended beyond the study of Aquinas’s Summa
contra Gentiles, Scriptum super Sententias, and Summa Theologiae to include the
recently-published commentaries of Dominican Cardinal Cajetan on Secunda secundae
of the Summa theologiae.355 This contention is credible when comparing his pre-andpost-Dominican-formation writings as well as evidenced in his copious citations and
references to these sources.
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In addition to this tomista-cayetanista formation, Las Casas probably also studied
Aristotelian philosophy and logic, and as Pérez Fernández stated updated himself on the
law that was in force at the time.356 According to her archival study of sixteenth-century
Dominican preachers in the Indies, Pita Moreda stated that the studentate studies also
included “anything else that could be useful to the study of theology and to the
illumination of truth.”357 To this end, Las Casas’s surely studied Córdoba’s Doctrina
cristiana para instrucción de los Indios, which drew from Spanish catechisms of
Talavera, Cisneros, and Deza.358 In any case, student friars were encouraged to read,
write, and privately pray in their cells, and could stay up an extra hour to study after
compline.359 This fostering of “attentive and meditative” study was also balanced by
domestic chores and some public apostolic activities.360
The designation of Santo Domingo as a studium generale of the Order also meant
that an adequate library would have been available at the priory. Since the twelfth
century, Dominican General and Provincial Chapters have stressed the need and the right
of individual friars, as well as the obligation of convents and Dominican studia generalia,
to acquire needed useful and valuable books.361 Each friar must receive a stipend from
the province or priory to buy books for his personal library and may keep any books he
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received. Each convent must have books for general use, for specific disciplinary study,
and for reference (which books were chained down). Accordingly, Dominicans were
“prepared to go to great lengths to insure a constant supply of the right type of books for
the use of all members of the Order.”362
By the end of the quattrocento, the usual holdings in Dominican libraries were
biblical commentaries and exegesis, theological works, including the Summas and
Sentencias as well as their commentaries, extensive philosophical works, books on canon
law, some on civil law, and a good variety of contemporary writers, but few books in arts,
except for those related to grammar and music. Assuming a similar development in the
holdings of the studium generale of Santo Domingo, access to books may help explain
how Las Casas was able to begin drafting his first missionary tract in 1522. The presence
of an adequate supply of holographic and printed works at Santo Domingo would also
have offered opportunity for Las Casas to pursue autodidactic study—as some Lascasian
scholars note.363
Finally, the combination of rich sources for learning during the studentate in the
acknowledged expertise of friar-teachers and in the mandated range of library holdings at
Santo Domingo could have resulted, as Pérez Fernández contended, in Las Casas’s
studies at Santo Domingo being the equivalent to a licenciatura in theology, and that his
De unico vocationis modo, the first missiological tract of the modern era, was a kind of
licentiate thesis.364 This is plausible and important to help sort out the opportunities
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available to him to engage in additional studies, which assists in arguing that he earned
this advanced degree.
Be this as it may, Las Casas’s post-formation writings, in the form of more than
three hundred cartas, memoriales, informes, and obras—beginning with his first known
exigent text, the 1531 Carta to the Council of the Indies, do demonstrate a significant
change in the level of theological, philosophical, juridical, and historical sophistication
when compared with those written prior to 1522.365 His citations from canon and Roman
law became impressively extensive and detailed, as well as dialectically interwoven with
Thomistic philosophical-theological arguments—even in his historical works: the
Historia de las Indias and the Apologética historia sumaria. His dialogues engaged
jurists as well as theologians and philosophers, and, in particular the multifaceted
perspectives of the emerging Escuela Español in the writings, for example, of Vitoria, de
Soto, Cano, and Carranza. His persistent juridical approach—enriched with Thomistic
thought—mirrored the confluences of canon law and theology that were standard as
jurists, theologians, and philosophers addressed the issues associated with the historical
presence of the Spaniards in the Indies.366 What Las Casas had learned, knew, and wrote
was manifested in certain general features of this discernible confluence.

Convergence of Canon Law and Theology
While the progressive development and institutionalization of human knowledge
in studia generalia created separate faculties as well as academically independent
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disciplines, the spheres of canon law and theology overlapped and intermingled. 367 Many
features of these two sciences were not separate. This section presents four common
features as points of confluence in these two disciplines to show the propitiousness of Las
Casas’s study of theology and canon law. This section also presents the distinctiveness of
Las Casas’s juridical approach.
The first common feature—indeed, the basic vital unity—of the disciplines of
canon law and theology consisted in their fundamental focus on the Christian life. Both
disciplines were sacred sciences because they addressed the spiritual order, and those
aspects of the temporal order that pertained to eternal salvation. Theology studied and
explained revealed truths about God and about humans’ relationship to God and one
another, while canon law governed the life of the church and those aspects of secular
society that pertained to eternal salvation and, additionally, those behaviors that
threatened to affect the good order of society.368 In the Brevísima relación, Las Casas
repeatedly affirmed the primacy of the spiritual end of the salus animarum (salvation of
souls), and forcefully condemned behavior in the temporal order that was not in accord
with the Christian life.369
A second common feature of both canon law and theology was that they
addressed many of the same topics. For example, both canonistic prescriptions and
dogmatic teachings addressed salvation-oriented matters such as heresy, blasphemy, and
apostasy—areas on which Las Casas also specifically focused in the Brevísima
367
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relación.370 In addition to all aspects of the spiritual order and to the Church’s exclusive
jurisdiction over anyone of clerical status—from student to pope, canon law and theology
also claimed jurisdiction over most aspects of Christians’ conduct from cradle to grave.371
While the jurisdictional boundaries between ecclesial and secular orders were not always
clearly defined, an example of an unambiguous area of jurisdiction was with respect to
the miserabiles personae. Both canonists and theologians viewed special solicitude for
the poor and powerless as a permanent part of God’s plan; unlike all other persons, the
miserabiles personae were not required to exhaust all temporal remedies before seeking
assistance from the Church.372 How this solicitude for the miserabiles personae was
operationalized differed: accordingly, for the most wretched of their respective societies,
Augustine called for “aid” in fourth-century Roman Africa, Ubaldis advocated
“protection” in fourteenth-century Italy, and, Las Casas demanded justice in sixteenthcentury “America” in his Very Brief Account.373
A third common feature of canon law and theology was that both disciplines
utilized, among others, the same theological and canonistic sources. Theologically, much
of canon law was shaped indirectly by scripture: biblical passages substantiated decrees
and decretals; biblical examples served to justify a canonical rule or decision; biblical
principles guided or corroborated conclusions.374 While the text of the Brevísima
relación, which summarized an extremely lengthy official report, did include direct
370
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biblical references to both the Old and New Testaments, Las Casas’s use of sources from
his “immense fund of classical and medieval learning” is better exemplified in his El
unico vocationis modo (The Only Way).375 In this missionary treatise, he copiously cited
the Vulgate Bible, especially the gospels of Matthew and Luke, as well as the Epistle of
Paul to the Thessalonians, and the Letter to Timothy.376 As with the development of
Christian doctrine, the writings of Church Fathers and of theologians also informed the
articulation and application of canon law.377 In El unico vocationis modo, Las Casas cited
the first Apostolic Fathers as well as Latin and Greek patriarchs. Theologians that he used
as sources included a third-century pope, French and English scholars, as well as
Franciscan and Dominican intellectuals.378
Las Casas also drew from other sciences considered auxiliary to canon law, such
as philosophy, logic, Roman and civil law, as well as sacred, ecclesiastical, and secular
history.379 For example, in The Only Way, he referred to philosophers and jurists of
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antiquity and of the medieval period.380 He quoted copiously from the juridical
collections of the Corpus Juris Canonici and the Corpus Juris Civilis.”381 In the
Brevísima relación, Las Casas also referenced ancient writers, philosophers, jurists, and
legal sources, as well as utilized Aquinas’s theology for his epistemological rationale and
juridical analysis of the destruction of the Indies.
In like manner, theology utilized auxiliary sciences. For example, in his
theological works, Aquinas made extensive use of Gratian’s Decretum as well as of
sources from philosophy, logic, and [other] secular sciences.382 Similarly, in the Spanish
School, scholarship routinely combined systematic elements of Aquinas’s Summa
Theologiae with philosophic and canonistic perspectives. Indeed, deliberations and
writings of this early modern period, including those of Las Casas, were remarkably
multi-disciplinary in their skillful intertwining of theology, philosophy, canon (and civil)
law, patristics, classical works as well as past and contemporary history.383
The fourth common feature of the convergence of canon law and theology was
substantive, and consisted of confronting the complex moral issues surrounding the
380
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encounter, conquest, and colonization of the Indies. Emerging during the first half of the
sixteenth century, this convergence applied both canon law and Thomism to this reality.
The applicability of canonistic and theological approaches to contemporaneous situations
derived from canon law’s character as a practical theology. Simply put, theology was the
study of revelation, and canon law was the application of theology. For example, the
revealed scriptural mandate to “go teach all nations” was operationalized in part by papal
privileges—in the form of cánones—that were granted to the mendicant Orders to carry
out this mission. Similarly, canonical directives concerning the instruction of would-be
Christians prior to their baptism was an application of the revealed mandate to “baptize
… in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit.” In the Brevísima
relación, Las Casas included both the canonical duty to preach the gospel and the
canonical right to hear the gospel preached.384
As a form of practical theology, canon law was similar to and yet different from
moral theology. Both canon law and moral theology prescribed and proscribed human
conduct: cánones by external law related to proximate ends, moral theology in terms of
humans’ “last end.” Canon law related to the external good order of Christian society,
whereas moral theology focused on internal Christian formation and conscience.385 In the
Brevísima relación, Las Casas both condemned “the hell that is the Indies,” that is, the
lack of good order on the part of the Spaniards, and called on the conscience of the King
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to take the right moral action by reforming laws about conquests, encomiendas, and
slavery—that is by establishing new laws.386

Distinctiveness of Las Casas’s Juridical Voice
While these four major features of the intermingling of canon law and theology
doubly anchored Las Casas in the basic vital unity, the specific topics, the vast common
sources, and the underlying applicability of canonistic-theological study, the
distinguishing aspect of his approach to the pressing problems of his day was related to
the progressive nature of canon law. This aspect of cánones derived from the fact that,
unlike Roman law and—to some extent—theology, canon law was not a closed system of
texts. For example, in medieval times, the law was moved forward and beyond the
original juristic texts by commentaries and subsequently summas—such as Hostiensis’s
Aurea (from which Las Casas also drew in his works).387 Indeed, canon law was a “living
law” that was open to further development, and was practiced daily in Spanish
ecclesiastical and civil courts, as well as applied to innumerable cases that would now be
regarded as the proper jurisdiction of secular authorities.388 The extensiveness of
ecclesiastical jurisdiction as well as this discipline’s ability to create new laws by new
enactments and/or by reinterpretation of old texts demonstrated the capacity and
advantage of a canonistic juridical approach to respond directly to new issues such as
those pertaining to the Indies. Las Casas clearly relied on this progressive attribute of
canon law in his efforts to establish the ecclesiastical arm of jurisdiction over the
386
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Indigenous peoples, and to create new laws for the governance of the Spaniards’ presence
in the Indies—all of which efforts Las Casas brought to his hearers’ and readers’
attention in the Brevísima relación. (This reliance was his forte.)
Las Casas’s penchant for a practical juridical approach was further honed by his
espousal of the legal scholarship of Bartolus de Saxoferrato, and in particular of two
methodological tenets that characterized Bartolus’s thinking, writing, and jurisprudential
practice. For Las Casas to adopt Bartolist scholasticism was in keeping with the unbroken
continuity of the mos italicus tradition and with the crown’s preference for the opino
Bartolo during the reigns of the Catholic monarchs and of Charles V. The Escuela
Española also championed this brand of legal scholarship in their speculative attempts to
reconcile both human and natural law with Catholic theology.389
The first of Bartolus’s methodological tenets to which Las Casas would have
repeated recourse was in accordance with this mos italicus tradition, and stipulated that
the known time-honored legal “rules and principles” of law must be employed in the
application of law.390 Examples of principles derived from Roman law and
institutionalized in canon law included natural justice (objective “right order” or naturalis
aequitas), reinstatement of unjust losses (restitutio in integrum), and the rule that “what
touches all must be approved by all” (quod omnes tangit ab omnibus approbari debet).391
In his Brevísima relación, Las Casas supported his judgments with such legal principles
and drew attention to the relevant “rule” in several instances.392
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The second tenet that Las Casas adopted from Bartolist methodology stipulated
that law is formed and reformed out of a true account (relación) of los hechos (the
facts).393 The inductive reasoning from the facts that this method required was a
recognized form of legal judgment.394 In precisely the area of facts, Las Casas surpassed
Spanish jurist-theologians by his years of first-hand experience since 1502 among the
Indigenous peoples, and by his relaciones (official accounts) of facts based on
eyewitness, corroborative reports, and notarized testimony. In the Brevísima relación,
Las Casas inducted from the facts of his own experiences and those of others to articulate
the “outward scaffolding” of the history of the destruction, which narration was akin to
the poetic approach of Aristotle not only in its focus on universals but also in its
foretelling of calamities that might befall the Indigenous people, the monarch, and
Spain.395 His narration drew from the particular aspects of the facts—and went beyond
the species facti—to the general universal factual reality, which Las Casas defined as a
question of justice based on principles of law and for which he demanded new
legislation.396
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These considerations about why Las Casas may have taken a juridical approach
can contribute to Lascasian scholarship about whether or not Las Casas did take such an
approach. Some scholars, such as Vicente Carro, held that Las Casas’s approach was
predominantly Thomistic.397 While Las Casas’s thought was certainly rich with the
canonistic-philosophic-theological thought of Aquinas, he used that thought to augment
or substantiate his juridical arguments, and he drew out the juridical dimensions of that
thought as well. Indeed, as will be shown in a later chapter, the epistemological rationale
as well as the analytic framework of the Brevísima relación utilized the Thomistic
understanding of the hierarchy of law, and corresponded to components of the ecclesial
juridical tradition. Pennington also suggested why Las Casas did not take a primarily
theological approach: he pointed out that the theological tradition in the sixteenth century
was “more mixed” than that of canon law, and that “legal sources … carried more
weight” than theological speculations.398 Adorno also contended that “theology was not
[Las Casas’s] primary expertise,” and supported her contention by recourse in part to the
level of his formal studies in the discipline of canon law.399 While Pérez Fernández
speculated that Las Casas’s theological studies may have been the equivalent of a
licentiate, Vidal Abril Castelló pointed out that Las Casas’s theology did not have the
“technical rigor, … critical-scientific level, … [and] analytic punctiliousness” as found in
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the works of theologians such as Vitoria and De Soto.400 Pennington, Adorno, and other
Lascasian scholars also cited Las Casas’s persistent use of ideas from the tradition of
medieval legal theory as evidence that Las Casas was “essentially a jurist.”401 Certainly
his sources for texts and authorities in the field of derecho were encyclopedic, as Castelló
opined after his thorough study of Las Casas’s Apologética história sumaria. And, as also
attested by Castelló, Las Casas was an able practitioner of the law.402 Finally, Las Casas’s
own words attest to the primacy of law in his approach: in his 1564 letter to his
Dominican confreres, he wrote “for forty eight years, I have labored to inquire about,
study, and discern the law, and, I believe, if I am not deceived, that I have plumbed the
depths … and have reached the headwaters.”403
This study contends that Las Casas employed the logic and substance of the
medieval juridical tradition as well as capitalized on the progressive nature of canon law
in his search of a “total remedy” for the harm done to Indigenous peoples and their world.
He brought this juridical approach to the debates taking place on both sides of the
Atlantic—debates that will be the focus of the next two chapters.
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CHAPTER IV
THE ARTICULATION OF LAS CASAS’S JURIDICAL VOICE:
DEBATES ABOUT LEVEL OF HUMANITY
AND RELIGIOUS CAPACITY
In the years before the Spaniards arrived, according to the Florentine Codex, a Mexíca
daughter was counseled that she was “a noblewoman,” and encouraged “to esteem thyself
as a precious person … even though thou art a woman”; in 1498, hermit-friar Ramón
Pané recorded that the Indigenous people and Spaniards were “not all of the same
nature.”404
In 1542, Cabeza de Vaca championed “good treatment [as] the path most certain and no
other” to evangelize the Indigenous people; in 1555, Augustinian friar Alonso de la Vera
Cruz, OSA admonished the emperor “to govern [the Indigenous people] to the best of his
ability either personally or through his agents so that they attain their supernatural
end.”405
These narrative snippets allude to two of the four kinds of major debates that
ensued with Spain’s “discovery,” “conquest,” and colonization of the Indies. Study of the
four major debates will demonstrate that Las Casas’s approach to the issues of the time
was consistently juridical, as well as that the Brevísima relación reflected his legal
thought. In this chapter, the first section presents the anthropo-status debate about the
level of humanity of the Indigenous peoples.406 Various initial and ongoing European
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assessments of the Indigenous peoples’ level of humanity will be explicated, as well as
juxtaposed with Las Casas’s appraisal of and contribution to these evaluations as a young
cleric, and then as a friar and bishop.407 The second section discusses the religious
challenges associated with the presence of the Spaniards in the Indies and, in particular,
its principal goal of evangelization and the consequent hoped-for salvation of the
Indigenous peoples.

Anthropo-status Debate
Assessment of Initial Appraisals
Initial observations and writings about the level of humanity of Indigenous people
reflected both the Renaissance exaltation of nature as well as an idealization of them as
“natural people” as compared with “civilized people.”408 Both Columbus and Amerigo
Vespucci described encountering idyllic scenes of flora and fauna akin to an “earthly
paradise”—a depiction that Las Casas also used when writing about the Yucatan in his
Brevísima relación.409 The two explorers also framed their perceptions of this pristine
state of nature with theological interpretations; for example, Columbus surmised that this
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yet-to-be-located earthly paradise also generated the Orinoco River—one of four great
rivers that according to scripture flow from the Garden of Eden.410
Initial observers and writers not only identified the Indigenous people as living
with nature but also as part of the pristine state of nature—before humans were corrupted
by the distractions, ambitions, envy, and other accruements of the “civilized” world—as
what the eighteenth-century Swiss philosopher, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, would later call
“the noble savage.” For Rousseau, “the natural man,” as compared with “the civilized
man” was the image of happiness and goodness. The first detailed portrayal and
exaltation of Indigenous people living in such idyllic freedom is found in Martyr’s 1504
De Orbe Novo, and is regarded by some scholars as the origin of the utopic elaboration of
“the noble savage.”411
Other scholarship, such as Hilaire Kallendorf’s interdisciplinary study of the
Taínos, challenges “the noble savage” concept for its Eurocentric approach.412 José
Rabasa, on the other hand, draws on Old World understandings to point out that “the
noble savage” is a contradiction in terms.413 He argues that, insofar as limpieza de sangre
(and religious orthodoxy) were conditions of “nobility,” the “noble” were Old Christians,
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and the “non-noble” were New Christians. Accordingly, in the Indies, the Indigenous
people (or “savages”), as the recently converted or to-be-converted, are thus “non-noble.”
While scholarship debates whether Las Casas contributed to a romanticized
elaboration of “the noble savage,” part of his descriptions in the Brevísima relación about
the Indigenous people (most probably those in the Antilles) do suggest that he believed
they were indeed living in a pristine state of nature.414 For example, he wrote that these
“most unoccupied” people “possess and desire to possess the fewest temporal goods”;
they sleep “upon a piece of matt, or a hamaca”; their diet is “frugal, and “their dress is
generally nakedness itself.”415 However, he prefaced this description with “God created”
them “to be” so and, after his description, he asserted their aptitude to receive the
Christian message. By doing this, he interpreted these “noble savages” within the
Christian ideational framework, as he would demonstrate in the Apología that he wrote,
like the Brevísima relación, more than fifty years after the “discovery.”
Martyr had also connected his depiction of the people of the Caribbean and the
Antilles islands with another framework: the classical account of the Golden Age of
Saturnalia where people live in complete happiness. Three decades later, Juan Vasco de
Quiroga (c 1477–1565) who was an oidor of New Spain’s Second Audiencia and
subsequently the bishop of Michoacán, also associated the Indigenous people of his
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diocese with the Age of Saturnalia.416 Indeed, in spite of differences in the social
organization of the natives in the Caribbean as compared with those in the central
highlands, the notion of the “natural” state of Indigenous life continued, as well as was
extended to another framework: the primitive Church. Those who regarded “the natural
state of the Indigenous people” as representative of the first age of Christianity included
Quiroga, the first Franciscans in New Spain, and Las Casas. In addition to this
theological interpretation, all of them also hailed the Indigenous peoples as a welcomed
“new lineage” or as “the greatest part of the entire human lineage.” 417
Initial descriptions of the Indigenous peoples also ranged from physical
appearances—such as “handsome,” “lean” and “good stature,” to social behaviors—such
as hospitality and their ritual of food-giving before gift-giving, to personal attributes—
such as “contentment,” “generosity,” and “innocence.”418 The trait of innocence was most
consistently mentioned, and also constituted an important dimension of Las Casas’s
portrayal of Indigenous people in his Brevísima relación.419 Las Casas’s perennial
contention that the inhabitants of the Indies were innocent seems to be part of a literary
416
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trope and scriptural metaphor that he utilized in the Brevísima relación to contrast the
goodness of Indigenous people and the evilness of certain Spanish people—and in which
he, as others before him, depicted the former as “innocent lambs and sheep,” and the
latter as “ravenous wolves.”420 For example, in 1519, the Hispaniola Dominicans and
Franciscans employed this metaphor to describe how some “Christians … were like
ravenous wolves among docile sheep”; centuries before, Alfonso el Sabio also used this
trope and scriptural metaphor to describe the marauding Muslim army who were “more
cruel and harmful [in pursuing innocent Christian lambs] than is the wolf in the flock of
sheep at night.”421
In the Brevísima relación, Las Casas did not, however, cite ignoble aspects of
Indigenous peoples’ lives, which was unlike some early observers and writers. For
example, while initially Columbus regarded the Taínos favorably, he later referred to
them as “cowards” after the Spaniards that he had left at Navidad on the island of
Hispaniola were massacred.422 Subsequently, on Columbus’s fourth voyage when he was
ill and seemingly near death, he used the stereotype of salvaje to describe how he was
surrounded by “salvajes llenos de crueldad y enemigos nuestros” (savages full of cruelty
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and our enemies).423 In their chronicles, Oviedo and Gómara portrayed the native peoples
as “vicious and lazy”; Oviedo also associated their generally negative traits with a
physical feature: their “thick” skulls.424
Other chroniclers also noted achievements of Indigenous people that connoted the
opposite of living “naturally” in the lush natural environment in some regions where the
Indigenous inhabitants had state-level societies. That is, the type of culture encountered
influenced the way Spaniards interpreted and described Indigenous peoples.425 For
example, Francisco López de Jerez and Pedro Cieza de León lauded the Inca cities and
urban achievements as “something so great,” just as did Cortés and Díaz del Castillo with
respect to New Spain.426 Although also recognizing this, Cortés nevertheless described
the people he encountered as both brutal and generous. Vespucci also reported less
savory aspects of Indigenous life such as cannibalism; similarly, Díaz del Castillo
recalled the Indigenous practice of offering human sacrifices to their gods. Later,
Sepúlveda would also demonize these behaviors by associating them with the devil,
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which added a Judeo-Christian theological consideration to these religion-based
appraisals of Indigenous life.427
These charges of ignobility, as well as the assessments that romanticized,
mythologized, idealized, and/or denigrated the Indigenous peoples are akin to paintings
on a canvas that depict the artists’ perception of the Indigenous people’s physical
appearances, personal behaviors, and cultural expressions; on this canvas, the brush
strokes are dictated by epistemological sources with which the Spaniards were familiar.
As the Spaniards recognized and learned that the Indigenous inhabitants and their lands
were not part of their scriptural and ancient textual epistemological sources, the canvas
became too small for expressing the new Other—the new reality encountered. Their
options were threefold: to expand the canvas by augmenting their European
epistemological sources; to create a new canvas by acquiring linguistic skills and utilizing
Indigenous sources; or to force the new reality on to the canvas, for example, by
developing sophisticated biblical genealogical trees, as the first New Spain Franciscans
did in order to fill the scriptural-epistemological gap in their pursuit of some tribal
biblical roots for this “new lineage” of peoples.428
Initiation of Public Debate
The canvas was expanded by public debate about the Indigenous peoples’ level of
humanity, which moved the discourse from descriptive considerations of external factors
to polemical argumentations about ontological dimensions. This public debate drew in
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varying degrees on the ancient Greco–Roman classical tradition and on European
medieval philosophical, juridical, and/or theological teachings to support several
assessments of the Indigenous peoples: they were fully human, or they were not? 429 If
they were fully human, were they the Spaniards’ equals or inferiors (… or the Spaniards’
superiors)?
In 1511, Montesino’s sermon brought the issue directly into the public forum in
both Spain and the “New World.” Through him, the Hispaniola Dominicans clarioned
their convictions: Are they not human? Do they not have rational souls? Are you not to
love them as you love yourselves?430 Their questions couched the debate in terms of
philosophical, theological, and canonistic teachings of medieval Thomistic thought about
the nature of human beings, humans’ dignity as created in the image and likeness of God,
and humans’ embeddedness in an objective normative moral order.431 According to
philosophic reasoning, humans were rational, free, and social by nature. According to
Christian theological revelation, God created humans in the Divine image and likeness;
moreover, through the redemptive action of God-made-flesh in Jesus Christ, all humans
429
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were potential participants in salvation and the beatific vision, and all were sisters and
brothers.432 According to canonistic principles incorporated into Thomism, humans’ first
obligation by natural law was “to do good and avoid evil.” This was because humans
were also the natural objects of reason-based natural and human law, participants (as all
creation) in eternal divine law, and, as members of human communities, the objective
bearers of obligations and rights in accord with justice and equity.433 These medieval
Christian perspectives about the human person were espoused and supported by the
emerging Escuela Española, as Dominicans, as well as other catedráticos and academics,
sought to address the epistemological “problem” produced by the “discovery” of the
Indies.434
The first person in Europe to address this “problem” was the Scotish logician and
theologian John Major in his 1508 lectures.435 In his academic assessment about the level
of humanity of the inhabitants of the Antilles, Major drew on Aristotle’s teaching in his
Politics that some people were slaves by nature—that “on grounds both of reason and fact
… from the hour of birth, some are marked out for subjection, others for rule.” Major
432
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also had recourse to the Philosopher’s categories of barbarians, which term initially
meant those who were not Greeks, and referred to 1) those who were generally cruel,
inhumane, savage, and pitiless, 2) those who knew no Greek, or spoke it poorly, or, more
generally, those who spoke another language, and 3) those who were uncultured and
uncivilized. Major opined that Indigenous people belonged to Aristotle’s third category
of barbarians, and accordingly were at best subhuman, although Major did insist that
empirical evidence must be garnered to prove that they were indeed bárbaros.436
Subsequently, Aristotle’s theory of natural slavery became part of the discussions
of seven jurists and four theologians at the 1512 junta in Burgos that was precipitated by
the Dominicans’ outcry. Although the junta discussed the need for evangelization and the
welfare of Indigenous people, particularly in encomiendas, the underlying ontological
issue was the Indigenous peoples’ level of humanity and, most overtly, was about the
human attributes of freedom (liberty) and rationality.
At one extreme of the assessments offered, two royal preachers and both clerics—
Dominican theologian Bernardo de Mesa and Licenciado jurist Gil Gregorio—espoused
the Aristotelian theory of natural slavery. Accordingly, the Dominican friar described the
Indigenous inhabitants of the Indies as “brute and irrational” because of their “lack of
understanding and of capabilities.” Gregorio referred to them as being “like animals that
speak,” and opined that giving them “total liberty” would do them harm, because of their
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“lack of judgment and reasoning” as well as their state of “natural servitude.”437 At the
other extreme, Matías de Paz, a Dominican theologian at Valladolid (and later at
Salamanca), quickly composed a treatise in 1512 entitled De Dominio Regnum Hispaniae
super Indos (Concerning the Rule of the King of Spain over the Indies) in which he based
his perspective on humanity’s creation and place in salvation history in order to repudiate
the application of Aristotle’s theory to Indigenous people, and to assert their freedom as a
matter of principle based on revealed doctrine and the dictates of reason.438 Why two
friars educated in Thomism, and who would have been aware of Aquinas’s repudiation of
Aristotle’s doctrine of natural inequality, would adopt contrary positions is perhaps
explained by Las Casas’s allegation in his 1516 Memorial de remedios that some of the
junta members (and definitely Gregorio) had taken counsel from and championed the
personal interests of those who held Indigenous persons in encomienda rather than
legislate for the common good.439 In any case, jurist Palacios Rubios assumed a middle
position at the Junta: the Indigenous people were rational and free creatures, and their
“absolute liberty” must not be restricted. However, as he wrote in his 1512 De las islas
del mar Océano, although they were not born into a state of natural servitude, they could
437
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be forced into legal servitude by justly waged war if they resisted peaceful evangelization
or payment of the taxes owed the Spanish monarch.440
On the pro-Indigenous side of the debate, the junta generated the 1512 Laws of
Burgos (and the subsequent 1513 additional laws). As the first of all Hispano-Indiano
legislation, these ordinances acknowledged and confirmed both freedom and rationality
as attributes of the human nature of Indigenous people, as well as legislated that these
people were free.441 The Laws of Burgos reflected the medieval understanding of natural
law as that fundamental principle or universally applicable law that was dictated by
reason and woven into the fabric of human nature.442 In this tradition, which informed the
epistemologies of sixteenth-century jurists and theologians, natural law consisted of an
objective moral order that constrains humans’ social behaviors and bestows obligations
with respect to their behaviors in accord with its first principle—to do good and avoid
evil.443 As Pérez Fernández argued, the Laws of Burgos centered on the “good” treatment
that the Spaniards were obliged to give the Indigenous people, because the authorities, as
well as the agents and the executors of such treatment, were those same Spaniards.
Accordingly, when the Laws of Burgos legislated that the natives were to be given time
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for rest, food, their own lodging, and a salary for their work, these ordinances were not
considered subjective “rights” given to Indigenous people, but rather were “obligations”
that Spaniards had with respect to them.444 Nevertheless, the Laws did constitute an
attempt at a juridical solution to the problems attendant to the Spaniards’ presence in the
Indies.
Response of Las Casas, the Young Cleric
In Las Casas’s response to the legislation and to the continuing plight of the
Indigenous, he had recourse to a genre of juridical literature known as the memorial.
This form of juristic writing, which was widely used during the first half of the sixteenth
century, combined a description of the facts (los hechos) with an exposition of the
juridical (el derecho) on which foundation some merced (favor or action) was solicited
from the authority addressed.445 Accordingly, in Las Casas’s 1516 Memorial de remedios
to the two Castilian regents, Cisneros and Adrian, he offered a juridical perspective that
took into account natural rights, natural and canon law, and the Laws of Burgos. He
documented the need for a “total remedy” to halt the continuing depopulation and
devastation of the Island territories and of Tierra Firme.
In this Memorial, Las Casas presented fourteen remedies and two community
plans. He incorporated the notion of subjective natural rights into this text. Canon law
had long since set a precedent for subjective natural rights when it stipulated that the
miserabiles personae could take from the rich what was needed for life’s basic
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necessities.446 Rights language saturated medieval society and typified medieval
jurisprudential discourse, for example, about property, marriage, infidels, due process,
and self-defense as well as about consent to government.447 Using canonistic precedents,
Las Casas began to attach “natural rights” that were derivable from the very nature of
human beings as free, rational, and social creatures to the “natural duties” obligated by
the objective moral order of natural law.448
Toward this end, Las Casas addressed what he regarded as the three attributes of
human nature in this 1516 Memorial. With respect to the attribute of freedom and its
corresponding right to natural liberty, he reiterated the legislation of the Laws of Burgos
that “these Indians are men and free, and should be treated like men and free,” as well as
pointed out the option to “leave them totally free as they were before.”
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Brevísima relación, he also stated categorically that the Indigenous peoples “all were
once free men,” and demanded their right to be “truly free as I.”450
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As was done in the Laws of Burgos, Las Casas also upheld the rationality of
Indigenous people. He recognized their rational capability and natural right to “live by
themselves and govern themselves,” but until they were able to recover from the
disastrous situation that resulted from some Spaniards’ activities, he advocated clerical
guardianship and supervision of the Indigenous.451 Nevertheless,

Las Casas

acknowledged the Indigenous peoples’ rights to their own cultures and to learn about
(and reject) the Christian culture as well as to have a say in legislative matters.452 More
than thirty years later, in the Brevísima relación, he continued to insist that they were
“reasonable creatures… [and] reasonable men,” and to advocate on their behalf for their
natural rights as rational human beings.453
Unlike the Burgos legislation, Las Casas’s remedies also implied needs and
rights, such as the right of association, which corresponds to the human attribute of
sociability, and which enable humans to live in harmony.454 His subsequent proposals for
Indigenous pueblos in Hispaniola and for farmer communities in Terra Firme sought to
address rights derived from humans’ social nature. In the Brevísima relación, he
acknowledged the capability of the Indigenous people’s sociability in his description of
how they lived as a “beehive” of “well-ordered” and “loyal” people, who were “notable
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in prudence and policy.” 455 In addition to these considerations about natural rights related
to the three attributes of human nature, Giménez Fernández suggested that Las Casas’s
fourth remedy also contained certain inalienable natural rights for Indigenous people:
viz., the right to life and bodily integrity (no ser maltrados), the right to personal security
(vivir en todo sosiego), and the right to dignity (no ser agraviados).456
Besides highlighting natural rights, Las Casas also retained the medieval
scholastic understanding of natural law as the objective moral ordering of human life, and
in accord with canon law’s foundation in scripture, he equated natural law with divine
law.457 In this, he drew directly from the first of two definitions of natural law in
Gratian’s Decretum: “natural law is what is contained in the Law and the Gospel in virtue
of which each is commanded to do to others what he wants done to himself … ”458
Accordingly, for Las Casas, the objective moral standard for the treatment of Indigenous
people as well as for any legislation with respect to them must be in keeping with the
law’s first principle, viz., “do good and avoid evil.”
In the ninth remedy of his 1516 Memorial, Las Casas elaborated his conception of
human law, and again directly applied the cánones in his appraisals of and reforms for the
Laws of Burgos. Drawing his criteria for human laws from the Decretum, Las Casas
insisted that those laws must be “useful” (not “useless,” as the glossator wrote), “just”
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(for “it is only a law when it is just”), and “holy” (meaning “in accord with nature”).
Other characteristics of human law from the Decretum included in Las Casas’s Memorial
were that human laws must be “in accord with the custom of the country, suitable to the
place and time, necessary, varying according to necessity, clear, [with] no hidden
deception, [and] composed for the common utility of the citizens … not accommodated
to some private individuals.”459
Las Casas concluded the fourteen remedies of his 1516 Memorial by overtly
aligning himself with the Burgos pro-Indigenous forces: he advocated that the works of
Paz, catedrático at Valladolid, and of Palacios Rubios, a member of the Consejo Real, be
“printed, published, and sent to the Indies.”460
During this time, Las Casas’s contributions to the debate were also supplemented
by the pro-Indigenous discourse that was clearly articulated in the many cartas written to
the Crown by the Hispaniola Dominicans and Picard Franciscans. Among these cartas,
which often served in juridical literature as an alternative for the memorial, was the 1517
letter from the Hispaniola Dominicans to their religious confreres. This document (of
which Las Casas had a copy) contained the Thomistic distinction between divine and
natural law, as well as assessed the situation in the Indies using the tripartite scheme of
divine, natural, and human law. 461 After Las Casas’s Thomistic training as a friar in the
studentate, his predominantly canonistic approach constantly reflected these juridical
distinctions of Thomistic theology in his subsequent writings. In the Brevísima relación,
459
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he consistently condemned the evils and harm done to Indigenous people by certain
Spaniards as violations, as the Hispaniola Dominicans first asserted, of toda ley divina,
natural, y humana.462
These Thomistic understandings from the ecclesial juridical tradition, the Burgos
legislations out of the civil juridical tradition, and Las Casas’s grafting of natural rights to
natural law all reflected aspects that he believed needed to be taken into account in the
establishment and functioning of a just society for the treatment of Indigenous people as
fully human persons.463 By suggesting that Indigenous people, by virtue of their
humanity, have subjective natural rights, Las Casas highlighted the juridical character of
such rights in a just society, and sought legal expression of these rights by building on the
value that was attached to liberty (freedom) by earlier medieval natural law theorists.464
Indeed, one phrase could encapsulate Las Casas’s singular contribution at this time to the
debate: the right to natural liberty. In his next contribution to the debate, he would draw
on another jurisprudential teaching: equality.
In 1519, the anti-Indigenous pole of the anthropo-status debate became the source
of a “terrible combat” at the royal court between Las Casas and Juan de Quevedo, Bishop
of Darien in Tierra Firme. According to Las Casas, the bishop had come to tell the
monarch “secret things” about Indigenous people, viz., that “those people are slaves by
nature.” In his reply to the bishop, Las Casas utilized an ontological premise found in
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Greco-Roman antiquity and in canon law tradition: that all humans and all nations are
equal.465 From the latter tradition, he drew on Gratian’s second definition of natural law:
that “natural law is common to all nations because it exists everywhere through natural
instinct, not because of any enactment.”466 Las Casas also pointed out that “our Christian
religion is equal and adapts itself to all nations of the world, receives all equally, takes
from none their liberty nor sovereignty, nor places them in servitude.”467 He further
cautioned against the use of Aristotle by Quevedo and his ilk. The young cleric argued
that the Philosopher must be used only insofar as his teachings were in keeping with “our
holy faith and the customs of our Christian faith,” which he claimed rightly that Aristotle
did not know. For a Christian to do otherwise, as did Quevedo, created a conceptual gap
that Las Casas asserted was as big as between “heaven and earth.”468
Polarized Discourse in Church, Academia, and Court
Nevertheless, the anthropo-status debate continued to rage, as a great number of
authors, theologians, and even missionaries insisted on the human inferiority of the
Indigenous people, not because they thought they were beasts but rather that they were
like beasts. The one exception, according to historian Patricia Seed, was Lucas Vásquez
de Ayllón, who in his 1517 Parecer (opinion) judged that it was “better that [the
465
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Indigenous people] be enslaved men than free beasts” and that they “will always be
beasts condemned to hell.”469 Nevertheless, as Las Casas charged in the Brevísima
relación, the result of this attitude was that respect for the Indigenous was “less than [for]
the dung heaps of the town.”470 The polarized discourse about the humanity of
Indigenous people became more aggressive among church functionaries on both sides of
the Atlantic just prior to and after the passage of the 1530 anti-slavery law. This
legislation resulted from the pro-Indigenous position of Juan de Tavera OP, who was
president of the Consejo real and archbishop of Toledo, and had presided over the the
1529 junta that was held to curb the maltreatment of Indigenous inhabitants of the Indies.
At this time, the Dominican provincial in Mexico, Domingo de Betanzos, took advantage
of his trip to Rome to convince Clement VII (and, en route, Cardinal Juan García de
Loaysa OP, then president of the Council of the Indies) that the Indigenous people were
subhuman by reason of their irrationality. Betanzos informed the pope and prelate, as
well as the monarch and the Consejo real, that because of their sins, the bestial
Indigenous people were condemned to extermination by God.471 Loaysa aligned himself
with Betanzos in the belief that the Indigenous people were “without true minds and
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hence incapable of syllogising accurately,” a position of the cardinal that greatly
influenced the subsequent revocation in 1534 of the anti-slavery law.472
Such declarations and actions received fierce opposition from bishop Sebastián
Ramírez de Fuenleal, president of the Second Audiencia (high court) of New Spain and
its oidores (councilors), from Jacobo de Tastera OFM, and from many other friars of the
mendicant Orders.473 Pro-indigenous clerical forces also appealed to the highest level of
the Church: Bernardino de Minaya OP (ca. 1484–1566) journeyed to Rome twice to
solicit the support of the papacy; Julian Garcés (1457–1547), Dominican bishop of
Tlaxcala, wrote Pope Paul III to make clear that he regarded Indigenous people as fully
rational beings, and to express his opinion that the attitude of some Spaniards toward
Indigenous culture was what was bárbaro.474
In 1535 and 1536, ecclesiastical conferences, which upheld the full humanity of
Indigenous people, took place among the New Spain hierarchy and among the friars. At
the request of the episcopal junta and on the basis of its three Acta—and in particular the
third Acta that consisted of Las Casas’s De unico vocationis modo, the landmark papal
Bull, Sublimis Deus, rightly or wrongly referred to by some as the Magna Carta of
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Indigenous Rights, was promulgated by Pope Paul III on June 2, 1537.475 This decree
proclaimed that Indigenous people were fully human and capable of receiving the Faith
and, as such, were not to be deprived of their liberty or property, even though they may
be outside of the Faith.
During this time, academics in Spain were also addressing the anthropo-status
question. For example, Vitoria, who held the catedrático de prima in theology at the
University of Salamanca, opposed the Aristotelian philosophical concept of the natural
slave. In his lectures, which were published as De Indis (On the Indians), he reminded his
students as well as the professors that Indigenous people were “fellow” human beings,
that is, their sisters and brothers. He argued that all humans were one because all were
created by God and, in accord with the redemptive salvific plan, all were potential or
actual children of God.
Vitoria also rejected the position that Indigenous people were of unsound minds
by recourse to the ample evidence of rationality that was present in their orderly polities,
their systems of laws, exchange, authority, and marriage, all of which, including their
religion, called for the use of reason. Thus, the Indigenous people’s achievements were
evidence of their rationality. As for those Indigenous individuals who seemed to be
lacking in intelligence, Vitoria attributed their supposed “stupidity” to a “bad and
barbarous upbringing” and to a lack of education. He likened such individuals to Spain’s
own peasants whose behavior he claimed “differ[ed] little from brutes.” With respect to
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the “perverse practices” of Indigenous people, Vitoria reminded his hearers that they
were “a pagan people, unenlightened by Christianity,” whose intellects were “clouded by
original sin,” and whose sins of cannibalism and human sacrifice violated natural law.476
In addition to these assessments from the halls of learning, the crown addressed
the issue of the Indigenous people’s level of humanity at the 1550–1551 junta in
Valladolid. The monarch called this assembly to assess the legitimacy of Spain’s rights
and the ethical basis of Spain’s actions in the Indies. Sepúlveda and Las Casas famously
presented their opposing views of the Indigenous peoples’ humanity as part of their
response to the monarch’s query.477
During the mid-1550s, Juan Ginés de Sepúlveda, a devotee of Aristotle, was the
most articulate exponent of the opinion that Indigenous people were slaves by nature, a
position espoused a half-century earlier by his mentor, John Major.478 Sepúlveda also
placed them in Aristotle’s third category of barbarians, which he justified by citing their
bestial inclinations, undeveloped talents, and perverse customs.479 The sources for his
assessment were primarily Oviedo’s Historia general (that Sepúlveda regarded as
“facts”), and the opinions that he garnered, for example, from Vasco de Quiroga who had
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described how cruel, barbaric, and fierce Indigenous inhabitants of Michoacán were to
one another.480 Sepúlveda also drew on Aquinas’s understanding of barbarians as those
lacking the use of reason—those generally “incapable” and mentally deficient—to
support his assessment that “they do not live in conformity with natural reason.”481 He
linked this aspect of their savagery to the rough and unsophisticated level of their skills,
except, he acknowledged, in manual activities. As “obviously barbarian,” he regarded
them as inferior to the Spaniards just as “brute animals [were] to men, women to men,
and children to adults.” 482 As natural slaves, they were destined by natural law to obey
those who had more developed aptitudes. Accordingly, Sepúlveda contended that the
Indigenous peoples were a naturally inferior race, and that their very nations were
barbaric.483 He also viewed their idolatry as “evil and blasphemous ritual,” and their
cannibalism and human sacrifices, for example, “in Nueva España, of more than twenty
million persons each year,” as crimes against nature.484
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Sepúlveda’s assessments are understandable within emerging conceptualizations
of race on both sides of the Atlantic. European social constructions of race as culturallydefined differences among population cohorts, such as between Moors, Jews, French,
Castilians, and so forth, tended to reflect the attitude that the “West” defines the “rest.”485
Along with other European countries, Castile also made and acted in accord with
invidious distinctions among people on a variety of attributes, real or imagined, as well as
on past and present events and thought. For example, Moors were deemed a menace to
Spanish physical security, and Jews a threat to economic well-being as well as to Spanish
Christian orthodoxy. Key to these distinctions was the sense that the “West” was “best,”
the superior, the culturally advantaged. Such hierarchical evaluations, bolstered by
hierarchical organization, defined the inferior, such as the serf or servant, the slave, the
non-urban dweller, the uncivilized, the barbarian or “savage.”486 Sepúlveda’s assessment
of the Indigenous peoples reflected these notions of inferiority and barbarianism based on
differences.
Sepúlveda also based his invidious distinctions on cultural considerations of a
religious nature, and specifically on religious practices. A recent study of Peter Martyr’s
decades in his De Orbe Novo offers some insight with respect to how religious practices
shifted from being indicators of civilized culture to being markers of depraved culture.
Consider that the first three decades (sets of ten letters) of Martyr’s writings focused on
Indigenous inhabitants of the Caribbean as “the natural man,” and that he hints at the end
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of his 1504 publication that the Indigenous inhabitants of Tierra Firme may be more
representative of “the civilized man.” His subsequent study of the people of the Yucatán
(published in 1521) told of their “well-constructed cities with stone houses and grand
temples,” of “paved roads and marketplaces,” of “structured governments and judicial
bodies,” as well as of marriage, religion, and books.487 Of these Aristotelian categories
for the assessment of culture, Martyr focused on the religious practices of the Maya as an
important indicator of their high civilization. However, subsequent sixteenth-century
ethnographic discourse shifted away from Martyr’s descriptive and more neutral
discussions of these practices to value-laden assessments in glosses and marginalia made
on his manuscript. When published posthumously in 1530, the text included the notations
that were added about the alleged “uncivilized state” of the Maya due to their religious
practices, and the words “Indian” and “inhabitant” were replaced with the word
“barbarian.”488 Sepúlveda’s recourse to the barbaric inferiority of Indigenous peoples
could be a reflection of this conceptual shift.

In accord with this development in

interpretation of “non-West” religious practices, Sepúlveda seemingly focused on
behavior and culture to argue for the Indigenous peoples’ inferior ontology. As will be
shown, Las Casas studed the same cultural practices to arrive at a different interpretation
and to argue for their equality as humans and nations.
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Response of Las Casas, the Friar and Bishop
In his response to Sepúlveda’s philosophic argument, Las Casas first
demonstrated that the humanist had erred with respect to the law (el derecho).489 Citing
the jurisprudential teaching that all nations and all human beings are equal, Las Casas
argued that a whole lineage of the human race could not be barbarians for two
fundamental reasons.490

First, a whole nation of physically abnormal, generally

incapable, and mentally deficient people implied “a frustration of natural law,” which
was not possible, since nature “always does what is best for that which is possible.”491
Second, the creation of a whole lineage of such “freaks of nature” would imply that
God’s plan for humankind was less than good, wise, and just, or that God had “failed,”
which was an impossibility.492 Furthermore, Las Casas argued that while some
individuals might belong in Aristotle’s third category, as well as resemble Aquinas’s
definition of barbarians, these kinds of “freaks of rational nature” were “in a strict sense”
the only barbarians.493 Las Casas then reiterated his employment of a fourth category to
supplement the Philosopher’s three categories of barbarians and Cajetan’s categories of
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infidels: those who had never embraced—or heard about—the faith of Christ, and who
were not Christian subjects.494
Given his position that no nation consists of slaves by nature as well as that all
people are generically equal, Las Casas then used the right to liberty to refute
Sepúlveda’s charges about the Indigenous peoples’ idolatry and their crimes against
nature. Insisting—as did the first Dominicans on Hispaniola—on the absolute freedom of
Indigenous people, he contended that those who had never had the opportunity to
acknowledge Christ could not be forced to change their practices and ceremonies.495
Citing the Digest of the Corpus Iuris Civilis, he maintained that an injustice was done by
forcing even ignorant barbarians to yield their liberty, because “no free person—much
less a free people—was bound to submit to another.”496 He further declared that the
Spaniards could not judge or punish Indigenous people for their idolatry or “perverse
practices,” (no matter how atrocious the crimes such as cannibalism and human sacrifices
might seem), because only God could judge and/or punish them. In this, he drew from the
Decretum and Decretales of canon law as well as from the Codex of civil law, wherein it
was stipulated that when a superior judge summons a case, a lower judge can not make
any judgment on it.497 Indeed, even though both he and Sepúlveda held that these crimes
“were against natural law,” Las Casas further argued that human sacrifice was not always
evil. He recalled that the “common ancient practice of human sacrifice” was found
494
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“among so many different people” and became “established as law.” Then citing Roman
law that “one does not err when obeying a public law,” he contended that the Indigenous
peoples did not err in offering human sacrifice. Las Casas also seemed to recognize this
practice as an integral part of certain Indigenous peoples’ religion, by his recourse to
Gratian’s dictum that “every man, no matter how innocent, owed God more than his life,”
because “all men are obliged to give their blood and their life whenever God’s honor
demands it.”498 He also inferred the right to religious freedom in his explanation of
idolatry as the fruit of common knowledge of God that was naturally implanted in the
mind, and of humans’ natural inclination to worship God.499 As such, the idolatry of
ancient nations, which Las Casas described at great length in his Apologética história
sumaria, simply manifested the fact, according to his understanding of natural law, that
“nature itself teaches that every race must worship God.”500
To further counter Sepúlveda’s assessment of Indigenous people as irrational and
to demonstrate his errors with respect to the facts (los hechos), Las Casas first attacked
his sources. He refuted Major’s “mistaken opinion,” and questioned the reliability of
Oviedo’s account. He rejected Major’s teachings as “contrary to natural reason and
divine law … [including] to the Christian faith,” and alleged that Major knew “neither the
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law or the facts.”501 He exposed Oviedo as a “liar and slanderer” who “as he himself
testified … [was] a despotic master who kept unfortunate Indians oppressed by slavery
like cattle … [and was] one of the looters” who along with governor Pedrarias Dávila
“laid waste to Tierra Firme” with “inhumane savagery.”502
Then Las Casas presented a portrayal of the Indigenous people that was the exact
antithesis of Sepúlveda’s. Claiming that they were fully rational rather than “dull-witted
or stupid,” he argued that “in the liberal arts that they have been taught up to now … they
are easy to teach and very talented”; he noted how “adept” they were in “grammar and
logic, … in song and with all musical instruments,” as well as how their reading and
writing was “skillful” and “elegant.” 503 In his 1532 letter to the emperor, Fray Pedro de
Gante OFM, also lauded the ability of Indigenous people as “very good scribes and
preachers or speakers… and singers.”504 In sharp contrast to Sepúlveda’s assessment, Las
Casas extolled their skills “in every mechanical art … [the level of which was] far
beyond all nations of the known world” and reflected “habits of the intellect” such as
“inventiveness, ingenuity, industry, and right reason.”505 Even the conquistador Bernal
Díaz had praised the “beautiful stonework” and woodwork in their “spacious and well
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built” lodgings.506 As Vitoria had taught in his lectures almost twenty years earlier, Las
Casas also pointed out the rational capacities evident in their religious organization,
which consisted of “their own priests, their own theologians, their own prophets,” and in
their public authority, which included “kings, lords, magistrates, and laws.”507 Harkening
back to “long before they heard the word ‘Spaniard’,” he likened the Indigenous
civilizations of “properly organized kingdoms [which were] wisely ordered by excellent
laws, religion, and customs” to those of the Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans.508
To reconcile this portrayal of the Indigenous peoples’ rational achievements with
the variations in Indigenous lifestyles, such as those first sedentary (Taínos) and semisedentary (Caribs) cultures he had witnessed in Hispaniola and Cuba with the empirelevel cultures encountered in the Mesoamerican and Andean worlds, as well as to retain
his central thesis of the equality of all peoples as rational, free, and social beings by
nature, Las Casas elaborated a rudimentary theory of cultural evolution.509 Las Casas
rejected Sepúlveda’s deterministic theory of racial inferiority that condemned the
Indigenous peoples “to wander the world in search of wise men of other nations.”510
Instead, he observed what he believed was a rational progressive development of
506
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Indigenous cultures; he believed that their waning cultures could be re-developed or recaptured to the extent that there was opportunity to do so. According to Las Casas, all
peoples experienced cultural progression and, in its early stages of development, Spain
itself was “barbarian and wild” as compared with the Romans.511
Pointing to Indigenous ciudades—by which he simply meant “groupings”—as
evidence of greater (or lesser) cultural complexity, Las Casas held that Indigenous
cultures (as those of all humankind) had developed—and would continue to develop—
through the exercise of reason, the guidance of God’s providence, and the occasional
intervention of great leaders or teachers.512 He recognized the existence of a plurality—
not a hierarchy—of cultural forms. This understanding of cultural development was in
keeping with humanist teachings of the time that humans could progressively improve
themselves. Indeed, Las Casas suggested that the Spaniards ought to look closely at the
organization of Indigenous societies and possibly “with good reason, we might be able to
learn [something] to improve our own.”513
However, Las Casas was not a moral relativist; he believed in an objective and
knowable moral order, and contended that the Christian message furthered and perfected
cultural change. According to his perspective, only a Roman Catholic Christian republic
could arrive at perfection. By his evolutionary (and substantive pro-Christian as well as
innovative semi-secular) theory, Las Casas adhered to the Christian tradition about the
511
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inherent goodness of human beings—including of those who are “the greatest part of the
human lineage,” as well as posited that the “natural human” was an entity in transition. 514
In his Apologética historia sumaria, Las Casas systematically recorded and copiously
documented his theory with extensive contemporaneous “ethnographic” data in which he
demonstrated his knowledge and appreciation of the Indigenous peoples as well as his
conviction that they had met Aristotle’s requirements for “the good life”: they were not
an inferior race.515
Finally, to put in writing his defense of Indigenous people during his debate with
Sepúlveda, Las Casas created the Apología. This treatise represents another genre of
juridical literature: the contraversiae.516 In this form of juristic writing, Las Casas
presented his comprehensive rebuttal of Sepúlveda’s position by using a syllogistic
method of reasoning that had emerged in Roman jurisprudence and later became part of
university study.
Several decades previously, the Dominicans had asked, “Are they not our brothers
[and sisters]?” At the end of Las Casas’s Apología in which he argued for the Indigenous
peoples’ full humanity, Las Casas answered that query: “The Indigenous people are our
brothers [and sisters]—and Christ has given His life for them.”517 That response—backed
by Las Casas’s forty-six years of law-based discourse and juridical writings—
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encapsulated the four major premises in the Brevísima relación about the full humanity
of Indigneous peoples: viz., as good and innocent people; as rational, free, and social
human beings according to natural law; as persons created by God and redeemed by
Christ, and as equal therefore in personhood and nationhood to the Spaniards. However,
the disregard of the rights of Indigenous peoples attendant to their full humanity, inherent
dignity, and equality was compounded by issues related to the primary justification of the
Spaniards’ presence in the Indies: the Christianization of the Indigenous peoples through
peaceful evangelization and their hoped-for eternal salvation.

Religious Debate
Primary Goal of Evangelization
The religious issues attendant to the “discovery” of the Indies emerged from the
Christian purview of Ferdinand and Isabel. In 1492, the Catholic monarchs, flush with
messianism after their final push to eliminate the last Muslim Iberian enclave in Granada
and bursting with confidence after the expulsion of the Jews, welcomed Columbus’s
intent to make contact and unite with the so-called Great Khan of Cathay (China) in order
to enhance Christendom’s struggle against Islam.518 The initial goal of Columbus’s
journey was to establish increased trade, political cooperation, and military alliances, as
well as to do his part in realizing the Christian vision to recapture Jerusalem.519 However,
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according to the 1493 papal bull, Inter Caetera II, the primary goal for Spanish presence
in the Indies was the Christianization of its inhabitants.520
Three underlying premises of the Brevísima relación were that the primary
justification for the Spanish presence was evangelization, that evangelization must be
peaceful, and that the ultimate goal was the Indigenous peoples’ salvation.521 This section
thus will focus on issues of evangelization and on salvation. With respect to preaching
the gospel in the Indies, three important considerations that complicated this
missiological task will be presented: first, that the Indigenous inhabitants and the
Spaniards had no prior knowledge of each other nor of their respective religions; second,
that the primary goal of the Christianization of the Indigenous people became subordinate
to secondary goals related to economic and political interests, and, third, that certain
methods of evangelization militated against the peaceful, rational, and persuasive “only
way” of converting the Indigenous people that Las Casas and others espoused. This
discussion of the task of evangelization along with its underlying premises will be
followed by an explication of the ultimate aim of the enterprise of evangelization—the
salvation of the Indigenous people, and Las Casas’s soteriological perspectives about
their salvation.
Missiological Challenges of Ignorance
The primary task of evangelizing the Indigenous implied three serious challenges.
The first challenge was ignorance: the Indigenous non-Christians were unknown to the
Spaniards, and the Indigenous people knew nothing about Spanish Christians. Spaniards
had some experience with and knowledge of the non-Christians who were part of the
520
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historical reality of Europe or who lived on its periphery, such as Jewish communities in
Europe, Muslim enclaves in Spain and the Holy Land, and the Turkish domains in the
Mediterranean. Indeed, contact with known classes of non-Christians was a regular
feature of the religious terrain in the Orbis Christianus of Europe. (Spaniards also had
experience of varieties of Christianity, from Eastern Christianity to various sects and
movements that were frequently dubbed heretical.)522
As the Atlantic world opened up for Europeans, Spaniards (and even more the
Portuguese) also encountered sub-Saharan Africans who were not peoples of The
Book.523 Unlike the Spanish and Indigenous people of the late fifteenth and early
sixteenth centuries, these Christians and non-Christians knew something about each other
and their respective religions. While Indigenous people were indeed neoinfideles to
Europeans, the Spaniards were at least partly equipped by their previous Canarian
experiences to deal with the complicated realities, although perhaps not with the
sophisticated religions, of the vast new hitherto-unknown non-Christian continent.524
How different from Christianity were the religions of the Indigenous peoples?
The complex cosmologies of Christianity and of Indigenous non-Christians religions
were distinctive in their understanding of the origins of life, the transition to death, and
the hereafter, as well as divinity and order out of chaos. Yet these Christian and
Indigenous cosmologies were similar in several respects. First, they attempted to make
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sense out of fundamental existential questions. In each cosmology, there was a search for
the satisfaction of common universal human longings and for answers to the perennial
human questions: What can be known? How should one live individually? What is the
way to coexist communally?525 Second, both kinds of religious worlds drew ad fontes
from their respective human traditions and experiences. For Europeans, classical Greek
and Roman ideational narratives both reinforced and redefined the Judeo-Christian
message, which was equally reinvigorated and recalibrated with the humanistic trends of
Renaissance rebirth and Early Modern discoveries.526 For the inhabitants of the Indies,
Mesoamerican ideological perspectives drew from and built upon earlier complex Olmec
and Toltec cultural archetypes and sophisticated historical narratives, as well as from the
classical Mayan high cultures. The equally complex and divergent Andean ideological
perspectives also built upon the cultural achievements and originating selfunderstandings of previous groups.527
An example of cosmological differences was manifested in conceptions of time
and creation. For Christian Europeans, time was linear and progressive; time moved
providentially from creation ex nihilo by God at a moment in time toward the Christian
eschaton, when the summation of human history would be weighed on the scales of
divine justice, and the history of salvation would be completed. For many Indigenous
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peoples, especially in Mesoamerica, time was circular-linear, repeating and progressing
simultaneously in a cosmogonic exchange between the eternal and the temporal, the
divine and the human, the sacred and the profane. For example, Mesoamericans believed
that creation occurred in a moment in time and enjoyed plentitude from the moment of its
origin.528
For Indigenous people and Spaniards alike, an understanding of these complex
and different religious cosmologies was seriously hampered by language and other
communication barriers as well as by distance and geography. Consequently, religious
dialogue (let alone conversion) was acutely, if not impossibly, limited. However, certain
Indigenous persons learned Spanish, and some Spaniards learned a number of Indigenous
languages. Moreover, learning Indigenous languages was a gigantic and persistent pursuit
of the friars. Only with those kinds of development was some understanding of the
diverse and complex religions of the Indigenous peoples obtained, such as revealed in
Bernardino Sahagún’s Florentine Codex.529 A process was also underway at the
grassroots level to establish the use of one universal Indigenous tongue (Nahuatl). This
process may have predated the Spaniards’ arrival. Additionally, by the mid-sixteenth
528
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century, Philip II had mandated the use of a common language for greater ease in
conversion activities and administrative matters. However, because this royal ordinance
proved linguistically and logistically unwieldy, Philip III reversed his father’s policy, and
the friars returned to learning a variety of languages to facilitate evangelization and their
knowledge of Indigenous culture.530
Missiological Challenge of Goals
The second challenge derived from the failure to retain evangelization as the
primary reason for the Spanish presence in the Indies. In Inter Caetera II, Alexander VI
had stipulated a crucial condition to the papal donation to the Spanish monarchs of the
“discovered and yet-to-be discovered” lands and peoples: that “the residents and
inhabitants” of the Indies be brought “to the worship of our Redeemer and the profession
of the Catholic faith.”531 In the Brevísima relación, Las Casas reminded the Prince of this
mandate to “convert [the Indigenous people] to belief in Christ and the Holy Catholic
Church.”532

Furthermore, Isabel reiterated this primary goal in her Last Testament

wherein she affirmed: “our principal intention was, at the time of our request to Pope
Alexander VI [to grant us concessions to these lands] … to induce and bring these
peoples to our Holy Catholic Faith.”533 In the Very Brief Account, Las Casas reminded his
readers that the Queen “took exceeding great care and admirable zeal for the salvation …
of those peoples and those nations.”534
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This primary papal mandate of integrating the Indigenous peoples by
evangelization into the ecclesial community—from being “sheep of Christ’s flock” to
being “sheep of Christ’s church”—was encumbered by the task of incorporating them
into the crown as loyal vassals, as well as of developing Spanish colonies and economic
enterprises to yield needed (and coveted) revenue from trade, material, and mineral
resources as well as from Indigenous labor. As countless Indigenous peoples became part
of the developing Spanish imperial system of cross and crown (after all, the papal bull,
Eximiae Devotionis I, had mandated “the spread of Christian government”), the primary
goal of evangelization became subordinate to the secondary goals of political and
economic pursuits.535 Although the ostensible motivating factor was the conversion of
Indigenous people to Christianity and its spiritual riches, Spain’s embryonic empire in the
colonies emerged from and was fueled by an insatiable desire for material wealth and
earthly power.536 Clearly, the two goals stipulated in the papal pronouncements were
inverted in their order of priority.537
With respect to material wealth, this inversion of goals began with the initial
greedy behavior of the conquerors and ambitious colonizers. Even Hatüey, a “high
cacique and lord” in Cuba, recognized these particular Spaniards’ covetousness for
wealth. This incident was reported by the Hispaniola mendicant friars in 1517 and by Las
Casas in the Brevísima relación, as well as something similar in Book 12 of the
Florentine Codex. Apparently Hatüey proclaimed to his people that “gold and gems”
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were “the god of the Christians … a god that [the Spaniards] worship and love much.”538
While seemingly many Spaniards continued this inversion of goals by their greedy
pursuit of wealth, decades later the king himself reversed the order of priority of
evangelization and wealth. Judging from Philip II’s refusal to stop the forced labor and
consequent deaths that continued to take place in the lucrative pearl fisheries in Cabo de
la Vela (Venezuela), Lascasian scholarship opines that the king “never renounced his
posture that the principal goal of the colonization of America was the exploitation of its
riches [and] of the labor of human beings in order to finance his European imperial
ambitions.”539 In this example, Philip clearly subordinated the conversion of the
Indigenous people to the goal of revenue. He was not alone in this; the majority of
Spaniards also exploited the riches and labor of the Indies.
With respect to earthly power, the enterprise of evangelization was always
politically important as the legal basis of Spain’s overseas colonies; yet the markedly
confessional character of governance made church activities subordinate to the crown.
Additionally, flowing from the reconquista and its policy of repoblación, militant
Christianity was an integral part of the Spaniards’ worldview in the late fifteenth and
early sixteenth centuries. Symptoms of the mutual alliance of the conquests of the sword
and of the cross in the Indies included practices such as clergy accompanying
expeditions, as well as convents and monasteries serving as fortresses (if needed) or as
places of refuge for Spaniards during Indigenous rebellions. Yet in expeditions linking
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sword and cross, Spanish tactics (such as capturing the cacique, employing terrorizing
techniques, and exploiting micropatriotism to divide Indigenous groups) and their
technology (such as firearms, crossbows, steel weapons, horses, and war dogs), as well as
disease epidemics determined the outcome, and did not extend the imperium fidei.
Instead, as repeatedly charged in the Brevísima relación, the Indigenous people “perish
without faith and without sacraments.”540 Consequently, political and military conquests
accompanied the beginning of the subsequent “spiritual conquest.”541
Missiological Challenge of Methods
The third challenge pertained to the diversity of methods of evangelization. The
first phase of evangelizing (1492–1519) in the Antilles relied principally on the
collaboration of lay Spaniards in the Crown’s vision of Christianization. While Columbus
initially sought to simply “convert by love” as he traded gifts with Taínos, the preferred
setting for Christianizing became the encomienda.542 As legislated by the Laws of
Burgos, the Indigenous people in encomienda were to be edified by the Spaniards’
example of the Christian way of life and instructed in the Christian faith by their
encomenderos. This hoped-for peaceful method of Christianization would be supported
and supplemented by itinerant clergy who served the religious needs of the Spaniards in
the missions and churches that were constructed on the islands.543
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However, the encomienda proved to be, as Las Casas charged, “the most grave
obstacle” to conversion because the maltreatment of and harm done to Indigenous people
fostered hate and scandal rather than imitiation of the Christian way of life.544
Additionally, adequate instruction was not done, even though Inter Caetera II had also
mandated that “the sovereigns were to dispatch virtuous and God-fearing men endowed
with training, experience, and skill, to instruct the natives and to imbue them with
Christian faith and sound morals.” Encomenderos proved to be incompetent as well as
unwilling to instruct the Indigenous natives in the faith, and frequently secular curas were
not very knowledgeable in Christian doctrine.545
During this first phase, mendicant friars also came to serve in the Antilles. In
1505, Franciscans from the Province of Picard in Belgium arrived, followed in 1510 by
the Spanish Dominicans from San Esteban. In 1511, the Hispaniola Dominicans and
Picard Franciscans initiated the first peaceful evangelization in the Indies in Cuba, before
the conquest of that island.546 The second attempt at peaceful conversion by the
mendicant friars was in 1515 on Tierra Firme, where the Dominicans erected a mission in
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Chiribichí, and the Franciscans established a community in the small port of Cumaná.547
Later, in 1521, Las Casas also began his own experiment of peaceful evangelization on
Tierra Firme at Cumaná. However, during this early period, great inroads were not made:
evangelization in Cuba was slow, all three missions on Tierra Firme ended in disaster,
and the Indigenous populations were quickly declining because of diseases and
increasing destruction of their ways of life.
The second phase of evangelization began in Mexico after the fall of Tenochtitlan
with systematic proselytizing by the mendicant orders, particularly the Franciscans and
Dominicans whose assignments were requested by Cortés. Part of the reason for these
appointments was because Cortés believed that regular clergy were better educated, had
higher moral standards, and more experience in evangelization than did secular curas.548
Upon their arrival in Mexico in 1524, the Spanish Franciscans, who belonged to
the Spirituals branch of the Friars Minor of Regular Observance, immediately embraced
the practical geo-religious implications of the “discovery.”549 With mass conversions
forefront in their minds, these millenarian-oriented friars began evangelizing in large
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areas of the central plateau in pursuit of their utopian plan to create a new form of
Christianity in the Indies that would be better and purer than the one they left behind in
Europe. Animating their efforts was their conviction that Indigenous peoples possessed
the capabilities for absorbing the Christian religion because of their advanced social and
political institutions. Accelerating their methods of conversion was their belief in the
imminent eschaton that would take place when all the Indigenous people have been
baptized.550
With their arrival in 1526, the Dominicans engaged in evangelization activities in
the Valley of Mexico, what are now the provinces of Tlaxcala, Toluca, Puebla, and
Morelos, and the Zapotec and Mixtec lands with the city of Antequera (Oaxaca) as the
center.551 In many of these areas, the Franciscans were already present and had
established houses in many places. The Dominicans pioneered in those places that their
Franciscan confreres had not claimed, for example, in Oaxaca, or filled in around the
edges in areas in which the Franciscans were in charge, or took over earlier Franciscan
zones that became available with territorial changes in ecclesiastical jurisdiction. Some
differences in pastoral perspectives also existed. Unlike the Spanish Spiritualist
Franciscans, the Spanish reformed Dominicans did not, for the most part, subscribe to the
imminence of the Second Coming of Christ. However, both mendicant orders regarded
550
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their missionary work as a return to the age of the Apostles, and sought to exemplify the
modo de ser of their apostolic forebearers by the poverty and simplicity of their
individual and communal lives.552
The Franciscans and the Dominicans espoused other ways of spreading the
gospel of Christ.553 For example, both initially targeted Indigenous rulers and native
priests; the Franciscans also pursued this “upper-class” outreach by extending educational
opportunities to the sons of Indigenous nobility.554 For the masses, both groups of friars
used pedagogical devices such as songs and/or plays, as well as capitalized on feast-day
celebrations. Both sought to eradicate idolatry—although the Franciscans were more
overtly active and even violent in their early suppression of idol worship. Major
differences between them emerged in the sacramental realm, and particularly with respect
to pre- and post-baptism instruction. In pre-baptism instruction, the Franciscans limited
themselves to the strictly essential, which greatly facilitated baptisms en masse that at one
time allegedly consisted of baptizing “fourteen thousand daily,” as well as meant that
only the indispensable part of the rite was performed.555 In contrast, the Dominicans
generally insisted on more thorough catechesis prior to receiving baptism, which was
administered in the fullness of its rite. Similarly, the Franciscans’ post-baptism
instruction was less frequent than that done by the Dominicans.556
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Underlying these techniques for making the gospel known to the Indigenous
peoples as well as the different ways of instructing would-be converts and neophyte
Christians in the faith were implicit assumptions about the degree to which they were
able to exercise agency in the process of their conversion. On a continuum of agency,
these assumptions ranged from no agency to full agency. Those ascribing no agency to
Indigenous people included Spaniards who assumed that the Indigenous people were
incapable of receiving the faith. Such was the conviction of a member of the Council of
Castile in 1517 during evangelization in the Antilles.557 Similarly, not too many years
later friar Domingo de Betanzos, Provincial of the Dominican province in Mexico,
adamantly proclaimed that “Indigenous people could never become Christians … even
though the Emperor, the Pope, the Virgin, and all the celestial orders intervened on their
behalf.”558 Others assumed limited agency on the part of the Indigenous people in the
process of conversion. For example, some Franciscans (and also secular Bishop Vasco de
Quiroga in Michoacán) paternalistically advocated tutelage in order to supplement the
“child-like” capabilities of Indigenous people so that they might join the ranks of
Christians on their own. Some, such as Sepúlveda, asserted the cultural inferiority of the
Indigenous peoples, and therefore trivialized and deprecated Indigenous agency; from his
perspective, governance of these people by a “superior” and “cultured” people would
compensate for their second-class status by guiding and assisting their conversion (albeit
forcefully) to the superior Roman Catholic religion.559 Those who ascribed full agency to
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Indigenous people included those who welcomed and lauded the papal pronouncement of
Paul III in Sublimis Deus, such as bishops Gárces and Zumárraga, and many other
mendicant missionaries.560 As in the papal decree, the basis of their judgment was the
equality of all peoples as well as of all persons as rational, free, and social human beings
made in the image and likeness of God and redeemed by Christ. This was also Las
Casas’s position.
However, accompanying the different techniques and ways of preaching the
gospel and of instructing the faith that the mendicants utilized was the spectre of warfare.
Ever since Ovando first waged battle against Indigenous people in Hispaniola, waves of
wars ebbed and flowed across the islands and mainlands of the Indies. In addition to the
Christian belief in the mandate to preach the gospel to the whole world, the attitude
prevailed—even in 1530 at the level of the papacy—that the only way to prepare the
inhabitants of the Indigenous lands for the preaching of the gospel was through military
and then political conquest.561 For example, in the Sepúlveda-Las Casas debate at
Valladolid about warfare prior to evangelizing, Sepúlveda argued that wars can be waged
“so that once the path has been totally cleared for the preachers of the gospel, the
Christian religion may be spread.”562 He also argued, as did Major (his mentor), that the
Indigenous people would not otherwise receive Christianity since they did not understand
Law, 55; Luciano Vicente Pereña, Misión de España en América, 1540–1560 (Madrid: Instituto Francisco
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the Spanish language. Moreover, success in warfare against the Indigenous people would
allow the Spaniards to build fortified Christian settlements on the lands so that the
Indigenous inhabitants could become accustomed to and knowledgeable about the
Christian way of life.563
Las Casas’s Peaceful and Persuasive Missiology
As will be shown in the following chapter, Las Casas and others rejected such
wars as a transgression of the gospel message of peace because the method of
evangelization must be peaceful and rational.564 His juridical approach to this method of
evangelization was articulated in his thrice-redacted treatise, De unico vocationis modo
universas gentes ad veram religionem (The Only Way to Call all People to the True
Religion).565 From natural law, Las Casas explicated that the “one way only” established
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by God for people to receive the true religion was “the way that wins the mind with
reasons, that wins the will with gentleness, with invitation.”566 Given the equality of all
persons and of all nations, he contended that the method of preaching must be common
among all people regardless of distinction. In the Brevísima relación, he inferred to these
criteria when he asserted—as he had done since his early years in Hispaniola—that the
Indigenous peoples were “of lively understanding, [as well as] very apt and tractable for
all fair doctrine.”567 In De unico vocationis modo, Las Casas also had recourse to the
ecclesial juridical tradition. He drew copiously on divine law and on the examples of
Christ and his apostles to demonstrate the only acceptable method of preaching the
gospel.568 He presented teachings of the Church Fathers and canonical directives about,
as well as papal endorsements for, the peaceful conversion of subjected peoples. In this
and at length, he cited Gratian, the Decretales, the Fourth Council of Toledo (663 CE),
and pontiffs such as Leo I, the Great (440–461), Nicholas I, the Great (858–867), and
Paul III.569 Using natural, divine, and canon law, he also explicated and denounced “false
evangelization” as well as “wars of conversion” because these “violated the mind and the
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will,” “contradicted the way of Christ,” of the apostles, and of Christianity, as well as
were condemned by papal decrees.570
In addition to these juridical rationales in De unico vocationis modo, Las Casas
argued in his debate with Sepúlveda for a textual re-interpretation of the Alexandrian
bulls of donation.571 He called for limiting the violent meaning of the word “subiicere”
[to subject] in the 1493 Inter caetera bulls, and for understanding this word rather as “a
subjection that will be born of the mild and gentle preaching of the divine word.”572 He
insisted that that word must be taken in this sense because the pontiff could not have
meant violent subjection. To this end, he had recourse to Gratian’s dictum that “words
should serve the intent, not the intent the words,” and quoted the juridical maxim from
De Regulis Iuris, c. Intelligentia that “the understanding of what is said is to be taken
from the things that caused them to be said, because reality is not subject to speech, but
speech to reality.”573 In the spirit of this recasting of the narrative of the bull, Las Casas
reminded the monarch as he did in the Prologue of the Brevísima relación of what “God
and the Church” had conceded and trusted “to the King and Queen of Castille”: the
Indigenous peoples’ peaceful conversion “to belief in Christ and the Holy Catholic
church.”574
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These above three missiological challenges—ignorance of the other, inversion of
the primary and secondary goals, as well as diversity in methods of conversion—had
consequences for the ultimate goal for the presence of the Spaniards in the Indies, which
was, in Christian belief, the salvation of the Indigenous people. The first challenge
provoked the recognition that the gospel had not been proclaimed to all the world, hence
the salvific plan of God was more extensive than initially imagined, and Christendom
was potentially larger than previously asserted in ancient texts and attested by age-old
experience. The second challenge resulting from the subordination of evangelization to
political and economic goals could result in the forfeiture of salvation for the Indigenous
people insofar as the so-called Christians repeatedly scandalized and brutally deprived
the would-be Christians of their personal freedom and collective liberty. The third
challenge with its defective ways of evangelizing impeded and/or obfuscated the only
peaceful and rational way of bringing Indigenous peoples to the attainment of eternal
salvation in accord with Christian teaching.
Ultimate Goal of Salvation and Las Casas’s Soteriology
This soteriological concern for the eternal salvation of the Indigenous people was
present and paramount in Las Casas’s writings from the beginning of his labors on behalf
of them.575 In his 1516 Memorial, Las Casas clearly stated that “the principal goal for
which all has been ordained, or might be ordained” and “the ultimate and final end” of
the Spanish presence in the Indies was “the salvation of [its native inhabitants].” He
further asserted that royal authority had legislated that the salvation of the Indigenous
575
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inhabitants was “to be effected through the Christian doctrine that His Highness
commands to be imparted to them.”576 In the 1530s, his two major cartas reiterated how
the Alexandrian Bulls of Donation, the papal mandate with its crucial condition, Queen
Isabel’s Last Testament, and royal legislation decreed the conversion of the Indigenous
people in order that their souls might be saved.577 As well, Las Casas was adamant that
only through peaceful, rational, and persuasive evangelization would the Indigenous
people embrace and live the faith, and so attain eternal salvation after their deaths.
The scenario, however, was that countless Indigenous neoinfideles had died or
were dying, as Las Casas contended in the Brevísima relación, “without faith and the
sacraments.”578 According to the ecclesial teaching of Extra Ecclesiam Nulla Salus
derived from divine law, these Indigenous people were “cast into hell” because “outside
of the church there was no salvation.”579 That is, salvation was understood as not possible
without baptism and the explicit confession of the Christian faith.580 While this
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soteriological position implied that infidels could not attain salvation unless they
converted (and Las Casas did state prior to his pre-Dominican formation that Aristotle
was “burning in hell” because he was “a pagan”), the Dominican friar and bishop’s
seeming employment of this predominantly Augustinian teaching needs parsing.581 First,
in his Apología, Las Casas argued that the Indigenous people were what Cajetan
categorized as “negative infidels,” meaning those who, unlike “positive infidels,” had
never heard of—let alone rejected—Christ.582 Theirs was an invincible and non-culpable
ignorance; as such, Indigenous people could not have been condemned because they were
infidels.583
Second, Las Casas addressed and clarified the Indigenous peoples’ relationship to
Christ in terms of the ecclesial and civil juridical tradition. In the Tratado comprobatorio,
he asserted that—in ways known to God alone according to eternal law—the Indigenous
people were “in Christ in actu” because Christ is the head of all creation; he supported
this with divine, canon, and civil law as well.584 In De Thesauris, he cited divine law to
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reiterate that they were also members of Christ’s flock in actu, that is, of the invisible
church—the “mystical body of Christ.”585 As part of the human family, the Indigenous
people were embued with God’s salvific grace.586 However, according to divine law, they
were in Christ’s church (the visible body of Christ) only “in potentia.”587 Moreover, in
the trans-temporal eternal moment of the Day of Judgment and in accord with eternal
law, potency will become actuality: everyone will be in actu in the church of Christ,
some saved, some damned.588
Third, Las Casas added deliberations based on natural law with aspects of the
ecclesial tradition as an avenue of salvation for the Indigenous peoples. Justin Martyr
(103–165 CE) as well as Aquinas had argued that salvation was attainable by those who
lived before Christ to the extent that they lived according to the natural law—doing what
was reasonable, pursuing the good, and avoiding evil.589 For Aquinas, this way of life
implied belief in the existence of a provident God who rewards those who seek God, or
implicit belief in a mediator—Christ.590 In the sixteenth century, Spanish scholastics such
as Domingo de Soto applied this teaching in their contention that the Indigenous peoples’
natural knowledge of God generated implicit faith in Christ and was sufficient for their
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salvation.591 During the early years after the encounter, Palacios Rubios also argued that
Indigenous people who “lived according to natural law might be saved through the gospel
even before they came to know it.”592 Humanists, who like the Thomists believed in
humans’ inherent goodness and in meritorious action, also posited a broader optic of
entrance into the salvific plan: love is the path to salvation, whether living according to
natural law that prevailed from Adam to Moses, or according to the Mosaic law from the
time of Moses to Christ, or according to the law of grace established with Christ’s
coming.593 As such, the prominent humanist scholar, Juan Ginés de Sepúlveda took the
position that Aristotle and other pagan philosophers were not in hell. ‘With respect to
those born after Christ’s coming, Sepúlveda cited Aquinas’s teaching that if they
followed the natural law, they were saved, but with much more difficulty. However,
believing that the Indigenous peoples were an inferior people and did not live in
conformity with the natural law, Sepúlveda contended that they were “headed for certain
downfall” or, in other words, for eternal damnation.594 Las Casas countered this judgment
by upholding the Indigenous peoples’ conformity to natural law.
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Fourth, Las Casas drew on doctrine about grace. According to eternal law, Divine
Providence always “provides all that is necessary for salvation,” Christ’s grace is
“exceedingly sufficient” for all, and “grace does not destroy nature.” Moreover, given the
“singular care” that God’s Providence has for all, God exercises divine freedom in God’s
response to circumstances of the human condition.595 In the Brevísima relación, Las
Casas offered the possibility of God’s intervention with respect to the attainment of
salvation when he narrated that a “most wretched captain” who died “in a state of
sinfulness and perdition, without confession ... is now sunk in the very maw of hell, save
perhaps that God has secretly not sent him there, as His divine mercy ... do dictate.”596
The implication was that God, whose providential glance sees the heart and probes the
intention, may have chosen to save “the tyrant.” So too Indigenous people may be saved
by God’s justice, generosity, and mercy, or—according to Aquinas’s novel examples—
by miraculous instruction.597
According to traditional Christian teaching, the ultimate desired goal of the
salvation of Indigenous people was not being accomplished. Instead, as claimed by Las
Casas, the killings of them—through the bondage and warfare to which certain Spaniards
subjected them—resulted in their being “cast into hell” because they “die without
faith.”598 However, given the soteriological considerations offered by Las Casas and the
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alternative avenues of salvation that he proposed, the ultimate judgment about “the
ultimate end” of the Indigenous people would be determined by God’s eternal law or
Providence—by God’s plan for and God’s governance of all of creation.599
As such, the soteriological issue of salvation highlighted theological
understandings about the tension between God’s eternal, divine, infinite, uncreated
freedom and women and men’s temporal, human, limited, created freedom. According to
doctrine, salvation constituted the pivotal point where God’s freedom meets human
freedom. Las Casas’s soteriological views reflected this understanding. On the one hand,
he asserted that God’s grace expressed in the free encompassing salvific action of Jesus
Christ gave all people what was necessary for salvation. On the other hand, he held that
free will gave all people the ability to rationally choose the good in virtuous actions and
to avoid evil.600 Las Casas’s appreciation for human freedom came from his academic
training, his admiration of the religious culture of non-Christian Indigenous peoples, and
his first-hand experience in the Indies. Ultimately, this appreciation of freedom led the
Dominican friar and bishop to entertain the question of the possibility of salvation outside
the visible frontiers of the church.601 Nevertheless, whether to become a Christian,
whether to become a member of Christ’s Church in actu, is intimately related to freedom.
The decision must be one of conscious free choice. However, as will be seen in the next
chapter, the economic institutions of bondage as well as what Las Casas saw as the
tyrannical exercise of political dominium militated against such free choice.
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CHAPTER V
THE ARTICULATION OF LAS CASAS’S JURIDICAL VOICE:
DEBATES ABOUT ECONOMIC INSTITUTIONS
AND POLITICAL DOMINIUM
In 1514, fifty-six percent of 26,189 Indigenous people on the Island of Hispaniola were
granted as laborers to eighty-three encomenderos.602
From 1521 until 1535, the average price for an adult Indigenous female slave was 8.54
pesos de oro, and 8.16 for Indigenous girls, while adult Indigenous male slaves were sold
for 5.32 pesos de oro.603
In 1521, in the Year Three House, “the lord Quauhtemoctzin was installed as ruler of
Tenochtitlan in Iscalli … when the Spaniards still occupied Tlaxcala.”604
In 1529, the Audiencia accused Hernando Cortés of waging war on and making slaves of
peaceful Indigenous people without using the requerimento.605
The above narrative snippets gesture to two additional kinds of major debates that
emerged from Spain’s presence in the Indies. In this chapter, the first section addresses
the economic institutions of encomienda and slavery that were generated by the colonial
system and its commercial interests. The second section explicates political issues about
the legitimacy of the Spaniards’ dominium and of the exercise of this jurisdiction through
warfare, as well as Las Casas’s assessment of Indigenous wars and dominium, and his
juridical criteria for Spanish sovereignty. The chapter concludes with a summary
statement about the range of Las Casas’s juridical voice.
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Economic Debate
Initial Economic Development
The economic goals of the Spanish Crown and others at the end of the
quattrocento constituted an important impetus for subsequent mercantile development in
the Indies. Among these objectives was the desire to open trade routes to Asia (to the
west of Iberia) in response to Portuguese advances into the Atlantic, and to the Islamic
control of eastern land routes.606 Accordingly, economic enterprises were an initial and
enduring interest in the “discovered” Indies, which turned out to be the reality of what lay
to the west.607 Consequently, Columbus immediately (and obsessively) searched for
precious metals (the most desired commercial commodity) in 1492 as well as during his
subsequent trips.608 In response to the ever-increasing flow of and demand for trade
commodities (including bullion), the crown expeditiously regulated this traffic by
establishing the Casa de Contratación in 1503. Additionally, maritime trade and
economic development in the Antilles was also fostered by erecting mercantile colonies,
which were in accord with previous patterns of settlement in the Mediterranean world,
viz. of the Phoenicians, Romans, Venetians, and Genoese-Spaniards.609
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Emergence and Development of Encomienda
In Hispaniola, economic enterprises initially faltered. The Spanish colonists were
generally unable and/or unwilling to provide for their own subsistence, to produce trade
commodities, and—as royal vassals—to pay their tribute to the crown.610 Nor were many
of them content to become salaried employees of a proposed monopoly company on the
island. Consequently, in 1497, about half of the colonists migrated to western Hispaniola
where they created a system of repartimiento, which Columbus reluctantly endorsed in
1499.611 By this method of individual shares, the Spaniards divided up the Taínos in
individual allotments to serve as work crews in the fields and the mines.612
In 1502, the situation was further complicated when twenty five hundred
Spaniards arrived in Hispaniola with the second governor, knight comendador Nicolás de
Ovando.613 These would-be settlers included twelve hundred from Extremadura, hidalgos
from Andalusia, two hundred families, and many poor men who emigrated because of
their uncertain economic futures in Castile. Among the passengers on the twenty-seven
ships were women, servants, and artisans, seventeen Franciscans and four secular priests,
as well as fiscal personnel for the Island and the various ships’ crews. Because Ovando
had many more people than could be cared for, the Spaniards began to starve. Moreover,
lacking the skills and labor force needed for production, they were unable to meet the
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tribute assessments.614 Furthermore, while the Taínos of the islands initially “provided an
adequate immediate basis of support for a substantial European population,” this support
diminished as new demands in type and amount of labor were foisted upon them, such as
in the Spaniards’ large-scale mining operations.615 As well, Indigenous people routinely
resisted the activities that accompanied the Spaniards’ presence in their world.616
To facilitate communication and association of Indigenous people with the
Spaniards, as well as to respond to the earlier agitation among the colonists who went
westward, governor Ovando requested the reduction of the Taínos into pueblos.
Consequently, in the royal cédula of December 20, 1503, Queen Isabel mandated that
Indigenous people were to live in pueblos, and that each pueblo would be entrusted to a
“good Spaniard” for whom they could work moderately and voluntarily, and from whom
the native laborers would receive payment.617 However, what was established was
contrary to Isabel’s mandate as well as to her previous instructions in 1502 that the
Indigenous inhabitants, as her royal vassals, were to be “governed as free peoples
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caringly, benignly, and with justice and charity.”618 Instead, mimicking the colonists’
early repartimiento, Ovando instituted the encomienda indiana in a manner that
continued to force and exploit Indigenous labor for economic gain.
This Hispano-Indiano juridical institution constituted an intertwining of
contemporaneous and medieval practices.619 First, the Ovando-Isabelline institution
exploited the traditional authority of the caciques, and the autochthonous Taíno
repartimiento system of assigning groups of Indigenous people as laborers for specific
communal tasks, to secure and allocate the workers needed by the encomenderos.620
Second, the Ovando-Isabelline institution was also similar to the “encomienda” of
medieval military orders. Just as knight comendadores collected the required royal
tribute, encomenderos in the Antilles collected tribute from the Indigenous people held in
encomienda as delegates of the crown.621 Additionally, just as the medieval serfs received
“pan y protección” in return for their services, so too Indigenous people (at least in
theory) were to be provided for and protected. However, unlike the serfs of the Christian
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military orders, the Indigenous, whom many Spaniards characterized as “primitive” and
“pagan,” were also to be Christianized and “civilized” by their overlords.622
This intertwining of precedents and practices lends credence to Lockhart’s
revisionist scholarship about the presence of “two strands of institutional development”
in the emergent encomienda system that were economic in nature: governmental
delegation to the encomendero of “the right to collect and enjoy the royal tribute,” and
the assignment of Indigenous laborers to work on the encomendero’s property.623
Accordingly, through these two aspects of the 1503 Ovando-Isabelline encomienda,
and—for the most part—of subsequent encomiendas, the Indigenous people were forced
to contribute to Spaniards’ economic gain by tribute in the form of goods and metal, as
well as by labor in mining, agriculture, transport, domestic, or other services.624 In the
Brevísima relación, Las Casas recorded how under the governorship of “the tyrant-major
[comendadero],” meaning Ovando, certain Spaniards “were not content with what the
Indigenous people gave them willingly, … and parceled [them] out among themselves,
giving one thirty, another forty, another a hundred and two hundred … and sent the men
into the mines to dig out gold … and the women they sent to work on their estancias.”625
The degree to which encomiendas focused on labor service and/or tribute varied
in the different regions of the Indies. In the Antilles, changes in the terms of the labor
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services especially contributed to the escalating maltreatment of Indigenous laborers.626
For example, in August of 1509, two to three years of service were required of the
workers; in November of that year, the length of service became indefinite. To curb the
increasing abuse suffered by the Indigenous and to respond to the 1511 outcry of the
Hispaniola Dominicans, the 1512 Laws of Burgos legislated reforms; for example, the
length of service in the mines was reduced to six months.627 Sadly, these interventions
came too late for all too many of the inhabitants of Hispaniola, where the population had
drastically declined.628 However, due in part to the prevailing Spanish attitude about the
“inferior” nature of Indigenous people, the mistreatment of the island populations in the
labor force continued. Indeed, the Laws of Burgos had in fact strengthened the
encomienda, and resulted in more repartimientos of Indigenous people being granted in
places like Cuba and Darien to colonists’ wives and children, as well as to clergy (such as
Las Casas in early 1514) and to non-settlers.629
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Beyond the Antilles, for example in Mexico in 1523, Cortés also instituted
encomiendas of Indigenous, and declared them perpetual vassals of the encomenderos, to
whom Indigenous people were obligated to pay tribute directly and rendered service
personally.630 This was typical of Spanish colonialist practices, in general. In the
Brevísima relación, Las Casas wrote that this turn of events “exceeded and surpassed in
violence and tyranny” of what transpired in the Antilles.631 In 1532, Fuenleal, as
president of New Spain’s Second Audiencia, first substantiated that the Indigenous
people were vassals of the King and not of the conquistadores or other Spaniards. He also
suppressed the encomiendas that Beltrán Nuño de Guzmán had formed when president of
the First Audiencia. In the Brevísima relación, Las Casas claimed that these encomiendas
were characterized by “such great evils, so many sins, so many cruelties, thefts, and
abominations that it could not all be believed [in order] to take from the Indians gold and
tributes.”632 In the crown-controlled centralized system of Indian government that was
subsequently established, Indigenous tribute paid for the corregidor’s salary. In the stillexisting encomiendas, the Indigenous tribute that was paid directly to the encomenderos
was however limited by the Audiencia. Even so, Las Casas charged, they continued in
Mexico to “slay the Indian with their infernal tributes.”633 Later legislation obligated only
a “simple” tribute that was to be decided by the appropriate Audiencia and paid to royal
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officials rather than to encomenderos; this ordinance disallowed the use of Indigenous
people for personal labor service of any kind for the entire Spanish “domain” in the
Indies, and specifically commanded that Indigenous inhabitants who “are alive on the
Islands of Hispaniola, Cuba, and San Juan … “be not troubled or molested with tributes
or other services … [but] be allowed to rest.”634 In reality, this legislative clause was
never very effective and, in Peru, led to a revolt of encomenderos and other Spaniards.
As indicated above, accompanying this trajectory of variations in tribute and labor
obligations was the stark reality of the horrendous subjection and inhumane treatment of
the Indigenous encomendados. Cruel maltreatment occurred under Columbus’s watch,
during Ovando’s management of the emergent encomienda system, and beyond. In the
Brevísima relación, Las Casas repeatedly contended that the maltreatment increased over
time in degree and form, and that Indigenous people served the Spaniards “day and night,
without respite or rest” until they were “consumed.”635
This seems to suggest that Las Casas regarded the treatment of Indigenous
persons held in encomienda as equal to that of slaves, which position was initially held by
some scholars but is no longer tenable.636 Older scholarship that equates the encomienda
and slavery ignores several facts: that the encomienda system was characterized by
greater complexity and variations as it moved beyond the islands, that Indigenous peoples
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often had a traditional expectation from their own cultures that they would need to serve
their conquerors and overlords in some way.637 Additionally, in the colonial period,
Indigenous people also went to court to seek a reduction of their obligations.
Furthermore, there were legal distinctions between these two institutions. The
encomienda gave the Spaniards rights to Indigenous labor and tribute; slavery gave them
ownership of the person of the slave.638 Unlike slaves, Indigenous people held in
encomienda were not to be bought or sold, bequeathed to future generations, or moved
out of the geographic area; that is, the encomendero’s rights were to be limited by
trading, inheritance, and relocation restrictions, at least theoretically.639 Nevertheless, in
the stark reality of the maltreatment of the Indigenous peoples, both the encomienda and,
as will be seen, slavery constituted what Las Casas referred to in the Brevísima relación
as “the hardest, harshest, most heinous bondage to which men or beast might be
bound.”640
Emergence and Development of Slavery
While the crown initially prohibited slavery in the Antilles, precedents for this
institution existed in the Mediterranean region, where greater religious and linguistic
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diversity (as compared with northern Europe) increased the sense of difference between
peoples, which in turn aided the acceptance and vitality of slavery. In Iberia, another
form of slavery developed when slaves from Sub-Saharan Africa were introduced.
Initially, these male and female slaves, who were considered “prestige items,” rendered
personal and/or household service as determined by the gender ideology of the time.
Subsequently, slave labor became essential in commercial enterprises—first in Cypress
and Sicily, then westward to the expanding Atlantic island colonies of Portugal and
Spain. Unlike the eastern Mediterraneans who enslaved Moors, the Portuguese (and later
Spaniards) exploited Sub-Saharan Africans to meet the growing labor demands in the
production of sugar.641 Meanwhile, across the Atlantic, slavery among Indigenous
peoples also existed long before the Spaniards arrived in the Antilles. Native slaves were
generally those captured in war, and those purchased or owned by ruling classes.642
Queen Isabel opposed slavery in the Indies. In her 1500 response to Columbus’s
transport of Indigenous persons to Spain to sell as slaves, she insisted on their freedom as
her royal vassals, and demanded that all of the Indigenous people taken to Spain be
returned, repatriated, and compensated.643 Clearly Isabel did not perceive Indigenous
people as slaves by nature. Instead, she considered them her vassals “in whom
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Christianity must be instilled.”644 Given their juridical status as vassals of the Spanish
crown, the Indigenous people were also equal to Spaniards and obligated to pay royal
tribute.645 Consequently, if Indigenous people were made slaves, their tribute payment
would go to those to whom they belonged instead of to the crown.646 Nevertheless, the
crown’s Spanish vassals continued to have recourse to slavery to augment the labor force
as well as the revenue needed for different economic enterprises of the colonized islands
(particularly in the fringe areas), even though the crown persisted in reiterating, as in the
royal cédula of June 21, 1511, that Indigenous people were not to be made slaves.647
Moreover, as addressed in the previous chapter, slavery was not in keeping with Las
Casas’s conviction about the full humanity of the Indigenous peoples, and especially
about their right to liberty and their equality to the Spaniards in personhood and
nationhood.
Slavery of Indigenous peoples persisted in the Caribbean, but was less prolonged
and less widespread in the mainland. This was because the mainland populations were
denser, and rotational draft labor (which was known in pre-contact times and was also
less deadly) was preferred. The atrocities of the first decades and the outcry (such as that
of Las Casas) also helped to stem the use of Indigenous slavery in the central areas and in
some intermediate regions. However, in the periphery, slavery persisted longer.
644
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Spaniards made slaves of Indigenous peoples principally through war and trade
(rescate).648 Similar to the pre-contact pattern in the Indies, esclavos de guerra consisted
of those captured in battles and/or suppressed in rebellions. Esclavos de rescate were of
several kinds. They included Indigenous people held in ransom by some Spaniards in
exchange for gold, examples of which Las Casas cited in his narrations in the Brevísima
relación about Venezuela, Santa Marta, and Peru.649 They also included Indigenous
peoples who, according to ancient custom, had already been made slaves among their
own people, and whom some Spaniards simply “took,” or demanded in “trade off” for
payment of tribute and/or in exchange for goods.650
The Brevísima relación constituted a shocking litany of the “infinite abominable
and infernal wars” through which countless esclavos de guerra and esclavos de rescate
were obtained, as well as a gripping narrative of the cruel commerce and horrific
treatment to which the enslaved were subjected. For example, Las Casas told of how
648
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during the first irregular phases of the conquest of the Yucatán beginning in 1527, the
conquistadores from the Montejo family, a trio of father, son, and nephew, sold
Indigenous people as slaves to waiting “ships in exchange for wine and clothing and
other things.” 651 Pedro de Alvarado and Cristóbal de Olid did the same in the Yucatán
and en route to Naco and Honduras.652 Las Casas learned of this commerce through his
close friend, Friar Jacobo de Tastera OFM, who also informed him about the enslavement
of children when there were no legal slaves to give nor riches to be found in the land. In
this enslavement of children, which also allegedly took place in Nicaragua and
Guatemala, Las Casas wrote that “whoever had two would give one child, and who had
three gave two.”653 He also told of how, in 1525 in Pánuco, Nuño de Guzmán reportedly
purchased a mare for the price of eighty enslaved Indigenous persons, and how slaves
were mercilessly branded with searing irons, for example, in Tierra Firme, Guatemala,
Jalisco, and Venezuela.654
In 1530, the crown attempted to stop the slave trade (of Indigenous people) by the
Anti-slavery Act. That the monarch clearly intended to eradicate all forms of Indigenous
slavery was evidenced in the royal cédula of January 25, 1531, to Nicaraguan officials,
which mandated the freedom of all slaves—those captured in war and in rebellions, those
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purchased, and those that Spaniards may have acquired who were slaves by Indigenous
custom or law. According to Sherman’s study of forced native labor, the anti-slavery
legislation had various consequences: some Spaniards “suffered” without Indigenous
slaves, and some others refused to obey the law; many territories were not pacified and,
given that the Indigenous peoples could not be enslaved for rebellion, caciques were
emboldened to revolt.655
Because of these and other considerations, Charles V revoked the Anti-slavery
Act in 1534. Opinions of the Escuela Española further legitimated the revocation; for
example, in his 1535 treatise, De Dominio, Domingo de Soto defined legal slaves as
those captured in just war, and as those who freely chose to sell themselves.656
Nevertheless, episcopal authorities at the 1536 ecclesiastical junta in Mexico City
challenged the revocation by issuing an acta generally referred to as Seis Verdades (Six
Truths), which questioned the justice of both the Spanish and the Indigenous practices of
taking esclavos de guerra and esclavos de rescate.657
As implied above in broad narrative strokes, the history of slavery and of the
corresponding positions of the crown was exceedingly complex.658 From an economic
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perspective, the choices and trade-offs were paradoxically difficult. On the one hand,
there was the need for labor and trade, which led to “person-purchase” and “ransomtrading” that, in turn, benefited many Spaniards in the Indies and in Spain. The emperor
himself was pressed for money to finance his European imperial ambitions. On the other
hand, the amassing of wealth and the possible creation of a rich and distant aristocracy of
Spanish conquistadores and colonizers constituted an economic threat to the king. Due in
part to the need to halt these kinds of enrichments at the economic expense of the
crown—as well as to mitigate the toll on the Indigenous labor force, Charles promulgated
the New Laws of 1542, which abolished both the encomienda and slavery. With respect
to the encomienda, the emperor legislated that:
We do furthermore order and command that no viceroy, governor,
Audiencia, discoverer, or any other person may henceforth possess
Indians in encomienda through any new provision or through any
renunciation or donation or sale or any other manner whatever, nor
through vacancy or inheritance.659
With respect to slavery, the monarch proclaimed that:
Furthermore, we do order and command that from this time forward,
no cause of war or other reason, even under title of rebellion or for
rescue or in any other manner, shall justify making a slave of any
Indian whatsoever, and that it is our will that they be treated as
subjects of the crown of Castile, for so they are. No person may
employ Indians as personal servants … or in any other way against
their will.660
Las Casas’s Juridical Assessment and Condemnation
During the months of deliberations in which Las Casas participated that led to the
legislation of the New Laws (which will be addressed in more length in Chapter VI), the
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Dominican friar addressed in detail and denounced without compromise the bondage of
the institutions of encomienda and slavery.661 Part of his contribution to the discussions
was his El octavo remedio (The Eighth Remedy) in which he articulated twenty reasons
from divine, natural, canonical, and civil law for the elimination of the encomienda.662
Another part of his contribution in the forming of the New Laws consisted of his
arguments for the abolition of slavery.663 However, because he was not pleased that the
promulgated New Laws “accepted the so-called proof that various Indians had been
legitimately enslaved,” he formulated another major treatise, Se han hecho esclavos
(They Have Been Made Slaves), to prove the unlawfulness of all slavery in the Indies
using “many juridical reasons and authorities.”664
In keeping with his juridical approach, both of these texts, El octavo remedio and
Se han hecho esclavos, were published in 1552 as tratados—a legal genre of juristic
661
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writing, which consisted of monographs on some aspect of civil and/or canon law.
However, El octavo remedio also belonged to the genre of memoriales by reason of its
being a request based on hechos and derecho, and its origin in the original 1542
Memorial de remedios. Se han hecho esclavos, a document requested by the Council of
the Indies, consisted of a compendium of slavery’s historical and legal trajectory, as well
as of an alegato—which genre of plea obligated the monarchical and ecclesial arms to
eradicate this institution. In both of these major treatises, Las Casas’s arguments
persistently had recourse to the law as well as to natural rights.
In his recourse to the law in El octavo remedio, Las Casas pointed out that the
early encomiendas were established without royal approval and were “never ordered by
the Laws of Castile”: Columbus and Ovando disobeyed Isabel’s instructions, and Cortés
disregarded Charles’s prohibition.665 Furthermore, both kinds of encomienda violated the
juridical status and rights of Indigenous people as vassals of the crown.666 In addition to
their failure to obey royal directives, encomenderos and officials in the Indies flouted the
recommendations of the Consejo Real and various juntas of letrados and theologians,
particularly those of 1523 and 1528, upon whose counsel the monarchs often based their
legislative actions.667 In the Brevísima relación, Las Casas charged that information
about the destructions in the Antilles had been “kept from the Queen,” and that a
“disservice” was being done to the king. He quoted from a letter to the emperor written
by Fray Juan Fernández de Ángula, Bishop of Santa Marta, alleging that Spaniards in that
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region publicly proclaim “that they have come here upon orders of Your Majesty” as they
“steal, destroy, kill, and burn.”668
Many of the reasons in El octavo remedio that Las Casas gave for abolishing the
encomienda were related to the maltreatment of Indigenous people—first, about its
underlying origin in many Spaniards’ greed and, second, about its manifestations in
intolerable services and tyrannical violence—all of which, he argued, violated divine,
natural, and human law. In his juridical appraisal of greed, Las Casas cited scriptural,
philosophical, and canonist authorities to demonstrate the danger of giving rule to those
whose goal was to become rich: viz., Ecclesiastes about the pursuit of riches never
ending; Boecio and Aristotle about the similarity of the appetite for riches to that for
happiness; Aristotle and Ambrose about the “infinite augmentation” in “the blind passion
of greed.” 669 In the Brevísima relación, Las Casas persistently alleged that the Spanish
were “filled” with “eagerness and avidity for the gold and riches.”670
In his condemnation in The Eighth Remedy of the intolerable services and
tyrannical violence, Las Casas turned to the discourses of learned jurists as well as to
texts of the Justinian Code and the Corpus Iuris Canonici to demonstrate how the
maltreatment of Indigenous people violated natural justice as well as Roman and canon
law; as well, he drew copiously from divine law as articulated in the New Testament
about the mandate of charity in human relationships.671 He laid out the negative
consequences of the encomienda for the Indigenous people, the crown, and for Spain. As
668
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he narrated in the Brevísima relación, Indigenous people die “little by little, the King is
robbed of temporal goods,” and “my native land” risks destruction.672 He argued for its
replacement by the “good governance” of corregidores instead of by greedy
encomenderos, and by human law that “defends and conserves” the Indigenous, and that
would have many positive consequences for all—for the Indigenous people, the crown,
and Spain.673 (Little did he know that the corregidores would later earn a reputation as
corrupt, greedy, and self-serving officials.) Las Casas ended his treatise as he began it:
this octavo remedio was the principal and most crucial of all the remedies suggested. This
is because Las Casas held that the encomienda violated Indigenous peoples’ basic
humanity and particularly their fundamental natural right to liberty as well as their
juridical and ontological status as equal to Spaniards, he was convinced that without the
abolition of the encomienda, all other remedies would be of no value and all hope for a
remedy would be lost, and the Indigenous peoples will be destroyed.674
In his recourse to law in Se han hecho esclavos, Las Casas drew on ius gentium to
assert a major premise as he did in the Brevísima relación: “not one Indian has been
justly enslaved in the Indies since the discovery.”675 While ius gentium allowed the
enslavement of those captured in just war, Las Casas argued that the Spaniards’ causes
672
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for waging war on Indigenous people were never just, because the Spaniards lacked royal
authorization and just cause.676 He alleged that “it was manifest” that certain Spaniards
disobeyed “the mandates, laws, ordinances, and instructions of the Catholic monarchs,
and of [the Emperor]” by the taking of Indigenous slaves and issuing of licenses. He
maintained that, “even if mandated by the crown,” any ordinance or permission to
enslave would be unlawful because human law cannot violate the prohibitions of natural
or divine law and, as such, such ordinances would have to be disobeyed.677 Just cause
was also lacking because, as Las Casas contended both in the Very Brief Account and in
Se han hecho esclavos, Indigenous people had never harmed the Spaniards. Las Casas
qualified this absolutist position in his Brevísima relación, when he wrote that Indigenous
people have “never done any wrong or evil to any Christian without first having received
wrongs and thefts and acts of treachery from them.”678 However, both of these assertions
that Las Casas made about the non-bellicose nature of the Indigenous inhabitants could
have been easily countered by those who did not share this opinion because of their own
experiences. As will be discussed later, these assertions are also seemingly related to Las
Casas’s penchant as a legal advocate for the Indigenous people to present them in the best
possible light.
To further substantiate his premise that Indigenous people had unjustly been made
slaves, Las Casas then presented the geographic trajectory of slavery by specific
descriptions of such enslavement in the Antilles, Nicaragua, Honduras, and Mexico, as
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well as referred to archived official and unofficial documents (probanzas, relaciones,
pleitos, and cartas) in support of “all that I said.”679 He further demonstrated that all of
the methods through which Spaniards acquired Indigenous slaves were against divine and
natural law, and therefore illegal, whether in wars or raids, whether through deception,
demands, or provocation, whether as payment of tribute or as trade commodities.680 He
condemned their illtreatment and especially the branding with irons.681 Drawing on
natural law, he also claimed that some Indigenous societies made slaves of their own
people illicitly.682 In addition to his own condemnation of this “most grievous servitude”
of “perpetual bondage,” he asked his readers in the Brevísima relación “to consider
whether they [the Indigenous people] have justly been made slaves”—just as he had
asked the readers of Se han hecho esclavos to do.683
Las Casas also addressed the nemesis of the New Laws governing slavery (and
the encomienda), the fact that this legislation permitted those who had slaves (and
encomendados) to retain them, and he argued that those who still held Indigenous persons
in such bondage did so in bad conscience.684 Given that these Indigenous people “were
679
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made [slaves] by fear, force, threats, cruel, and inhumane treatment,” he contended that
their owners were in conscience “obliged to doubt” whether they were taken legally.685
Las Casas’s concern about the specific issue of the retention of slaves then “adduced a
torrent of juridical arguments and Latin citations” from his pen, which were based on
divine, natural, canon, and Roman law as well as on Thomism and ancient philosophy.
(This juridical assessment totaled some twenty-three folios.) He ended the treatise with
three lengthy appended corollaries based on divine precept.686

First, the King was

obliged to liberate all Indigenous slaves, or there “would be no Indians to sustain the
land.” Second, bishops were obliged to “insist and negotiate importunely” at crown and
diocesan levels for the liberation of these slaves, and to “risk their lives if necessary.”
Third, confessors were obliged to withhold absolution from anyone owning slaves. This
requirement, which reflected sixteenth-century demands for restitution, constituted a
novel enforcement of this right and need for restitution and compensation for the wrongs
that were done by making slaves of the Indigenous inhabitants.687 In the Brevísima
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relación, Las Casas prayed that God may “give understanding to those who may and
ought to right these wrongs.”688
In summary, with respect to the encomienda and slavery, Las Casas did indeed
persistently apply the law, as well as had recourse to specific natural rights in his
assessment of these institutions. He condemned the violation of the Indigenous peoples’
right to life’s necessities, such as the failure to feed slaves as was the slaves’ right by
canon and civil law.689 Drawing on property ordinances in Cicero’s De Officiis, he upheld
the right of Indigenous peoples to both communal and personal property, that is, to “their
haciendas, … lands, … [and] houses,” and demanded that the Spanish “robbers and
thieves” be treated in accord with laws articulated in the Corpus Iuris Civilis.690 As he
had done since 1516, Las Casas insisted that all those who exploited, enslaved, or harmed
Indigenous people in any way were bound to make restitution, and based his judgment,
for example, on civil law in the Digest about furtum (plunderous thievery), on canon law
in Gratian’s Decretum, the Libro Sexto, and the commentaries on the Decretales, as well
as on divine law in the Book of Exodus.691
However, for Las Casas, after the right to life, the right to liberty was the most
fundamental. He characterized liberty as the “most precious and valued” and as the most
“favorecido” (advantageous) of all rights, as well as “the highest of all temporal goods”
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and “the most loved” by all rational beings.692 Accordingly, his argument against slavery
and the servitude of the encomienda first based the right to liberty in humans’ rational
nature. From this, he asserted that, according to natural law and ius gentium, “all the
people and all the nations of that world [the Indies] are free.”693 Then he drew on the
philosophical distinctions about essence and accident. From Aristotle, Gratian, and
Aquinas, he argued that “liberty is a right by necessity and per se”; from the Institute and
Digest of the Corpus Iuris Civilis, he demonstrated that slavery and the servitude of the
encomienda was “something accidental … by circumstance or chance … imposed or
prescribed … and does not have a natural cause.”694 Finally, he pointed out the protection
given the right to liberty in civil and canon law. 695
Finally, Las Casas’s juridical arguments that the encomienda and slavery violated
natural rights and natural law, as well as the dictates of civil and canon law, also flesh out
other premises contained in the Brevísima relación. These premises were (1) that the way
“the destruction of the Indies” took place (and continued) was because Spaniards’
subjected the native inhabitants of the Indies to the bondage of the encomienda and
slavery, (2) that Indigenous people had been made slaves unjustly in unjust wars, and (3)
that certain Spaniards became increasingly cruel in their treatment of Indigenous
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people.696 Undergirding these statements was, however, Las Casas’s fundamental premise
asserting the natural right to liberty and life—as well as its attendant ancillary rights.
Freedom would also remain the crucial and deciding factor in Las Casas’s understanding
of the legitimacy of Spanish political dominium in the colonized Indies.

Political Debate
Issue of Legitimacy
The political goals of the Spanish crown at the moment of the “encounter” were
contoured by centuries of intermittent warfare with Islam that culminated in the
reconquest of Granada in 1492.697 Other important influences included the ongoing
restlessness of the noble classes who resisted the monarchy’s political centralization and
consolidation of their Iberian domains, as well as the emerging and potential
jurisdictional claims of rival European powers in the expanding Atlantic world. Given
such considerations and the Spanish presence in the Indies, the legitimacy of Castile’s
political dominium and of conquest as a mechanism for establishing jurisdiction became
the paramount political issue.698
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Declarations and Initial Assessments of Dominium
Declarations of possession initiated Spain’s claim to dominium in the Indies.699 In
1492, Columbus raised flags and planted crosses in the Antilles to assert the political
authority of Isabel and Ferdinand “como señores que son de las dichas mares océanas”
(as lords that they are of the said ocean seas).700

In 1493, the Catholic monarchs

requested and received papal approbation from Alexander VI through a series of bulls.
These so-called Bulls of Donation articulated the papal intent to “give, grant, and assign
to you [the Catholic monarchs] and your heirs and successors, kings of Castile and León,
forever, together with all the dominions, cities, camps, places, and villages, and all rights,
jurisdictions, and appurtenances of all islands and mainlands found and to be found,
discovered and to be discovered.”701
Both procedures reflected the medieval European notion of double jurisdiction—
one being the authority of the pope and, the other, the power of the monarch. A
hierarchical notion of jurisdiction developed from the intellectual framework for diverse
interpretations of papal authority that Gratian produced in the 1140s by his reduction of
699
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papal decrees into systematized codified canon law. According to this jurisdictional
hierarchical framework, authority proceeded from God to the pope as Christ’s vicar on
earth, and then to the monarch as the pope’s delegate; as such, the pope had full temporal
and spiritual power, or plenitudo potestatis.702 By the mid-thirteenth century, as asserted
in the decree Ad Apostolice Sedes of Pope (and canonist) Innocent IV (d. 1254), Christian
society was canonically unified with papal authority as supreme.703 In keeping with this
medieval canonical tradition, Columbus’s declaration reflected royal authority, and the
monarchs’ request for a papal bull recognized the higher ecclesial authority.
However, ongoing Christian European interaction during the Middle Ages with
non-Christian populations and territories generated reconsiderations about the supremacy
of papal dominion over those outside the Orbis Christianus.704 For example, the march of
reconquest across Iberia needed a juridical rationale for the subjection of non-Christian
peoples, and for the expropriation of their lands.705 Two opposing interpretations
emerged in canonistic debates about who had what dominium in the sense of the right to
rule (jurisdiction) and the right to own (possession).706 Innocent IV argued that, by
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natural law and ius gentium, non-Christians had legitimate dominium—that is, the right to
political sovereignty and to the possession of property.707 This canonist-pope also insisted
that, even though infidels were not members of Christ’s church, they were part of Christ’s
flock, and as such were subject to the spiritual authority of the pope as Christ’s vicar.708
Moreover, those in non-Christian domains could have recourse to papal authority and to
the pope’s intervention, if needed or desired, because spiritual authority was above any
secular authority.709 Cardinal Hostiensis (d. 1271), Innocent’s former student, rejected his
teacher’s argument, and instead followed the writings of Alanus Anglicus about the
dominium of infidels. Accordingly, for Hostiensis, the Incarnation of Christ had
irreversibly changed human history: all dominium belonged to the faithful alone since the
coming of Christ, and there was no legitimate secular power outside the church.710
Indeed, those who did not accept the Christian faith were regarded as “unworthy and
incapable” of political sovereignty. Because non-Christians therefore lost any legitimate
right to rule and to own, their lords were only de facto and not de jure rulers.711
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Assessments about Spanish dominium in the Indies first began in the halls of
learning at the University of Paris in a series of lectures by John Major that were
subsequently printed in 1510 as The Commentaries on the Second Book of Sentences.712
In contrast to Hostiensis, the Scottish philosopher argued that neither the pope nor the
monarch had temporal power over non-Christians.713 This position was not shared by two
prominent Castilian royal counselors, Matías de Paz and Juan López de Palacios Rubios.
In response to Montesinos’ 1511 outcry, Paz advised the king that Spaniards had “no
right to burst in like robbers, seize what they liked, and proclaim that they had
‘conquered’ [the Indigenous domains].”714 In his response to Ferdinand’s request for a
theological opinion about Spanish dominium in the Indies, Paz drew from both Innocent
IV and Hostiensis in his treatise, De Dominio Regnum Hispaniae super Indos
(Concerning the Rule of the King of Spain over the Indies).715 Like Innocent IV, Paz
contended that, even though the Indigenous peoples had legitimate natural dominium,
they belonged to Christ’s flock and, as such, were subject to the pope who, as Christ’s
vicar, had direct albeit limited temporal power over all the world. Accordingly, Paz
contended that “only by authorization of the Pope [would] it be lawful for the King to
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govern these Indians politically and annex them forever to his crown.”716 Like Hostiensis,
Paz also believed that once Indigenous people were converted, their natural dominium
passed to Christ as the Lord of the world, spiritually and temporally, who delegated this
supreme dominium to the pope. In any case, the pope had a say about the dominium of the
Indigenous inhabitants of the Indies.
Palacios Rubios shared the essential thesis of Paz that Spain’s right to rule the
Indies was established through the papal donation. In his De las islas del mar Océano,
Palacios Rubios also took the Hostiensian position, which was common for most
canonists of the time, that the pope (as Vicar of Christ’s church) had spiritual authority as
well as direct temporal power over the world.717 With respect to the right to own,
traditional historiography as articulated by Anthony Pagden claimed that Palacios Rubios
and Paz dismissed that right by their recourse to the Roman legal definition of civil
society as one based on property relations; simply put for Palacios Rubios and Paz, the
Indigenous inhabitants in the Caribbean were not property owners because they lived in
open spaces.718 This perspective of two individuals who had never been in the Indies was
erroneous, because the Taínos were non-imperial sedentary people.719
These initial assessments of the legitimacy of Spain’s political dominium drew on
traditions of medieval theological and canonistic thought that envisioned the expansion of
716
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the Orbis Christianus and adhered to a framework of hierarchical power wherein the
pope was supreme. Accordingly, for Paz and Palacios Rubios, the papal donation
rightfully bestowed dominium in the Indies to the Spanish monarchs. However, as Las
Casas pointed out, the Indigenous people were unlike the non-Christian peoples (such as
Jews and Muslims) with whom the Spaniards were familiar; Indigenous people had never
heard of Christ, and (as was premised in the Brevísima relación) they had never harmed
the Christians.720 The new and novel complexities of this reality were seemingly not
taken into account, especially in the mechanisms that the Spaniards used to claim and
exercise jurisdiction.
Establishment of Dominium through Conquests
The legitimacy of establishing dominium through conquests constituted another
aspect of the paramount political issue of the time. For the expansion of its reign, Castile
typically engaged in “conquests of the classic kind,” wherein dominium was achieved
through warfare rather than rights.721 As first practiced by Moors and then by Christians,
such military conquests were followed by the establishment of permanent settlements of
immigrants, formal jurisdiction, and collection of tribute.722 That is, Castile’s royal
system of governance would sought to absorb the conquered land and people, that is, to
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colonize them politically and to convert them to Christianity.723 This was, however, the
ideal; the reality was sometimes different as, for instance, in the Yucatán and Guatemala.
In the Indies, the initial phases of conquest involved easy entrada and the
assumption of quick control by capturing the cacique and ruling through the cacique if
he/she was pliable.724 Having a role for the Indigenous leaders in local rule was a very
significant strategy, as well as qualifies the meaning (and our understanding) of conquest.
Under the governorship of Ovando, Indigenous rebellions and non-compliance were
ruthlessly suppressed through a series of bloody campaigns, such as was observed in the
Hispaniola province of Higuey (which Las Casas also witnessed and recorded in his Very
Brief Account).725 With the development of the initial and subsequent entradas, three
different objectives became discernible: wealth, social standing, and Christianization.726
In time, an inner circle of those who had attained both riches and prestige developed
among the invaders. This precipitated a southward trajectory of entradas in 1509 to
Tierra Firme as newly arriving and would-be conquistadores and colonists searched for
new lands on which to enrich themselves and hopefully attain social prestige. In the
Brevísima relación, Las Casas censured the objectives of these Spaniards “to stuff
themselves with riches … and to raise themselves to high estates.”727 Meanwhile, those
intent on Christianization included the Hispaniola Dominicans whose collective outcry in
723
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1511 against the maltreatment of Indigenous people marked the beginning of critical
attitudes with respect to Spain’s presence in the Indies and generated concern on the part
of the crown about guaranteeing the legitimacy of Spain’s rule in the face of the
conquests that were taking place.728
The issue became procedural: Were the seizures of power conducted
“legitimately”? Historical precedents for legitimizing conquests existed in Europe. In the
Greek and Roman tradition about waging war, a messenger was sent out prior to attack;
in Spanish-Muslim jurisprudence about conducting jihad, a messenger was sent to read a
summons to submit and to offer liberal treatment to them before initiating the attack.729
Castile adopted the protocol used in Muslim Spain that was based on the teachings of
Mãliki who emphasized the ritual and religious aspects of jurisprudence and whose works
were available in Spain through Averroes’s summaries of the Mãlikian tradition.730
Accordingly, in 1512 Spanish authorities commissioned Palacios Rubios to compose the
text of just such a “formal invitation” to be read to the Indigenous inhabitants prior to
every entrada.731 This invitation to submit to the king of Spain as their “universal
sovereign lord” and to receive the Christian faith was known as the requerimiento. As a
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political ritual that proclaimed divine, papal, and royal authority, the requerimiento
asserted Spain’s political dominium; in this, the document textually concretized previous
patterns of behavior utilized in Spain’s claiming of the Canary Islands and in Columbus’s
planting of flags and crosses. As a military ritual that outlined strategy, the requerimiento
was laden with orders to obey and with threats of brutal attack for non-compliance.732 In
effect, both the text and the execution of “the invitation” seemingly gave rights to invade
the particular Indigenous territory as well as to attack and subdue its inhabitants.
Or, did the document simply furnish Spaniards with “excuses”? While Anthony
Pagden (and Las Casas) assumed that the requerimiento embodied Hostiensis’ contention
that non-Christian peoples do not have dominion, the revisionist scholarship of James
Muldoon offers another perspective. Muldoon argues that the reason for issuing the
requerimiento was because Castilians—following the views of Innocent IV—believed
that Indigenous people as infidels did have dominium and, accordingly, that “the Spanish
had to justify their invasions by demonstrating the unwillingness of the Indians” to
comply with the demands made in God’s, the pope’s, and the monarch’s names.733
Moreover, the crown may have feared the charge of heresy if the Spaniards’ conquests
were perceived as based on the condemned doctrine of John Wyclif who taught that
infidels had no right to dominium because only those in the state of grace can have
dominium; additionally, judging from Wyclifian teachings about the papacy, the
dominium of the Indigenous peoples could certainly not be bestowed by papal
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authority.734 Given these concerns, as Pérez Fernández pointed out, the document and its
legal ritual was politically astute from a theoretical standpoint.735
However, in its practical application, the requerimiento was farcical: the juridical
document was read in Spanish “to give unbelievers an opportunity to come to Christ of
their own free will,” but in reality it was employed to satisfy the conscience of those
about to wage wars of conquest.736 Confronted with the ridiculous yet tragic juridical
quality of the requerimiento, Las Casas confessed that he did not know whether to laugh
or cry.737 His summary characterization of the text of the requerimiento in the Brevísima
relación substantially reproduced its shocking content.
Caciques and Indians of this Terra Firma of such-and-such a village,
we do hereby give you notice that there is a God and a pope, and a
king of Castile who is lord of these lands. Come then to give him
obedience, &c. For if you do not, know ye that we shall wage war
upon you, and shall slay you and capture you, &c.738
Earlier and sometime before 1519, Martín Fernández de Enciso (c. 1470–1528) had
recorded the reaction of the caciques in Cenú when the requerimiento was proclaimed;
the Indigenous lords stated that “the pope must have been drunk when he did this—given
that he gave away what he did not possess, and that the monarch who asked for and
received this merced must have been somewhat crazy since what he asked for belonged
734
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to others.”739 A description of the bizarre and horrific execution of this would-be
legitimizing document, which Restall called “a paragon of miscommunication,” was also
included by Las Casas in his treatise wherein he wrote:
Spaniards go at night to within a half a league of the village, while
the Indians were in their villages and in their houses fearing no harm,
and there, that night, they should read out the requerimiento to themselves
… And at the fourth watch [at dawn], while the innocent Indians were
sleeping with their women and children, they would rush upon the village,
putting fire to the houses, which generally were of straw, and burning
the children and women and many of the others alive, before they knew
what was upon them.740
Although the requerimiento was conceived at the time when the Spaniards’ sole
“possessions” were a handful of islands in the Caribbean and some territory on Tierra
Firme, the requerimiento became the principal and enduring means of asserting and
exercising dominium until the legislation of the New Laws in 1542.741
Protests, Statements, and Critiques
As the wars intensified in 1514 and moved southward from Tierra Firme to
Panama and eventually to Peru in 1531, as well as northwest from Cuba to Mexico in
1519, so did voices of opposition and protest. Initially through memoriales and cartas,
the Hispaniola Dominicans supported by the Picard Franciscans in the Antilles as well as
by Heironymite friar Bernaldino de Manzanedo, protested and condemned the cruelties,
739
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killings, and bondage caused by the wars conducted for entrada and punishment, and/or
for slaves and rescate.742 Agents of the crown, such as Baltasar de Castro, agent of the
king in San Juan (1520), and Juan Martínez de Ampíes, governor of Santo Domingo’s
colony on Tierra Firme (1527–1529) also addressed and denounced “the harm that are
always done.”743 Nevertheless, the various kinds of war continued, and often did so with
explicit crown approval. For example, in a 1526 royal cédula, Charles V ordered the
pronouncement of requerimientos to resisting Indigenous inhabitants in Cuba and
authorized the commencement of “the judicial process of war … against them,” as well
as instructed them that the failure “to obey and to submit to royal authority … would
result in their being taken captive and enslaved.”744 Ten years later in a letter to a member
of the Council of Castile, Las Casas—now a Dominican friar—adamantly condemned all
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wars as “tyrannical, unjust, and against all law.”745 In the Brevísima relación, he called
these “cruel and bloody” wars “invasions,” and refused to call them conquests.746
Another wave of critiques about both Spanish dominium and the conquests also
emerged from ecclesial and academic institutions. For example, in an effort to legislate
over the extant temporal power of the monarch, the 1536 ecclesiastical junta of bishops
called on the higher spiritual power of the pope. In his reply in the 1537 papal bull,
Sublimis Deus, Paul III decreed that “the Indians … outside the faith though they be …
are to have, to hold, to enjoy … dominium freely, lawfully … [and] are not to be deprived
of their liberty or the right to their property … [nor] enslaved.” The pontiff further
decreed that “should anything different be done, it is void, invalid, of no force, no
worth.”747
In the academic arena, indofile scholastics in the emerging Escuela Española,
consisting of Vitoria (its founder), his pupils and his followers, became engaged in issues
of the Indies. Their involvement corresponded to a crucial moment in European history, a
time when key ecclesial, theological, cultural, and politico-economic questions arose that
needed urgent and original solutions. For example, in the arena of politics and economics,
the endless wars among Christian monarchs, the extension of Islam, the expansion of
rival European powers, the rise of the modern state, and the increase of trans-Atlantic
commerce contributed to the gradual breakdown of the Orbis Christianus, and to the
needed reassessment of Spanish dominium in Europe and in the Americas.748 Meanwhile,
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in the Indies, many were confronted with the firsthand practical consequences of Spanish
rule, ownership, and conquests; in Iberia, Vitoria and other indofile scholastics tackled
the speculative rationales. Although, for the most part, Spain’s claim to dominium in the
Indies was a fait accompli, the ever-increasing arrival in Spain of the tragic news of the
bloody invasions into the lands on the other side of the Atlantic, such as the Inca empire
of Peru, compelled Vitoria to speak out through his lectures and their publications.749
Vitoria made a Copernican turn in theological perspectives about dominium.
While maintaining the connection of temporal power to the transcendent order, Vitoria
moved away from the medieval theocratic notion of dominium as hierarchical political
authority given by God to the pope who, in turn, delegates authority to the monarch
toward the recognition of a separation of the authorities of the pope and of the sovereign.
Accordingly, in the teachings of Vitoria, both the power of the pope and of the monarch
proceeded from God because “all dominium has its origins in divine authority.” For these
and other Thomists such as Paz and de Soto, the pope’s authority proceeded immediately
and directly from God, whereas the ruler’s authority derived from God-given natural law
and consequent society (in the form of ius gentium).750 From this perspective, scholastics
argued that the pope could not wield temporal authority (except for spiritual ends if
necessary) and, as such, the papal donation could not serve as the basis of Spanish
dominium in the Indies, because the “pope has no temporal or spiritual authority over
749
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infidels.”751 Furthermore, neither the pope nor the emperor was the lord of the whole
world. These teachings further challenged the theory of dominium that was based on the
notion of the world as Orbis christianus. 752
Accordingly, and using the teachings of Innocent IV and Aquinas, Vitoria
unequivocally stated that Indigenous people “undoubtedly possessed true dominium, both
public and private, as any Christian does; …they cannot be robbed of their property,
either as private citizens or as princes, on the grounds that they were not true masters.”753
He then refuted the seven “titles” (arguments) conventionally used to justify the
Spaniards’ subjection of Indigenous peoples and their dispossession of Indigenous
property.754 He subsequently offered arguments based on natural law and ius gentium that
would legitimate the Spanish presence in the Indies; with this line of thinking, Vitoria
laid out the basis for international law—for international solidarity based on rights.755
Vitoria argued that since the social nature of human beings demands association, and
since all humans were citizens of nations that together constitute globalized community,
sociability required commerce, trade, travel, etc., in, into, and among different nations.
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Spaniards could also come to the islands and mainlands to preach the faith, defend
converts, defend the innocent, and so forth.756 However, if the Indigenous peoples refused
to allow any of these legitimate activities, or demonstrated gross ineptitude in doing so,
Vitoria contended that wars of conquest and the imposition of Spanish rule would be
justified.757 Conversely, the Indigenous peoples’ “true and voluntary choice” of Spaniards
as their rulers would also be legitimate.
Nevertheless, Vitoria stridently condemned the excesses of the conquest, its
consequences and character as unjust war.758 Utopically, he envisioned wars conducted
“sine dolo y fraude” (without suffering and fraud).759 He argued that war must be
conducted in “good faith” by both parties, that is, in accord with law and justice. Drawing
from old roots of philosophical and theological discourse about just war, Vitoria
contended that the only cause of a just war was grave injury.760 Its motives included selfdefense, the common good, “just vengeance,” and the abolition of tyranny.761 Vitoria
stressed that while there may be just cause for going to war, the question always needed
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to be asked: should a nation go to war? His answer was that it depended on conscience of
the king and of the republic.
Las Casas’s Assessment of Indigenous and Spanish Dominium
Las Casas was in the thick of this mid-century political-ideological debate that
canopied the Spanish presence in the Indies.762 As one of many sixteenth-century thinkers
who adapted civil and canon law concepts to political theory, he espoused the position of
Innocent IV (that legitimate secular power exists outside of the church) as early as 1531
in his Carta al Consejo de las Indias wherein he contended that the Indigenous peoples
had both the right to rule and to own.763 Indeed, all the rest of his politico-juridical
arguments pivoted on this premise, which was also stated in the Brevísima relación, that
the dominium of Indigenous peoples was legitimate and just.764 As such, in Las Casas’s
juridical approach to the political issue of the legitimacy of Spanish dominium in the
Indies and of the conquests as the means to exercise this dominium, his derived premises
also included (1) that the Indigenous people had just cause for war, and that they had
never done anything wrong, (2) that all the wars of conquest were unjust, (3) that the
papal donation was the sole juridical basis for the sovereignty of the monarch in the
Indies, and (4) that the sovereign lordship of the King of Spain was currently only de
jure.
Las Casas based the premise that Indigenous peoples had legitimate dominium on
natural law and ius gentium, as did Paz, Vitoria, and other scholars of the Escuela
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Española. However, Las Casas also went beyond this philosophic approach to anchor this
premise on laws from the civil and ecclesial traditions as well as on jurisprudential
commentaries, especially those of Bartolus and Baldo. Recognizing the full humanity of
Indigenous people as rational, free, and social beings, Las Casas addressed their right to
rule and their right to own.
As exemplified in his tratado entitled Principia Quaedam, he copiously cited “the
law” and comentaria about jurisdiction.765 He also devoted two-hundred-and-forty-five
chapters (that is, from chapter twenty-three on) in the Apologética historia sumaria to
demonstrate that Indigenous people were capable of self-government “insofar as it is
possible by the natural and human way and without the light of faith.”766 In the Brevísima
relación, Las Casas asserted the Indigenous peoples’ dominium by explicit reference to
the jurisdiction (right to rule) of Indigenous lords and princes. For example, he described
Indigenous lords as “possessors of vassals and lands,” as well as recognized that the five
principal kingdoms on Hispaniola were ruled by supreme lords and their secondary
lords.767 Also significantly, he consistently used the word “territory” throughout his tract
to designate the different areas in which the Indigenous peoples lived (and that the
Spanish and Germans “invaded”) and did so according to its legal definition, which
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meant “the totality of lands within the borders of each locality where one has a right to
rule.”768
In addition to this jurisdictional dominium, the Indigenous peoples’ right to
ownership was clear in Las Casas’s mind. Again, throughout the Brevísima relación, he
referred to Indigenous people as the “inhabitants” of the lands as well as explicitly stated
that they were “in possession of their own lands.”769 In this, Las Casas applied the legal
understanding of the concepts “to have” and “to possess” in accord with Castilian
jurisprudence to refer “non-redundantly” to the Indigenous peoples’ “de facto and de jure
possession over their princedoms, kingdoms, states, high offices, territorial jurisdictions,
and domains.”770 His conviction about and his juridical arguments for the legitimacy of
Indigenous dominium were laced throughout his writings, such as in the Apología, and
Tratado comprobatorio, as well as succinctly asserted in proposition ten of his Treinta
proposiciones muy jurídicas, and explicitly addressed in Doce dudas and De thesauris,
wherein he argued his premise from divine law in the Old and New Testaments, from
natural justice and canonical authorities of the Church Fathers, in particular Augustine
and John Chrysostom, as well as from Aquinas and Paul III.771
Indigenous Wars and Wars of Conquest
A second premise—that the Indigenous peoples had just cause for war and had
“always waged the most just and defensible war against the Christians”—also formed
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part of Las Casas’s legal assertions in his writings.772 For example, in his narration in the
Brevísima relación of the battle initiated by the Aztecs at Tenochtitlán during the noche
triste that “killed a great number of Christians on the causeways,” Las Casas judged this
warfare as “most high and just,” indeed, as “most exceedingly just … [as] any reasonable
fair man must acknowledge.”773 While this must not have been a very popular stance to
take at the time, Las Casas boldly based his assertion on the Christian understanding of
just warfare. This Christian perspective, which built on the teachings of Plato, Aristotle,
and Cicero as well as Augustine, distinguished between ius ad bellum (which considered
whether it would be just to go to war), and ius in bello (which addressed how to conduct
war justly).774 The Thomistic criteria for just war, which Las Casas specifically applied,
can be subsumed within these two categories.775 The category related to ius ad bellum
consisted of 1) just cause—to repair an injustice or injury, 2) declaration by competent
authority, and 3) right intention—to do good and avoid evil. The category pertaining to
ius in bello consisted of the criteria of proportionality, war as last resort, protection of the
innocent, and reasonable possibility of success.
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Using the criteria for ius ad bellum and speculating from narrations of the battle
on the causeway, the Aztecs’ cause was self-defense; their competent authority was the
new lord and captain they appointed to replace Moctezuma, and their intention was their
freedom. With respect to ius in bello, the battle was certainly one of last resort given that
the Aztecs’ demonstrations of hospitality had been so grossly manipulated, and there
were no “innocent” Spaniards to protect. While proportionality from the European point
of view was lacking in their methods of killing (e.g., cutting out the Spaniards’ hearts),
the Aztecs probably had reasonable prospects for success, given that the Spaniards on the
causeway were trying to escape at night and were burdened down with caches of plunder.
In this causeway battle, the Aztecs engaged in a classical (and justifiable) kind of
warfare: self-defense. In his writings, Las Casas pointed out that war in self-defense was
“a common rule among the legistas,” as well as approved in the Libro Sexto of canon
law, and in the commentaries of Innocent IV and “other doctors.”776 In the Brevísima
relación, Las Casas periodically narrated how Indigenous people both defended
themselves by “taking up arms,” and battled to “recover their wives and children,” and to
“cast [the Spaniards] from their lands.”777 In this, Las Casas attributed human agency to
them, and did not, as had his detractors, characterize them as barbaric, violent, or semihuman.
Avengement of wrongs was another classical type of warfare, which Las Casas
addressed in the Brevísima relación when he spoke about the “desire for vengeance” as a
“sin” that was “reserved for punishment by God alone.” He attributed this avenging
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cause for war only to those “very few Indians” who were “more impetuous and hard.”778
However, later he also regarded the slaying of two Dominican friars by the Indigenous
inhabitants of Chiribichí as “just vengeance” because the secular Spaniards had not
returned their captured cacique within four months as the friars had seemingly
promised.779 Furthermore, in his De thesauris, Las Casas argued that Indigenous
inhabitants of Peru could justly avenge the wrongs done to them. In support, he presented
law from the Justinian Codex to demonstrate that vengeance was licit.780 At first glance,
these assertions seem contradictory, because vengeance is a right of God alone. Yet, their
actions were licit according to Roman law as well as in conformity with the criteria of
“just cause” in just war theory. The “injury” was that the Spaniards had taken the
Chiribichí cacique, and had stolen from the Inca graves. However, in Las Casas’s
opinion, the Indigenous people always had “just cause,” because they “never did any
wrong or evil to the Christians without first having received wrongs and thefts and acts of
treachery from them.”781 For him, theirs was a “just vengeance.” In Aquinas’s teachings,
vengeance is lawful if the act is to obtain some good or its primary aim is “the good.”
That is, vengeance is “just” and does not usurp what belongs to God when, for example,
the vengeful act restrains or corrects the evildoer.782 Then, there is no sin. Seemingly, Las
Casas espoused this interpretation, and was adamant that the Indigenous people “did not
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commit against the Christians, as far as I can believe or conjecture, a single mortal sin
punishable by man.”783
Las Casas’s judgment that the Indigenous inhabitants of Chiribichi exercised “just
vengeance” by killing his two confreres needs contextualization within the larger
framework of canon law and Christian beliefs. In his narration of this incident, Las Casas
pointed out that these Indigenous people did not and could not distinguish between the
raiding Spaniards and the evangelizing friars at that time (although, according to Las
Casas, they did so later.) As noted in the previous chapter with respect to Betanzos’s
error due to ignorance about the Indigenous peoples’s level of humanity, canon law
regarded ignorance as an acceptable excuse. (Recall as well that Las Casas had asserted
that Indigenous people were sinless in their interaction with Spaniards). Additionally,
Christian teaching held that preaching the Gospel entailed total giving of oneself, which
meant, as Las Casas noted, that the friars “would have given their lives to prevent
injustice.” Such Christian commitment frequently entailed “suffering unjustly” as the
friars did, which Las Casas acknowledged and added that they were “true martyrs.”
Seemingly Las Casas attempted to reconcile the justice and injustice of the incident by
recourse to an even larger framework: the Day of Judgment, at which he asserted “all
shall be made more clear.”784
With respect to the conquistadores’ wars of conquest, Las Casas enunciated his
radical judgment of this warfare in another premise in the Brevísima relación: “all the
wars that have been fought [by the Spaniards] in the Indies” were “iniquitous, diabolical,
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tyrannical and infinitely unjust.” He opined that such wars of conquest were “much worse
than those conducted by the Turks against the Christians.”785 He was adamant that the
Spaniards’ reasons for going to war (ius ad bellam) lacked just cause. There were no
grave injuries done to them by Indigenous people that required reparation and/or
avenging. Moreover, the six circumstances under which Christians could wage war
against infidels did not apply to the unbelievers in the Indies. These circumstances were
1) if the infidels unjustly held Christian lords in captivity, 2) if they practiced idolatry in a
previously Christian country, 3) if they knowingly blasphemed, 4) if they attacked
Christian territories (since Christians also had the right of self defense), and 5) if they
harmed the innocent.786 By applying these criteria, Las Casas harkened back to his
persistent refusal to see Castilian territorial claims as legitimate.
Furthermore, Las Casas contended that competent authority had not declared wars
of conquest: Alexander VI did not have temporal jurisdiction to do so, and, in Las
Casas’s assessment, the monarchs did not authorize them, although the Requerimiento
could be regarded as implicit royal authorization to begin the process of war.787
Nevertheless, as Las Casas alleged in the Brevísima relación, the first wars were “kept
from the knowledge of the Queen.” He further charged that the conquistadores
consistently lied or “feigned obedience” to the monarch as did Francisco de Montejo who
was subsequently rewarded for his loyalty with the position of governor of the
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Yucatán.788 Although Las Casas admitted that some Spaniards thought that “their evil
wars were just,” he believed that they did not act with right intention; rather, their
invasions into Indigenous territories were wars of expansion whose main purpose was to
exploit material and human resources. At times, their “hellish” wars were also punitive,
such as against the Cholulans, when thousands were massacred by Cortés’ orders in order
to “set a terrorizing example” for other groups who might deceive and/or plot against the
Spaniards.789 Las Casas condemned all these wars as violations of the most elementary
rights of the inhabitants of these lands, of Old and New Testaments’ messages of peace,
and of canon law.790
With respect to ius in bello, the Spaniards’ manner of conducting war consisted of
two main components: the requerimiento and violence. Their consistent use of the
requerimiento, which Las Casas charged was “unjust, iniquitous, [and] absurd” as well as
“against all law and reason, and … the gospel of Jesus Christ,” violated the criteria of
only using war as a last resort, because in actuality its use disallowed any other
negotiations.791 The pervasive brutality of the “violent invasions by cruel tyrants”
violated the criteria of proportionality and of protection of the innocent.792 Indeed, in De
unico vocationis modo, Las Casas alleged that the viciousness of these wars mimicked
the “Mohammedan wars on infidels” because they wrested power “by slash and slaughter
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of the sword, by the rape and robbery of a people’s livelihood, by captivity of parent and
child, [and] by the outright murder of many, never mind their sex or age.”793
Las Casas’s condemnation of the Islamic manner of warfare is not surprising.
Bartolemé was aware of the ongoing tensions and wars between Muslims and Christians
in mainland Europe and the Mediterranean, including the 1529 seige of Vienna during the
expansion of the Ottoman empire’s imperial power. Indeed, as Rolena Adorno asserts,
“all Europe—all of Christendom—was engaged in defensive war against Islam,” which
as Las Casas insisted, was justly waged war.794 However, in addition to the atrocities of
“Mohammedan wars,” the primary reason for the Dominican’s condemnation of the
Islamic wars was to declare unequivocally that conquests waged in the manner of Islamic
wars violated the rational and persuasive method of evangelization. Accordingly, because
of the absolute necessity of this kind of peaceful Christianization, he condemned all
forced and violent entradas on the basis of the right to liberty, because without freedom
the intellect cannot be convinced nor the will be attracted to the Gospel. And, in accord
with his ever-present juridical approach, Las Casas further condemned such manner of
warfare by recourse to the doctrines of jurists and to canon law.795
Las Casas’s Juridical Criteria for Spanish Sovereignty
Because of the Spaniards’ violations of the criteria for just war, Las Casas alleged
that “from the discovery until now, … all that the Spaniards had done in the Indies was
793
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illegal and invalid, and therefore, null.” He believed that their tyrannical wars of conquest
gave no legitimate rights to the Kings of Castile over the inhabitants and lands of the
Indies.796 To solve with a bold stroke the intractable situation of the Spaniards’ illegal,
illicit, and invalid presence in the Indies, Las Casas had recourse to two more premises.
First, he argued that the pope, as Christ’s vicar, had jurisdiction over infidels in spiritual
matters to the extent that he had the obligation by divine law to preach the faith to all
nations and, as such, to institute Christian rulers who would oversee the accomplishment
of this mandate to spread the faith, which mandate would have significant temporal
consequences.797 Second, he argued that the “juridical and substantial” basis of the
Spanish monarch(s)’s dominium and sovereign title in the Indies derived solely from “the
authority, concession, and donation of the Holy Apostolic See, … [that is] from divine
authority.”798 Only in this manner did the Spanish monarch receive the “most just title” of
Universal Lordship over the Indies. These two premises were referenced in the Brevísima
relación, succinctly formulated as Proposition Seventeen of the Treinta proposiciones
muy jurídicas, and subsequently elaborated at great length and with copious references to
divine, canon, and civil law in his Tratado comprobatorio del imperio soberano.799 The
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juridical basis of Las Casas’s political doctrine, which he centered on human freedom and
its political consequences, was then expounded with hechos and derechos in his dense
and detailed juridical trilogy of De Regia Potestate (On Royal Power), Doce dudas
(Twelve Doubts), and De thesauris (On Treasures).
Universal lordship was part of both Indigenous and Iberian political structures as
well as of legal tradition. In the Brevísima relación, Las Casas referred to such supreme
lordship, for instance, in Hispaniola and the Yucatán, New Spain, and later wrote that
there was “no contradiction between the high, universal, and sovereign lordship of
supreme princes belonging to the kings of Castile, and the lesser and direct lordships of
the ancient kings and lords of the Indians,” especially in New Spain, Peru, and the New
Kingdom of Granada.800 In Iberia, the “monarchy” was an association of multiple
kingdoms that retained “complete independence in government, laws, coinage, and armed
forces,” … but “rendered obedience to a common sovereign” or accepted this sovereign
ruler as their “Lord.” Las Casas pointed out that the crown’s supreme jurisdiction was
“not contradicted in Spain by the lordships of the counts, dukes, and other particular
lords.”801 In jurisprudential tradition, the dominium of a sovereign lord—of “one person
over others”—was, as Las Casas argued, “introduced or imposed by natural law,”
contained in divine law recorded in scripture, “perfected or confirmed in practice by the
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law of nations,” and supported in the Corpus Iuris Civilis as explained, for example, in
the commentaries of Baldo.802
The role of the Supreme Lord was, according to Las Casas, to be a “rector,” a
“counselor and administrator,” a “servant [of the people and nations] ... who must rule for
the common good” as one who, according to Bartolus’s commentary on dominus mundi
in the Justinian Code, has the highest power to make laws.803 In addition to these roles,
Las Casas coined a new right on which to base the Spanish title: that of protector—both
of the Indigenous inhabitants and of the Spanish colonies—and probably did so because
of Vitoria’s concern that marauding foreign nations might descend upon the Indies.804
The institution of the Spanish king’s sovereign dominium—and the consequent
juridical status of Indigenous people as royal vassals—did not take away Indigenous
dominium because, as Las Casas argued, “they cannot be deprived of this according to
natural law, the law of nations, scripture, and divine law.”805 For him, native kings ruled
by just title and their “liberty is not lost by admitting and having [the Spanish monarch]
as universal lord.”806 Additionally, he contended that the Alexandrian Bulls “did not
intend to prejudice the freedom [of the Indigenous populace],” nor “to dispossess the
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native peoples of their lands,” nor “to dispossess the native lords, or to abrogate their
right to rule.”807
What was so innovative about Las Casas’s thought was his contention that the
pontiff only instituted sovereign lordship of king of Spain de jure.808 In order for the
Spanish monarch to become universal lord de facto, Las Casas argued that the consent of
the Indigenous inhabitants was required.809 This line of reasoning drew from the radical
and innovative introduction of an egalitarian concept as the basis for legal and
philosophical theories of government by consensus, which augmented the old notion of
hierarchical governance that was considered necessary for an orderly society.810
Consensus doctrine held that more wisdom inheres in the community than in one
outstanding individual, and that political authority should remain accordingly with the
whole community.811 Like Spanish scholastics of the sixteenth century, Las Casas also
believed that sovereignty resided first in the people.812 In support of this, he had recourse
to the Roman maxim known as Quod omnes tangit that had been incorporated into the
Decretales, and that stated “what affects all must be known and approved by all.”813 Las
Casas incorporated an example of the exercise of this right of the governed when, in the
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Brevísima relación, he narrated what he was told by Jacobo de Tastera, one of the
Franciscan friars who went to Champotón and Campeche, a region of the Yucatán that
had been abandoned by the tyrants in 1534. Las Casas recounted how “twelve or fifteen
lords, possessors of many vassals and lands,” gathered together their respective peoples
and, after receiving the approval of their peoples, “subjected themselves of their own will
to the rule of the monarchs of Castile, taking the emperor, as the king of Spain, for their
supreme and universal lord.”814 According to the Dominican friar, this was “a thing that
never before in the Indies had been done, or to this day has been done again.”815 Again,
Las Casas presented this right to institute rulers by consent as ancillary to the right of
liberty.816
The validity of the title of universal lord both de jure and de facto thus depended
on the papal donation and on consent in the form of the Indigenous peoples’ voluntary
acceptance of the Spanish sovereign lordship. By virtue of the papal donation, the
Spanish monarch had title to the Indies ius ad rem (right toward a thing), but not a right
of actually ruling the Indigenous peoples, that is, not ius in re (right over a thing).817
However, because of the “hellish” warfare, nothing had changed with respect to the papal
concession: the principal requirement of Christianization was not accomplished, was
814
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“still pending,” or, as Las Casas also charged, was “permanently suspended.”818
Furthermore, with or without the title, in his view the Indigenous people never consented
to the presence of the Iberians in their world.
To remedy the calamitous situation, Las Casas articulated a radical reform plan in
his final trilogy of writings. This was the fruit of his thoughts and labors since 1515, and
was based on his firm belief in the Indigenous peoples’ right to restitution. Las Casas
understood this right in the canonical sense of compositio or settlement for the evils and
harm done, just as did Paz in 1512 and their confreres, the Dominican theologians at San
Gregorio, Domingo de Soto and Bartolomé de Carranza.819 Las Casas’s voice was
unwavering: the Spaniards were obliged by all law to make restitution—“to give
everything back … because neither the Pope nor any prince on earth … can strip or
deprive Christians or infidels of their lordship, royal pre-eminence, jurisdiction, and
public or private properties without legitimate cause.”820 However unrealistic as his grand
reform plan might have seemed, Las Casas was no stranger to revolutionary ideas. As
Arias pointed out, he had sought the abolition of the encomienda and of slavery, he had
championed natural rights, and had insisted on the sovereignty of the people.821 Yet, even
Las Casas admitted that, for example, full restitution was an impossible task, and,
suggested that the Andean peoples be persuaded to accept an agreed-upon “small
amount” as sufficient recompense for the “boatloads of gold and silver” garnered by
818
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Spain.822 Even though his grand scheme had little chance of success at the time, his grand
scheme is admirable in the boldness of its recommendations and in the justice of its
arguments.
His plan was as follows. First, political freedom must be restored before
Christianity can be shared with them. For example, the king was obliged to restore the
living heirs of the last Inca ruler, Titu Cussi Yupanqui and Tupac Amaru, to positions of
authority over their lands and people.823 Second, Indigenous republics must be restored
and/or new Indigenous states must be organized directly under the crown and under the
direction of the religious clergy. With this oversight, any defects in the Indigenous
republics would be corrected and eliminated by the supreme lordship of the monarch,
which would greatly improve the Indigenous peoples’ liberty and, as mentioned
previously, Las Casas mused that the Spaniards might also learn something from the
Indigenous republics.824 Third, all property that the Spaniards had unjustly plundered or
seized must be restored. Here Las Casas brought to bear one of the fundamental
principles of late medieval jurisprudence: the idea of due process, which he claimed was
lacking since the first encounter with the Indigenous inhabitants of the Indies, and which
must be followed in disputes over the Indigenous peoples’ rights to property as well as in
other matters pertaining to them.825 Fourth, those who profited from Indigenous life and
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labor must make restitution. Indeed, Las Casas made restitution an indispensable
condition for sacramental absolution for those who had taken or still took up arms (the
conquistadores), for those who still held Indigenous people in bondage (the
encomenderos and slave owners), and for the merchants who supplied arms or materials
for wars against the Indigenous inhabitants.826 Fifth, rather than abandoning the Indies,
Spaniards would stay there but “in a certain manner.” That is, they could settle in
geographic areas that were acceptable to the Indigenous peoples and in areas where the
Indigenous inhabitants had converted to the faith. Their presence would be to support and
conserve the faith by Christian example, to voluntarily watch out for the good of the
Indigenous peoples, to live peacefully, and to pay for the expenses of preaching the
gospel to them.827 Finally, friars and bishops (with the help of lay auxiliaries), would
organize and conduct peaceful evangelization in Indigenous territories, as well as any
needed penetration of the region.
Accordingly, and in addition to the eventual consent of the Indigenous inhabitants
of the Indies to the monarch’s universal lordship (de jure and de facto), the hoped-for
subsequent conversion of the Indigenous peoples would associate them with the Spanish
sovereign by another title—that of universal lord of Christians—and, as members of
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Christ’s church, their lands would become part of the Orbis Christianus.828 Towards this
end, Las Casas reminded his hearers and readers that the Catholic monarchs had made a
“solemn promise,” known in the Digest as a “pollicitatio.” In Las Casas’s view, this
sacred pact entailed a two-fold juridical procedure: first, of débito per se, meaning singleminded commitment toward the goal and, second, of débito propter aliud, meaning to do
what was necessary to accomplish the goal, which—for the Spanish presence in the
Indies—was peaceful evangelization in order to facilitate the conversion and salvation of
the Indigenous peoples.829
Range of Las Casas’s Juridical Approach
Chapters IV and V constituted a broad-stroke presentation and examination of Las
Casas’s juridical responses to the major debates of the time to substantiate his well-honed
ability to take a juridical approach. His encyclopedic knowledge of and persistent inquiry
into the law were amply demonstrated by his contributions to contemporaneous issues.830
In this, he drew on the ecclesial juridical tradition by his recourse to eternal, divine, and
canon law, as well as on the civil juridical traditions of natural and Roman law. His depth
of penetration and juxtaposition of the components of this wide range of law was
interwoven with a nuanced Thomism. As such, his arguments were based on principles of
medieval jurisprudence and substantiated with philosophy and theology.
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In his juridical approach, Las Casas’s “essential achievement was to graft a
doctrine of rights” that was “discernible by reason independent of revelation” on to
teachings about natural law.831 Within this doctrine of rights, the right to freedom was
foundational in Las Casas’s juridical responses, and is found “in nuce” in all of his major
works.832 For him, liberty was the “most precious” root of all other rights and of all law,
and derived from humans’ rationality, which was “the most noble and perfect of all
things created.”833 This foundational right generated all the ancillary rights—those to
life’s necessities and socio-cultural self-determination, to property and to self-defense, to
dominium and to consent, to due process and to restitution, to hear the gospel preached,
and to attain salvation. For the most part, each of these rights was explicitly or
inferentially included in the Brevísima relación.
However, Las Casas’s juridical contributions by virtue of his knowledge and
expertise as well as his theoretical achievements in the study of law do not exhaust the
dynamism and evidence of the juridical nature of the Very Brief Account. As will be
addressed in the next chapters, his recourse to the juridical is also discernible in the
circumstances surrounding the development and publication of his treatise, as well as in
the legal character and content of the published tract.
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CHAPTER VI
THE FOCUS OF LAS CASAS’S JURIDICAL VOICE:
CONTEXT AND LEGAL CHARACTER
OF THE BREVÍSIMA RELACIÓN
In May of 1540, after almost twenty years of absence from Spain, Las Casas returned to
his native land to present the monarch with “a very necessary account” [about] “most
important matters of great service and utility for the Estado real [in the Indies related to
the universality of that new world that God [had] put under [the emperor’s]
administration.”834
In April of 1542, Las Casas had several audiences with Charles V to inform the emperor
of what he saw as the evils and harm done to Indigenous people by Spaniards.
In December of 1542, for the benefit of the young Prince Philip, Las Casas produced the
Brevísima relación as a “very brief” summary of his “very long” official report to the
emperor and special junta.835
This chapter will first focus on the specific juridical context that generated the
Very Brief Account. Accordingly, the confluence of contemporaneous juridical
circumstances that occasioned Las Casas’s return to Spain in 1540, generated the initial
writing of the treatise in 1542, and precipitated its publication in 1552 will first be
explicated. Then this chapter will focus on the text of the Brevísima relación to assess
and establish its legal character.

Confluence of Legislative Circumstances
The trajectory of circumstances that eventually produced the Brevísima relación
began in 1539 when, at the behest of the 1538 Chapter of the Dominican Province of
834
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Santiago de México, Las Casas and his Dominican confrere—Rodrígo de Ladrada—
prepared to return to Spain to recruit more friars.836 For Las Casas, his “most cherished
dream” and ardent desire, which he articulated several times since becoming a friar, was
to return to Spain to lobby at court on behalf of the Indigenous people.837 His central
motivation was that the Indigenous inhabitants of the Indies did not perish, temporally
and eternally.838 As such, he wanted to return to Spain to speak directly to the emperor
about "the tragic, disastrous, and pitiful situation in which the Indians found themselves"
because of the "excesses of particular Spaniards" and, above all, because of the
corruption of royal officials on both sides of the Atlantic.839
Additional circumstances in the Indies compelled him to appeal to the monarch.
These included the revocation of the anti-slavery legislation, the desolation of the land in
the backwaters of Nicaragua, the transportation of fifty thousand slaves from upper
Central America to Panama and Peru, the devastation wrought by armed forays into
Indigenous territories, what he characterized as the alleged extermination of the
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Indigenous laborers by the mining in Mexico, and the narration about the slow tortures
and ghastly executions of Indigenous people by Nuño de Guzmán in Michoacán, Pánuco,
and Jalisco.840
Out of their experiences in other territories, other friars and bishops as well as
laity had informed or were also informing the sovereign of the atrocities taking place. For
example, in 1513/15 from Darien, Vasco Núñez de Balboa wrote about the ill-treatment
given Indigenous people by governors Diego de Nicuesa and Alonso de Hojeda.841 In
1539 from Cuzco, Vicente Valverde OP wrote of the offenses suffered by the Indigenous
inhabitants, as did Bachiller Luis de Morales in 1541. In 1531 from Nueva Granada
(Columbia-Venezuela), Tomás Ortiz OP—first bishop of Santa Marta and first Protector
of the Indigenous inhabitants of Nueva Granada—reported the harm committed by the
entradas of the Spanish Christians to the king, as did his successors, Alonso de Tobes
OFM (who challenged governor Fernández de Lugo), and Juan Fernández de Ángulo
OFM (who had recourse to the emperor in 1540). In the same year, the bishops of
Mexico, Michoacán, Antequera, and Guatemala sent their assessments of what “was
necessary” for good governance and, from Lima in 1541, letrado Alonso Pérez de
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Santoyo—as the municipal assessor—sent an official account to Spain of matters that
“must be remedied in the kingdoms of Perú.”842
In preparation for Las Casas’s hoped-for audience with the emperor, and while he
was staying at the Dominican convent in Oaxaca from May until August of 1539, he
drafted an extensive account of what he saw as the atrocities that occurred and continued
to take place in the Indies. His sources were his own experience, the drafts of his Historia
de las Indias and his Apologética historia sumaria, as well as the cartas and experiences
that others had penned over the years, allegedly notarized probanzas and other official
records. Las Casas’s written draft, which was based on these data, would become the
Larguísima relación de la destruición de las Indias.843 This title, as well as its summary
as the Brevísima relación, resembles (and was perhaps deliberately taken by Las Casas
from) the titles of early Spanish accounts in medieval times about “la destruición de
España” occasioned by the Arab invasion and conquest of Spain in 711.844 Las Casas’s
use of the trope of “destruction” will be discussed in Chapter VII.
Return to Spain
In 1540, more than twenty years after Las Casas’s pro-Indigenous work began at
court, he and Ladrada arrived in Spain. These two confreres were highly recommended in
the letters for the emperor that they carried from the bishops of Mexico City, Michoacán,
Oaxaca, Tlaxcala, and Guatemala, as well as from civil authorities: Alonso de
842
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Maldonado, oidor of the first Audiencia de Guatemala; Pedro de Alvarado, governor of
Guatemala, (whom Las Casas would condemn as a “tyrant”), and the City Councils of
Santiago (Guatemala) and of Trujillo (Honduras).845

For example, in Francisco

Marroquín’s laudatory letter of recommendation to Charles V, this Guatemalan bishop
wrote that Las Casas and Ladrada "are servants of God … [and] I have lived with them
for more than three years, and daily I have seen their hearts and minds growing in
solicitude for the welfare and salvation of these people." The prelate added that “through
an experience of more than thirty years, they have come to know and appreciate the
hardships these people suffer and what must be done for their relief.”846
Together in Spain, Las Casas and Ladrada completed their recruitment of friars
and other duties.847 Having been instructed by Charles to await his return, an order
prompted by Las Casas’s request for an audience, the emperor’s knowledge of Las
Casas’s defense of the Indigenous people, and the Hapsburg monarchical policy of
programmatic conciliarism, the two friars prepared for their presentations to Charles and
his court.848 Accordingly, during this interim period, Las Casas completed the Larguísima
845
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relación, a report of what he deemed horrific events that would become an integral part
of his juridical arguments for new reform legislation in the Indies.849 In this account, he
identified the names of the conquistadores, encomenderos, and royal officials, whom he
consistently called “tyrants.” He described the “hellish” conquests and “infernal”
bondage in horrendous detail and in chronological and geographic sequence. He
condemned their accompanying “evils and harm” as violations of divine, natural, and
human law. At this time, Las Casas also continued composing another very lengthy
juridical treatise, the Memorial de remedios.850 In this Memorial, he proposed the
suppression of the encomiendas, the incorporation of the Indigenous inhabitants of the
Indies as vassals of the crown, the colonization of territories in the Indies by farmers, the
abolition of Indigenous slavery, the cessation of armed conquests, the “reduction” or
relocation of Indigenous inhabitants by friars in settlements, and the evangelization of the
Indigenous people by rational and peaceful methods.
Events of 1542
In mid-April of 1542 during several audiences with Charles V, Las Casas read
both documents—the Larguísima relación and his Memorial de remedios—to the

with ecclesiastical and humanitarian issues on both sides of the Atlantic, Charles was also concerned about
the threat of colonial feudalism in the Indies, the diminishment of royal interests by independent, selfserving conquistadores, and the dangers of political instability in New Spain, Perú and other Indigenous
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emperor and discussed their content.851 Already suspicious of the corruption and now
seemingly shocked, as reported by Las Casas, by the rampant injustices, the emperor
immediately convened an extraordinary junta to which he assigned the task of studying
the situation and of drafting new ordinances to govern the Indies.852 Before this
legislative assembly with the emperor present, Las Casas again orally presented the
Larguísima relación and its complementary Memorial de remedios.853 According to the
Crónica del Emperador Carlos V, Las Casas’s Very Long Account was delivered over a
period of “many days at a certain hour until the friar read [it] in its entirety.”854
Throughout his half-read and half-oral delivery of the “very lengthy” Larguísima
relación, Las Casas documented his roster of atrocities with “a stack [allegedly three-feet
851
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high] of sworn and notarized statements” (probanzas) from both Indigenous individuals
and Spaniards in the New World.855 However, since these probanzas have not as yet been
discovered, their specific content and authors are unknown. In addition to this, the fact
that they were “notarized” could simply mean that a notary wrote them or that the
document was a true rendition of the words of those who produced or dictated the
document. For these reasons, conclusions about the veracity of these probanzas are
premature. Nevertheless, according to Las Casas’s description in the Brevísima relación,
those assembled sat motionless during the presentation of the data and spellbound in “a
manner of ecstasy and suspension of spirit in his hearers.”856
Subsequently, Las Casas “was begged and importuned” by Juan Martínez del
Guijo, a member of the junta and tutor of Prince Philip, to write a brief summary of the
Larguísima relación for the purpose of educating the fifteen-year-old future leader of the
Spanish realms.857 This request, which was recorded in the opening Argument and
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Prologue of the published Very Brief Account, constituted the genesis of the Brevísima
relación de la destruición de las Indias.
Given that Las Casas was invited by the emperor to participate in the junta
sessions, he did not begin to draft the summary document until September of 1540.858
Finished on 8 December 1542, this summary or Brevísima relación consisted in Las
Casas’s narration of only “some—a very few—examples that in days past [he] had
collected from among the countless number that [he] could in truth declare.”859 This first
writing of the Brevísima relación in 1542 was augmented in 1546 and again in 1552
when the text was published in Seville, Spain.
Decade of Struggle: 1542–1552
The specific context that generated the publication of the 1552 version of the
Brevísima relación was shaped by the not-unexpected non-compliance with the New
Laws in the colonies, as well as by Las Casas’s continuous appeals for justice from 1542
to 1552. After having contributed to the New Laws’ legislation for a “total remedy” in
the New World, Las Casas was offered the wealthy bishopric of Cuzco, Perú, which he
refused, and then the impoverished See of Chiapa, which he accepted.860 This offer of an
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episcopal position was in keeping with the crown’s attempt to undergird the New Laws
by naming bishops in the Indies who would support the spirit of the new legislation.861
However, the promotion of his episcopal nomination could also have been a strategy on
the part of his enemies to co-opt him or to remove him from his position of influence at
court since, at the time, Chiapa was a very remote posting.862 In any case, in 1544,
Bishop Bartolomé de Las Casas returned to the Indies, and in 1545 “took possession” of
the diocese of Chiapa, which ecclesiastical territory included most of the modern
Mexican State of Chiapas and part of Guatemala.863 Las Casas was determined to use his
new ecclesiastical position and its canonical juridical power to enforce the New Laws and
to develop a model diocese in one of the poorest regions (by Spanish standards) and a
fringe area of the Indies.864
In addition to his new episcopal role, Las Casas’s presence in the Indies afforded
him eyewitness experience of how the New Laws were met with hostility, ridicule, and
anger, as well as non-compliance. This would not have been unusual since compliance
861
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with the law was always sketchier in fringe areas than in the centers. Even the bishop of
Antequera, Juan López de Zárate who had recommended Las Casas in 1530, wrote the
emperor on October 5, 1543, protesting the News Laws on the basis of the need to
continue perpetual repartimientos as much for the benefit of Spaniards as for the
Indigenous populace, as well as for mixed-race families.865 Peruvian viceroy, Blasco
Núñez Vela was murdered by angry encomenderos when he tried to enforce the New
Laws.866 The viceroy of New Spain, Antonio Mendoza, refused to apply the New Laws
until the crown had replied to an appeal to rescind them, because, according to legal and
legislative process, an appeal would provoke (or was assumed to provoke) the suspension
of the disputed law. The appeal was sent to Spain by encomenderos and civil authorities,
as well as surprisingly supported by the superiors of the three mendicant Orders out of
concern for commerce, Christianization of “lazy” Indians, and the king’s revenue.867 In
Las Casas’s concluding statement (or “Final Testament”) at the end of the 1552
Brevísima relación, he referred to this appeal as a “refusal to obey the laws …under the
colour of appealing them.” He pointed out that after the New Laws were published, many
officials (including some “within the court”) “submitted documents in support of the
tyrants” and were “very much aggrieved by those [New] Laws” because their portion of
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“the spoils of the Indies” would be taken away. Las Casas charged that even “the new
judges who came to carry them out” were complicit in this rejection of the New Laws.868
Las Casas was cognizant of the economic, political, socio-religious, and legal
revolution implied by the New Laws, a revolution that would not come easily. In his own
diocese, he used ecclesiastical measures in the form of pastoral letters, excommunication,
and threats of excommunication to enforce the ordinances about the encomiendas and the
enslavement of Indigenous people.869 In this, he wielded the independent ecclesiastical
arm as well as applied canonical principles that, for example, stipulated that “repentance
demands restitution of what belongs or had been done to another.”870 Along with the
bishops of Guatemala and of Nicaragua, he informed the Audiencia de los Confines that,
according to “sacred canons,” bishops can intervene on behalf of “miserabiles personae”
whether or not secular authorities do their part in amelioration of their situation because
bishops are obliged by divine law to aid and defend them.871 In his subsequent
Corrolarium about the office of a prelate, Las Casas forcefully asserted the “superiority”
of a bishop’s “spiritual power and jurisdiction,” by divine and canon law, over all people,
great and small, and over all temporal power that in whatever form may exist in his
868
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diocese.”872 Coupled with a series of complicated events and grave problems, Las Casas’s
efforts to exert his episcopal jurisdiction—and consequently indirect control—in civil
matters resulted in prolonged and bitter embattlements, in insults, sarcasms, calumnies,
reprisals, and even death threats from those who opposed him.873
Las Casas’s reform efforts to bring about change in church and society in Chiapa
were both embraced and rejected. In Tierra de Verapaz, the bishop was welcomed by the
Indigenous inhabitants with fiestas and palms. In most other parts of his diocese, he was
met with resistance predominantly from Spaniards, including from the secular clergy and
the Mercederians, a religious Order that had not participated in the reforms of religious
Orders that had taken place in Spain.874

Even the newly formed Audiencia de los

Confines rejected Las Casas’s request to place the Indigenous inhabitants under the
jurisdiction of the church.875 In sum, the difficulty of implementing the New Laws and of
exercising his episcopal functions in the diocese became painfully evident. The depth of
the bishop’s anguish—and of his faith—was revealed in the prayer he reportedly uttered
in 1545:
Lord, you know what I am trying to do and you see what I gain: hunger,
thirst, fatigue, everyone’s hate; if I am deceived, I am deceived by your
872
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Gospel; but to the degree that I believe it, I believe that I am not deceived;
but if I do not understand it, enlighten me, Lord, so that I may not be the
scandal that I am in this world.876
Disheartened but not defeated, Las Casas left his diocese in the hands of the vicar
general, canon Juan de Perera, on May 14, 1546, and traveled to Mexico City where he
participated in two ecclesiastical juntas, one of the bishops, another of the friars.877 At the
assembly of bishops, he secured the unanimous support of his episcopal confreres for a
declaration legislating moderate application of the doctrine of restitution. He also
persuaded them to petition the emperor for ecclesiastical immunity for all bishops. These
episcopal and canonical actions were of official character and carried official weight.878
At the assembly of friars, he rallied the mendicant missionaries to condemn the
enslavement of Indigenous people and to declare all slave titles illegal. Furthermore, in
1545, he challenged the public law that had revoked the prohibition about inheriting
encomiendas, by using the private seal of confession (and the privacy of conscience) to
compel all confessors of his diocese to follow his orders and example: they were to
withhold absolution of those who did not obey the New Laws.879
Once again, Las Casas’s activities and directives met with outrage and opposition
from conquistadores, encomenderos, merchants, civil authorities, and the royal visitador.
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In his experiences in Mexico City and those in his diocese, Las Casas concluded that “the
most serious obstacle … to the implementation of the New Laws was the fact that the
royal officials who were entrusted with their enactment had been corrupted by selfinterest.” Even corregidores, whom at one time he considered potential allies, had
become “tyrants.”880
Las Casas was convinced that the majority of the royal functionaries in the Indies
was involved in economic exploitation and, therefore, generally did not intend to enforce
the New Laws. As a result, he again realized that the political struggle could only be won
at court.881 Consequently, in May of 1547, Las Casas returned directly from Mexico to
Spain to voice his assessments to Prince Philip. Back at court and assured of the heirapparent’s support (even of his episcopal directives in Chiapa), Las Casas continued
promoting and engaging in new ways to achieve justice.882 In addition to advising the
prince, the Bishop of Chiapa presented three reports to the Council: one that again
condemned slavery; one that amply clarified the monarch’s rights in the Indies, and one
that again questioned the lawfulness and justice of war against the Indigenous inhabitants
of the Indies.883
Once more, Las Casas was not alone in the struggle for justice for the Indigenous
people. Pro-Indigenous letters and accounts continued to arrive in Spain especially from
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bishops in the Indies. For example, in 1544, Francisco de Benavides Velasco OSH
(Hieronymite), bishop of Cartagena, stressed the obligation of restitution. In 1547, Martín
de Calatayud OSH, bishop of Santa Marta, resigned as “Protector of the Indians” in
protest of the abuses of many Spaniards. In 1548, Juan de Valle, bishop of Popayán,
expressed in “strong terms” his defense of the Indigenous populace. In 1550, Domingo de
Santa Tomás OP, bishop of Charcas (Perú), wrote “a terrible carta” to the king about the
barbarous cruelty of certain Spaniards. Supported during this period by these kinds of
pro-Indigenous stands, Las Casas contributed to legislative changes: viz., ordinances
about restitution were generalized, laws against abuses were strengthened, orders against
slavery were legislated (1548), and further conquests were prohibited (1549).
In addition, Las Casas devoted time to writing his tratados, cartas, memorials,
and obras mayores, recruited missionaries, and attended to diocesan matters en absentia,
until his six-year assignment as resident bishop expired in 1550, at which time he
resigned the bishopric of Chiapa.884 That same year and into the next—in two sessions of
a special legislative junta assembled by the emperor, Las Casas and Sepúlveda debated
the ethical-political issue of whether the wars of conquest were just.885 According to
Pérez Fernández, the failure of the assembled jurists, theologians, and royal officials to
resolve the issue, along with the ongoing evils and harm done that Las Casas had
painfully witnessed and that others continued to report, constituted the specific context
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that compelled the retired bishop of Chiapa to revise and publish the Brevísima relación
in 1552.886
There were also other motives for its publication. As stated in the tract, Las Casas
claimed that he was personally “persuaded [to do so] by some notable persons resident in
this court, zealous for God’s honour and compassionate toward the afflictions and
calamities of their fellow beings.”887 He was individually motivated to publish the
Brevísima relación; because, “I myself had conceived the same purpose… to set down [in
print] an accounting of the hell that is the Indies… but had not put it to work on account
of my constant occupations.”888 To be silent would have been “tantamount to becoming
an accomplice.”889
Moreover, he was intentionally disposed to ascertain if Prince Philip had read or
might re-read The Very Brief Account. In the treatise, he diplomatically stated that he
printed it so that ostensibly “His Highness might read [it] with greater ease” than the
1542 handwritten copy. In the Brevísima relación, Las Casas suggested that “it may be
that … Your Highness did not read that account [of 1542] or has forgotten that Your
Highness has it.”890 The possibility that the Philip might not have shared his tutor’s
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enthusiasm for the 1542 version is significant, and may give some indication of the
prince regents’ concern about the activities of “the tyrants.” Surely Philip was aware of
Spain’s dependence on the revenues of the colonies for its financial wellbeing. This
dependence constituted a double-edged sword. On the one side, he had to be concerned
about the survival of the Indigenous populace as the needed labor force; on the other
hand, he needed the institutions that channeled that labor (and tribute) into the royal
treasury. Although he may have wished to abolish the encomienda, he could not afford to
do away with the tribute system. Additionally, the concerns of the then twenty-six-year
old prince extended to European issues such as the Reformation, and the Spanish royal
house’s loss of control over German lands, as well as his father’s ailing health which
lessened the emperor’s engagement with the daily requirements of rule. Las Casas
seemingly recognized these burdens of office (or pending office) when, in the Prologue
of the Very Brief Account, he acknowledged the busy travel and occupations incumbent
on the prince regent.
André Saint Lu suggested another motive for publishing the Brevísima relación.
He contended that Las Casas wanted “to cause the greatest possible impact and to make
obvious the urgencies of a radical reform of the Indies.”891 If so, his intended audience
would extend beyond Charles V, Prince Philip, and members of the Council of the Indies
to Salamanca theologians, as well as letrados and bishops in the Indies.892 As Giménez
Fernández points out, Las Casas also wanted the friars (and confessors) to take the
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printed treatise to the Indies for use there.893 Accordingly, the greatest—or, at least a
greater—social impact would be achievable by distributing the Brevísima relación to
people in Spain beyond the royal court as well as to missionaries in the Indies.894
Additionally, more weight would be given to the tract if the Brevísima relación was an
official publication.

Legal Character of the Brevísima relación
The character of the text as a piece of juristic writing will now be established by
examining its juridical attributes, functions, and features as they relate to genres of the
civil juridical tradition, viz., relaciones, denuncias, and peticiones, as well as by
contextualizing these juristic writings in the hegemonic legal culture of the early colonial
period.
Publication
According to traditional Lascasian scholarship, two avenues for officially
publishing the Brevísima relación were available to Las Casas. Hernández pointed out
what was available within the ecclesial juridical tradition: bishops had magisterial and
doctrinal authority as well as juridical power to print tratados—their own or those of
others.895 That Las Casas included his ecclesiastical rank in the title of the “Presentation”
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or Prologue of the Brevísima relación, wherein he wrote “Presentation by Bishop don
Fray Bartolomé de las Casas,” suggests possible utilization of this episcopal privilege to
publish his tract.896 Hernández also contended that there was at least “private” royal
permission for the publication.897 In this respect, Pérez Fernández pointed out that
Philip’s royal chronicler, Antonio de Herrera, had recorded that Las Casas’s tratados
were “printed in Seville with privilege in 1552.”898 Pérez Fernández also uncovered
criteria from the civil juridical tradition about the different licenses at that time for
publishing that further supported his conclusion that the tract was indeed published “with
royal privilege.”899 This special license meant that the publication of the tract (with the
royal coat-of-arms on the cover) as well as its distribution in the Indies had been preapproved by the Council of the Indies.900
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However, recent scholarship by the medieval historian and theologian Fernando
Domínquez Reboiras conjectures that Las Casas lacked a license, and published his
Brevísima relación along with seven other tratados in 1552 in Seville with financial
support garnered through his Dominican confreres at San Pablo convent, from members
of the Consejo de las Indias, and from the Casa de Contratación. The Dominicans in this
Andalusian city consisted of friars of all ages and experience who were opposed to the
colonial system that Las Casas so consistently condemned and who gave Las Casas their
unconditional support. Additionally, the friars were well-connected as confessors and
counselors of affluent Sevillians. Apparently, because many of this financially-secure
class became rich by commercial enterprises in the Indies, their “guilt feelings” may have
compelled them to help fund the publications of the Universal Protector of the Indigenous
people. Furthermore, during this period, an influential member of the Consejo de las
Indias, Hernán Pérez de la Fuente, was conducting a visita in Seville and, reportedly,
personally interacted with Las Casas. In addition to reorganizing the Audiencia in that
port city, Fuente established better business practices in the Casa de Contratación.901
Reboiras suggests that Fuente may have used his position to secure funding from the
Casa de Contratación as well as from the Consejo de las Indias for Las Casas’s printing
costs.902
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With respect to the license issue, Reboiras contends that Las Casas had the
guarantee of the Tribunal de la Inquisición that the Holy Office would ignore any charges
that might be brought against the Dominican bishop of Chiapa or his patrons for
publishing without a license, just as was done previously when his Confessionario was
reported to the Tribunal.903 Several factors allegedly facilitated this “protection.” The
Tribunal had relocated to Seville at this time, thus allowing Las Casas greater access.
The Inquisidor-General was the archbishop of Seville, don Fernando de Valdés y Salas
(1483–1568), who was a former professor of canon law at Salamanca. The Dominicans
(for a hundred years) were closely linked to the Tribunal de la Inquisición, and served as
examiners in autos de fe and as Inquisitors-General. Furthermore, Las Casas was under a
time constraint, because he wanted to send printed tratados to the Indies with the thirtytwo friars that he had recruited to work in Chiapa and who were due to sail that summer.
Because he could not wait for the license to be issued, the Inquisition arrangement
offered him an alternative.
Reboiras conjectures that not only was financial support available, but more
importantly, if the Tribunal de la Inquisición and the Consejo de las Indias supported Las
Casas’s ambitious and costly project—directly or indirectly, the normal route for
publication could have been skirted, and Charles’ coat of arms (with its implied license to
print) could have been printed without concern on the cover of the Very Brief Account.
This perspective, however, weakens other scholars’ contention that the Brevísima
relación was an official publication. However, this alternative approach seems plausible
given Philip’s apparent indifference at the time. Moreover, even though Philip was
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probably more or less in charge, the Consejo also exercised a lot of authority in the name
of the often absent Charles V.
Whatever the route Las Casas took to publish, Pérez Fernández forcefully
contends that the Brevísima relación was published as “a tract on law.”904 Similarly,
Arías convincingly opines that the tract was “a legal document meant to be read aloud,”
as well as points out that Las Casas consistently used the word “item” (meaning
“therefore” or “whereas”) to distinguish the different points in the tract as was common
in legal documents of the time.905
Evidence
The types of authoritative evidence that Las Casas employed also serve to
demonstrate the general legal character of the Brevísima relación. Spanish jurisprudential
practice built on Roman and canon procedures. Initially, in Roman legal procedures, both
documentary evidence and oral testimony were considered, although the former carried
more weight.906 Later, in canonistic legal procedures, Innocent III both preferred and
standardized documentary evidence, although canonists remained wary of written
evidence. His successor, Innocent IV, who favored oral testimony, reportedly opined that
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it was “contrary to nature to trust the skin of a dead animal more than the voice of a
living [person].”907
Documentary evidence for the Brevísima relación was derived from the fact that
this tract was a summary of the Larguísima relación, which (as previously noted) was
alleged to be “a heavily authenticated report,” based on probanzas. Although Las Casas
did not include statements from or the actual probanzas in the Brevísima relación, he did
refer to these sworn testimonies.908 He also included documentary evidence in his tract in
the form of written eye-witness testimony from Fray Marcos de Niza OFM and bishop
Juan Fernández de Ángulo OFM.909 The chronicle of the Franciscan friar was also
counter-signed by Bishop Zumárraga OFM, a credible witness who testified to the
document’s veracity; the excerpt from the carta al emperado of the Franciscan bishop of
Santa Marta (and, as such, a “Protector of the Indigenous people”) also lent credence to
Las Casas’s allegations.
Oral testimony included that of others, as well as Las Casas’s first-hand eyewitness account of what he firmly believed were the evils and harm done. The testimonial
force of this tract resided in Las Casas’s declaration that “I saw.”910 He certified to the
truth of his statements by reference to his episcopal position. In medieval law, the social
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status of the witness lent credibility to the testimony. He also referred to his years of
living in the Indies, which was another important factor found in medieval law that was
related to credibility.911 Additionally, he did not simply affirm his account of the facts but
he “vowed” to their veracity and, in this, seemed to take recourse to Roman law wherein
the oath constituted further evidence.912 Additionally, his inclusion of the testimonies of
his episcopal confreres might also have been because he knew that, according to
canonical standards, oral proof was greatest if corroborated by two credible witnesses.913
Furthermore, for those territories in which he had not lived, Las Casas included—indeed,
textually borrowed—information from, for example, Cabeza de Vaca about Xalisco (or
Nueva Galicia, as it was known officially), as well as appended the “piece of a letter” that
described the “atrocious” expedition of captain Sebastián de Benalcázar into the Quito
region or in what had been the northern Inca empire.914 (These Xalisco and Quito regions
were widely separated as well as culturally and geographically distinct.) The “piece of a
carta” was written by an unknown conquistador who had participated in the expedition of
Sebastián de Benalcázar as they returned from Acerma to Calí, Popayán and Quito. The
excerpt narrates how licenses were given to take Indigenous persons as prisoners, and
how the captives died en route of hunger and/or were “killed like cattle” when they
collapsed with fatigue. Indeed, as Adorno contended, the Brevísima relación was “one of
911
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the only printed works that offered … authoritative evidence” about the considerable
destruction of the Indies by Christian Spaniards. 915
Relación
In addition to the publication of the Very Brief Account with at least royal and/or
ecclesia-related consent as well as its documentation with sworn and eye-witness
testimony, evidence that this treatise was a piece of juristic writing also derives from its
function “to inform,” which corresponds to the genre of the civil juridical tradition that
was culturally recognized as a relación. This function and genre are confirmed in the title
of both the Larguísima relación and its brief summary, the Brevísima relación, which
included the word “relación,” a term that meant “an official account.”916 GonzálezEchevarría contends that, in the sixteenth century, the genre of legal writing known as the
relación was an official narration, report, deposition, or letter that bore witness to
something that had happened.917 This, however, may be too narrow a definition of
relación. Some writings that were dubbed relaciones were little more than narrations of
events.
Indeed, until 1574, relaciones constituted a large and diverse body of factoriented writings that shared the quality of informing, but did so in different ways and for
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different purposes.918 For example, the 1513 relación detailing the triumphal entry of
Ferdinand of Aragon into Valladolid functioned to inform the populace of the ideals of
kingship, of ancient and modern heroes, and of the king’s life, his fortunes, and virtues;
the narrative efforts at royal image-making also informed as propaganda aimed at
obtaining recognition of the Aragonese-born monarch as Christian king of Castile.919 In
1519, treasurer Núñez de Guzmán sent fiscal information to the crown, whereas the
relaciones of Pané (1496) and Cabeza de Vaca (1542) described geographic features of
the territories as well as provided ethnographic data about Indigenous lifestyles such as
those recorded in Alcalá’s 1540 Relación de Michoacán.920 In the Brevísima relación,
Las Casas also included information about the geographic trajectory of the entradas—
territory by territory—as well as ethnographic material to demonstrate the rational
capacity of the Indigenous peoples.921 In contrast, Bishop Diego de Landa OFM
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generated information about the arrival of conquistadores and clergy to one region, as
well as ethnographic data on Mayan religion and on the Mayan glyphs in his 1566
Relación de las cosas de Yucatán.922 Beginning in 1564, accounts that reported
predominantly geographic and/or ethnographic information were supplemented (and to
some degree replaced) by relaciones geográfícas, which were to be written according to a
standardized format to produce more detailed and systematic information about the
territories and peoples of the Indies.923 For example, the 1577 Relación geográfica de San
Miguel carefully responded to fifty questions contained in the crown’s instructions.924
However, the actual information found in relaciones geográficas was often anything but
“standardized,” in part because of local influences and interpretations, in part because not
all of the questions were actually answered.925
Information in narratives and “relaciones” about encounters and conquests
abounded over the years since the entradas began.926 For example, Gaspar de Espinoza
began his 1516 account about Tierra Firme with Quintilian prose lauding the marvels and
922
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riches encountered followed by very lengthy narration of the pacification measures that
were taken.927 Other Spaniards recorded their viajes (journeys) to unknown islands and
peoples.928 Royal scribes were the mouthpiece for many: in 1534, Alonso Vehedor drew
up a very official report of “the things that happened [including acquiring esclavos de
rescate] in the armada of Simon de Alcazaba” as it traveled along the coast of what is
now South America; in 1540, Sardella penned the account of Robledo’s expeditions in
the provinces of Antiochia (Columbia).929 From 1519 to 1526, Hernándo Cortés wrote
five relaciones that reported and justified the conquests of Nueva España; decades later, a
former member of Cortés entrada, Fray Francisco de Aguilar OP, dictated an eightjornada report in his Relación breve de la conquista de la Nueva España, and oidor
Alonso de Zorita finished his lengthy Relación de la Nueva España about the origins and
development of the Spanish señorío and tribute systems from the initial conquests
onward.930 Circa 1546, Pascual de Andagoya wrote of the conquest of Tierra Firme—
from Nicaragua to Peru—and of his “evangelizing executions” in territories previously
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torched and brutalized by Benalcázar.931 In 1559, Gutiérrez de Santa Clara also wrote “a
certain and true relación” in retrospect about the civil wars in Peru. In that same year,
three conquistadores of Río de la Plata and Paraguay recorded the many and persistent
difficulties they personally experienced in their viajes and entradas.932
Information in Las Casas’s 1552 Brevísima relación constituted a global synopsis
about the conquests—about what he saw as the underside of the expansionist expeditions:
“destruction” in the sense of increasing devastation and depopulation of the Indies. Other
relaciones (sometimes labeled cartas, informaciones, and/or testimonios) also informed
the authorities about the underside of the conquests, such as the cartas that the Hispaniola
Dominicans and the Picard Franciscans sent to the crown between 1516 and 1519, and
the report that the oidores of the Audiencia de Santo Domingo filed after their visit in
1522 about how cruelly a band of Spanish soldiers treated and punished the Indigenous
inhabitants in Sancti-Spiritus (Cuba).933 Speaking out of forty years of experience in New
Spain, Fray Pedro de Gante OFM informed the emperor in his 1552 relación about what
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he perceived as the imminent destruction of the Indigenous population, and the
possibility of Mexico becoming “as deserted as the [Caribbean] Island,” in the event that
“a solution is not forthcoming.” The Franciscan narrated the personal and collective
physical tolls as well as the temporal and spiritual consequences of “the destruction of
these people.”934 Las Casas also chronicled what he perceived (and predicted) as the
“destruición de las Indias” as a result of the fifty years of Spanish presence. To temper as
well as contradict narratives about the “heroic conquest,” both he and Gante offered a
counter-discourse.
In addition to these substantive differences, the distinctiveness of Las Casas’s
Brevísima relación was its fundamental character as a juridical instrument. Other
relaciones reflecting this same character consisted of the reports of investigations of
colonial officials resulting from visitas and residencias.935 Visitas were periodic, and
sometimes unexpected, investigations of the conduct of an official, often stemming from
complaints made about them. Residencias pertained to investigations carried out at the
end of the tenure of an official in a particular administrative post. As in Las Casas’s
relación, these reports were consciously legal in their presentation of witness testimony,
out of which was generated the relación. Arguably, since Las Casas was aware of these
official investigations, his Brevísima relación may be regarded as a kind of collective
residencia of conquistadores, encomenderos, and colonial officials, using eye-witness
experiences as well as written and oral testimony from witnesses. This highlights a major
934
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difference between the Very Brief Account and the accounts from visitas and residencias:
the former was territorially all-inclusive; the latter emerged from territorially restricted
investigations.
Denuncia
In addition to the function of the Brevísima relación “to inform” was Las Casas’s
employment of his data “to denounce” the evils and harm done. The salience of this
denunciatory function of the treatise—and of its correspondence to the civil juridical
genre of denuncia—can also be gleaned from the original title of the very lengthy official
report that Las Casas gave the emperor and the junta in 1542: Larguísima relacion de
denuncias de la destruición de las Indias.936
Denuncias, first understood in an archaic sense as a warning or announcement of
impending threat, were part of both juridical procedures as well as of juristic writing. Las
Casas’s law studies would have familiarized him with the denunciato that originated as
an alternative to the accusatio, the standard form of procedure for medieval jurists that
was borrowed from Roman jurisprudence.937 In sixteenth-century criminal procedure, the
denunciatio brought information of wrongdoing (supported by oath) to the judge’s
attention; in canonical jurisprudence, this also complied with the gospel admonition that
“if someone does something wrong … and refuses to listen, … report it to the
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community.”938 Accordingly, in the Brevísima relación, Las Casas declared that the
wrongdoings must be “reported” [read, “denounced”] so that the monarch has “notice of
them.”939 (Yet the monarch was under not formal obligation to take “notice of” the
reported wrongdoings.) Furthermore, this denunciatory report to the prince and emperor
also exemplifies that the Very Brief Account was radically juridical in that it side-stepped
the administrative and jurisprudential structures that had developed since the conquest,
and presented a denunciation directly and immediately to the font of justice itself.
Las Casas was also familiar with denuncias as a form of legal communication as
evidenced in the fact that, as a young cleric in 1516, he began writing denunciatory
documents about the wrongdoings of certain Spaniards on both sides of the Atlantic: viz.,
his Representación a los regentes Cisneros y Adriano, and his Memorial de denuncias.940
During the course of his lifetime, Las Casas’s denunciations ranged in subject matter
from the abusos of crown officials to the agravios (offenses) of conquistadores,
encomenderos, and merchants. The repertoire of genres of Las Casas’s condemnatory
juristic writings extended from his cartas, his tratados about the encomienda and slavery,
his 1543 Memorial al emperador, to the 1550–1551 controversía with Sepúlveda, which
was quickly followed by the publication of the Very Brief Account denouncing the deeds
of the “tyrannical” conquistadores, encomenderos, and royal officials that contributed to
devastation and depopulation of the Indies.941 Other Spaniards also wrote in the tenor of
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this widely used form of censorial juridical writing: for example, Felipe Gutierrez from
Cusco in 1540 denounced the offenses of a conquistador; Antonio de Aguayo from
Mexico City in 1554, those of an oidor; Diego de Ibarra from Ciudad de los Reyes
(Lima) in 1557, those of a governor. The conquistador was accused of bad governance,
maltreatment of Indigenous people especially by the thefts and killings, as well as of
taking away the encomendero’s Indians. The oidor was charged with poisoning the juez
de residencia, his wife, and family. The governor was culpable of bad governance and
administration of the royal estates.942 Indigenous people also made denunciations. For
example, in 1552, the Nahua cabildo of Tlaxcala articulated their concerns about land
and labor changes that would result in native nobles living as comoners; in 1560, they
denounced the effects of the Spaniards’ intended congregation of people on the homes,
horticulture, animals, and so forth that those relocated would leave behind.943
Several scholars likened the denunciations of the Brevísima relación to a
memorial de agravios.944 Just as memoriales combined hechos and derechos—albeit to
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address more particularized issues, so too denuncias made accusations that laid blame for
the facts (hechos) of wrongdoing as well as made judgments that condemned the
wrongdoing on the basis of laws (derechos). However, the difference was that Las Casas
denounced not just one of many issues, but rather the entire project of conquest and
colonialization—that is, the many-faceted acts that could lead to the destruición de las
Indias.
Saint-Lu regarded the Brevísima relación as “the prototype” of Las Casas’s
accusatory writings.945 In this treatise, as previously demonstrated, the authoritative
strength of his accusations derived from the collective and corroborative proof that he
offered in probanzas and others’ eye-witness testimony.946

The criteria for his

condemnation of the accused Spaniards was divine, natural, and human law, and the basis
of the legal charge (querella) that he laid against them was their violation of this tripartite
scheme of law.947 As such, throughout the Brevísima relación, Las Casas accused “the
tyrants” and condemned the “evils” of their conquests and the enslavements. For Las
Casas, these “evils” included the “slayings, depopulation, injustices, acts of violence,
havoc, and great sins … of greed … of idolatry of gold,” the deleterious effects on the
evangelization and salvation of the Indigenous peoples, and the conquistadores’ use of an
“exceedingly unjust” human law, the requerimiento. He charged that “all these things …
945
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are iniquitous, tyrannous, condemned, detested, and accursed by all natural, divine, and
human law.”948
Petición
In addition to the functions of “to inform” and “to denounce,” a third function of
the Brevísima relación was “to petition.” Peticiones, which in the writings of Cicero and
Quintilian connoted a right of claim, were simply written requests made to authority on a
certain matter. From their acceptance in the thirteenth century as a tolerated practice,
petitions gradually evolved during the first half of the sixteenth century into a meaningful
objective juridical right. Accordingly, aggrieved persons began, for example, to ask for
redress on the basis of abridged liberties or of justice. 949
Petitions varied greatly in subject matter and, given their ubiquity, were an
important and valuable source of information.950 Indeed, petitions became one of the
most common genres of colonial writings, and were drawn up in favor of all types of
peoples, races, and ethnicities, as well as by all social classes. For example, scholarship
has uncovered how Indigenous peoples, such as in Mexico and Peru, enthusiastically and
quickly adopted these petitions for their own purposes, for example, to report the alleged
abuses of Spanish officials in charge of tribute labor systems, of certain priests, and of
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their own reportedly dishonest town leaders.951 In this manner, petitions also constituted a
mechanism for Indigenous people to demonstrate and gain agency and influence. As well,
the use of petitions by New Spain Indigenous peoples argues against any “total
destruction” of the Indies that may be implied. Spaniards also submitted diverse kinds of
petitions. For example, in 1520, the petition of Hernándo de Arguello reiterated his
request (that he had made twice previously) for an extension of a shipbuilding contract in
Darien. That same year the Audiencia of Santo Domingo petitioned for the construction
of a fort at Cumaná and contextualized this request by information on the larger scenario
of current and future relationships with different Indigenous peoples.952 In the Brevísima
relación, Las Casas also petitioned the Prince “not [to] concede licenses [for new
entradas] nor allow those terrible things that the tyrants did invent, pursue, and have
committed against those peaceable…Indians,” and to fortify the New Laws, especially
those disallowing the inheritance of encomiendas and the continuation of slavery.953 In a
way, the Very Brief Account constitutes a multi-topic book-length version of the plethora
of more mundane and localized petitions, in which Las Casas condenses these legal
instruments in effect to one request: stop the conquests and the maltreatment.
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Mixed and Similar Genres
Given the above functions and their corresponding legal genres, the Brevísima
relación is simultaneously a relación, a denuncia, and a petición. According to GonzálezEchevarría, intermingling of different genres of juridical discourse in a single text was
“nothing new” at the time.954 In similar vein, Pennington and Müller contend that, even in
the works of thirteenth-century Decretists, texts mixed “what seemed to be” several
different types of writing, which Las Casas probably knew.955 Additionally, genre
scholarship contends that individual texts rarely if ever have all the characteristic features
of a genre and that, even when they did, not all of these aspects were included to the same
degree.956 This lack of uniformity was in keeping with the fluidity of texts during this
period.957
A commonly-used example of the intersection of texts as well as of functions is
found in a humble legal genre rooted in feudalism wherein ordinary people told of their
accomplishments and petitioned rewards for their services.958 Such official accounts,
which combined autobiographical narrative with a bureaucratic request for some benefit
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as a result of one’s “great” service to the monarch, were referred to as relaciones de
méritos y servicios.959 By the time of the conquest, these accounts were also called
probanzas de méritos (proof of merit), which was a more familiar kind of probanza that
was dispatched by conquistadores and other vassals (including Indigenous people) to
request favors and grants on the basis of their services to the crown.960 By combining an
official report of their feats with a petition, the initial “discoverers,” conquerors, and
settlers in the colonial economy also sought to benefit from the principle of mercedes
(royal favors) as a reward for them and their descendants.961 Accordingly, by virtue of
these two functions—“to inform” of their respective expeditions and “to petition”
recognition and favors for their accomplishments and services as loyal royal vassals,
official accounts such as Cortés’ five relaciones and Cabeza de Vaca’s Relación de
naufragios y comentarios belonged to two juridical genres, that of relación and that of
petición.962
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There are numerous examples of this tendency—indeed, this practice—of mixing
discursive types. As such, the Brevísima relación was not unique. In addition to the 1517
Carta de los dominicos y franciscanos to Chancellor Xèvres in which the friars informed
the crown of the facts, denounced the abusos and agravios, as well as petitioned
legislative action (which Carta was also strikingly similar in its descriptions to those in
the Very Brief Account); several documents written during and after 1552 also consisted
of the same blend of genres as in the Brevísima relación.963
One is a 1555 Relación de agravios signed by don Francisco Tenamaztle, an
Indigenous lord, in which he narrated the harm done by Núño de Guzmán particularly
during the Mixton war and pinpointed their source in unjust wars and cruel treatment; as
well, he informed the monarch of the misdeeds of royal officials. Cacique don Francisco
denounced the Spaniards’ deeds including that of the viceroy who sent him as a prisoner
to Spain on the basis of natural law, and justified his own actions on the right of
resistance against a “tyrant.” He petitioned restitution as well as material provisions and
ecclesiastical personnel to conduct peaceful evangelization in the territories of the
unconquered and unevangelized Acaltecas and Coachilcas.964 Salvador Álvarez
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conjectured that Las Casas had drafted this relación.965 That Las Casas, or someone else,
might have done so is plausible, given the conventions of the time. This is also possible
given that Las Casas visited with Tenamaztle in Spain, and that the Bishop of Chiapa was
held in high regard by Indigenous leadership. This regard was later demonstrated by
communications from Indigenous leaders in 1556, first to the emperor from Indigenous
leaders in New Spain requesting that the appointment of Las Casas as their advocate—a
juridical appointment described in the Siete Partidas (3.6.1,2), then from Indigenous
leaders in Perú notifying Philip II that Las Casas (and friar Domingo de Santo Tomás)
had poder legal (power of attorney) to act in their names.966
Another document whose functions and genres corresponded to those of the
Brevísima relación was the 1552 account of the Flemish Franciscan, Fray Pedro de
Gante, to his countryman and long-time friend, Charles V. He informed the emperor
about the injustices taking place in New Spain, denounced the outrageous hiring
practices, mine labor, and excessive tributes demanded of the Indigenous people, and
condemned the governor and judges for not implementing royal decrees. He petitioned
965
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remedies in the form of “expeditious justice,” “good judges,” prohibition of lawsuits by
Indigenous people, financial support for schools, hospitals, and chapels, as well as the
assignment of more friars. Gante wanted the cessation of lawsuits by the Indigenous
inhabitants because he asserted that the Spanish notaries were corrupt and that the
caciques had become “avid litigants” off the “sweat of the Indian commoner, whose
belongings are sold in order to litigate.”967 Similarly, in 1552, Juan Fernández, fiscal for
the Audiencia de Lima, wrote an official account of the uprisings that took place in Peru
after the death of Viceroy Mendoza, of lo malo y lo bueno (the good and the bad), named
and condemned the traitors, and listed the loyal Spaniards, as well as petitioned
remedies.968 An official account about the devastation in Nueva Granada penned in 1560
by Fray Francisco de Carvajal OP also contained the same amalgam of relación,
denuncia, and petición.969
The relación that most closely resembled Las Casas’s Very Brief Account in its
functions and juridical character was a Memorial sobre la despoblación y destrucción de
las Indias penned a month after Las Casas’s death in 1566 by Luís Sánchez, a retired
cleric. At the request of the president of the Council of the Indies, Sánchez narrated and
denounced the injustices perpetrated by secular and ecclesial judges, by clergy and friars,
and by conquistadores and encomenderos. As was one of Las Casas’s dying wishes,
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Sánchez petitioned for a junta magna consisting of the monarch and the Council of the
Indies, with theologians “as judges,” as well as “good religious” and other “virtuous
people” who have experience in the Indies, to “study the facts in order to determine the
law.” In his Memorial, Sánchez spoke with high regard for the Bishop of Chiapa and the
Bishop of Popayán (Columbia); he had served under Bishop Juan de Valle in Popayán,
and retired to Mexico after the bishop’s death. Like Las Casas, Sánchez attributed the
cruel unjust wars and the enslavement of the Indigenous inhabitants to the Spaniards’
greed, which he claimed resulted in the depopulation and destruction of the peoples and
their lands. Among the problems that allowed this to happen that Sánchez listed were the
distance from Spain, as well as the fact that those making legislation had—in his
opinion—never visited the Indies, and were also misinformed. (Sánchez’ assertion that
legislators never visited the Indies is not entirely true, because gradually the Consejo de
las Indias and other administrative bureaucratic organs were staffed with at least some
people who had “American” experience.) Furthermore, while Sánchez acknowledged that
there were a small number of gente de bien and good religious, he blamed what he
characterized as the continuing destruction of the Indigenous peoples and their lands on
ecclesial and secular judges, on certain religious and other priests, and on conquistadores
and encomenderos.970
While the above examination indicates that the genres of the text are juridical, and
that mixing of genres was typical at the time, there were other features of the genres of
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relaciones, denuncias, and peticiones that also gave the Very Brief Account legal weight.
Two of these features pertained to notarial conventions and obligatory connotations.971
Notarial Conventions
An important legal feature in juristic writing were formulary notarial conventions
such as the mode of reporting and autobiographical data.972 While the generally
prescribed style of writing was in the first-person singular, which constituted a form of
personal enfranchisement no matter the “ego” revelations of the document, many
documents were mediated through scribes.973 In relaciones, autobiographical information
tended to be biographical, genealogical, and territorial. As González-Echeverría pointed
out, the writer of an official account included his name, lineage and/or place of origin, as
well as his claim to knowledge of the topic through his years of experience and/or
residence in the territory.974 For example, in his 1496 relación, Pané wrote “I, Fray
Ramón Pané, poor hermit of the Order of St. Jerome”; the writer for Jorge Robledo’s
1540 relación identified himself as “I, Juan Baptista Sardella, experienced scribe.”975 In
the final testament of his 1542 written summary, Las Casas wrote “I, Fray Bartolomé de
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las Casas or Casaus, friar of the Order of Saint Dominic.”976 This biographical
information contributed toward establishing the legitimacy of the narrator of the
account—Pané as a exclaustrated hermit, Sardella as a registered scribe, and Las Casas as
a seasoned friar and a possible descendant of the French noble “House of Casaus.”977 For
legitimation by territorial experience, Pané mentioned his residence in Magdalena and La
Isabela (Hispaniola); Sardella indicated his presence during the expeditions in Antiochia;
Las Casas underscored his “fifty years and more” spent in the Indies.978 Through these
autobiographical details, these narrators asserted three pillars of legal credibility for their
official accounts, viz., “I saw … ”; “I originated … ”; “I resided …”
Denuncias and peticiones also used both first-person and mediated reporting, but
identification of the author was usually as vassal and criado (subject, servant, underling)
of the monarch.979 Some identified themselves according to a significant role they played.
For example, Antonio de Aguayo cast himself as “one of the first conquistadores of the
New Kingdom of Galicia in New Spain.”980 Genealogical information seemed limited in
denuncias and peticiones to, for example, the statement that the author was the child of a
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criado and/or of one tan antigua (of many years). Territorial experience to legitimate the
author of the denuncia and/or petición frequently took the form of references in the text
to the length of time or the number of years that the author had, for example, “walked all
the land in these provinces.”981
These biographical, genealogical, and territorial formulary notarial conventions
correspond to information about professional identity or social status, cultural roots or
family background, and residence or experience. These kinds of information assert the
character and credentials of the writers in order to bolster the legal credibility of the
authors and their statements. Use of these conventions also connotes the enfranchisement
of the author, and constitutes links to the source of power, such that their civil and
cultural being is expressed in legal language.
Obligatory Connotations
Another important feature that gave a legal character to documents, including the
Brevísima relación, pertained to implied obligations. First, vassals and criados were
obliged to give service to their lord(s). In his treatise, Las Casas explicitly clarified that
dutiful vassals and criados are only those “who desire to serve purely and solely to
further the public weal and the prosperity of the royal estates.”982 He further charged that
the king was “receiving no service” from certain conquistadores, encomenderos, and
royal officials, that the atrocities they committed were “not in service of the king”;
indeed, he charged that their “service” in the Indies consisted in “destroying those
monarchs’ kingdoms and rendering naught all the right that the monarchy has to all the
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Indies.”983 In contrast, he lauded the “great service … to the king and queen of Castile”
rendered by the supreme lords of the five Indigenous kingdoms on Hispaniola, and
extolled their peoples’ “immense benefices to the Spaniards,” at first given freely, then
forced to serve in hard labor, as beasts of burden, as personal servants, and so forth.984
Second, relaciones were also obligatory insofar as these texts complied with a
request from the crown (or from royal intermediaries), or insofar as one’s position
demanded such an account.985 For example, in response to the mandate of the Catholic
monarchs to hacer entera relación, Columbus prepared and submitted an account of his
travels.986 Pané wrote his relación at the bidding of Columbus—del ilustre señor
Almirante, virrey y gobernador de las Islas y Tierra Firme—the crown’s intermediary.987
Fray Jerónimo de Alcalá recorded the Relación de Michoacán at the order of Viceroy
Mendoza.988 Las Casas penned the Brevísima relación in compliance with an official
request from the prince’s tutor.989
In addition to relaciones that were requested, official accounts were also expected
from all royal appointees. Las Casas’s appointment by Cisneros in 1516 to the royal
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position of “Protector of all of the Indigenous people in the Indies” carried both the
obligation and the right to submit an official account to the crown.990 After becoming a
bishop in 1544, Las Casas’s obligation to the crown doubled by virtue of the Patronato
real; accordingly, the duty of making reports corresponded to his position as both
Universal Protector and bishop.991 Other royal appointees also submitted such relaciones:
for example, treasurer Pedro Núñez de Guzmán sent accounts to the crown about the
amount of gold produced in the Cuban mines; oidores Licentiate Espinosa and Licentiate
Zuazo dispatched an account to the emperor about the repopulation of Hispaniola.992
Additionally, among office-holders obliged to render an account to the crown could be
Hernándo Cortés—the rogue-conquistador who, as mayor of the city of Veracruz (that he
established), sent relaciones to the emperor chronicling and justifying his “service.”993 In
any case, such first-hand accounts were tantamount to legal depositions, and the
Brevísima relación was one such deposition that was both officially requested and
obligatorily required.
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Third, denuncias and peticiones carried obligations for those in authority. For
example, denuncias implied future action on the part of authorities. Las Casas contended
in the Brevísima relación that “the mere notice of wrong or malefaction suffices … for
not a single moment could [the king] tolerate them” and, moreover, that “it is the duty of
the king … to root them out.”994 With respect to peticiones, all petitions had to be read
and considered—although not necessarily approved—by the designated jurisdictional
authority.995 Whether in the form of denunciations or requests, the general right to
approach the authorities was protected by the royal mandate of August 15, 1509, wherein
King Ferdinand ordered that “no official can prevent anyone from sending to the king, or
anyone else, letters and other information which concerned the welfare of the Indies.”996
Furthermore, authority was in theory “obliged” by documents—including denuncias and
peticiones—that presented the need for remedial action since, according to the canonist
principle of equity, “no wrong should be without a remedy.”997
Hegemony of Juristic Discourse
The foregoing assessment of the legal character of the Brevísima relación requires
contextualization in the institutional juridical reality through which the Spaniards
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penetrated and governed the Indies. Although, as Kathleen Ross contends, the legal
character of this reality and its history have tended to be overlooked for the most part by
historians and legal scholars, scholarship by Miguel Luque Talaván, Robert GonzálezEchevarría, and others has generated insightful perspectives about this dimension of
colonial history.998
González-Echevarría pointed out that “América” existed as a legal document
before it was “encountered.”999 Indeed, the birth of América (according to Spaniards) and
of Hispano-Indiano law for the Indies can be precisely pinpointed as el 17 de abril de
1492 when the Catholic monarchs signed the Capitulaciones de Santa Fe, which
juridically asserted the monarchs’ territorial rights as well as Columbus’ reward-laden
titles over any discovered land—over any tierra firme.1000 These legal claims were
further buttressed the following year by the papal donation to the monarchs of legal title
under the condition of their Christianizing the “discovered” peoples. These two
documents were the foundational juridical texts of the encounter, conquest(s),
colonization, and governance of the Indies. The subsequent preeminence of the juridical
998
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was apparent—indeed, unmistakable—not only in the litigations involving Columbus and
his heirs, Cortés, Pizarro, and other conquistadores, but in the establishment of
encomiendas and of crown towns, in the declarations of war by requerimiento, in the
issuing of licenses for slaving expeditions, in the regulation of commercial traffic, in the
reliance on discourses of letrados and in the decisions of juntas about legitimacy.
Accordingly, from the first founding juridical document in 1492 and onwards, a
“stupendous” proliferation of cédulas, edicts, laws, and legal writings alledgedly crossed
the Atlantic in both directions as the juridical narrative expanded from contract to contact
to conquest to colonization.1001 In any case, according to González-Echevarría, the
predominant form of discourse at the beginning of and during the early colonial period
was legal writing, or, as he coined it, “the law of the letter.”1002 The existence of multidimensional poly-discursive documents of a legal character, including the Brevísima
relación, mirrored this discourse and reflected how deeply ensconced was the Castilian
legal tradition out of which the different genres of juristic writing originated and
Hispano-Indiano law was born.
The hegemony of legal discourse in the Castilian tradition—and subsequently in
the Indies—derived in part, as explicated earlier, from Castile’s establishment and
cultivation of the study of Roman and canon law in the Facultades de Leyes of studia
generalia.1003 Accordingly, almost four centuries before the “encounter,” students of
jurisprudence were examining legal forms of writing such as distinctiones (to present
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solutions to textual contradictions) that they incorporated into their glosses and
commentaries, which summas later generated tratados (monographs on a selected topic),
argumenta (to articulate all observations relevant to a particular place in a legal text),
generalia (to argue for and against a particular legal principle), quaestiones (to solve
logically a legal problem) that evolved into quaestiones disputationes (to inquire by
syllogistic debate), consilia (to give authoritative advice on an actual case), and casus (to
explicate the specific contents of a law, decree, decretal, or constitution).1004 As such, by
the dawn of the encounter, common judicial texts included—among others—relaciones,
exhortos, memoriales, demandas, denuncias, querellas, suplicatorios, requerimientos,
peticiones, and exposiciones.1005 Moreover, during the reign of the Catholic monarchs,
Spain excelled in the abstract field of jurisprudence and the practice of law, which was in
great demand in that “very litigious society.”1006 This jurisprudential expertise would
carry over into the governance of the Indies.
The hegemony of legal discourse ultimately derived from its embodiment in
Spain’s juxtaposition of two institutional forms of governance: patrimonial and
bureaucratic.1007 In their centralization of power, the Catholic monarchs labored to curtail
the sphere of domestic power that derived from land-based lordship of paternal and
patriarchal lords who, in adherence to tradition, ruled through bonds of kinship and
1004
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patrón-ship. The monarchs attempted to replace any semblance of these kinds of bonds in
the Indies by a barrage of legal directives as exemplified in their establishment of the
encomienda, wherein laws were also geared to prevent the development of an aristocracy
of nouveau-riche conquistadores. In their centralization of power, the monarchs also
structured the governance of Spain and its possessions in a bureaucratic fashion that was
characterized by functional rationality as manifested in a vertical hierarchy of authority,
in different levels of royal jurisdiction in geographic and administrative areas through
corregidores, audiencias, and viceroys (along with mechanisms for supervision and
appeal) as would be structured in the Indies, as well as in a conciliar system of decisionmaking.1008 Equally important in the bureaucratic system was the crown’s employment of
professionals—especially of letrados—in administrative positions. Consequently, not
only did letrados help dislodge aristocratic power in Castile, they also eroded the power
of conquistadores in the Indies or, as González-Echevarría phrased it, they “reconquered” the territories for the crown. Most importantly, in the colonial period,
letrados were the “keepers of writing” as learned men who knew and lived by the letter
of the law. As well, they accompanied entradas in their official capacity as scribes, as did
others who, however, were not letrados.1009
Furthermore, the increasing bureaucratic centralization redefined the relationship
between the individual and the body politic in legal terms: one’s civil status as vassal
became one’s master status (except for those of recognized higher status). While the
subordinate status of vassal was equalizing for the populace, vassalage was also
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impersonal. Indeed, as Charles V once counseled his wife, Isabel of Portugal (1503–
1539) and later his son, Philip, do not be “overly respectful of anyone’s personal
wishes.”1010 Control of individuals through their civil status as vassals (whether Spanish
or Indigenous) also undergirded and sustained the development of Hispano-Indiano law,
insofar as a function of law is the ordering of human relationships.1011 The Spaniards’
(and later the Indigenous peoples’) internalization of this master status was manifested in
their consistent self-identification as vassals in their cartas and other communications to
royal authority. This self-identification became the standared and expected formula.1012
In a bureaucratic form of governance, and given the distance of Spain from the
Indies, official business was necessarily conducted on the basis of written documents.
Indeed, for writers in the Indies, texts were “a necessary part” of the prevailing exchange
of legal discourse, and were “the only way of saying what they had to say, and the most
effective way to give their writings an immediate political impact.”1013 As such, an
overwhelming mass of meticulous documentation was generated in the sixteenth century,
because everything had to be ordered, regulated, documented, and received in writing.1014
As a legal instrument of governance, writing gradually became a more regulated activity
as the crown imposed its interpretations and goals. For example, the format and content
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of Relaciones geográficas during the reign of Philip II enabled the monarch to ascertain
the customs and resources, etc., of the different communities and regions of the Indies.
The hegemony of legal discourse was also legitimatized by the Thomistic
tradition and the Escuela Española and, in this, overtly reflected the religious-ethical
dimension of Hispano-Indiano law.1015 Just as the crown and jurists had recourse to
theologians with respect to the moral dimensions of the Spaniards’ presence in the Indies,
theologians dedicated themselves to juridical issues from a theological perspective, since
the field of action for the “science of God” (theology) was all that was human.
Contributors to this “discourse community” ranged from mendicant friars in the Indies
who were trained in Thomism (eventually including the canonist Las Casas) to
theologians and philosophers in Spain such as Vitoria and de Soto, whose works initiated
the Escuela Española.1016 In particular and as explicated in Chapters VI and V, these
representatives of the Thomistic tradition of the Dominican Order and of the institutions
of Salamanca and Valladolid addressed three major juridical issues: the question of the
treatment of the Indigenous people as rational, free, and social human beings created by
God and redeemed by Christ; the question of the legitimacy of Castile’s political
dominium and of conquest as a means for exercising jurisdiction, and the question of war
as a method of evangelization.
Such was the hegemonic legal discourse that canopied the genesis, writing,
publication, and legal character of the Brevísima relación. As a canon lawyer and one
trained in theology, Las Casas enjoyed “genre literacy.” He knew what and how to
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compose and publish a legal text. He needed to inform, to accuse and condemn, as well
as to petition a remedy.1017 He wrote the Very Brief Account with a clear audience in
mind, with a definitive purpose at its core. As will be demonstrated in the next chapter,
he had a specific structural arrangement in mind, which was fleshed out by an
epistemological rationale, and guided by an analytic framework based on the tripartite
scheme of divine, natural, and human law.
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CHAPTER VII
THE FOCUS OF LAS CASAS’S JURIDICAL VOICE:
CONTENT OF THE BREVISÍMA RELACIÓN
In 1552, Las Casas wrote in the Prologue to his Historia: “Since about the year 1500, I
have seen and traversed these Indies, and I know what I write.”1018
This chapter focuses on the content of the Very Brief Account as a juridicallybased text, and demonstrates that Las Casas maintained a juridical approach in its
structural components, epistemological rationale, and analytic framework. Accordingly,
this chapter will first elucidate the juridical character discernible in the structural
components of the treatise, followed by an explication of the law-based theoretical
rationale canopying his assessments, and concluding with an explication of the analytic
framework that Las Casas employed in his condemnation of what he denominated as the
destruction wrought by certain Spaniards (and Germans) in the Indies.1019 This analysis is
that concluded by elucidating the ethical-juridical basis of his approach, which was
justice coupled with equity.

Juridical Structural Components
The structure of the content of the Brevísima relación consists of two introductory
sections—an Argument and a Prologue, followed by the body of the treatise, and three
segments of concluding statements. In this construction of the published Very Brief
Account, Las Casas used what can be identified as juridical components, although
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modern equivalents for some of these genres are not known.1020 An initial indication of a
juridical component is found in Las Casas’s employment of declarationes titulorum
(declarations of titles) to clearly distinguish and denominate his 1552 additions to the
original 1542 text, viz., the titles of Argument of the present epitome, and Prologue by
Bishop don Fray Bartolomé de las Casas or Casaus, to the most high and potent lord
Prince of all the Spains, don Felipe, our lord.1021 By its formulaic reference to the prince
as “the most high and potent lord,” the title of the Prologue also conveys the intention to
elicit action from him as well as to imply that he will serve as judge in the matter at hand.
Additionally, in the title of his Argumento, Las Casas referred to the 1552 version as an
“epítome”—thus employing what Pennington and Müller regard as the oldest form of
juristic writing—a genre designed to convey the magnitude of the content of the report in
spite of its brevity.1022 Further evidence of Las Casas’s employment of components of
juristic writing is found in the content of the Argumento and Prólogo.
The first structural component of the published Very Brief Account was the
Argumento, which directed attention to juridical considerations to be taken into
account.1023 Employing argumento por analogía (argument by analogy)—one of the
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forms of juridical argumentation, Las Casas first contrasted the epic aspect of “the
marvelous discovery … [and its] extraordinary … incredible” feats with the epic
proportions of the subsequent “slaughters and ruins of innocent people” as well as
devastations and “depopulations of [Indigenous] villages, provinces, and kingdoms.”1024
Again by this, Las Casas juxtaposes good and evil, this time in epic and perhaps
exaggerated proportions. Then, after reminding the reader of his previous intervention
that brought this ethical-juridical issue before the Junta in 1542 and resulted in the New
Laws, Las Casas reiterated the querella he had made at that time: that “men of reprobate
mind” committed and continue to commit “these wicked deeds out of greed and
ambition.” He concluded with a petición to Prince Philip to read the treatise and to deny
these Spaniards both licenses and authority for conquest and slave-trading.1025 In this
development of the Argumento, Las Casas also followed the parameters of the exordium
from the organizational scheme of judicial writing that was refined by Cicero and
Quintilian.1026 As in the civil as well as canonistic legal genre of the argumento, the
purpose of an exordium was to lay out and narrow down the issue, as well as to evoke
sympathy for the cause.1027
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The second structural component of the published Brevísima relación was the
Prólogo, which corresponded in several ways to fifteenth-century exemplars of prologues
and exordia. For example, by directly addressing the twenty-six-year-old prince-regent,
this section began with a dedication of the tract that, according to Carmen Codoñer, was
typical for such texts.1028 Furthermore, as an exordium, this prologue to the prince also
included exhortatory references to kingly attributes (that complement Philip as future
king and judge) and to responsibilities.1029 In accord with the civil and canonical ethicaljuridical norm of equity, he allocated primary responsibility to the king to remedy any
wrongs brought to his attention. As will be seen, he does not blame the monarch for the
wrongdoings. Then, as was fundamental in all exordia as well as in prologues, Las Casas
presented himself as a credible authority by citing his “fifty years and more [of]
experience … in these lands”; he further acknowledged that he was duty-bound to speak
up, or become an accomplice himself. Subsequently, Las Casas alleged that “if the
tiranos be allowed [licenses], these evil men shall, most surely, commit once more
[these] iniquitous [and] tyrannous [deeds] of the conquest.” He accused these Spaniards
of the most serious of querellas: their deeds were violations of “all divine, natural, and
human law.” Continuing this line of argument based on higher principles of the law
(argumento a partir de principios del derecho) and especially in accord with the juridical
norm of justice, Las Casas warned the prince that if he gave permission for licenses for
conquest to these Spaniards, he would violate “divine and natural law,” as well as commit
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“most grave mortal sin” punishable by “eternal torment.”1030 Note that Las Casas’s
warning means “in the future,” and thus he ignores any culpability that may already
reside with the monarch for having approved conquering expeditions in the past. Finally,
in his conclusion, Las Casas had recourse to a legal procedure known as the exhorto,
which consisted of one authority asking another of equal authority over the same
jurisdiction to comply with a request. Accordingly, at the end of the prologue, Las Casas
encouraged and petitioned Prince Philip “to persuade His Majesty [his father, Charles
V]” not to allow such “noxious and detestable enterprises.”1031
The third structural component of the published Very Brief Account constituted
the body of the treatise, which encompassed the complete text of the original 1542
epítome, including its untitled introduction, twenty chapters, and the initial concluding
testament.1032 As a relación of the facts and a denuncia of the evils and harm done, this
section of the treatise clearly reflected juridical genres as have been explicated in Chapter
VI. In its internal structure, this body of the text began with an introduction that first
lauded the beauty of the land and the goodness of the Indigenous inhabitants. This was
followed by a depiction of what he characterized as the evil deeds of conquistadores
during their entradas, the subsequent wars and forms of bondage that he believed had
devastated and depopulated the lands, and which Las Casas charged were motivated by
greed and ambition. This contrast of the good and the evil mirrors the sequencing of the
argumento, and functions first to elicit sympathy for the Indigenous people (ab nostra
1030
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persona) and then to remove any sympathy for their Spanish adversaries (ab
adversariorum persona). This kind of oppositional depiction was common in jurists’
constructions of their arguments and also in Quintilian judicial writing, and was utilized
by Las Casas both in his general introductory statement as well as in the twenty chapters
that followed.1033
Accordingly, the individual chapters, which presented the territory by territory
trajectory of the entradas, were structured according to three categories of information,
although not necessarily narrated in an identical sequence. Similar to the Introduction,
each of the official accounts about a territory consisted of more specific laudatory data
about the lands and people of the region, information about the entradas and of the
destructions wrought, as well as about examples of what Las Casas argued were their
overwhelming cruelty. However, in these relaciónes of the facts in the body of the
treatise, Las Casas distanced himself from the particularized tangle that would constitute
a history of the Indies to bring to light what he saw as general principles underlying
events—such as “the greater the discoveries, the greater the cruelties,” or as a single
governing matrix—such as that of the Indigenous peoples’ goodness abused by certain
Spaniards’ evilness. Las Casas’s ability to do this reflected what Mousourakis identified
as a unique quality of a jurist: “the ability to look beyond the accidental elements of the
individual case, the species facti, and to define the relevant legal problem as a quaestio
iuris, that is, as a question of justice.”1034
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Accordingly, the denunciations contained in the chapters tended to be based
predominantly on considerations of justice. One was justice in the sense of “what was
due” the Indigenous people by reason of their human attributes, their salvific
entitlements, and fundamental shared unities (as persons and as nations). Another was the
injustice of encomienda and slavery as well as of conquests, forced vassalage, and forced
conversion. To strengthen these premises that anchor the Very Brief Account and to
remind its readers of the need to correct these injustices, Las Casas’s denuncias were
intermittently intertwined with requests for divine or royal intervention, and sometimes
both. Consequently, the chapters of the Brevísima relación can also be regarded, as
Pagden maintained, as “a series of overlapping depositions” that stated the facts as Las
Casas perceived them, denounced the injustice, and petitioned for redress.1035
The fourth structural component of the treatise consisted of two sets of concluding
statements. In the initial concluding statement of the treatise, Las Casas disclosed his
personal motivations for writing the original 1542 relación de denuncias; he asserted that
two of his guiding life-goals were that the Indigenous inhabitants of the Indies may
“know their Creator and be saved,” and that God may not punish and destroy “my native
land.”1036 As well, he expressed his hope that the emperor, as “lover and cultivator of
justice,” might “bring an end to so many evils and bring relief to that new world, which
God has given him.”1037 These motivations and sentiments, which were geared to evoke
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agreement with Las Casas’s assessments, generally corresponded to the peroratio
(conclusion) of judicial writing.1038
In the second conclusion or post scriptum penned in 1546, Las Casas added
information of a juridical nature about the promulgation of the New Laws and about
many Spaniards’ refusal “to obey the Laws.” He ended this summation with two
indictments intended to move the prince to act: the injustices “dishonor God” and they
“rob and destroy the King.”1039 (Here too the monarch is cast a victim and not as
perpetrator of the injustices.) As a final plea, Las Casas appended additional
contemporaneous evidence, in the form of

“an excerpt of a letter” written by the

unknown conquistador “so that the prince may know and be certain of what [certain]
Spaniards have done since the discovery to this day.”1040
Finally, in recent discussions related to the juridical components of this treatise,
the question was asked whether the major and minor juristic components that Las Casas
employed in the Brevísima relación might be similar to those used in an oral or written
court record. In court procedures in the Spanish colonial world, each side drew up
depositions and gathered witness testimony separately (with a notary writing down
responses to a set of questions).1041 All the documents produced would be read and
adjudicated by the judge. In a very real way, the Very Brief Account resembles a one1038
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sided deposition and its partisan testimony. Moreover, as a canon lawyer or fiscal, Las
Casas was no doubt familiar with the components of legal proceedings and, as a legal
advocate, he would have utilized the full armature of jurisprudential defense for the
Indigenous peoples. Furthermore, utilizing juridical building blocks in his treatise would
have been highly appropriate for an official report (relación) and denunciation (denuncia)
of the evils and harm done. Additionally, the juridical structural components of the Very
Brief Account were also both canopied and permeated by an epistemological rationale
that utilized the building blocks of the legal order established by divine providence.

Epistemological Rationale
The epistemological rationale for the content of the Brevísima relación was based
on Aquinas’s understanding of divine providence—that is, of God’s relationship to the
world. Two dimensions of providence are discernible in this Thomistic theologicalphilosophical understanding: one horizontal, in its interpretation of history as the
unfolding of God’s plan and governance in the world; the other vertical, in its conception
of the universe as a divinely-ordered whole.1042 This conception of providence—and, in
particular, of providence as divine governance and as an ordering of the world in accord
with eternal, divine, natural, and human law—constituted the epistemological basis of the
juridical approach that Las Casas took in his articulations and assessments in the Very
Brief Account. To understand the significance of this theoretical rationale, first, this
section will elucidate providential interpretations of history in ancient Greco-Roman and
Jewish thought that influenced the Christian perspective, followed by explication of Las
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Casas’s and others’ providentialist interpretations of the “discovery” and conquest. Next,
the two dimensions of the Thomistic understanding of divine providence will be
explicated to elucidate the juridical basis of the meta-narrative of divine providence
employed by Las Casas in the Brevísima relación.
The Judeo-Christian providential interpretation of history was influenced by
articulations in ancient Greco-Roman thought about the design and governance of the
universe.1043 Plato introduced the expression “divine providence” as a metaphysical first
principle, which Stoics identified initially as a material first principle and subsequently as
an end-directed logos (order) permeating the universe, and which Middle Platonists
combined with the idea of a religious first principle identified with God.1044 The Jewish
meta-narrative of God’s providence introduced history as the history of salvation that
began at the moment of creation, became an “expiatory pilgrimage” after the original sin
of Adam and Eve, and posited the people of Israel as God’s chosen agents to prepare for
the coming of the redeeming Messiah.1045 The early Christian meta-narrative continued
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the interpretation of history as the history of salvation, but as radically changed because
of the belief in the advent of God-made-human in the person of Jesus Christ, and as
destined to culminate in the Redeemer’s future Second Coming. In this Judeo-Christian
providentialist scheme of the eternal-distant-and-abstract God become temporal-near-and
concrete, the transcendent God is the exemplar of beauty, truth, goodness, justice, equity,
and temperance par excellence. While Christian notions in the Latin West about God’s
providence were most famously associated with Augustine’s teachings, these beliefs were
most fully developed in the high Middle Ages by Aquinas.1046 In the Christian metanarrative in the teachings of the “angelic doctor,” the course of history was guided by the
divine plan or exemplar for all of creation that emanated from the divine intellect, and by
the divine governance that directed all creation through the divine will.1047
However, from the Early Modern Christian meta-narrative about the providential
character of the Orbis Christianus, which flowed from contemporaneous (including
Habsburg) understandings of the collective Christian world, Spain embraced a
“universal, progressive, and providential conception of history.”1048 The universalistic
dimension was derived from medieval theology that conceived of Christianity as
providencialista de la historia,” in Filosofía iberoamericana, 332; Frick, Divine Providence in Philo of
Alexandria, 12–15.
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worldwide even though Christendom constituted only a small part of the known
world.1049 The progressive dimension was bolstered by the translatio imperii with its
political connotations of imperial expansion and its religious considerations of
messianism and eschatology. The providential dimension was quickened by the
unforeseen discovery of new lands and of until-then-unknown civilizations.1050 These
three dimensions of Spain’s conception of history coalesced in the opportunities
engendered by the “discovery” of the Indies for Spain to write a providentialistimperialist history. That is, the discovery as a manifest act of divine providence also
resulted in another perceived providential act: the initiation of the Spanish empire.1051
In the Brevísima relación, Las Casas extolled the “marvelous discovery” of the
Indies as an “episode of salvation history.”1052 In contrast, Oviedo viewed the
“discovery” as a “stellar episode” in universal providential-imperialist history.1053 That is,
Las Casas focused on God’s providential plan for the Indies within the Judeo-Christian
framework of salvation history, rather than focusing on God’s providential plan for Spain
and its empire within the framework of a “universal” providentialist-imperialist history as
1049
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did Oviedo. Nevertheless, from the perspective of the Spanish crown and the Spanish
people (including Las Casas), the “discovery” was indeed a manifest act of divine
providence. Accordingly, Ferdinand and Isabel informed Columbus prior to his second
journey that “it pleased God our Lord in his great mercy to grant the discovery of those
islands and mainlands to the King and Queen.”1054 Spaniards saw themselves as the
“chosen people,” and faced the dual task of a papal-decreed providential mission to
Christianize the inhabitants and of a crown-perceived providential opportunity to expand
its embryonic empire. The first task obliged catechizing in word and deed; the second
task generated conquests by lethal sword and maltreatment by forced labor.
Las Casas’s response to these tasks in the Brevisíma relación was providentialistsoteriological in its focus on God’s plan for the Christianization and salvation of the
Indigenous people, and concomitantly in its rejection of the conquest and enslavement
mode of imperialist expansion.1055 Columbus’s and Cortés’ responses to the dual task
generated different providential interpretations of history. For example, Columbus’s
response contained a providentialism akin to a personal messianism in which he viewed
himself as a chosen instrument of divine providence; his response also consisted of
expansionist activities linked to trade and other commercial interests, although his
eventual enslavement and seizure of many Caribbean natives would have been contrary
to perceived providentialist endeavors.1056 Cortés’ response can also be regarded as a
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personal-messianic kind of providentialism, a stance that was sustained by the
providentialist-messianic-millenarianism of friar Toribio de Motolinía OFM and other
Franciscan mendicants.1057 However, rather than being simply an instrument of
providence, the conqueror of Nahuas (Aztecs) viewed himself as a protagonist of history,
for whom divine providence was simply a medium to strengthen and aid human’s
aspirations and actions.1058 Cortés justified his actions by using providential narrative and
symbols, while his self-ascribed protagonistic role subverted God’s providential
agency.1059 In addition, his expansionist aims and activities derived from strongly-held
military, political, and material interests, which resulted in conquests and enslavement
that many Christian Spaniards perceived as part of the providential plan for unification
under the civil crown and ecclesial mantle.1060 Such notions of providentialist unfolding
tended to be typical of Spanish Habsburg historiography at that time.
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Las Casas’s providentialist-soteriological focus in the Brevísima relación drew
from the horizontal dimension of the Thomistic understanding of divine providence in the
course of history as the divine plan conceived by the divine intellect, and as divine
governance exercised by the divine will. Las Casas first elucidated two observable
features of God’s providential plan (or exemplar) of salvation history in the Indies: the
creation of these lands and its diverse peoples, and the proper supernatural destiny of the
inhabitants. As such, in the untitled introduction to the body of the Very Brief Account, he
wrote “God did set down upon those lands …the greatest part of the entire human
lineage,” and inhabitants “of all kinds” for these lands, who were “a simple people…most
humble …pacific …slow to take offense.”1061 Later, in his descriptions of the inhabitants
of New Spain, and particularly of the Yucatec Maya, Las Casas declared that “God set in
those leagues … so great populations” that were “prudent in policía,” which perhaps
implicitly recognized the complex political organization of these more advanced
societies.1062
Surely Las Casas knew that all the Indigenous inhabitants of the Indies were not
“simple” and “pacific” people and that, for example, the Aztec were a sophisticated and
militaristic people. Why would Las Casas chose to describe highly complex state-level
and imperialistic societies in such seemingly simplistic terms? Perhaps he wrote the
treatise as a concise chronology; his narration in the Brevísima relación began apparently
with the Taínos. Moreover, by 1542 when he initially produced the treatise, he was also
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working on his Historia, which began with the first two decades of the Spanish presence
in the Indies. Furthermore, because the body of the narrative of the 1552 published Very
Brief Account was virtually identical to the 1542 summary account, detailed information
about the interim decade was not for the most part included. Another possibility might
have been his wish to give priority to his trope of “good Indigenous people” and certain
“evil Spaniards,” and thus was silent in this treatise about differentiations, which he made
in other of his writings about Indigenous peoples. Related is the possibility that he
wanted the treatise to be a “short read”; consequently, he did not include a lot of
distinctions or other nuances so as to focus primarily on his core message. Another
possibility may have been his desire to persistently assert God’s continuing providence,
such as he did when writing about New Spain and the Yucatán. Furthermore, Las Casas
may also have been intent on driving home his conviction that the “simple” and
“prudent” and “good” Indigenous people were also specially favored by God as “the
poorest of the poor,” as Gustavo Gutiérrez contended. Finally, Las Casas’s portrayal of
the Indigenous people as “simple, … humble, … and pacific” may be an indicator of his
possible tendency to “objectify” them, an issue that will be addressed in the concluding
chapter.
In his characterization of the Indigenous peoples, Las Casas also drew on
Aquinas’s teaching that, in accord with the divine exemplar, all created things were given
natural dispositions and existential conditions as a means to achieve their proper
proximate ends, which for human beings—as rational, free, and social creatures
possessing intellect and will—would lead them ultimately to eternal salvation.1063
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Believing that the divine plan for the Indigenous included these needed proximate means
and conditions as well as their ultimate salvation, Las Casas asserted that the Indigenous
were of “lively understanding, [and] very apt and tractable for all fair doctrine.”1064
Moreover, as he had maintained all his life, the principal reason for the Spaniards’
presence among the Indigenous was their evangelization and eternal salvation. Gutiérrez
observed that Las Casas espoused a predestination orientation that was proper in his time;
accordingly, in his assessments about the Indigenous peoples, the Sevillian truly believed
that “God must have disposed” these people with what was natural and needed—
including a capacity for doctrine and grace—for their advancement and salvation, as well
as had in mind a pre-planned time for their calling and conversion.1065
Subsequently, Las Casas drew from Thomistic teaching that God’s providence
also extended, through the divine will, to the governance of the created order.
Accordingly, at the very beginning of the Prologue to Prince Philip, Las Casas invoked
God’s will for the governance of the Indies by stating, “Divine providence ordered in this
world that, for the direction and common utility of the human lineage, the world be
constituted by Kingdoms and peoples.”1066 For the Dominican, these kingdoms that
God’s providence ordained also included the Indigenous kingdoms. Accordingly,
throughout the text, Las Casas consistently referred to the Indigenous territories as
kingdoms, which also implied, as he publicly proclaimed in the 1550–51 debate with
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Sepúlveda, that the Indigenous were capable of governing themselves. (As indeed they
demonstrated through the cabildo and later the ayuntamiento.)
In the Thomistic understanding of the divine scheme of things, because God
willed to share governance with all created things in accordance with their nature,
humans participated in the governance of “kingdoms and peoples.”1067 The king was
preeminent among the intermediaries to whom God delegated governance.1068 In the
Roman and canonist traditions, the monarch as an intermediary of God’s will governed
by divine right, and was the sole legislator and ultimate authoritative interpreter of the
law.1069 In the Christian perspective of sixteenth-century Spain, God governed the
temporal order through the Spanish monarchs (and, Las Casas would add, in the Indies
through the natural lords) and their representatives. Indeed, in his Crónica de los Señores
Reyes Católicos Don Fernando y Doña Isabel de Castilla y de Aragón, diplomat and
historian Fernando del Pulgar (1430/35–15??) claimed that the actions of the monarchs
were manifestations of the will and governance of God. In his Historia general, Oviedo
noted that the universal monarchy of Charles V was “providentially inspired” and, in his
Historia ecclesiástica indiana, Gerónimo de Mendieta OFM (1525–1604) regarded the
monarchs as apostles.1070 This delegation of divine authority through monarchs and their
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representatives was part of contemporaneous understanding about the divine hierarchical
ordering of the world by providence, as well as legitimized existing royal governments
and monarchs.
This conception of a divinely-ordered world constituted the vertical dimension of
the Thomistic understanding of divine providence, and consisted of four kinds of law that
were hierarchically arranged: eternal, divine, natural, and human.1071 The supreme law
was eternal law, which corresponded to the pre-existing exemplar (plan) and governance
of divine providence.1072 Since eternal law was the pre-existing rational plan in God’s
mind and was the ultimate source of all law, all other plans of governance must be
derived from eternal law.1073 As such, each type of law in the tripartite scheme of divine,
natural, and human law was derived from and participated in some manner in this eternal
law or, in other words, in God’s providence.1074
Divine law, which pertained to the supernatural order of grace, was enacted by
God, and participated most perfectly in eternal law because it “directed humans to their
supernatural end,” that is, their eternal salvation.”1075 In the Judeo-Christian tradition,
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divine law was made known to humankind through revelation in the scriptures and most
fully in the person of Jesus Christ, God-made-flesh, through whom the church was
founded.1076 In the Brevísima relación, Las Casas employed what “Jesus Christ… had
commanded in his Law” as the criterion for judgment.1077 In Aquinas’ teachings, divine
law was necessary because human laws could only govern external actions, whereas
divine law guarded against errors in human judgment, and regulated both internal
dispositions and external acts. Moreover, given that human law could not prohibit or
punish all evil action without removing much good as well, divine law was required so
that ultimately no evil would go unpunished.1078
Natural law, which pertained to understanding God’s designs and ordinances for
creation, was derived from God as supreme intellect and will—as supreme rationality. By
the natural law divinely-implanted in human nature, women and men participated in the
eternal law through their rational faculties of intellect and will.1079 These divinely-
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endowed rational components of human nature inclined humans to act reasonably and
justly in accord with God’s intrinsically rational exemplar, and to seek the good in accord
with God’s inherently just will.1080 Reason, as a unique human ability in the order of
creation, was the foundation of natural law.1081 Las Casas inferred this primacy of reason
in natural law by his reference in the Brevísima relación to the tripartite scheme of law as
“of God, reason, and human law” instead of his usual “divine, natural, and human
law.”1082 Natural law also imbued humans with abilities to discern good and evil, and—in
accord with the innate first principle of natural law—“to do good and to avoid evil.” In
this manner and out of this knowledge as well as by virtue of the human attributes of
rationality, freedom, and sociability, humans were to choose to conform their lives to the
divine universal rational order and to the objective moral order (natural law) built into
human nature.1083 In these components, abilities, and attributes as well as in the
knowledge of what ought to be observed, natural law was everlasting, immutable, and
universal. However, the abilities to fulfill “secondary goods,” that were related to
preservation of life, worship of God, procreation and education of offspring, pursuit of
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knowledge and truth, and establishment of civil social orders, were mutable and
depended on the justice of human law.1084
Human law, which pertained to law actually enforced or positive law, participated
in eternal law and was derived from natural law insofar as these ordinances “partook of
right reason.”1085 As the social dimension or as an externalization of natural law, human
law must promote the application and fulfillment of the natural law.1086 As an enactment
promulgated by legitimate authority and supporting the common good, human law must
be compatible with natural justice.1087 The fundamental determinant of the justice or
injustice of human law was rationality; human law that was “just” both shared in God’s
rationality and expressed humans’ unique rational nature.
Aquinas also distinguished various divisions of positive human law.1088 The law
of nations (ius gentium) pertained to unchangeable and universal customs dictated by
natural reason and by humans’ social nature; this law bound people together in societal
arrangements by virtue of the social need, for example, for government, trade, and
ownership.1089 Civil law (ius civilis) was, however, both mutable and contextual because
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its promotion and application of natural law was dependent on the particular geographic,
historical, and social circumstances of the community or society.1090 Of the various forms
of human law, the law of nations (ius gentium), civil law, and ecclesial law were among
those that Las Casas also took into account in his Brevísima relación.
Within Aquinas’s hierarchy of laws, the promulgating of human laws was
necessary to govern personal behavior and to regulate humans’ relationships with others.
As understood in Christian thought, the practical shaping of human law that was
reasonable and just must be guided by natural and divine law. To accomplish this, these
two higher levels of law functioned as theoretical quarries from which to extract
knowledge and understanding of the natural and supernatural orders. In effect, these
three

levels

of

law—human,

natural,

and

divine—were

mortared

together

epistemologically in a hierarchical manner in accord with God’s intellect and will, that is,
in accord with eternal law. Human law must be compatible with natural and divine law.
Natural law necessarily reflected the rationality of eternal law and the pursuit of the good
as known through natural revelation. Divine law legislated aspects of the plan and will of
God that are known through supernatural revelation and dictate ordinances for the
Christian life and for the attainment of humans’ ultimate end: union with God by eternal
salvation. From this structuring, Aquinas posited the tripartite scheme of divine, natural,
and human law that governed all of temporal life. Las Casas employed this tripartite
construct of the meta-narrative of divine providence in his condemnation of what he saw
as the evils and harm done in the Indies.
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From a review of samples of literature covering the fifty years of the Spanish
presence in the Indies, recourse to this tripartite scheme of law was not typical in the
communications of bishops and friars to the crown. However, one undated relación
written by Bishop Garay, OC, about the usury taking place in the Antilles forthrightly
used the tripartite scheme to condemn the activities of Spanish vendors, who purchased
commodities such as wheat, fish, and bread cheaply and sold them at high prices, and of
money-lenders, who charged exceedingly high interest rates.1091 In his framing of the
usury in terms of the tripartite of law, Bishop Garay charged that these Spaniards’ lack of
“fear of God” violated divine law. Their over-charging also violated the seventh
commandment of divine law and the mandate of natural law to do good. Their theft of the
royal rentas violated human law.
For the most part, the tripartite construct seemed to have been employed primarily
in the writings of Dominicans. This is not surprising because, for example, Franciscans
would draw from Scotist scholasticism, and Dominicans from Thomistic scholasticism,
especially in view of their Order’s reform legislating the study of Aquinas, their medieval
confrere. Accordingly, Pedro de Córdoba (who was Las Casas’s mentor) and his
Dominican confreres in Santo Domingo employed this framework of divine, natural, and
human law in their 1517 letter to the Hieronymites about the devastation in
Hispaniola.1092 Sometime after 1534, Vicente Valverde, Dominican bishop of Cuzco,
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used the same framework when he informed the emperor about ecclesial and general
governance in Peru.1093 This is not to infer, however, that non-Dominican church
functionaries and laypersons in the Indies did not make reference to and/or deliberate on
eternal, divine, natural, or human law. Rather, they tended to describe the obligations
and/or infractions of one or another of these laws in their discourses, but did not utilize
the Thomistic tripartite framework. This kind of recourse to one or another of these laws
was also evident in Spain in the articulation of grievances in terms of natural law and
freedom as well as of biblical ideas of equality during the 1520–1521 Communeros’
revolt in Castile and, before this, in the 1462–1486 Catalan war of the Remences.1094 The
Castilian communities failed to accomplish their goals, but the Catalan enserfed peasants
achieved the official abolition of servitude.
Studied employment of the tripartite scheme of law is found, however, in the
writings of the Escuela Española, in particular, those of de Soto and of Vitoria.
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scheme of law in his Relecciones.1097 Beyond these scholastic arenas of discourse,
sixteenth-century wisdom literature also utilized the Thomistic distinctions of law as, for
example, in Cardano’s De Sapientia in 1544 wherein the Italian scholar treated the
tripartite of laws as interrelated kinds of wisdom.1098
In Lascasian scholarship, the tripartite scheme of law has not been identified nor
explicated as part of the genre of Thomistic scholasticism. For example, while Saint-Lu
contended that the Very Brief Account constituted a “very clearly formulated juridical
refutation” of some Spaniards’ violation of “natural and divine law,” he did not develop
this as belonging to the ecclesial juridical tradition.1099 While Reyes Cano discussed how
the Thomistic interpretation of divine law was the core of the treatise’s legal reflection,
he did not address its relationships to other kinds of law present in Aquinas’s scheme.1100
Similarly, Waldegaray regarded the Brevísima relación as a denuncia of the violations of
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divine, natural, and human law, but did not develop this insight in her literary analysis of
the treatise.1101
In contrast, this study locates the tripartite scheme of divine, natural, and human
law as part of the vertical dimension of divine providence in the Christian meta-narrative
as explicated by Aquinas. This scheme of law belonged to the genre of Thomism, which,
like the general genre of scholasticism, was part of the juridical and ideational tradition of
the medieval and early-modern church.1102 Las Casas’s utilization of this law-based
epistemology was in keeping with his penchant for the juridical. Moreover, this approach
was enhanced by his knowledge of canon law, which as practical theology was a
composite of divine, natural, and human law. As will be shown in the next section, Las
Casas employed Aquinas’s systematized tripartite scheme of law—canopied by God’s
eternal law that guides the history of salvation—as the specific analytic and juridical
framework for his articulation and assessment of the evils and harm done in the Indies.

Analytic Framework
In Las Casas’s assessment of the course of salvation history, which he interpreted
in accord with the meta-narrative of divine providence, certain conquistadores,
encomenderos, and royal officials disregarded and disesteemed the providential exemplar
and governance of God in the Indies. Las Casas charged that their deeds had resulted in
the “destruición” de las Indias. Accordingly, in his Very Brief Account, he articulated
what he perceived as widespread “destruction,” as well as certain specific details of the
cruelties and related events that took place. Prior to examining the juridical approach that
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Las Casas employed in writing his treatise, the trope of destruction needs to be parsed,
and the way in which he presents “facts” and narratives of events also needs to be
addressed.
With respect to the trope of destruction, a careful examination of the text reveals
that Las Casas never used the trope to mean “total destruction.” He never employed any
type of qualifying adjective that specified or inferred “total destruction.” Moreover, there
was never total “destruction of the Indies,” nor was the “destruction” the same
everywhere. Destruction may be an acceptable interpretation to describe what took place
in the Caribbean islands and in some lowland tropical areas, given the combination of
brutal military conquest, the introduction of previously unknown forms of labor and
consequent changes in lifestyle, as well as the advent of disease epidemics among already
weakened Indigenous populations. In this way, some Indigenous peoples and cultures
were decimated. However, in other more heavily populated and more temperate areas,
such as Central and Southeastern Mesoamerica and much of the Andean zone, this kind
of complete destruction did not take place. Instead, there was death and dislocation as
well as destruction of particular things; yet, there was also cultural change and evolution
as well as survival. Proof that there was never “total destruction of the Indies” in these
regions is also found in the many groups today that identify themselves as Nahuas,
Zapotecs, Purepechas, Mixtecos, Otomies, Aymara, Quechua, Quiche, Tzutujil, and so
forth. In the more remote areas, many of these peoples still govern their own
communities, speak their own languages, eat much the same food, and use the same
herbal remedies as in 1491. Finally, most Spaniards (including most conquistadores) did
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not want to destroy the Indigenous peoples, if for no other reason than that they needed
them for the labor force.
Considering the above explanations, what Las Casas probably meant by
“destruction” was at best massive damage or perhaps multi-faceted destructive acts that
might lead to eventual destruction in a “total” sense. Why then would Las Casas use this
trope of destruction? Four reasons can be conjectured. The first relates to his knowledge
of a time period that encompassed the worst and most sustained destructive elements
after the Spaniards’ initial encounters with the Indigenous inhabitants of the Indies. He
spoke from extensive personal experience as well as drew on information from others
who lived in these and other territories and regions. The second pertains to his sense of a
God-given mission whereby he felt compelled in conscience to stop the destroying by
seeking a total remedy for the injustices the Indigenous inhabitants suffered. This
urgency also extended in conscience to his native land, which he feared would be
destroyed by God because, if for no other reason, all Spaniards (from the monarch(s) on
down) had benefited and were benefiting from the ill-gotten goods. The third stems from
his profound conviction that divine providence would not ordain the deaths, much less
the destruction, of a “lineage of humankind.” Instead, as he penned in the Prologue, he
believed that “divine providence had ordained that … the world would be constituted by
kingdoms and peoples.” The fourth relates to his well-honed skills, including in rhetoric.
Did Las Casas employ a rhetorical device by entitling his treatise in a manner that
resembled the title of medieval accounts about “the destruction of Spain” to bring closer
to home the horrific experiences related to conquest? (Notice that Spain was not
destroyed). Is Las Casas’s use of the term “destruction” a rhetorical device that uses
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exaggeration for effect? Perhaps to present his case in the starkest and most forceful way
possible, he deliberately wrote in a compelling polemical manner (as could be
demonstrated by other literary devices and strategies he employed in the treatise).
For example, in Las Casas’s account about the imprisonment of Motecuhzoma, he
wrote that
at the entrance to the city, [Motecuhzoma] himself came out in person
… to receive [Cortés and his men], and he accompanied them to the
palaces in which he ordered that they be lodged, that same day, as I have
been told by some who were there present, but with some feigning they
were sure, the Spaniards took the great king Motenzuma (sic) and set
eighty men to guard him, and afterward they put him in irons.1103
Las Casas was accurate about the “facts” that the first encounter between Hernando
Cortés and Motecuhzoma took place at the entryway to the city of Tenochtitlán, and that
Spaniards were lodged as guests in the palace. However, Las Casas’s account differed
from standard accounts in the statement that, on “that same day,” the “great king” was
taken prisoner. Two notable accounts, those of Bernal Díaz and Fray Francisco de
Aguilar, allocated a longer period of time between the Spaniards being lodged as guests
and Motecuhzoma being made prisoner by them: a week or more according to Bernal
Díaz, five days according to Fray Aquilar.1104

Unless this difference is due to

misinformation from “those who were there present,” Las Casas’s collapsed time in his
presentation of the “facts.” He may have done this as a rhetorical device to create a
starker and more shocking event that emphasized the “evil” Spaniards who were so
duplicitous as compared to the “good” Aztecs who were so hospitable. This same
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tendency and ability to report events (and facts) in emotionally compelling ways was also
evident in Las Casas’s narration about the massacre at Cholula. According to André
Saint-Lu’s study that compared Las Casas’s account with that in the Florentine Codex,
the details were identical but not the sentiment. Both accounts narrated that Cortés’
party—although allegedly welcomed by the Cholulans—killed a great number of the
Indigenous inhabitants there, including their lords. The accounts differed in that the
sentiment expressed in the Codex account was one of sheer bottomless grief, whereas Las
Casas’s account, which mirrored the deep sorrow, voiced vehement outrage as well.1105
Another consequence of Las Casas’s collapsing of the time period between
Motecuhzoma’s welcome and his imprisonment relates to the omission of details. For
example, Bernal Díaz wrote about how the Spaniards prayed, as well as asked and
received permission from Motecuhzoma to construct a chapel in their guest quarters
where Mass was celebrated (until the wine ran out). Furthermore, both Bernal Díaz and
Fray Aguilar told of the rumor from other “good Indians” (friendly to the Spaniards) that
Motecuhzoma had been advised to allow the Spaniards to enter and lodge in the city so
that the “good Aztecs” could kill them later. For Las Casas to have included such details
would have contradicted and weakened the trope of the “good Indigenous people” and
“evil Spanish people” that pervaded his Very Brief Account.
From these examples, two of the various rhetorical strategies that Las Casas
employed in his treatise are observable: his evident re-shaping of the narrative about
events by collapsing time, and his selective presentation of facts by omitting certain
details. While such rhetorical strategies have implications for the historical accuracy of
1105
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his relación (and will be addressed in the next chapter), Las Casas apparently used these
strategies at times to support his counter-discourse (or anti-heroic narrative) about the
conquest, which was that the actions of certain “evil” Spaniards (and Germans) were
destroying lands, possessions, and populations of the “good” Indigenous people.
However, he did not limit his treatise to a portrayal of the “destruction” wrought, or to a
description of the “evil actions” in the events he narrated and facts he marshaled. He also
denounced and condemned them on the basis of the canonistic and Thomistic tripartite
scheme of law. This evaluative juridical architecture frames the dramatic counter
narrative of the Brevísima relación.
As such, this study focuses on the juridical approach taken by Las Casas in this
treatise, which is based on his ethical-juridical judgment that “the evils and harm”
committed by certain Spaniards against the Indigenous inhabitants of the Indies are
violations of “all divine, natural, and human law.”1106 This juridical querella was
explicitly stated twice in the Prologue to Prince Philip as well as implicitly several times
in the descriptive narrative.1107 Although Las Casas did not systematically develop this
juridical contention in the text, he did present ample descriptive evidence, albeit
selective, as well as significant narrative commentary to support his judgment.1108 That is,
what underscored the evidence and commentary that Las Casas presented about the
1106
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“destruction” of the Indies was a purposive analytic framework based on considerations
of divine, natural, and human law.
To explicate this analytic framework, this study will employ the juridical figure of
tyranny. Utilizing this composite of tyranny is particularly appropriate for several
reasons. First, Las Casas regarded the presence of certain Spaniards (and Germans) in the
Indies as totally tyrannical.1109 The Brevísima relación is replete with descriptions and
designations of tyrannous behaviors, attitudes, and persons. Indeed, this trope of tyranny,
as will be shown, pervades the content of the Very Brief Account. Second, Las Casas
modified the manuscript for the 1552 publication by deleting the names of the offenders,
of the captains and/or conquistadores, encomenderos, German merchants, governors,
oidores of New Spain and Hispaniola, other officers of the king, and the “highest and
foremost bishop.”1110 By removing the names of the specific offenders, he transformed
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the text from one of particularized accusations to one of broad indictment. Accordingly
and in keeping with what Pérez Fernández described as Las Casas’s “calculated and
measured” use of language, he employed the composite construct of tyranny and,
throughout the entire text, referred to all the offenders as “tyrants.”1111 While so
denominating all the offenders and thus not differentiating them may have constituted
another of Las Casas’s juridical tactics, he did at times refer to “tyrants” such as Nuño de
Guzmán and the Germans as especially cruel. Third, utilization of the juridical figure of
tyranny facilitates inclusion, as will be shown, of all the premises discernible in Las
Casas’s condemnatory assessment of what he regarded as the depopulation and
devastation of the Indies, and anchors the torrent of facts that he selected and marshaled
to make his case. Fourth, tyranny was a consistent subject in Las Casas’s writings after he
became a Dominican friar: for example, he denounced tyranny as “the epitome of evil,”
and repeatedly condemned the “tyrannical government … [and] … conquistadores,” as
well as the “tyrannous wars” in the Indies and their law-perverting consequences, which
generated “tyrannous behaviors and attitudes.” 1112
In addition to this appropriateness in Las Casas’s mind, the juridical figure of
tyranny is theoretically significant because the concept and assessment of tyranny was
part of centuries-old intellectual discourse, a font of knowledge with which Las Casas
was familiar. In medieval theological, ancient philosophical, and Roman-ecclesial
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canonical traditions, tyranny was essentially lawlessness and had many referents.
Aquinas defined tyranny as “oppressive power,” and regarded tyrannical law as a
perversion of law—or “not a law”—because it was not in accord with reason.1113
Aristotle addressed tyranny as one form of government.1114 Medieval canonists
deliberated the merits and demerits of the tyrannical ruler.1115 For his understanding of
tyranny, Las Casas relied on Aquinas’s teachings, especially on his Treatise on Law, on
Aristotle’s Politics and Ethics, and, in particular, on Bartolus’s treatise about tyranny.1116
Bartolus had expanded the notion of tyranny beyond that of “bad government” to include
“tyranny of the people, tyranny of a group, and tyranny of one person”; indeed, in his
assessment of his native land, he had written: “today Italy is full of tyrants,” and he
advised looking to jurists for guidance “in matters touching tyranny.”1117 Las Casas
seemingly took Bartolus’s advice to heart, and, as Pérez Fernández pointed out, used the
juridical figure of tyranny in a manner calculated to denounce and indict the culpable
Spaniards as “tyrants.”1118
Furthermore, utilization of the juridical figure of tyranny is theoretically
significant because the tyranny of the conquistadores, as well as of many encomenderos
1113
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and royal officials, constituted a discourse of lawlessness that was flagrantly counter to
the meta-narrative of providence in salvation history, wherein God is the eternal lawgiver—the giver of law as an ordinance of reason promulgated for the good of the
community by the one who has care of that community.1119 The juridical figure of tyranny
thus highlights a deeper dimension of Las Casas’s ethical-juridical judgment, that of
God’s eternal law.1120 As will be shown, this supreme law of divine reason and divine
will canopied Las Casas’s explication of the deeds of certain Spaniards (and Germans) in
terms of violations of the tripartite scheme of law.
Las Casas located the source of tyranny in the personhood of the offending
Spaniards, and presented his characterization of them at the very beginning of his Very
Brief Account. In the Argumento and Prólogo, he did not refer to the offending
conquistadores, encomenderos, and royal officials as “Spaniards.” Rather, he portrayed
them first in terms of an attribute of human nature: they were irrational or “insensible
men.” He charged that, as a result of the vices of greed and inordinate ambition, their
humanity had degenerated to a sub-human level; later in the text, he likened their
behavior to that of ravenous wolves, tigers, and lions.1121 Given his providentialistsoteriological perspective, he next described them as “of reprobate mind,” which, as
Aquinas taught, consisted of a turning away from humans’ supernatural end of eternal
salvation to pursue lesser and/or perverted ends. While this violated divine law,
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providence permitted such reprobation because humans have free will.1122 At the end of
the Prologue, Las Casas concluded this introductory description by calling them “evil
[and] tyrannical men.”1123 Then, later in the treatise, he characterized how irrational and
reprobate some conquerors had become by referring to them as “demons incarnate.” 1124
After clearly stipulating this source of the tyranny in the Indies, Las Casas then
condemned the deeds of these men as violations of divine, natural, and human law and
subsequently offered what he regarded as evidence of their tyranny in the body of his
treatise. To explicate Las Casas’s juridical approach in his condemnation of the tyranny,
this study will now examine the content of the treatise utilizing the three spheres of
tyranny, viz., political, moral, and theological, that existed in the Indies.1125
Political Tyranny
The sphere of political tyranny refers to institutionalized tyrannical practices in
which certain conquistadores, encomenderos, and royal officials engaged at the political
and socio-economic level of society. In the Indies, political tyranny was manifested in
the wars of invasion and subjugation, and in the institutions of encomienda and slavery.
In the Brevísima relación, Las Casas identified and condemned these as “two forms of
infernal tyranny,” viz., “wars and bondage,” that existed since the “discovery.”1126
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These forms of political tyranny were condemnable by natural and divine law.
Accordingly, in the treatise, Las Casas condemned the killings and enslavement as
transgressions of the Indigenous peoples’ natural right to life, to life’s necessities, and to
liberty, as well as of the divine commandment “you shall not kill” and the divine precept
to love one’s neighbor as one’s self.1127 Similarly, he showed that, through their wars and
bondage, certain Spaniards (and Germans) intentionally neglected the common good as
required by natural law and divine law. He drew from Thomistic thought in his
assessment that the “tyrannical government” that was established in the Indies did not
result in the good of the “governed,” that is, in the continued “prosperity” of the
Indigenous peoples, but only benefited those who “governed,” that is, the Spaniards and
the crown.1128
Prominent in Las Casas’s particular assessment of the conquests was his assertion
that the “violent invasions by cruel tyrants … [were] condemned … by all human
laws.”1129 In the Very Brief Account, Las Casas addressed violations of ecclesial and
royal positive law as well as of ius gentium. For Las Casas, ecclesial positive law was
violated by the some Christian Spaniards because the crucial condition of the ecclesial
legislation known as the papal donation consisted, as he informed the Prince in the
Prologue, of the mandate to “convert [the Indigenous inhabitants] to belief in Christ and
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the Holy Catholic Church, and give them to prosper temporally and spiritually,”1130 As
was previously shown, Las Casas believed that the ecclesial donation never ordered
“submission” through war, as was done through what he referred to as the “tyrannical
warfare” of the conquests.1131 He charged that instead of effecting the Indigenous
peoples’ temporal and spiritual welfare, the “slaughters and perditions” of the conquests,
for example, in the subjected kingdoms of Panamá, left “neither trace nor sign that any
village ever was, or man born, there.”1132 While this may be an over-statement for
rhetorical purposes of the devastation wrought by the warfare, Las Casas was correct in
his judgment that ecclesial positive law had been violated.
According to Las Casas, royal human law was also violated by the bellicose
entradas in which certain conquistadores engaged, and which he believed transgressed
the guidelines for peaceful entradas as stipulated in the Laws of Burgos and in the 1526
Ordenanzas de Granada. Las Casas’s judgment does not, however, take into account
expectations rooted in the reconquista, and then the invasion and occupation of the
Canaries, which assumed military conquests and occupation, and/or were part of royal
Capitulaciones and Instrucciones.1133 Nevertheless, Las Casas did charge that the
entradas were not peaceful and, in support of this, asserted that from the Antilles to “the
1130
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great kingdoms and great provinces of Perú,” the conquerors’ “accursed entradas caused
many murders and destroyed divers villages … and subjected [the Indigenous
inhabitants] through fears and terrors.”1134 Drawing on his knowledge of juristic writing
and jurisprudential procedure, he also contended that unless the monarch was informed
through denuncias about the injustices of such conquests and consequently would cease
to grant licenses, the “devastation and depopulation of the Indigenous kingdoms would
continue.”1135 Referring to another matter of royal positive law, Las Casas also
condemned what he perceived as the widespread disobedience of royal directives and
flagrant disregard of crown authority on the part of the some Spaniards and which he
called “rebellions” and “acts of tyranny.”1136 Other sixteenth-century relaciones also
recorded such rebellious acts and referred to the perpetrators as “tyrants,” for example,
those in Venezuela and on the Isle of Margarita near the coast of Nueva Granada.1137
Ironically, an ordinance of Hispano-Indiano law that the conquistadores did obey was the
Requerimiento, which juridical instrument Las Casas condemned as irrational in concept
as well as evil in execution.1138
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Las Casas also contended that the law of nations (ius gentium) was violated by the
conquests. This law, which emerged from the seminal thought of Vitoria in the Escuela
Española and was based on natural law, asserted the natural right of association and
communication among nations by virtue of the attribute of sociability that inhered in all
persons.1139 In his Very Brief Account, Las Casas did not question the Spaniards’ right to
travel to as well as to trade with and settle in what Las Casas referred to as the Indigenous
“nations.”1140 He did, however, condemn “tyrannical entradas” for the purpose of
subjugating people who are “reasonable … and free,” as well as “in possession of their
lands.”1141 Although the “visiting” Europeans could wage war if their right of natural
association and communication were impeded by the Indigenous peoples, Las Casas had
recourse to his premise that the natives of the Indies had “never done harm” to the
Spaniards, and he corroborated this with narration about the welcomes that the Spanish
strangers received.1142 That this hospitality sometimes occurred is significant, and implies
that not all stages of all entradas were violent. Nevertheless, Las Casas unequivocally
denounced the Spanish expansionist wars of conquest as unjust.1143 He based his
denuncia on considerations about the equality of all human persons and of all nations
and, from this, also asserted that Indigenous people had legitimate and just dominium.1144
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Indeed, throughout the Very Brief Account, whenever Las Casas used the term “vassal,”
he did so only with respect to the Indigenous people in reference to their being vassals of
their native lords.1145 Indeed, in many places, the Indigenous populations continued to be
vassals of their Indigenous lords (for better or for worse) when their lords agreed to
cooperate with the Spanish invaders and thereby retained local authority. Las Casas also
juxtaposed these Spaniards’ violation of embryonic-international law with that of
ecclesial legislation. Maintaining another premise that the papal donation only gave de
jure jurisdiction to the Spanish king, he charged these Spaniards with imposing de facto
jurisdiction by their unjust wars of expansion, which imposition was in violation of the
natural right of all people to institute their rulers by consent.
In addition to these jurisdictional considerations, the Brevísima relación
chronicled further violations of ius gentium that were related to the harm done to the
Indigenous peoples’ expressions of their human nature as social beings: their political,
economic, and socio-cultural institutions. Accordingly, Las Casas contended that by the
invading Spaniards’ establishment of de facto jurisdiction, which he deemed unjust and
forced, they usurped and disrupted the political structures of Indigenous peoples. For
example, he reported that some Spaniards tortured and killed many legitimate native
rulers, such as the caciques in Marién on Hispaniola and in Michoacán, as well as the
universal Indigenous lords such as Atahualpa in Perú and Bogotá in Nueva Granada.1146
He charged that, in some kingdoms, such regicide resulted in the loss of the succession of
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their nobility.1147 He pointed out that, in many provinces, for example in Cuba, Jalisco,
Venezuela, and Nueva Granada, large tracks of “fertile land remained untilled,” which he
attributed to the death of the inhabitants through warfare; however, he did not mention
the role of disease epidemics in this population decrease.1148 He also charged that the
conquests devastated and ravaged the Indigenous peoples’ socio-cultural networks of
families and communities in, for example, Hispaniola and Guatemala, and also pointed
out that “many tongues [but fortunately not all] were lost” in Venezuela.1149 Based on this
evidence of the violations of the de jure and de facto jurisdiction of Indigenous peoples
as well as of their ways of life and their lands, Las Casas asserted his premise that the
Indigenous inhabitants of the Indies had just cause for war.1150 To support this, he
explicated the principle of “just cause” from canonistic and Thomistic just war theory,
which taught that “divine and human law,” and “all justice” gave Indigenous peoples the
right to resist and to defend themselves.1151 He also made reference to the principle of
proportionality from the doctrine of just war when he pointed out that Taínos in
Hispaniola and Incas in Peru “took up arms” using “weak and useless weapons” were “no
match for the Christians’ horses, swords, pikes, and lances.”1152 However, did not
mention that Indigenous allies of Spaniards also apparently used traditional weapons.
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In Las Casas’s juridical assessment of the conquests, he also charged that the
“violent invasions by cruel tyrants … [were] condemned … by the law of God.” 1153 In
this, he had recourse to the higher and highest law that canopied the tripartite of law: the
eternal law of God’s plan for humankind. In his narrations about the “kingdoms and
peoples” of New Spain, he explicitly spoke of how the divine providential plan was
foiled by the conquests. He wrote that “God set [the Indigenous peoples] in those leagues
of lands,” and related how their “four or five kingdoms,” their “cities,” and “great
populations” were severely impacted by the “slaughters and devastations” that had taken
place “from the moment of their entrada … in 1518 until 1530.”1154 Las Casas may,
however, be overstating the impact because widespread destruction in New Spain did not
happen. Nevertheless, his recourse to eternal law is significant, because such “slaughters
and devastations” wrought by the conquests imply violation of God’s supreme law, as
well as of divine, natural, and just human law.1155 Indeed, nowhere in the text does Las
Casas explicitly refer to non-compliance with God’s eternal law except with respect to
the conquests.
In his juridical assessment of the political tyranny of the institutions of the
encomienda and slavery, Las Casas charged that “after the deaths and devastations of the
wars, [certain Spaniards] bound the people … who had escaped the slaughter … into
most grievous servitude.”1156 He pointed out that this subsequent “tyrannical bondage”
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extinguished any future hope of freedom on the part of those who survived.1157 For the
most part, Las Casas combined his descriptions, assessments, and condemnations of the
encomienda and slavery in his Very Brief Account, apparently because both constituted a
form of enslavement. However, by this combining, he equated two institutions that were
not in fact equivalent, and to this extent was historically inaccurate. Nevertheless, Las
Casas’s juridical assessment of both institutions of bondage was that they were
condemnable by “natural, human, and divine law,” by “the divine precepts of love for
God and man,” and by “Christians who know something about God, reason … and
human laws.”1158 Accordingly, he condemned the encomienda as an “intrinsic evil” not
only in its violation of liberty but also in its fragmentation and mutation of the Indigenous
peoples’ economic activities that had sustained their ways of life as well as in its
fracturing of their social systems as men, women, and children were “divided up” or
assigned on a rotational basis to serve the conquistadores and encomenderos.1159 The
commerce of human persons deepened as Indigenous people were “taken” or demanded
as slaves, branded, and “put in irons” in the slave trade or captured in “tyrannical
raids.”1160 As Fray Pedro de Gante OFM, wrote at the same time as Las Casas’s
publication, “even those who were overlords of the whole land are now slaves,” in the
sense of having lost their political authority.1161 Reiterating his premise that all the
conquests were unjust wars, Las Casas also called on the doctrine of just war to declare
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that any captives that the Spaniards took by war in the Indies violated the requirements of
authorization by competent authority (because neither the Pope, nor the monarchs, so he
claimed, had authorized these wars), of just cause (since the Indigenous people had done
no wrong), and of right intention (meaning “doing good” by Christianizing and not
“tyrannizing”).1162 In Las Casas’s condemnation of the “mortal enslaving oppression” of
the encomienda and the “perpetual bondage” of slavery, he repeatedly insisted that the
Indigenous peoples were “free as all,” as “truly free as I.”1163
Related to the institutions of the encomienda and of slavery was the tribute system
that Las Casas also denounced in his Brevísima relación. This system was initially
instituted as tribute to the crown that was allocated in turn to the encomendero as a
merced from the monarch. However, this royal tribute became indistinguishable in
principle from extra levies for private gain.1164 In his denunciation of the tribute system,
Las Casas charged that the crown’s vision for the encomienda was quickly corrupted
beginning in Ovando’s governorship, as the labor of men was required in the mines “to
dig out gold, which is intolerable work,” and of women in the fields “to till the land,
which is not labor for women but for strong men.”1165 By this assertion, Las Casas could
be ignoring or ignorant of gender ideologies among Indigenous peoples wherein
fieldwork may be acceptable. Las Casas also charged that services in transport as “beasts
of burden” were exacted even of “pregnant and suckling women” in Nicaragua, and that
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slaves were demanded as tribute payment in Guatemala.1166 The Franciscan friar, Pedro
de Gante, corroborated the Dominican’s assessment and called the emperor’s attention to
“the long history of the difficulty [indeed, the impossibility] of meeting the tribute
requirements.”1167 Whether held in encomienda or in slavery, Las Casas insisted that “the
infernal tributes slay [the Indigenous inhabitants] little by little” and, as Gante and Las
Casas both contended, was “one of the main reasons for the destruction of these
people.”1168 However, both friars ignored the biggest killers, European diseases such as
smallpox, even though both of them must have been aware of the epidemics such as those
in Santo Domingo in 1518–1519, and in New Spain in 1545.
Hispano-Indiano law was also violated by royal officials who, Las Casas accused,
failed to uphold the law—an accusation also echoed in Gante’s report to the emperor.1169
For example, Las Casas charged that the Council of Indies did not examine the
probanzas, which allegedly detailed the crimes committed, and that the oidores of the
Audiencias of Hispaniola and New Spain favored the encomenderos and slave raiders
who were under their jurisdiction.1170 Allocating their irresponsibility to bribes received,
culpable ignorance, and/or perverse motivations, Las Casas charged that such officials
were accomplices to the tyranny because they did not punish the offenders or, as with the
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New Laws, they “did the work of the tyrants” by appealing (and thereby temporally
suspended) the legislation about the encomienda and slavery.1171
Reboiras contended that political tyranny could only be diminished and/or
eliminated by legal procedures. Yet no law actually ended them, although slavery was
halted temporarily by crown legislation in 1530, as were encomiendas in perpetuity in
1542 and conquests in 1547. Conquests stopped because, for various reasons, there were
no viable places left to conquer in the eyes of most Spaniards by the mid-sixteenth
century, except for lesser conquistadores such as Lope de Aguirre sought to conquer the
mythical El Dorado. Nevertheless, Las Casas continued to lobby for the eradication of
these forms of tyranny through human laws that were just. However, from his canonisticThomistic training, he knew that the justice of human law—civil and ecclesial—was
dependent on the correspondence of these laws with natural and divine law. Evidence in
the Very Brief Account based on Las Casas’s use of a juridical approach shows that the
offending Spaniards (and Germans) also violated these “higher” laws of nature and of the
supernatural order, and that this tyranny was also rampart in these spheres of morals and
theology.
Moral Tyranny
The sphere of moral tyranny pertains to dispositions and actions that disregard
and/or pervert the moral codes knowable by natural law independent of divine revelation.
Lascasian scholarship contends—as did Las Casas—that moral tyranny in the Indies was
borne of some Spaniards’ greed and inordinate ambition.1172 According to Aquinas’s
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teachings on human behavior, action always originated from some desire.1173 Some
Spaniards’ desire for riches and prestige was recognized by Montesinos and his
Dominican confreres in their 1511 pulpit condemnation.1174 Similarly, in 1516, Las Casas
asserted that “the majority [of the Spaniards] came [to the Indies] with the sole concern
of making money.” Most would not have questioned this goal (which is still shared by
immigrants today in their desire to find a place where they can enjoy more prosperity
among other things.) A year later in 1517, the mendicant friars of Hispaniola also
informed Chancellor Xèvres that “those who came here, or the majority of them, are the
dross of Spain—a greedy marauding people.”1175 Even conquistador Bernal Díaz
acknowledged that the Spaniards came “because there was wealth.”1176 Sánchez also
maintained that the Spaniards had “come with the intention of returning very rich to
Spain.”1177 In the Very Brief Account, Las Casas repeatedly denounced the
conquistadores, encomenderos, and certain royal officials as “avaricious tyrants” for their
“eagerness and avidity for the gold” as well as for other precious metals and gems. Like
Balboa in 1515, Las Casas particularly condemned their “infinite greed” in the pearl-
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diving enterprise in Cubagua that began in 1514.1178 Additionally, he denounced their
“unquenchable” ambition to “hold offices and positions,” to “raise themselves to high
estates,” and so “to become grand and rich lords.”1179 Ambitions for social mobility was
common among many, if not most, immigrant groups. However, the difference with
respect to those who went to the Indies was their concern to secure higher status, albeit
on the backs of an unjustly (in Las Casas’s view) subjugated people.
Las Casas assessed the moral consequences of this inordinate pursuit of wealth
and prestige in terms of the Thomistic understanding of natural law. By this law that is
embedded in peoples’ nature as rational, free, and social beings created in the image of
God and equal to one another, (which premise Las Casas also adamantly posited with
respect to the Indigenous inhabitants of the Indies), people have the capacity for moral
agency and moral judgment. Central to moral agency is humans’ ability for rational selfdirection. Fundamental for moral judgment is human’s capacity to distinguish between
good and evil. This capacity derives from people’s natural inclination to the good, which
is guided at a general level by the first principle of natural law “to do good and avoid
evil.” As such, the basis of morality is humans’ commitment to non-malfeasance. The
natural inclination to the good also guides humans’ pursuit of secondary goods necessary
for “the good life” as individuals and in society. Living as moral agents and making
moral judgments promotes the full development of humans’ capacities, and results in the
attainment of humans’ proper temporal end, viz., happiness. This end is nurtured and
attained by adherence to the Golden Rule of natural moral law and by the practice of
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virtue.1180 However, a virtuous life must be oriented to more than an individual’s overall
good. As social beings, the truly virtuous person is characterized by regard for and
pursuit of the good of others.
Given this Thomistic understanding of natural law, the inordinate pursuit of riches
and prestige by some Spaniards (and Germans) would have made impossible their living
as virtuous moral agents and making moral judgments that would promote the common
good. Instead, these Spaniards (and Germans) were disposed to vices in the form of
inclinations, actions, and habits contrary to humans’ nature. In Aquinas’s teachings, the
source of inordinate dispositions and acts was covetousness.1181 Indeed, in both the Siete
Partidas and the Summa Theologiae, covetousness was regarded as “the root of all evils”
because the intellect of covetous persons “cleaves to evil, becomes blind to the good” and
“unreasonable.”1182 Moreover, covetous persons give unreasonable priority to irrational
pursuit of a secondary good, that of wealth, which violated the common good as well as
vitiated the moral basis of civic society. Applying these teachings, Las Casas declared
that, “owing to the covetousness they have,” the conquistadores, encomenderos, and
certain crown officials—including some of the lettered “ministers of justice” in the
Council of the Indies and in the audiencias—became as “men made blind and
1180
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unreasonable by ambition and diabolic greed.”1183 He even more harshly denounced the
German merchants in Venezuela, and declared that they were “more blind and [more
filled with] wrathful avarice … and more unreasonable … than all those who went
before.”1184 Nevertheless, for both the offending Spaniards (and Germans), Las Casas
argued that their covetousness, blindness, irrationality and inordinate ambitions
constituted the source of the moral tyranny that spread throughout the Indies.1185
Las Casas’s emphasis on the pervasiveness of moral tyranny is understandable
given that, according to both the Siete Partidas and the Summa Theologiae, covetousness
was a “capital vice” consisting of unregulated interior dispositions that “cannot refrain
from things prohibited.”1186 That is, from a canonistic-philosophical-theological
perspective, covetousness led to other vices in the sense of dispositions, actions, and
habits that were inclined to evil, as well as to vicious (meaning vice-generated, or evil, or
immoral) acts that became second nature or were chosen by the individual’s will out of
malice and/or for “pleasure.”1187 From an analysis of the Brevísima relación, the data
showed that Las Casas held that the vice of covetousness disposed the greedy Spaniards
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(and Germans) to commit three discernible kinds of vicious acts against the Indigenous
inhabitants of the Indies. These acts, which were characterized by violence, cruelty, and
injustices, consisted of bodily injury (and often death), emotional harm, and material
losses.
Deeds of bodily injury, from a Thomistic perspective, were moral violations
because those acts violated the physical integrity of the human body, the tranquility of
sensory experience, and freedom of movement. Violations of the substantial integrity of
the human body that are recorded in the Very Brief Account ranged from killing innocent
Indigenous people by sword or torch or gallows (which violated the basic right to life), to
brutal maiming, cruel torture, violent mutilation, and slow starvation (which militated
against their attainment of the most basic of secondary goods, the preservation of life and
development of their human potential). The narrative of the treatise contains alleged
instances of maiming by severing the victims’ legs, feet, and/or hands. According to both
Las Casas and the Hispaniola mendicant friars, this practice began in Hispaniola where
some Spaniards cut off the hands of some Taínos and then maliciously ordered them to
deliver some “letters”; Nuño de Guzmán engaged in this same practice in Jalisco.1188 The
scorching of body parts was also an allegedly common practice of torture. For example—
and as reported in both the Very Brief Account and in the Relación about Michoacán—
the feet of the Tarascan cazonci (king) were held over fire and “wetted with oil … from
time to time … to roast the flesh the better” in order to force him to disclose the location
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of the gold to Guzmán.1189 In similar manner, the last Aztec emperor Cuauhtemoc and
King Bogotá in Nueva Granada were also tortured.1190 Seemingly purposeless malice (or
purposive intimidation) also prompted some Spaniards in Hispaniola and Nueva Granada
to allegedly “open the belly of a pregnant woman with one stroke of their blade,” or “to
rip [the Indians’] bellies open, and hack so many to pieces.”1191 Among these “great
harms … and cruelties … to their bodies,” as Sánchez also denounced them, were those
that Las Casas reported was the invaders’ practice in Jalisco, the Yucatán, Florida, Peru,
and Nueva Granada of cutting off the noses, lips, and/or chins of their victims, and then
“laughing as though it were not more than pulling hair.”1192 (Rigoberta Menchu reported
these same kinds of cruelties in Guatemala in the 1980s.) With similar cruelty and
violence, as both Las Casas and the Hispaniola mendicant friars claimed, the invading
Spaniards in Hispaniola, Jalisco, the Yucatán, Michoacán, and Nueva Granada also used
“ferocious dogs” to attack on command, as well as fed them infants and children—limb
by limb.1193 Starvation was also an ever-present and slower form of death that the
Indigenous people suffered because the conquistadores, for example, in Nicaragua and
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Peru and on Hispaniola, “gave them no food,” or “took all their food,” and/or depleted
their storehouses.1194
In addition to these violations of the physical integrity of the body, alleged deeds
of bodily injuries reported in the Very Brief Account included the infliction of brutal
sensory pain in the form of “whippings and floggings … [with] lashes, rods, and
smitings” … “sticks and cudgels” … “and other insufferable treatments” … with “fists
and slaps,” and “teeth knocked out by the hafts of swords.”1195 This disregard and
disesteem for the full humanity of Indigenous people was also confirmed by Fray Pedro
de Gante who, like Las Casas, denounced “the many acts of mistreatment [that they]
received … [as] beasts of burden,” and who charged that “a kick, a hair-pulling, or a
clubbing was never lacking.”1196 Such brutal behavior was also reported in 1517 by the
Hispaniola friars and, according to Gante and Tenamaztle, still continued albeit not in
widespread form in the mid-fifteen-hundreds.1197
Deeds of bodily injuries also included restricting the free movement of some
Indigenous people by imprisonment as well as by the use of chains and shackles. Las
Casas reported that conquering Spaniards imprisoned caciques to extort gold from them,
and that the Germans in Venezuela allegedly employed a “new and foreign” method to
restrict movement. They imprisoned the Indigenous people in a “great corral” with the
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promise to release those who paid a ransom for themselves—and for their spouses and
children. However, because of some Spaniards’ purported obsession to extract riches to
more quickly pay off Spain’s debt to the German bankers, these Spaniards were
“licensed” by the German governor to “re-corral” the Indigenous people and force them
to pay “two or three times” more in ransom before being released.1198 Later in Perú,
according to Las Casas, similar reneging on promises took place with respect to
Atahualpa, whom Las Casas and other Spanish residents in Perú such as Espinosa (in
1533) and Friar Niza (in 1534) referred to as the “Universal Lord of the Incas.”1199
(However, his lordship as well as its legitimacy had however actually been contested by
another faction within the Inca ruling class headed by Huascar.) Although the demanded
ransom was delivered, Pizarro did not release Atahualpa from prison even though “eleven
million castellanos more” than the original ransom price was apparently paid.1200
According to Mercedarian friar, Martín de Murúa, the required ransom was paid by a
“quantity of gold, silver, jars, and other valuable pottery.”1201
Confinement of Indigenous people by chains and shackles was first reported in
the captures on Hispaniola of two Indigenous supreme lords: Guarionex, king of the
province of Maguá, and Caonabó, king of the province of Maguaná. According to Las
Casas, Guarionex was “very obedient and virtuous, naturally peaceable, and devoted to
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the king and queen of Castile” and, as Torrejón points out, a friend of Christopher
Columbus. Guarionex’s vassals had faithfully paid the tax imposed by Columbus in 1495
of one gourd filled with gold every three months for every person over fourteen years of
age who lived near the mines.1202 When eventually in 1497 his people were unable to
fulfill this contract because they “did not know how to extract the gold,” Guarionex
offered in exchange to till the five leagues of farm land between Santo Domingo and
Isabela. The response of Francisco Roldán, mayor of Isabela, to this offer was to rape
Guarionex’s wife. Enraged, the Indigenous supreme lord took refuge in the territory of
one of his secondary caciques to organize how he would avenge this crime. Eventually
learning of Guarionex’ whereabouts, Roldán declared war on the territory, slaughtered
many Taínos, and captured the Taíno supreme lord. Bartolomé Colon imprisoned and
restrained Guarionex with chains and shackles for three years.1203 In 1503, still chained
and shackled, he was transferred to a ship bound for Castille, and drowned when the ship
subsequently sank in the Atlantic.1204
According to Sebastián Robiou Lamarche, Caonabó exceeded all other supreme
lords in prestige and stately ceremony.1205 His name meant “Lord of the House of Gold.”
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He reportedly was “manly and vigorous” and a Carib. His wife was Anacaona, cacica
(ruler) of the province of Xaraguá. However, Columbus and others suspected that
Caonabó was responsible for the massacre of the Spaniards in the settlement of Navidad.
Consequently, in time, Captain Alonso de Hojeda was able to capture Caonabó by
making him believe that the shackles and handcuffs that Hojeda put on the cacique were
ornaments worn only by the Castilian monarch. Thus, in 1495 and bound by irons,
Canaobó was taken to a ship returning to Castile, which vessel also sank during a
storm.1206
From this early period onward, and given the slave trade and forced labor, such
restriction of movement by chains and shackles was increasingly commonplace, and
forthrightly denounced by Las Casas as “cruel and against nature.” In the Very Brief
Account, Las Casas particularly condemned the Germans in Venezuela for their
particularly cruel and “new and foreign” methods. For example, instead of removing the
collar of the shackle from the neck of an exhausted worker or slave in the chain gang, the
Germans reportedly simply severed his head.1207 However, as reported in the
predominantly geographic Relación of Cristóbal de Pedraza, some Spaniards in Honduras
also had chain gangs and treated any exhausted Indigenous “beast of burden” in the same
way.1208 Both Venezuela and Honduras were frontier zones where one would expect
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more brutal and lawless behavior of this sort. This practice was not, however, reported in
Las Casas’s narratives about the central regions of Mexico and Peru.
The second kind of vicious actions committed by some covetous Spaniards (and
Germans) pertained to emotional harm. In the Very Brief Account, Las Casas narrated
how certain Spaniards (and Germans), for example, threatened Indigenous people with
“long-extended tortures” if they did not obey, and how they deceived and confused the
people with promises on which they reneged, as well as intimidated and tyrannized them
with “intolerable and unjust vejaciones (vexations).”1209 For an understanding of the core
emotional harm done, the employment of the term “vejaciones” is significant. First, this
term was commonly used in sixteenth-century cartas in reference to the plight of the
Indigenous peoples. For example, Tenamaztle, as well as the bishops and the native
señores and principales of New Spain, called attention to the “many and great vexations”
that were “done to the Indigenous people” or were “received by them.”1210 Second, the
etymology of the word “vexations” (vejaciones) is important. In one sense, the term
meant “shock, jolt, upheaval, disturbance,” which surely the Indigenous people
experienced. In Old Spanish (Castilian), the term meant “the sacrifice of damage to one’s
person or interests in order to avoid greater harm.”1211 In the context of the emotional
(and physical) sufferings that Indigenous people bore, the latter meaning of the term
conveys their endurance of lesser evils in order to avoid (and, in some measure, to
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control) the infliction of greater evils. Thus the vexations endured resulted in fear of the
greater evil that Indigenous people wanted to avoid and of the power of certain Spaniards
to inflict the greater mal. Both Las Casas and the New Spain bishops recognized that the
powerlessness of some Indigenous people to repel the evil caused a “great loss of spirit”
in them.1212 (Others, of course, resisted and found ways to carry on.) All this, Las Casas
insisted, played into the invaders’ designs to instill “fear and terror” as well as “to dispirit
[the Indigenous populace] and cause them to fear … [so] that they would … give them
gold and tribute.”1213 A pernicious example of the consequence of what Las Casas
maintained were the offending Spaniards’ evil deeds and power—which Indigenous
people feared, is found in the raping of women, which was reported by Las Casas and the
Hispaniola

mendicants

as

well

as

by

native

señores

and

principales.1214

Contemporaneous accounts about rape confirm such abuse. In central areas, accounts of
rape of Indigenous noblewomen were noted by Bernal Díaz and in the Florentine Codex.
However, instances of rape in these areas were apparently reduced in frequency by the
development of colonial “social mores and penal codes,” except in frontier areas.1215
Irrespective of the locale, because of such instances of moral tyranny—and out of
emotional fear of greater physical violence, women were forced to suffer violation of and
to sacrifice damage to their persons and interests, as well as to live in fear and terror, as
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did the men and children. Such moral tyranny, which reflected asymmetrical gender
power relations of Spanish patriarchial cultural norms, also contributed to the degrading
and disruption of what Karen Powers referred to (in another context) as gender-parallel
and gender-complementary spheres of Indigenous society.1216 This disruption included
the virtual emasculation of men who were unable to protect their women from rape and
harm.
The third kind of vicious action committed by some Spaniards (and Germans),
and referred to by Las Casas, pertained to material losses that Indigenous inhabitants of
the Indies suffered and that resulted from conquests. Material losses from robbery varied
depending on the area or region. For instance, in New Spain and Peru, there were too few
Spaniards to carry out widespread destruction and/or taking of the material possessions of
the Indigenous inhabitants. As such, larceny in these regions was a gradual and
complicated process. In his treatise, Las Casas characterized this kind of larceny as
violent, coercive, unjust, and greed-motivated raids.1217 In doing so, he employed the
Thomistic and jurisprudential definitions of robbery as “the use of force and violence to
openly and unjustly take what belongs to another,” as well as the Roman legal
understanding of robbery as “oriented toward profit,” which was typical of rapina
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(plunder).1218 Another kind of larceny, which Las Casas denounced and which Thomism
and jurisprudence distinguished, consisted of stealing “secretly and stealthily.”1219 For
example, after hearing about gold in some villages on Terra Firme, greedy Spaniards
went at night to take the coveted metal.1220 However, how widespread and persistent this
practice was is not discernible from the text of Las Casas’s summary treatise.
According to Las Casas, both overt robbery and surreptitious theft were
frequently accompanied by furtum—an aspect of larceny that extended well beyond the
seizure of goods. First articulated in Roman law and applied by Cajetan in sixteenthcentury discourse about stolen goods in the Old and New worlds, furtum included all
forms of trickery and fraud that deprived owners of their possessions.1221 Whether
utilized in robbing or stealing, Las Casas stridently condemned the invaders’ craftiness
and guile. An example of this is found in a narrative in the Very Brief Account about the
Indigenous lords of the province of Xaragua on Hispaniola and the settlement at Cumaná
on Terra Firme.1222 In addition to the deceitful manner (previously discussed) in which
Alonso de Hojeda shackled and handcuffed King Caonabó, these Spaniards also enticed
Caonabó’s brother-in-law, King Bechecio and most of his secondary lords to enter a large
house of straw, to which they quickly set fire. Governor Ovando, who gave the
instructions to do this, later tried to justify his actions by contending that the caciques
1218
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were guilty of treason.1223 The alleged craftiness of such invaders was also shown in what
Las Casas claimed happened in Chiribichí, the settlement on Cumaná were the
Hispaniola Dominicans were conducting peaceful evangelization. During a time when the
friars had temporarily departed the settlement, a Spanish slave ship came to port and
enticed the cacique, Don Alonso, his wife and seventeen other villagers, to board the ship
for a fiesta. Once on board, the ship took off for the slave trade market in Santo
Domingo. Even though the friars had promised that no Spaniards would come to the
settlement, the invaders gave only lip service to the agreement, which contract, of course,
lay Spanish Christians had not made, and which circumstance would not excuse their
actions today.1224
In the Brevísima relación, Las Casas also presented the moral tyranny in each
territory as a clustering and amassing of the different kinds of vicious actions in which
some Spaniards (and Germans) engaged. This is exemplified in what allegedly occurred
in Paría on the peninsula of Venezuela. Higueroto, the native lord of a village, set up a
“refuge and hostelry for all men,” including for those Spaniards who had fled from other
provinces where they “had done many acts of tyranny and evil doing,” and had need of
food, rest, and ship repair. This hospitality of peaceful Indigenous people, which, from a
Thomistic perspective, would be in accord with the natural inclination “to do good,” was
truncated, Las Casas wrote, when another “wretched tyrant” heard of “the inn.” This
malefactor journeyed to Paría where he tricked the unsuspecting “good” lord, Higueroto,
and his “virtuous” people to board his ships (as they had done previously with Spanish
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ships in need or in distress). Once the Indigenous people were on board, the ships of the
“wretched tyrant” sailed to the slave markets on the island of San Juan; later, the same
Spaniards returned to Paría where they pillaged and plundered the village for its gold and
possessions.1225 This example combines the vicious actions of bodily injury
(enslavement), emotional harm (shock), and material loss (larceny).
However, the narrations of morally tyrannous acts that are in the Very Brief
Account are, according to Las Casas, only a sampling of what he declared could be told
about the magnitude of the tyranny precipitated by covetousness. At the end of his
treatise, he claimed that he had “not said in quantity or quality the ten-thousandth part of
what has been done and is still being done today.”1226 Fray Pedro de Gante also informed
Charles that he “could talk about [these deeds] without end.”1227
Nevertheless and significantly, in his sampling of tyrannous deeds, Las Casas
articulated and demonstrated a “Rule” generated by his experience and knowledge, which
he periodically repeated throughout the treatise: “that the longer and more thoroughly the
Spaniards discovered people and lands and destroyed them and laid them waste, the more
heinous became the cruelties and iniquities against God and their neighbors
(prójimos).”1228As defined in a gloss in the Decretum, a “Rule” was “whatever lays down
something generally without any exceptions.” Accordingly, Las Casas asserted (as did
the Hispaniola mendicant friars) that, without exception, in each region and beginning
with Hispaniola, that the Spaniards employed “more and greater and newer forms of
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torture.”1229 Some of his assertions were as follows. In New Spain since 1518, their
“outrageous and hellish deeds have grown worse and greater.” In Nicaragua since “1522
or 1523,” they “exceeded all the injustices … done in Hispaniola.” In Guatemala since
1524, they “exceeded all slaughters and acts of robbery, burning and stealing and
destroying.”1230 In Jalisco since 1525, they used “cruelties and torments such as never
before heard.” In Santa Marta beginning in 1523 and intensely in 1529, they engaged in
“ever more exorbitant cruelties and iniquities.” In Venezuela since 1526, they “entered
into those lands with more incomparable cruelty than any of the other tyrants.” In Florida
beginning in 1510/1511 and especially in 1538, their deeds were “most heinous” and, in
Peru since 1531 with the third expedition of Francisco Pizarro to the Inca empire, they
were “more savage yet and cruel.” In Nueva Granada since 1539, “the tyranny and
violence and injustices against [the Incas] grew greater in harshness and inhumanity and
evil-doing day by day.”1231
Some may consider Las Casas’s assertions about this “Rule” that cruelty
increased in each region as exaggerated for effect, over-simplified, and even erroneous.
For example, most scholars now regard the conditions in New Spain as having gradually
improved, rather than “grown worse and greater.”1232 This improvement was in part
because those peoples of New Spain who had allied with the Spaniards fared well
compared to, for example, the Taínos and inhabitants of Nicaragua and other more
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peripheral areas. Las Casas must have been aware of that improvement since, at end of
his treatise when writing about the conditions in 1542, he asserted that “Mexico and its
territory is a little less bad [in violence, tyranny, etc.].” He claimed that “there and no
other place there is some justice (however little it may be),” and attributed that to the
work of the friars.1233
Throughout the Very Brief Account, Las Casas contended that all these vicious
actions and trends had the character of injustice. According to Aquinas, injustice was a
special vice that militated against the common good, because harm to a member (or a part
of a member) of a community also harmed the common good of that community.1234
Maimed, traumatized, and impoverished persons cannot contribute fully to the greater
community. Neither could the vice-filled Spaniards (and Germans) contribute to the good
of others or to the common good of the Indies or of their native lands, because vice was
also directly contrary to virtue. As Aquinas taught, only virtue consisted of dispositions,
actions, and habits “befitting one’s rational nature,” and only virtue rendered ‘good’ its
possessors and their activities.”1235 Accordingly, Las Casas declared that because of their
lack of virtue, the “tyrants [had] “no pity … [nor] mercy … [nor] compassion.”1236
In summary, Las Casas’s condemnations of and narratives about the moral
tyranny in the Indies are framed by the canonistic-Thomist understanding of natural law.
He used this understanding in his judgment that certain conquistadores, encomenderos,
and royal officials had violated natural law by their covetous dispositions, vicious
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actions, and cruel habits, which in turn resulted in bodily injuries, emotional harm, and
material losses for Indigenous peoples. He charged that these greedy Spaniards (and
Germans) were fundamentally immoral in their total lack of reasonableness and therefore
of moral agency, as well as in their flagrant mockery of moral judgment by their pursuit
of riches and prestige through evil means. While his juridical approach from the
perspective of natural law condemned the culpable Spaniards (and Germans) for their
disregard of any inclination to do good, and thus their undermining of the natural basis of
morality, he went beyond his judgment based on natural law, to denounce and condemn
their violations of the moral imperatives generated by divine law.
Theological Tyranny
Theological tyranny pertains to violations of divine law, that is, of the revealed
supernatural order of grace that surpassed the endowed natural order of reason. In the
Argumento, Las Casas drew on Thomistic teachings to charge that the source of the
theological tyranny in the Indies was because so many Spaniards (and Germans) became
of “reprobate mind,” in the sense of deliberately choosing to sin.1237 According to
Aquinas, this turning away from God resulted from the vice of covetousness as well as
other vice-filled dispositions, actions, and habits that, according to divine law, were
mortal sins. As such, by their reprobation, they put themselves outside the order of grace,
and, according to Las Casas, were “allowed [by God] to fall ever lower and to hurl
themselves ever deeper into accursed judgment” and thus engaged in increasingly
“tyrannical actions and infernal works.”1238 Continuing his juridical approach, Las Casas
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condemned the resultant forms of theological tyranny as violations of the three
fundamental precepts of divine law. The first two divine precepts concerned Christians’
obligations to God and to others: viz., the biblical precepts to love God and to love one’s
neighbor. These general mandates are made more specific in the Decalogue, a genre of
Old Testament writing. The third divine precept encompassed the New Testament
mandate of Christ to proclaim the gospel to all nations. Las Casas applied these
theological precepts to the behavior of the certain Spaniards (and Germans) in the
following ways.
The offending Spaniards (and Germans) sinned against the first general precept of
divine law “to love God above all things” and the first three specific commandments of
the Decalogue. In their lawlessness, they violated divine law by their lack of fear of God,
idolatry, apostasy, blasphemy, and heresy. Echoing the assertion of the Hispaniola
mendicant friars and the teachings of Aquinas, Las Casas claimed that these Spaniards
(and Germans) had “no fear of God” in the sense of exhibiting no fear of offending God,
of God’s punishment for sins committed, and/or of separation from God.1239 Whether
conducting expeditions such as those into New Spain or refusing to implement the New
Laws, he alleged that they had lost “both fear and love of God,” and variously designated
them (ironically) as “Christians,” or differentiated them as “the great” or “the more
unreasonable tyrant,” or identified them as “those who did the work of the tyrants and
many of them were at the time within the court.”1240 He also recognized that they even
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thought “God was on their side,” as was common in the depressingly age-old way of
conquerors and those waging war.
Las Casas’s condemnation of their sins of idolatry was based on their pursuit of
gold as their “ultimate end.”1241 Accordingly, he charged that they perverted the supreme
goal of all creation—the glory of God, and rejected the supremacy of God by their
worship of gold, which was—he declared—“the only god they adore.”1242 As reported by
both the Hispaniola mendicants and Las Casas, even cacique Hatüey in Cuba recognized
this idolatry when he filled a small basket with gold and gems, and told his vassals that
“this is a god [the Spaniards] worship and love much.”1243 Their idolatrous turning away
from God also specifically violated the First Commandment of the Decalogue, which
was, Las Casas unequivocally proclaimed, that “one God alone be worshipped.”1244 He
also asserted that their reprobation was compounded by their apparent promotion of
apostasy or “backsliding” among the Indigenous peoples. For example, while not a
common practice, the sacrilegious commerce of idols by thirty conquistadores in the
Yucatán allegedly enticed converted Indigenous persons to again worship idols.1245 In his
condemnation of such activities and drawing on scriptural tradition, Las Casas likened
these conquistadores to Judas who “betrayed and sold Jesus Christ,” and charged that
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they too “many times, yea infinite times … sold and still today do sell and deny Jesus
Christ, time and time again.”1246
Las Casas also condemned the reprobate Spaniards (and Germans) for their
blasphemy, as sin against the general divine precept to love God and the Second
Commandment of the Decalogue to “not take God’s name in vain.” Although many
inexact definitions of blasphemy existed among the early canonists, including that of
Alfonso X who regarded the offense as “insults to God, Holy Mary, and the saints … in
word and deed,” the Escuela Española popularized the Thomistic understanding of
blasphemy as a “vilification of God’s excellence and goodness.”1247 Employing this
definition, Las Casas accused the reprobate Spaniards (and Germans) of several
manifestations of what he regarded as blasphemous conduct. For example, he decried
how they attributed their conquest victories to God because, as Aquinas taught, God
cannot be the author of moral evil; in this, Las Casas likened them to “those thieving
tyrants … of whom the prophet Zacharias spoke,” who praised God for their ill-gotten
riches.1248 The Very Brief Account also reported (as did the Dominican and Franciscan
friars) the blasphemous vilification of the goodness of God’s design for salvation history
when, on the island of Hispaniola, some reprobate invaders bound Indigenous persons on
gibbets in lots of thirteen to burn “in honor and reverence, they said, of Our Redeemer
and the Twelve Apostles.”1249 Las Casas was equally appalled by the blasphemy,
although not detailed in the treatise, of the German Lutherans in Venezuela as indicated
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in his charge about their “many blasphemies [and] infamies against God and His Law, …
because of the greed and inhumanity of those ‘aleman’ [German] or ‘animal’ tyrants.”1250
As was typical of sixteenth-century discourse about blasphemy, Las Casas equated
blasphemy with heresy in his assessments of the presence and activities of the Germans.
First, he inferred that the German merchants were heretics because, as he assumed, they
were all Lutherans. In this, he followed the Thomistic understanding of heresy as “a
species of unbelief” that “assented to Christ, but not to all that Christ handed down.”1251
Second, Las Casas explicitly asserted that the German governor was a heretic, because he
disobeyed the Third Commandment of the Decalogue to “keep holy the Sabbath day,”
and did not allow “many others to hear [Mass].”1252 In Las Casas’s outrage about this and
“other signs of Lutheranism that were found out,” he then denounced all the Germans in
the Indies as “enemies of God.”1253
In addition to denouncing these sins against the God-related precept of love, Las
Casas drew on theological teachings to condemn violations of the precept to “love your
neighbor as yourself.” This second divine precept enhanced the Golden Rule embedded
in natural law, and elevated humans’ care for one another to the domain of God’s
gratuitous grace. The last seven commandments of the Decalogue also provided Christian
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moral norms to govern humans’ relationships with others. Again, these commandments
supplemented and made more specific the general moral directives implanted in human
nature and mandated by the natural order of reason: viz., “to do good,” “to do unto others
as you would have others do unto you,” and “to give to others their due.”
Accordingly, Las Casas charged that these Spaniards (and Germans) sinned
against “the divine commandment … that humans should love one another.”1254 He also
based his understanding of this precept on the writings of the Apostle Paul, whom he
quoted, that love of neighbor meant to “fulfill the Law”

and to keep the

Commandments.1255 In Las Casas’s narrations about each region of the Indies, he
persistently included and condemned the invaders’ sins against certain specific
commandments of the Decalogue that pertained to love for one’s neighbor, viz., you shall
not kill, … commit adultery, … steal, … bear false witness, … covet. Violation of these
Christian injunctions to do no harm constituted sin against both “God and neighbor
(prójimo).”1256
The violations of the injunctions of the Decalogue by some Spaniards (and
Germans) were fundamentally against justice—justice toward God and toward neighbor.
The first three commandments of the Decalogue required rendering due reverence to
God; the other seven commandments required rendering others their due. Although the
norms of the Decalogue spelled out what constitutes justice as “right relationships” with
God and others, the two-fold injunction to love God and neighbor is the essence of justice
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because love is an expression of the supernatural dynamisms of grace. In the supernatural
order, humans have the ability to love and act justly because they partake of the divine
life of God Who is Love and Justice Itself.1257 Given their “fall from grace,” these
reprobate Spaniards (and Germans), in Las Casas’s theological assessment, could not
love God nor act lovingly toward others, nor could they render what was due to either
God or neighbor. Consequently, although redeemed by Christ, he judged that their
“inhumane and bestial hearts” could not be perfected by grace.1258 Furthermore, by the
many injustices they committed in disregarding the Christian requirements necessary for
moral living, he charged that they jeopardized their attainment of the supernatural goal of
eternal salvation and, according to the general Christian understanding of the time, they
“cast” unconverted Indigenous peoples into the “fires of hell” because they “perish
without faith or the sacraments.”1259
Consequently, Las Casas maintained that these reprobate Spaniards (and
Germans) also sinned against the third precept of divine law, which mandated Christians
to “go and teach all nations” the message of and means to eternal salvation: faith in Jesus
Christ.1260 They obstructed the proclamation of the gospel by behavior that was counter to
the peaceful and rational method of evangelization as mandated by divine, ecclesial, and
royal authority, and which he championed all his life. They prohibited the preaching of
the gospel as, for example, in Nueva Granada where they allegedly “forbid the men of the
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cloth … to preach to those people and those nations.” 1261 They impeded the conversion
of the Indigenous peoples by their scandalous behavior, for example, in “the harsh and
cruel maltreatment … done in the name of Christianity.”1262 They undercut
evangelization efforts by invading mission territories such as Chiribichí and Cumaná.1263
Furthermore, and very significant for Las Casas, these Spaniards perverted “the principal
goal” of their presence in the Indies (which was the salvation of the Indigenous
inhabitants) by their pursuit of gold and glory as “their ultimate aim” for being in the
Indies. Because of these kinds of violations of the third divine precept, Las Casas bitterly
concluded from his theological perspective that “today in all the Indies, there is no more
knowledge of God, whether He is made of wood, or sky, or earth, than there was one
hundred years ago among those people.”1264
These considerations about theological tyranny underscore the Thomistic
conception of morality as a combination of natural and divine law. Aquinas refined
Gratian’s equation of natural law with divine law, that is, with “what is contained in the
Law and the Gospel.” Aquinas taught that natural law was only a part of divine law, and
that “whatever belongs to natural law is fully contained in the Law and the Gospel.”1265
From this Christian faith perspective, natural law was intrinsic to the character of the
human soul as made in the image of God. However, according to Las Casas’s canonisticphilosophical-theological understanding he held that, although people—including the
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Indigenous—were created by God as rational, free, and social beings as well as redeemed
by Jesus Christ, moral knowledge at the rational level was both limited and corrupted by
the pervasive effects of sin. Accordingly, he judged that the covetous and reprobate
conquistadores, encomenderos, and royal officials became lawless in their immorality.
So intense was Las Casas’s yearning for a remedy (which was the purpose of his treatise)
that he rhetorically declared that in their dispositions, actions, and habits as well as in the
institutional arrangements in the Indies, there was “no law” and that these reprobate
Spaniards (and Germans) “never had law … of any kind”1266 He supported this statement
that allowed for no exceptions by pointing out that, instead, there was “cruel and
pestilential, … harsh and vehement and diabolic tyranny,” which, as he further charged,
consisted of “all the disorder that Lucifer could sow.”1267 As elucidated in this study, Las
Casas employed the juridical figure of tyranny to narrate dramatically and to condemn
clearly certain Spaniards (and Germans) and their reign of terror. Employing canonistic
and Thomistic genres from the ecclesial tradition, he denounced and condemned the
political, moral, and theological tyranny that underlay the evils and harm done to the
Indigenous people by some Spaniards (and Germans), and that were condemned by “all
divine, natural, and human law.”

Basis of Las Casas’s Juridical Voice
The basis for Las Casas’s judgment, as well as the remedy for the all-pervasive
tyranny, was justice. The central position of justice in Las Casas’s appraisals of law (and
of lawlessness) was in keeping with the conscious medieval development of the concept
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of justice, as well as with the dictum in the Decretum that “no one may act without
consideration of justice.”1268 Three interlocking dimensions characterized the Thomistic
and canonistic understanding of justice to which Las Casas subscribed. These were
natural justice as “right order” established by God, general justice as a virtue, and
particular justice as a distinctive moral virtue. Each of these three dimensions reflected
justice as “right relationship”; general and particular justice related to humans’ relations
in general with others and as individuals, respectively.
Natural justice emanated from the divine order of justice, which reflected in the
original design of God who was posited as Justice par excellence. This overarching order
of justice was implanted as natural law in humans. As creatures whose nature was
rational, free, and social, humans must act in their relations with others in accord with
this established order of natural justice. That is, this objective “right order” was inherent
in human nature, and the first obligation of natural justice was “to do good and avoid
evil.”1269 So incensed was Las Casas with the comportment of the conquistadores,
encomenderos, and royal officials who thwarted natural justice that he rhetorically
declared that “in the Indies, there was never any order or justice.” While this particular
hyperbolic charge refers to the lack of “order or justice” in the dispositions, actions, and
habits of the offenders, his judgment reflected this theological-philosophical perspective
of the Christian faith.1270
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General justice, in Thomistic teaching, was a virtue directed to the common good
in humans’ relations to others in general. General justice also governed the exercise of all
the virtues insofar as they were oriented toward this good. This justice sought the good of
humanity by its promotion of secondary goods such as self-preservation and the
necessities of life, the preservation of the human species by procreation and human
development of various kinds, as well as civic association in community and in accord
with ius gentium. This justice was denominated legal justice when law regulated the
common good. In terms of general justice, the reprobate Spaniards (and Germans) lacked
civic virtue and failed to conform to laws, such as those related to ius gentium, that
regulated the common good. Again, out of Las Casas’s conviction that these Spaniards
(and Germans) failed to act in accord with general justice, he charged that they undercut
the common good of what he regarded as “the greatest part of the entire human
lineage.”1271
Particular justice consisted of the distinctive moral virtue of rendering to other
persons their due by a “constant and perpetual will.”1272 That is, in accord with the divine
structuring of right relationships among individuals as equals, humans must respect the
rights of other individuals, and do what was objectively “right”; they must, as Las Casas
(and Aquinas) stated, do “the just thing.”1273 According to this fundamental ideal of
social justice, two types of dues were owed. Distributive justice allocated to each
individual a due share of the goods held in common by society. Commutative justice
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governed exchanges between individuals.1274 When justice faltered in these human
relations—such as in the relationships of the Spaniards (and Germans) with the
Indigenous inhabitants, restoration and recompense were characteristic ways of making
restitution, and were demanded of the “tyrants” by Las Casas in his Very Brief
Account.1275
However, to function as a moral virtue, particular justice went beyond the
juridical norm of justice, albeit rational and authoritative, to include the moral evaluation
of equity. This ethical dimension pinpointed what was intrinsically necessary to meet the
demands of justice in a changing or changed human reality, which in Las Casas’s time
was that of the Indies. Equity, a term denoting fairness, was variously regarded over time
as “applied justice,” as “a supreme part of justice,” or as justice itself.1276 Aquinas
regarded equity as a higher rule of human moral action that “sets aside the letter of the
law so that that which is just in itself can be attained.”1277 Thus the virtue of justice
(augmented by the virtue of equity) went beyond the strict juridical norm of justice. Las
Casas insisted on equity in his battle for justice for the Indigenous peoples. In justice, he
demanded adherence to the maxim of equity that “no wrong should be without an
adequate remedy” and, in the spirit of this directive, he repeatedly petitioned the
monarch, as he did in the Very Brief Account, to right the wrongs done to the Indigenous
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peoples. Furthermore, according to canonistic teaching, the supreme role of equity was to
foster humans’ spiritual welfare, which makes more understandable Las Casas’s central
focus on the conversion and salvation of the Indigenous peoples, as well as his
appreciation of their own beliefs.1278 The above considerations also indicate why he
focused solely in his treatise on what he regarded as necessary for the temporal and
spiritual welfare of the Indigenous peoples and not on the Spaniards’ well-being, other
than articulating his concern with respect to their salvation. By this coupling of the
juridical norm of justice with the moral norms of equity, the basis for Las Casas’s
judgment about the tyranny in the Indies was eminently ethical-juridical, and further
demonstrates his persistent recourse to genres of inquiry from the Thomistic and
canonistic juridical traditions.
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CHAPTER VIII
PERORATIO
In July 1566, shortly before the Dominican Bishop of Chiapa died, King Philip II
received Las Casas’s request to the Council of the Indies that His Majesty … order an
assembly of learned theologians and jurists … to examine the [eight] premises included
in this document, their proofs, reasoning, and authorities, and … to do justice to the
[Indigenous] peoples who are so enormously aggrieved, for the safeguarding of the
conscience of all.1279
Las Casas never gave up. In 1514, after meditating on a passage from
Ecclesiasticus, he was compelled in conscience to leave a comfortable encomendero’s
life and embark upon the life of an afflicted prophet.1280 Prophets are not welcomed; they
speak the uncomfortable truth; they demand the hard solutions. His prophetic life as
cleric, Dominican, and bishop, proclaimed the full humanity and complete dignity of the
Indigenous peoples, and demanded justice for them even to the point of giving up one’s
life for this cause, as did his episcopal and Dominican confrere, Antonio de Valdivieso.
During the fifty-two years of Las Casas’s prophetic life, he too gave of his life defending
them, about whom he wrote:
… in the Indies, Jesus Christ our God scourged, and afflicted and buffeted
and crucified, not once but millions of times on the part of Spaniards who
ruin and destroy these people and deprive them of the space they require
for their conversion and repentance, and rob them of life before their time.1281
Yet, he never gave up.
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Concluding Synopsis and Discussion of Argument
The main argument and organizing principle of this dissertation contends that the
Brevisima relación is an intricately reasoned piece of juristic writing, which belongs to
the genres of the early modern legal tradition and is the product of Las Casas’s erudite
and persistent employment of a juridical approach. Support for this historical analysis is
both contextual and textual. Indirect contextual support for this contention is garnered
from the historical matrix of his native land, from his formation as a canonistic,
theologian, and Dominican, which expertise characterized his contributions to certain
major debates, and from the circumstances surrounding the genesis and publication of the
treatise. Direct textual support is derived from an examination of the character and
content of the text.
Contextual Support for Las Casas’s Juridical Approach
The historical matrix of fifteenth-century and early sixteenth-century Renaissance
Spain, in which Las Casas was born and lived, generated intellectual and cultural
developments that provided the young Bartolomé with opportunity to benefit from
established curricular programs and academic institutions. Accordingly, Las Casas was
educated in estudia humanitatis subjects (including grammar and Latin, oral and written
rhetoric, humanistic moral philosophy) and in preparatory courses in theology and canon
law at San Miguel in Seville, one of the most accomplished Castilian cathedral schools.
His education then extended to the study of canon law possibly at the academically
prestigious University of Salamanca. Additionally, Spain’s social history exposed Las
Casas to ethnically diverse populations, and generated labor systems that were reflected
in the early colonial institutions of repartimiento and encomienda. Seville’s urban
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landscape provided the young Bartolomé with exposure to mercantile, artisanal, and
nautical skills. Seville’s trade center also constituted the blueprint for the future Casa de
la Contratación, which regulated trade in the Indies. Similarly, Castile’s centralized
system of government constituted the framework for the administration of the early
Spanish colonial system, which consisted of governors, the Audiencia de Santo Domingo,
and the Council of the Indies, (later augmented by audiencias, viceroys, corregidores,
alcaldes mayores, and so forth). In accord with the Catholic monarchs’ vision of a geopolitically re-unified Hispania, governance was to be conciliar in decision-making, peaceoriented, and “godly.” The religious zeal and political ambitions of Ferdinand and Isabel
for ecclesia, patria, and orbis also generated the Inquisition, reform of religious Orders
and monasteries, initial peaceful methods of evangelization in Granada, as well as a
messianic sense of mission that Columbus also promoted. In the Indies, the young Padre
Las Casas requested the establishment of the Inquisition, promoted peaceful
evangelization, and shared Spain’s sense of mission. Columbus’s “discovery” and
“possession” of the Indies opened a new horizon for Spain and for Las Casas. As a child,
Bartolomé saw Taínos in Seville and lived on Taíno territory initially as a doctrinero and
provisioner. Later as a cleric and encomendero in Hispaniola and in Cuba, he experienced
a profound change of heart and perspective about events and conditions, which led him to
initiate a law-based remedy for the “evils and harm” done to Indigenous people that
would occupy him for the rest of his life.
Las Casas’s intellectual formation consisted of canon law studies at the bachiller
and licenciado levels, which the young cleric applied explicitly in his response to the
Laws of Burgos and forcefully in his defense of the full humanity, religious capacity, and
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supernatural destiny of Indigenous people. His subsequent formation in Thomistic
theology and in the charism of the Dominican Order—coupled with his canonistic
expertise—enabled him to take a comprehensive approach to issues of the time. This
ability to combine canonistic, philosophical, and theological teachings on law anchored
his approach. His distinctively juridical voice drew on Bartolian methodology and on the
progressive nature of canon law: he applied age-old principles of law to new situations;
he sought to reform law (los derechos) by attention to the facts (los hechos); he derived a
doctrine of natural rights from natural law. As friar and bishop, Las Casas employed this
juridical approach in his contributions to the ongoing anthropo-status and religious, as
well as economic and political debates. As explicated in Chapters IV and V, in these
discourses (as well as in the Brevisima relación), he articulated the following
uncompromising juridical premises. With respect to the full humanity and dignity of the
Indigenous people, he asserted that Indigenous persons were rational, free, and social
human beings, created by God and redeemed by Jesus Christ, and equal to other human
beings, including the Spaniards. As well, they were part of the human family that
constituted nations.1282 With respect to Christianization, he claimed that the method of
conversion must be peaceful and persuasive, and that the evangelization of Indigenous
peoples and their salvation were the respective primary and ultimate reasons for the
presence of the Spaniards in the Indies.1283 On the basis of these human attributes,
fundamental unities, and salvific entitlements as well as on ius gentium and canon law,
Las Casas condemned the encomienda and slavery as institutions of the “hardest,
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harshest, and most heinous bondage.” Out of his accumulated knowledge and experience
with respect to complicated manifestations and historical precedents of such bondage, he
generated the “Rule” that the Spaniards became increasingly cruel, and the premise that
Indigenous peoples were made slaves unjustly in unjust wars.1284 With respect to
dominium, he held that the Indigenous lords had legitimate dominium over their people
and lands, that the only legal basis for the universal lordship of the King of Spain was the
papal donation (which authorized sovereignty de jure) coupled with the consent of the
people (which was required for sovereignty de facto).1285 With respect to the exercise of
dominium, he asserted that all of the expansionist wars of conquest were “iniquitous,
diabolical, tyrannical, and infinitely unjust,” that the Indigenous people had never done
any wrong or evil to the Christians, and that they had just cause for war against the
Spaniards.1286
The specific circumstances surrounding the genesis, writing, and publication of
the Very Brief Account also reflected Las Casas’s eminently juridical approach. He
submitted los hechos upon which he based his perception of the ongoing depopulation
and devastation of the Indies to the highest civil authority and participated in the
promulgation of the New Laws as a “total remedy” for the wrongs that, according to
canon law, must be righted. He applied the force of ecclesial power to stem the tide of
opposition to and non-conformity with the new derechos. Before the special Junta, he
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argued that “conquest to convert” was unjust, and subsequently published the Very Brief
Account.
From among the kinds of contextual support garnered in this dissertation to
demonstrate Las Casas’s juridical approach, the premises underlying his substantive
arguments in defense of Indigenous people need revisiting to address the question of their
agency. In these premises, which Las Casas articulated in the debates of the time as well
as included in the Brevísima relación, he asserted their agency in several ways. He
contended that Indigenous people had the right to institute (to choose) the Spanish
monarch as their supreme lord, a right that was apparently exercised by fifteen
Indigenous lords in the Yucatán. He asserted that Indigenous people also had the right to
resist as well as had just cause for war, and exercised this right through various modes of
resistance as exemplified in the narrations in his relación about their battling to recover
their spouses and children, and rising in revolt and rebellion as done in the Andean zone.
In this, the Indigenous people demonstrated their ability to struggle, which along with
their overall survival in the Indies, further suggests agency. Of perhaps singular
importance for the Dominican was the right of Indigenous people to choose or not to
choose to become Christians. Las Casas was very clear that the duty of the Spanish
Christians was to preach the Gospel, and to do this through rational and peaceful methods
both in word and deed. For him, conversion was not to be forced nor undertaken lightly.
For him, liberty was “the most precious” attribute of rational human beings and must not
be compromised, not by economic and political practices, or in matters of religion. For
Las Casas, as he amply explicated in the larger corpus of his writings, religious freedom
was a given. Considerations of Indigenous agency in whether or not to convert also had
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significant ramifications for the entradas. Even if the idea of a “peaceful” entrada was
based on the notion that if properly approached and persuaded (which in Las Casas’s
Thomistic approach meant with adequate knowledge—and in accord with rules of ius
gentium—and with free consent), Las Casas would argue that the local inhabitants still
have the choice to object to the situation and even to go to war. Thus even if the
Indigenous inhabitants of the Indies were left more peacefully by themselves, Las Casas
would respect their choice to question (or to reject) Christianity; for him this was
fundamental to religious freedom. Also, from his Christian faith perspective, Las Casas
was convinced of the power of the gift of faith from the Creator-Redeemer, and that
acceptance and nurturing of this free gift depended on humans’ free will for its
acceptance and nurturing. Nevertheless, Las Casas also lamented that many Indigenous
people died (at the hands of certain Spaniards and Germans) without faith and the
sacraments. Thus he shared the hope of the time that “all should be one” (at least
eventually) in “the only true Faith,” an ethnocentric consideration that will be discussed
later in this chapter.
Textual Support for Las Casas’s Juridical Approach
Study of the character and content of the text has also generated significant
indicators of the intricately juridical nature of the Brevisima relación. Evidence of the
legal character of the treatise is found in its official publication with seeming preapproval, special privilege, and/or influential support, as well as in its integrity as a report
based on probanzas and other evidentiary sources. The correspondence of its functions to
three genres of the civil juridical tradition—relaciones, denuncias, and peticiones—
further ascertains its character as a piece of juristic writing, that was in keeping with the
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flourishing of hegemonic legal discourse and the “law of the letter” that was typical of
Spain’s bureaucratic form of governance.
Evidence of the legal content of the treatise is further revealed in the variety of
structural components of a juridical quality that characterize the Argumento, Prólogo,
body of narrative, and Peroratio. The over-arching meta-narrative of Providence as
divine exemplar and divine governance as well as of the hierarchy of eternal, divine,
natural, and human law constitute a law-based epistemological rationale for the treatise.
The analytic framework for the narrative of the text delineates Las Casas’s intricate
employment of divine precepts, natural law principles, and human law ordinances.
According to these criteria, he presented and judged what he deemed the rampant
political, moral, and theological tyranny in the Indies, which had caused (and continued
to cause) premature and unjust deaths as well as untold suffering due to the violations of
divine entitlements, natural rights, and just human law. Underlying Las Casas’s recourse
in the text to Thomistic, canonistic, and scriptural genres of the ecclesial juridical
tradition is the basis of his ethical-juridical voice: the juridical norm of justice coupled
with the moral norm of equity.
This study of the content of the treatise also raises three questions about Las
Casas’s portrayal of Indigenous peoples: the seeming tendency to homogenize, the
alleged issue of objectification, and the manifest question of equality. Homogenization or
over-generalization did characterize Las Casas’s portrayal of Indigenous peoples in his
Very Brief Account, beginning with his initial description of them as a “simple people.”
He made no clear distinctions to demarcate the complexity of and differences between
the various Indigenous societies, whether nomadic, semi-sedentary, or sedentary, whether
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state-level imperialist and militarist. Instead, he collapsed their differences under one
general category for the native inhabitants of the Indies: the Indigenous people. His
purpose was clear: to portray that the Indigenous people are “all the same” in their
simplicity, their innocence, their abilities, their suffering, and so forth, which depiction
served to support the trope of good and evil that he employed. Yet, his portrayal of the
Indigenous people was not one of complete homogenization as indicated in the treatise by
his inclusion of some individual exceptions. His ability to see the individual was
exemplified, for example, when he asserted that some individual Indigenous persons
might belong to Aristotle’s third category, and that some Indigenous persons might be
hardhearted enough to wrought sinful vengeance on the Spaniards for their deeds.
The tendency to homogenize was also evident in Las Casas’s use of the trope of
“tyrant,” in which he generally did not allow for differentiation between the especially
cruel individuals and the others, or between the leaders and the followers (who might
have been too intimidated to object), although he did at times distinguish the leader or the
especially perverse from the rest of them. (Recall, however, that the Larguísima relación
apparently contained names and other identifying information.) In like manner, he
generally denoted Spaniards as “evil,” meaning especially the “secular” or lay Spaniards
and some clergy, but not the “good” friars and bishops, the monarch, and some crown
authorities.
However, these kinds of homogenization of population cohorts and in tropes are
understandable as rhetorical strategies and juridical tactics that Las Casas, as a “lawyer,”
would have used in order to unambiguously impart his querella that the Indigenous
inhabitants of the Indies had suffered great evils and harm at the hands of some
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Spaniards. Because of his need to present a narration that was neither encumbered by
minute detail nor obfuscated by complex distinctions, he deliberately collapsed diversity.
Additional evidence that Las Casas deliberately homogenized his portrayal of the
Indigenous peoples in the Brevísima relación derives from the larger corpus of his
writings, and especially the Apologética historia sumaria, Apología, and Historia de las
Indias, in which he presented a complex and sophisticated portrayal of Indigenous
societies and clearly demonstrated his understanding of their different ways of life.
However, in addition to Las Casas’s tendency in the Very Brief Account to
homogenize his portrayal of Indigenous peoples, was he also “objectifying” them? Was
he making them the objects of his own actions and authority, and/or treating them
impersonally? True, he had made Indigenous people the object of his battle for justice; he
had taken them (seemingly without their request or consent) as his “client,” and lobbied
for them at court. If it can be argued that by this he had objectified them, was there
evidence in the Very Brief summary that he treated them impersonally? He did, after all,
include narrations about specific Indigenous persons, calling them by name, describing
part of the situation in which they found themselves. Indeed, the narrative of the treatise
elucidated a different source of objectification: those Spaniards who made Indigenous
peoples the objects of their greed, their reprobation, and their lawlessness. These
Spaniards (and Germans) disallowed and otherwise prohibited the consequently
subjugated natives from becoming and being the subjects of their own lives. These
Europeans disallowed the agency of the Indigenous people. However, agency mitigates
objectification because, with agency, people become subjects of their lives.
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Consequently, given the level of agency of Indigenous people asserted by Las Casas, any
charge of objectification on his part would be lessened.
In addition to prompting examination of Las Casas’s tendency to homogenize and
of the issue of alleged objectification, the study of the content of the Brevisima relación
raises the question of equality. In his presentation, were Indigenous people equal to the
Spaniards? Ontologically, as rational, free, and social beings, yes. Theologically, as
created by God and redeemed by Jesus Christ, yes. But, were they equal culturally?
Obviously, Las Casas desired that these people, who never heard of Christ, become
Christians. The questions then become: Did Las Casas mean that they needed to be
acculturated into Spanish Christianity? Or, did he intend for them to become Christians
within their own culture, thus forming an autochthonous Christianity (which gradually
and eventually did happen in Latin America)? Would this Indigenous Christianity be
different than the Franciscan’s hoped-for Indian Church?

(Additionally, would not

Christianity in effect disrupt traditional Indigenous cultures?) These kinds of questions
suggest an assertion of the Christian culture’s superiority as compared with Indigenous
culture. Moreover, in Las Casas’ cultural evolutionary scheme, he did maintain that
Christianity perfects culture. Yet he also insisted that the Spaniards could learn some
things from the cultures of Indigenous peoples, which both connotes superiority as well
as indicates that the culture of the Spanish Christians in the Indies had much to be
desired. Seemingly, for Las Casas, the ideal culture was one infused with the Christian
culture wherein by word and deed the Gospel would be proclaimed and lived.
Another example of the ascription of inferiority on Indigenous peoples is implied
in Las Casas’s categorization of them as miserabiles personae. Jurisprudential canons—
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civil and ecclesial, and especially scriptural—stipulated care for the most “wretched,” as
Las Casas described the situation of the Indigenous people in his treatise. In the Indies,
the Indigenous people qualified for categorization as miserabiles personae precisely
because of the “wretched” circumstances of their lives, which were made so by some
Spaniards (who were not living in accord with Christian norms and beliefs). Their
ascribed inferiority did not, however, jeopardize the rights of Indigenous people in accord
with applied justice, that is, equity. In “fairness,” the wrongs that precipitated the
“wretched” condition of their lives must be remedied, and their spiritual welfare must be
fostered.
These rationales emit ethnocentric European thought (and action), and Las Casas
was not immune to them. He had a certain ethnocentrism precisely because he was part of
his time and his culture. This ethnocentrism was tempered, however, by his acquired
knowledge of Indigenous peoples and by his insistence on their agency. In him, agency
trumped ethnocentrism. The agency he asserted for the Indigenous peoples was more
important than this ethnocentric bias, because, for him, human freedom was the highest
value for him; it was all about agency for him, about choosing freely.

Plausible Foci of Future Scholarship
During the late nineteenth century and through most of the twentieth, Lascasian
scholarship was underdeveloped and, for the most part, reflected the conflicted nature of
Lascasian historiography. Much tension existed between over-vilifying and overencomiastic perspectives of Las Casas’s role in the critique of the conquest and
colonization. As fuller access to edited versions of the corpus of Las Casas’s writings
became available and scholars began to more critically examine his works, a better
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understanding his life, labor, and legacy developed. This growth in understanding holds
three important implications for this dissertation and future scholarship. At the same time,
more and better scholarship about the early colonial era and what came after provides a
more accurate understanding of the strengths and limitations of the Brevísima relación as
history.
Historical Accuracy and Historical Truth
This dissertation invites refocusing on the issue of historical accuracy and
historical truth in the Brevísima relación. According to Torrejón, the issue of historical
accuracy has not been adequately addressed in the many editions of the treatise and in
other Lascasian scholarship.1287 Some twentieth-century scholarship did inquire into this
issue. For example, Comas compared scholars’ evaluations of Las Casas’s data, but did
not discuss specific events, population figures, and sources employed in the text.1288
Similarly, Hanke demonstrated the range of oral and written testimony to which Las
Casas had access, but did not apply these to Las Casas’s specific narrations.1289 To bridge
the subsequent lacuna in Lascasian scholarship about this issue, Torrejón undertook and
recently published an extensively annotated edition of the Brevísima relación that places
Las Casas’s narrations in their historical contexts. On the basis of his impressive study,
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Torrejón claims that ninety percent of the facts in the Very Brief Account are confirmed
by contemporaneous accounts.1290
While Torrejón’s detailed and comprehensive critical edition of the Very Brief
Account with its copious footnotes and notas complementarias (complementary notes) is
of tremendous interpretive and documental value in its identification of the “tyrants” and
other actors, as well as the sources Las Casas used, there are additional considerations to
take into account to assess the historical accuracy—particularly of the remaining ten
percent of the data. One is the fact that the Brevisima relación originated from the
Larguísima relación, which report, according to the Chronicles of Emperor Charles V,
did exist and was a much longer, more detailed, and fuller portrayal of events, people,
and populations.1291 While this Larguísima relación and its supporting documents have
yet to be discovered, this Very Long Account arguably had some level of credence at
court. (Although the length of a report could also be a tactic serving to alarm or persuade
the hearers of the gravity of the report.) The report was delivered to the emperor and the
special Junta, as well as became an important component in the genesis of the New
Laws. Additionally, the report also apparently included a scrupulously veridical
presentation of a “stack of probanzas,” and other evidentiary sources. Yet, certainly other
reports from civil authorities, conquerors, encomenderos, and so forth, also existed,
which presented events in a different light, even though they may not have directly
addressed Las Casas’s charges. Furthermore, the contents of the probanzas Las Casas
1290
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collected are unknown. Neither do we know whether he used them selectively. However,
to the best of my knowledge, no one at the time discredited, disputed, or disparaged this
official report. To the contrary, as detailed earlier, other friars and bishops also submitted
supportive evidence to the emperor at this same time. In any case, since the Brevisima
relación was derived from the longer report, its general accuracy can also be implied,
albeit indirectly, until the original “working papers” are found. Even so, these “working
papers” would still represent Las Casas’s choice of facts, style of reporting, and priority
of endeavors, as well as may contain weaknesses in the evidence, potential biases, and
possible exaggerations.
A second consideration derives from the fact that the Very Brief Account was
merely a summary. As such, Las Casas did not frequently include detailed descriptions of
the particular events such as those he narrated about the Inn at Paría or about the consent
of the Yucatán Mayans to become de facto vassals of the Spanish monarch. Indeed, Las
Casas was “silent” about many activities, structures, and processes pertaining to the ways
of life of Indigenous peoples that if included would have resulted in a fuller portrayal of
the first five decades of life in the Indies. For example, although he addressed the
injustice of the colonial tribute system, he did not refer to nor assess the tribute system of
the Indigenous peoples. Nor did he acknowledge that there were Indigenous
encomenderos. In his assessments about warfare, he does not address inter-ethnic wars,
(and how, for example, in Guatemala, Alvarado played one group off the other), as well
as whether Indigenous peoples waged just war among themselves. He also omitted any
information about Indigenous allies of the Spaniards. Inclusion of the above kinds of
information would, of course, have undermined the trope of good Indigenous peoples and
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evil Spaniards. References to precontact political structures and hierarchy were also
absent except for his identification of the five kings on Hispaniola and Atahualpa as
supreme lords, and his statement about the developed polity in New Spain and the
Yucatán. With respect to precontact socio-cultural aspects, he said little about gender
roles and ideology. Similarly, he did not entertain Indigenous cosmological ideas to probe
how they understood themselves and what was their concept of human nature. He only
used European categories. The net result was a one-sided-summary report, which was
compounded by exaggerated statistics, a general phenomenon of the epoch.1292
Additionally, the written sources that he chose to retain in the summary may have
included questionable second-hand materials that were not necessarily based on eyewitness testimony, even though the documents seemingly carried reliable approbation
from authorities, such as that given by Bishop Zumárraga to Niza’s chronicle.
A third consideration in addressing the issue of historical accuracy is particularly
relevant to this dissertation and more directly related to this historical investigation of Las
Casas’s juridical approach: the fact that the Very Brief Account was written by a canon
law advocate for the miserabiles personae—the Indigenous people. Las Casas may have
simply been functioning as a “lawyer.” As such, he would have been inclined to
emphasize certain things, to leave out others, and/or to exaggerate for effect. He would
have selected, described, and presented evidence that supported his contentions. That is,
he needed to present “a case” that would “win” in court—even if it meant “erring” in,
what Torrejón contended would be, ten percent of his data. To address this, future
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scholarship might pursue comparative research on contemporaneous legal processes and
briefs, as well as on the accuracy of claimants’ accounts.
Furthermore, to interpret Las Casas’s choices of los hechos and of evidence as
part of a prosecutor’s strategy to argue his “case” constitutes an attempt to historicize the
treatise, and to focus attention away from mythologizing elements such as his use of
tropes and feigned language, as well as its place in Golden Age literature or polemical
texts. Since multiple opinions can be held about the same event, more historical research
is needed to determine how they may differ from Las Casas’s interpretations. More
research is needed on what others perceived and articulated as “the truth” of the event(s)
and what would be the appropriate remedy.
Recall also that Las Casas needed to convince his intended audience of the need
for drastic reforms. He needed to create a stark undeniable picture of tyranny and abuse
that was beneath the dignity of Spaniards, of the non-“tyrants,” of the majority of the
Spaniards who were essentially good people. Torrejón opined that Las Casas
“transformed information to make a coherent story,” and that the details “blur into one
another” in the Dominican’s “repetitious account of [this] blurred reality” in order to
convey the “enormity and uniformity” of the rampart tyranny. Again, this suggests that
Las Casas acted as a “lawyer,” stressing the shocking and habitual tyrannous events, and
making his “clients” (the Indigenous people) as appealing and understandable as possible.
(Torrejón’s characterization of the Brevísima relación as a “blurred reality” also evokes
questions about his ninety percent argument.)
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Torrejón also suggested that this “coherent story,” although in places not
necessarily factually true, was “morally, essentially true.”1293 A quarter of a century
earlier, scholars also pointed out this kind of “truth” in the Brevísima relación. Carreño
contended that Las Casas did not err in the essential truth: the cruelty toward the
Indigenous peoples, and the depopulation of their communities.1294 (Yet, much of this
depopulation was unintentional as the result of disease especially in Hispaniola, New
Spain, Peru, and other later colonial areas). Sacoto also claimed that Las Casas presented
la verdad vivida—the true/real-life truth.1295 These contentions imply a distinction
between historical accuracy and historical truth.
Any assessment of historical truth in the Brevísima relación must take into
account that Las Casas had a specific understanding of the source of truth: he
extrapolated the truth from the available facts (los hechos). Furthermore, to speak the
truth was for him a duty of conscience. Accordingly, out of his well-informed conscience
on which he radically relied, he “spoke the truth … as he knew it,” which is the only truth
that anyone can speak.1296 His intent in the Very Brief Account was to speak the truth—as
derived from los hechos and as he understood it—and, as he stated, he “could not be
silenced.”1297
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The kind of truth that Las Casas articulated in the Very Brief Account can be
conceptualized as a meta-truth—the overarching truth about the injustice of the conquests
and colonization, which resulted in devastation of some Indigenous peoples and their
lands, and which constituted violations of divine, natural, and human law.1298 Las Casas
articulated this meta-truth persistently in each territory as he presented the trajectory of
conquests from Hispaniola and Tierra Firme to Perú and Nueva Granada. Even though by
1542 the conquests “of the last known sedentary people” were completed, the
consequences of conquests continued: in the enslavements in the periphery (but not in the
centers), in the dislocations, which varied in type and intensity from place to place and
over time.1299 By distilling what was essential from los hechos, Las Casas universalized
this truth about the injustice. This meta-truth was more valuable and important than any
detailed event. Proclaiming this meta-truth was of far greater impact than narrating
particulars.1300 Las Casas’s articulation of this historically transcendent truth was also
intricately coupled with the Christian meta-narrative of the hierarchy of law (which metanarrative was explicated in Chapter VII). However, further research is also needed on
how this kind of historical truth was understood in the philosophical, theological, and
legal structures of discourse of the time. Indeed, even if we understand how and why
meta-truths were created, our cultural expressions of them cannot be left untested.
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Commentaria on the Brevísima relación
This dissertation also invites inquiry into the relationship of Las Casas’s corpus of
writings to the Brevísima relación. Examination of Las Casas’s contributions to the
debates addressed in Chapters IV and V of this study revealed that his memoriales,
cartas, tratados, and obras mayores seemed to function as jurisprudential commentaria
on the premises contained in the Brevísima relación. Judging from his repeated citations
of judicial commentaries, Las Casas was very familiar with this textual form as well as
with how Bartolus (and others) utilized this juristic form of writing.
The characteristics of this legal genre suggest that the corpus of his writings did
serve as commentaries for the Brevísima relación. Unlike other legal genres,
commentaria were a type of exposition that presented a personal re-elaboration of a
variety of issues while at the same time being relatively homogenous in content.1301 Las
Casas’s writings also addressed a variety of issues, for example, those related to the
encomienda, slavery, conversion methods, and governance; the basis of his
interpretations, re-interpretations, and arguments was always from the perspective of law.
That is, the homogeneity in Las Casas’s writings consisted in his approach to issues from
a juridical framework of rights and laws. Jurisprudential commentaries also functioned to
explicate the law, to clarify and to apply the universal principles of law to new
circumstances, to modify the law when necessary, and to build a unified body of law.
These functions were also typical components of Las Casas’s approach in the corpus of
his writings. Furthermore, commentaria also varied in form and in documentation, as did
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Las Casas’s written works.1302 For these reasons, interpreting Las Casas’s writings as
juridical commentaries on the various premises in the Brevísima relación seems to offer
another plausible law-related interpretation of the text, which could be the focus of future
research.
Possible Invitation to Ecclesial Intervention
This dissertation also invites reassessment of the degree of trust that Las Casas
placed in royal justice. In the text of the Brevísima relación, Las Casas presented the
juridical figure of the king in three ways: as monarch of “all the Spains,” enactor of
legislation, and guardian of justice.1303 In the Prologue, after addressing the twenty-sixyear-old prince-regent as the “most high and potent lord of all the Spains,” Las Casas
reminded the heir-apparent that the king, as monarch of Spain, was simultaneously
“father and shepherd,” and the “most noble and generous member of the republic.”1304
Projecting (or perhaps assuming) the “undoubtedly just character” of the monarchy,
Bartolomé reiterated the kingly attributes of “innate and natural virtue,” specifically
those of “rectitude, … study, and vigilant industry,” which he declared must be coupled
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with knowledge gleaned from reports that are “true” in order to distinguish right from
wrong.1305 He further admonished that “the mere notice of wrong or malefaction suffices
… for not a single moment could [the monarch] tolerate them.”1306
Las Casas’s characterization of the king as enactor of legislation and as guardian
of justice drew on assessments he added to the original 1542 written Brevísima relación
in 1547.1307 His depiction of the king as “giver of laws” corresponded to the attributes of
the royal law-maker articulated in the Siete Partidas, which stipulated that the king must
change and amend laws if due reason was given and the common good was served.1308 In
the Very Brief Account, Las Casas recalled how Philip’s father did this when he legislated
the New Laws “after many gatherings of persons of great authority, letters, and
conscience, and also debates and conferences,” as well as with their consent.1309 Las
Casas also depicted the emperor as the “lover and cultivator of justice,” which implied
the medieval notion of the king as the fountainhead or source of justice.1310 By these
characterizations of the king as “giver of laws,” and “guardian of justice,” the friarbishop had recourse to the traditional Castilian ideal of the monarch as rey justiciero.1311
Given Las Casas’s repeated recourse to the highest authority, he surely believed in this
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ideal as well as regarded at least the Habsburg monarchs as kings intent on this role. Yet
whether they were or not is debatable, but the discourse that would appeal to them in this
way was expected. Richard Kagan also argues that Charles V (and later Philip II)
“worked hard to become more than a rey justiciero in name only” and, as such, to achieve
justice through effective rule of law.1312 However, some observers of the atrocities of the
Spanish conquering expeditions would lay part of the blame at the monarchs’ feet, which
Las Casas would not do because he was appealing to them for their help in reversing the
situation.
Moreover, while Las Casas was scathing and unflinching in his censuring of the
Spaniards and Germans in the Brevísima relación, as was common in the era in which he
lived, he did not denounce the king. Rather Bartolomé’s denunciations of the tyranny
were based on the premise that “the evils and harm were done against the will of the
monarchs and their royal orders.”1313 This kind of assessment that blames the “wicked
tyrants” (including the “wicked ministers”) seems to reflect the myth of the benevolent
king. This notion was seemingly generated by the Renaissance recovery of classical
Roman and Greek models of rulers as benign dispensers of the good, and promoted by
humanists’ advice books to the prince. Yet the Spanish monarch must have been aware of
the rampart tyranny taking place in the Indies. As Davidson pointed out, the covetous
conquistadores, encomenderos, and royal officials were appointed and/or licensed by the
emperor and, as such, either Charles himself was a “tyrant” or he condoned the use of
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tyranny as an instrument of governance and expansion in the Indies.1314 If so, was Charles
guilty of what Bartolus denominated “veiled and tacit tyranny”? Did Charles deliberately
ignore the “open and manifest tyranny” of many of the Spaniards and Germans?1315
Perhaps Charles simply did not see some of these things as tyranny, which is more likely
because they profited the crown and allowed Charles to act as the champion of Catholic
Christianity in the wars of the reformation, those against the Ottomans, and those
attendant to his duties as Holy Roman Emperor. In his deliberations on this issue, Carro
suggested that inevitably there would be instances in monarchical decisions where the
lesser of two evils was chosen, and that the monarch tolerated some failures on the part of
his subjects to conform to the law, including those incompatible with Christian morality.
Carro insisted that “to tolerate is not to approve.”1316
However, in the Peroratio of the Brevísima relación, after first referring to the
monarch as just, Las Casas provocatively observed that the king was not able to effect
justice.1317 He explicitly stated: “there has been no justice of the king to punish [the
tyrants],” and then forthrightly asserted that “to this day, the king is not powerful enough
to put an end to this [tyranny].”1318 The implicit message was that the king failed as rey
justiciero. Perhaps this encoded message about the exercise of royal jurisdiction in the
Indies was to prompt Philip (and to provoke his father) to act (perhaps by shaming them),
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or perhaps to marshal others to action in Las Casas’s long-desired juridical goal of a just
remedy for the wrongs done and being done. In my opinion, by publishing the Brevísima
relación in 1552, Las Casas intended to position the church to effect a remedy for the
tyrannous situation in the Indies.
Consider the long-standing precedent in canon law, first promulgated by Innocent
III, that “if justice is not available in the temporal forum, jurisdiction may be transferred
to ecclesiastical judges … [to] do justice themselves.”1319 This superiority of the spiritual
over the temporal and, accordingly, of ecclesiastical jurisdiction over secular jurisdiction
was upheld and re-affirmed by the Council of Trent (1545–1563).1320 Recall also that Las
Casas had appealed (unsuccessfully) for a “total remedy” from three monarchs. His
Dominican mentor, Pedro de Córdoba, had cautioned him that their goals of just
treatment of the Indigenous inhabitants of the Indies would not be achieved as long as
Ferdinand lived.1321 While Las Casas’s views were seemingly greatly valued by Charles
V, the Dominican encountered both resolute support and ferocious opposition from royal
officials at the court of the cosmopolitan emperor.1322 Although Las Casas was apparently
a confidant of the youthful Prince Philip, he experienced the frustrating undulations
precipitated by transitions of power after promulgation of the New Laws. Indeed, royal
officials were perhaps pleased with the growing riches from the colonies, especially since
the gold had largely played out by 1540, but was replaced by significant silver finds.
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Additionally, these experiences may also suggest that the monarchs wanted to control the
Spanish Church in many ways, and not be controlled by it—even (or especially) by the
Andalusian friar bishop.
Consider also Las Casas’s knowledge and employment of episcopal powers. As
bishop of Chiapa and as “Protector of All the Indians,” he knew that ecclesiastical
jurisdiction also extended to the welfare of miserabiles personae (in the Indies, of the
Indigenous people) and to matters of restitution.1323 In his diocese, he had wielded the
ecclesial juridical arm by edicts of excommunication and by withholding absolution in
the sacrament of confession, but even these church-based efforts did not succeed in
generating a total remedy, and instead caused much resentment. Later in Spain, the
bishop of Chiapa experienced more disappointments. The law prohibiting perpetual
encomiendas was revoked. “Conquests” were abolished, but “pacification” was allowed.
In spite of his detailed and lengthy arguments, the special junta of 1550–1551 did not
make a public statement about whether “conquest prior to conversion” was disallowed.
Consider that, since 1516, Las Casas had adhered to and promoted a plan for the
peaceful penetration of Indigenous lands by friars and bishops to preach the gospel to the
autochthonous people, with the hope of their free-willed conversion and eventual
salvation. (Could it be that he lacked what might be called “diplomatic skills”?) While his
attempts to actualize this plan failed in Cumaná (1521–1522), he carried it out in Tierra
de Guerra (Land of War) (1537–1539) with such success that this Guatemalan territory
was renamed Vera Paz (True Peace). His subsequent plan (presented in Chapter V)
proposed the restoration of Indigenous republics under the leadership of Religious, a plan
that was not particularly realistic in the political context of the time. This plan, first
1323
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articulated in 1543, was devised as a way to Christianize large populations of Indigenous
peoples in, for example, New Spain, Peru, and New Granada. However, in these plans
promoting clergy-based-leadership, Las Casas did not address how those he denominated
“tyrants” could be stopped and punished.
Yet, both the content of the Brevísima relación and perhaps the circumstances of
its publication gesture toward a way to do this that would have recourse to another arena
of ecclesiastical jurisdiction: the Office of the Inquisition. Consider that the Very Brief
Account was replete with allegations and condemnations of the “tyrants” that constituted
fodder for Inquisitional inquiry, viz., their idolatry, blasphemy, heresy, apostasy, and
other violations of divine, natural, and human law. Moreover, according to canon law, the
church’s jurisdiction also extended to homicide, arson, adultery, theft, usury, forgery, and
simony. While these crimes (and sins) were dealt with according to criminal law in
ecclesiastical courts, blasphemy, apostasy, idolatry, and heresy were regarded as worse
than murder and so forth, because of their direct affront to God.1324 In any case, the
charges and the best evidence that Las Casas could assemble were all there in the Very
Brief Account. Names and crimes/sins committed, as well as any other needed
information, were available from the Larguísima relación. All that remained was for the
Office of the Inquisition to summon, prosecute, and punish the idolatrous, greedy, and
disobedient Spaniards. Was this perhaps what Las Casas had in mind as he readied the
treatise for publication?
Whether (and how) the Tribunal de la Inquisición as part of ecclesiastical
jurisdiction may have been involved is at this point pure speculation. However, during his
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stay in Seville prior to publishing the Brevísima relación, Las Casas lived at the
Dominican convent of San Pablo where his confrere, Domingo de Soto, also resided
while he functioned as an examiner for the Inquisition.1325 As Reboiras discovered (and
was reported in Chapter VI), by that time, the Tribunal of the Inquisition was located in
Seville, and its Inquisitador-general was the archbishop of Seville. There was ample
opportunity and time for these clergymen to consider the possibility of dealing with the
“tyrants” by wielding the arm of ecclesial jurisdiction, especially since the authority of
the Church prevailed in matters of faith.1326 Perhaps research in the archives of the
Tribunal de la Inquisición, the Consejo de las Indias, or of the Archdiocese of Seville
may contain information that would verify or reject this enticing possibility. If so, this
might also open a new arena of research about the Inquisition that focuses more on
prosecution of objectionable (and sinful) forms of behavior such as violence and
maltreatment, rather than predominantly on sexual deviance, witchcraft, and blasphemy.

Voices of Conscience
Was the Brevísima relación the only publication that proposed and sought a total
remedy? Perhaps. Was Las Casas the only voice raised on behalf of the Indigenous
people? Absolutely not. In different ways, many promoted and lent their voices to the
defense of the miserabiles personae in the Indies. Consider the institutional foci of Vasco
de Quiroga and the Franciscans. From a humanist and utopian perspective that Quiroga
derived from Erasmus and Thomas More, the bishop of Michoacán established the Santa
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Fe hospital-pueblos, which became the model for later mission compounds in Alta
California and Paraguay.1327 Although trained as was Las Casas in canon law, Quiroga
did not as a secular cleric have Las Casas’s expertise in Thomistic scholasticism, which
may explain why he agreed with Sepúlveda that the Indigenous people were not capable
of self-governance and civil society, but rather needed the supervision of the Spaniards.
(Or, Quiroga could simply have shared the general Spanish prejudices, as did many friars
and priests who thought Indigenous peoples were worthy but still inferior to Spaniards.)
New Spain’s vanguard and senior mendicant order, the Spanish Franciscans, focused on
the erection of centers of learning (including the University of Mexico) and of edifices
for worship, which Las Casas did not. These reform spiritualist Franciscans wrote
catechetical books and doctrinas (as did Franciscan Bishop Zumárraga), as well as
Historias and proto-ethnographies [for example, Motolinía, Bernardino de Sahagún,
(1499–1590), and later Gerónimo de Mendieta (1528–1604).]1328 In contrast, Las Casas
wrote El unico vocationis modo as a tract for any and all missionaries. [However, his
three-volume Apologética historia sumaria, a detailed account of Indigenous way of life,
was similar in its extensive data to the accounts of Indigenous religions and history
written by Sahagún, Motolinía, and the Dominican, Diego de Durán (1537–1588).] The
Franciscans’ radical poverty combined with their emphasis on teaching and preaching
also underscored their urgency in building an Indian Church before the imminent Second
Coming of Christ; their approach was characterized (like Quiroga) by a benevolent yet
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coercive paternalism in actions and authority, which, however, diminished the agency of
Indigenous people. Because of their paternalist approach and their perceived immediate
territorial needs, both Quiroga and the Franciscans opposed the New Laws in their
abolition of the encomienda, whereas Las Casas chose to disregard any particularized
(and positive) consequences of Indigenous people as encomendados, (and, as previously
noted, also the fact that there were “good” encomenderos as well as Indigenous
encomenderos). Perhaps the Spanish Franciscans’ tendency to focus on localized,
particularized, and predominantly catechetical questions was because they had a different
philosophical-theological training compared to the Dominicans. Recall that Las Casas
had drafted Las Seis Verdades for Zumárraga. What distinguished Las Casas was his
ability to universalize the needs and problems of the entire Indies beyond those simply of
New Spain or of any other particular territory.
Also recall that the learned Hispaniola Dominicans (and Picard Franciscans) first
articulated the framework for a comprehensive remedy for the sufferings endured by the
Indigenous peoples. Consider further the contributions of Dominican bishops to articulate
the urgent need for the universal Church to address the issue of the level of humanity of
Indigenous people and the proper methods of Christianization. Julian Gárces, bishop of
Tlaxcala (1527–1542), exemplified this broader approach by his appeal to Paul III. He
also built schools and churches. Domingo de Santo Tomás, bishop of Charcas, Bolivia
(1562–1570), who wrote the first Quechua language and grammar book, also took an allencompassing approach. Like the Hispaniola Dominicans and Las Casas, Santo Tomás
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called for radical restitution by amending the wrongs done, returning the encomienda
lands—and even the whole country—to the Indigenous peoples.1329
By the mid-1550s and beyond, others from the ranks of secular clergy were also
lending their voices to broader issues related to the Indigenous peoples. Juan López de
Zárate, bishop of Antequera (1535–1555), upheld the full humanity of Indigenous people
and their needs, as well as peaceful methods of conversion and instruction. In 1551,
Zárate denounced the lack of zeal of many Religious and the Franciscans’ custom of
whipping some Indigenous persons, as well as the un-Christian interests of the colonizers.
Subsequently, he informed Prince Philip that the diocese was so large that “whole
provinces do not know the true God.”1330 Juan del Valle, bishop of Popoyán (1549–
1561), wielded the arm of ecclesiastical jurisdiction as did Las Casas by
excommunicating and fining Spaniards in his diocese who were not complying with the
legislation protecting the Indigenous peoples.1331 His colleague, Juan de Simancas,
bishop of Cartagena (1557–1570), also struggled in vain to convince local authorities to
enforce the New Laws and, like Las Casas, requested papal permission to no longer
reside in his diocese.1332
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In 1566, the retired secular cleric, Luis Sánchez, also raised his voice in
assessments, denunciations, and proposals related to the threatened destruction of the
Indigenous peoples and their lands. Like Las Casas, Sánchez attributed the cruel unjust
wars and enslavement of Indigenous people to the Spaniards’ greed. Among the problems
Sánchez cited was the distance from Spain, as well as the fact that legislators had never
visited the Indies and were grossly misinformed. While acknowledging that there were a
small number of gente de bien and good Religious, he blamed what he considered was
the continuing destruction on ecclesial and secular judges who did not pursue justice, on
Religious and other priests who granted absolution without demanding restitution, and on
conquistadores and encomenderos, whose sins were destroying the Indigenous peoples
temporally and spiritually. The remedy Sánchez petitioned was identical to that of Las
Casas in his last Memorial to the Council of the Indies: that a grand junta be convened
consisting of the monarch, the Consejo de las Indias, and letrados in theology and canon
law.1333
Others published to disseminate their message. Cristóbal de Pedraza, bishop of
Comayagua, Honduras, (1541–1553), wrote a scathing critique of the conquistadores and
requested a remedy from Charles V in his “Relación de la provincia de Honduras y
Higueras.” Bartolomé Frías de Albornoz, Spanish lawyer and professor of civil law at the
University of Mexico, condemned the slave trade in his 1556 Arte de los contratos and
questioned the morality of “saving souls” through enslavement as well as of making
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slaves of prisoners of wars. In his 1569 Suma de tratos y contratos, Dominican friar
Tomás de Mercado decried the vile conditions endured by Indigenous and African slaves
on ships, and declared that involvement in the slave trade incurred “deadly sin.”1334 All
these defenders of Indigenous peoples, from the first mendicant friars on Hispaniola to
others in multiple places, were exponents of a reform movement to prevent la destruición
de las Indias, and were supported in this by Spaniards in governmental circles and in
other parts of society such as the Escuela Española. These pro-Indigenous individuals
functioned as a leaven by their insistence on judging Spain’s policies and Spaniards’
deeds. Lay Spaniards in the Indies and Indigenous people were also part of the chorus of
voices intent on ameliorating conditions. For example, the son of conquistador Diego de
Aguero distributed four hundred pesos in gold to hospitals in the Andes in compensation
for the excessive tribute that his deceased father had collected from the native people on
his encomienda. Conquistador Lorenzo de Aldana bequeathed his extensive holdings to
the Andean people in Arequipa.1335 Indigenous authorities such as the town council of
Huejotzingo expressed their concerns and needs in letters to the monarch.1336 To its
credit, Spain’s political system allowed voices to be raised that demanded that its actions
be just. No nation, as Hanke declared, made “so continuous or so compassionate an
attempt to discover what was just treatment for the native people under its
jurisdiction.”1337
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Outside of Spain, there were also other “Las Casas types.” For example, in 1555,
the Portuguese cleric (and former Dominican) and humanist, Fernão Oliveira mirrored
Las Casas’s position in his Arte de Guerra no mar (The Art of Maritime War). In a rare
denunciation of slavery, Oliveira contended that non-Christians were outside of papal
authority, that war against them was unjustified, and that to enslave them was manifest
tyranny.1338

Rodrigo de Betanzos defended the guanches (native Canarians) in the

Canary Islands.1339 Individuals such as these were part of the “conscience of European
Christianity,” as was Las Casas.1340
In the Indies, Las Casas became one of “the authentic representatives … of the
conscience of Spain,” its “public conscience,” and “the paradigmatic voice of the
historical moment.”1341 As this voice of conscience, Las Casas’s dedication, experience,
and knowledge of the New World, were unparalleled. His contacts extended to the
highest levels. He addressed three monarchs: Ferdinand, Charles, and Philip. He
personally knew Adrian VI, Paul III, and Pius V—three of the fourteen popes who
reigned during this lifetime.1342 His vision encompassed the whole of the Indies. His
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arguments combined the canonistic, philosophical, and theological, and were anchored in
his understanding of los hechos and los derechos. This is what distinguished Las Casas as
the conscience of Spain: he thought and acted “with-knowledge,” that is, cum-ciencia,
with knowledge enlightened by faith and in accord with reason and eternal, divine, and
just human law.
Las Casas raised his juridical voice by means of the written word in his Very Brief
Account to explicate the crisis of conscience of Spain that had reached its zenith in the
Indies in the mid-sixteenth century.1343 The emotive tenor of Las Casas’s voice in the text
echoes the voice of Spain’s “tormented conscience,” one of outrage, frustration, and
disbelief.1344 Yet its concomitant juridical tenor, with its distinctive, wide-ranging, and
justice-based approach, gives credence to his stature as a jurist, to his persistent
employment of a juridical approach, and to the presence of this approach in his famous
and infamous Brevísima relación de la destruición de las Indias.
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